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Berkshire Hathaway, Turner Broadcasting System, 
Texas Instruments, Tandy Corporation, Occidental 
Petroleum Corporation, Muriel Siebert & Co.,  
Blockbuster Entertainment, and the New York 
Stock Exchange all went public without doing 
initial public offerings. They did so by means of 
the reverse merger—a method in which a private 
company acquires a majority stake in a public one 
and thereby becomes public itself. 

Reverse mergers are far more versatile than IPOs. 
A great number of companies in a wide variety 
of situations can use the technique successfully. 
Reverse mergers are particularly advantageous to 
smaller companies, many of which are cut out 
of the IPO market because they do not meet the 
restrictive criteria set by investment banks.

Written for private company CEOs, CFOs, 
and the investment bankers, lawyers, consultants 
and accountants who advise them, this book is the 
first to explain how reverse mergers work, from both 
a business and a legal perspective. Topics covered 
include: the pros and cons of going public, deal 
structures and mechanics, financing, winning market 
support, best (and worst) practices, due diligence, 
the regulatory regime, working with companies 
outside the United States (especially in China), 
specified purpose acquisition companies (SPACs), 
and Form 10-SB shells. Anyone interested in the 
capital markets will want to understand this valuable 
technique.
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Why Reverse Mergers?

“This is the book our industry has been waiting for!”
—Timothy Halter

    Chairman and CEO, Halter Financial Group, Inc.

“. . . [R]everse mergers—in which a private company buys all or most of the stock of 
an already publicly traded firm—are on the scene. Small firms find them a low-cost, 
quick, and fuss-free way to instantly become a public company, often without the 
paperwork required for a conventional initial public offering of shares.”
—WALL STREET JOURNAL

“. . . [Investment banker Gregg Mockenhaupt] wrapped up a $50 million reverse 
merger for Ronco Corp. . . . [T]he payoff was ‘easy entrée into the public markets,’ 
says Ronco CFO Evan Warshawsky.”
—CFO magazine

“. . . [R]everse mergers . . . are a route to the stock market for entrepreneurs in a hurry. . . .”
—NEW YORK TIMES

Praise for Reverse Mergers
“With this book—the first of its kind—David Feldman has created an invaluable 
guide to the varied and increasingly complex world of going public. It is essential 
for any investment banker, lawyer, accountant, or private company that is seeking a 
rational alternative to an IPO.”
—Timothy J. Keating, President, Keating Investments, LLC

“Reverse mergers have been growing rapidly, especially after the SEC’s recent ruling 
to improve disclosure and legitimacy in these transactions. And I can think of no one 
better to write the first book on this subject than David Feldman, the clear leader in 
the field.”
—Lady Judge, formerly Barbara S. Thomas
Deputy Chairman, UK Financial Reporting Council and former SEC Commissioner

“David Feldman, a true pioneer and leader in the legal community, translates reverse 
mergers into plain English that is easy to read and understand.”
—Nimish P. Patel, Esq., Managing Partner, Richardson & Patel, LLP
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1

Recently, Wall Street has discovered that there are more ways to go 
public than through the traditional initial public offering (IPO), 
making it easier for more companies to reap the benefi ts of public 

status. Public companies fi nd it easier to attract investors than private ones 
do because investments in public companies are more liquid. Because of 
this liquidity, public companies can also use their stock more effectively 
to fund acquisitions and reward executives. Having various options to go 
public is good news to the vast majority of smaller companies, most of 
which do not fi t the typical profi le investment banks use when deciding 
which companies can successfully accomplish an IPO. 

The two most popular alternatives to IPOs are reverse mergers 
(including mergers with specifi ed purpose acquisition companies, or 
SPACs) and self-fi lings. The following well-known companies have gone 
public through reverse mergers:

❑ Texas Instruments Inc.
❑ Berkshire Hathaway, Inc.
❑ Tandy Corporation (Radio Shack Corporation)
❑ Occidental Petroleum Corporation
❑ Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc.
❑ Blockbuster Entertainment
❑ The New York Stock Exchange

Less well-known deals are no less interesting:
❑ In February 2005, an investor group led by billionaire Robert 
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F. X. Sillerman, former owner of well-known concert promoter SFX En-
tertainment, raised $46.5 million contemporaneous with the acquisition 
of a public shell company called Sports Entertainment Enterprises, Inc. 
and the acquisition of an 85 percent interest in Elvis Presley’s name, image 
and likeness, and the operations of his home at Graceland. Since then the 
company, now known as CKX, Inc., has completed several more acquisi-
tions including the proprietary rights to the American Idol television show 
and, in April 2006, it paid $50 million for an 80 percent interest in boxer 
Muhammad Ali’s name, likeness, and image.

❑ In 2002, RAE Systems went public in a reverse merger at $0.20 a 
share. As of this writing in early 2006, the stock was trading around $4.

❑ Global Sources reverse merged into Fairchild. As of this writing, it 
has a market capitalization of approximately $430 million.

Alternatives to IPOs have grown in popularity over the last six years. 
The number of closed reverse mergers has increased fourfold since 2000. 
(See FIGURE I.1, Closed Reverse Mergers by Year.) All signs indicate that 
this fast-paced growth will continue for the foreseeable future.

There are several reasons for this. First, the IPO market effectively 
closed in late 2000 following the dot-com bust. Those seeking to go pub-
lic were forced to fi nd other ways to accomplish their goals. Second, the 
alternatives to IPOs offer benefi ts that traditional IPOs do not, especially 
to companies interested in raising capital in the $3 million to $20 million 

FIGURE I.1  Closed Reverse Mergers by Year
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range. Third, new SEC regulations and enforcement policies have turned 
reverse mergers and self-fi lings into completely aboveboard, legitimate 
methods of accessing the capital markets. (There is a history here, which 
we will cover in Chapter 2. Some of the early practitioners of alternatives 
to IPOs in the 1970s and 1980s were shady characters.) Fourth, in the past 
several years the number of investors ready and willing to make private 
investments in public equity (PIPEs) in connection with alternatives to 
IPOs has increased dramatically. PIPEs are defi ned as follows: A private 
placement of equity or equity-linked securities effected for a public com-
pany, typically with immediate required registration of the equity sold to 
the investor. These days PIPE investors are constantly on the lookout for 
soon-to-be public companies to invest in.

The idea behind the reverse merger is simple, yet powerful. To achieve 
the goal of publicly traded shares, a private company merges into a public 
one. (The public company has minimal, if any, day-to-day business opera-
tions. For this reason, it is called a “shell.”) The public company may be 
the remnant of a bankrupt or sold organization or specially formed for the 
purpose of investing in a private company. Either way, the basic maneuver 
is the same: the private company purchases control of a public one, merges 
into it, and when the merger is complete becomes a publicly traded com-
pany in its own right.

Self-fi lings take advantage of the SEC regulation that allows private com-
panies to become public by voluntarily following the same rules (and fi ling 
the same documents) that public companies follow. After agreeing to man-
datory compliance with the SEC reporting regime, a company earns public 
status and can then offer securities to the public market or complete a PIPE.

This book is written for seasoned pros and beginners alike. It is—as 
of this writing—the fi rst and only book to explain the business and legal 
issues specifi c to reverse mergers and self-fi lings. My goal was to create 
a text that would be useful to both company CEOs and CFOs and the 
professionals who advise them—lawyers, accountants, consultants, and 
investment bankers. Please note: I wrote this not just for lawyers; it covers 
legal issues in plain English.

This book is my best effort to codify what I have learned about alterna-
tives to IPOs over the thirteen years since Feldman Weinstein & Smith, 
the twenty-three-attorney law fi rm I lead, and a predecessor fi rm, began 
this part of our practice. During that time we have worked with hundreds 
of clients contemplating reverse mergers and self-fi lings. Steven Dresner, 
my friend and contributor to this book, has enriched the text with the wis-
dom he has gleaned in his capacities as editor of PIPEs: A Guide to Private 
Investments in Public Equity (Bloomberg Press, 2005), and as the organizer 
of numerous business conferences on PIPEs and reverse mergers.
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The Structure of This Book
The book is divided into four parts. Part One covers the business of 
reverse mergers. Chapter 1 discusses the pros and cons of going public. 
Chapter 2 compares the benefi ts of a reverse merger to the benefi ts of an 
IPO. Chapter 3 presents an overview of the market for shells, how they 
are formed, and basic reverse merger deal structures. The shell market 
is changing rapidly, in no small part due to recent rule changes by the 
SEC. Chapter 4 reviews the history behind the famous SEC Rule 419 
which in the early 1990s all but stopped the market for creating shells 
from scratch and taking them public for awhile. Chapter 5 covers the 
fi nancings that typically accompany a reverse merger, especially those 
done as PIPE investments. It includes examples of a few specifi c transac-
tions which are analyzed in depth from the fi elds of biotechnology, en-
tertainment, technology, and sports. Issues of disclosure and valuation 
are discussed. An acknowledged challenge following a reverse merger is 
building and obtaining support for the company’s newly trading stock. 
Chapter 6 covers this issue in depth with the goal of changing attitudes 
toward the issue. Rather than seeking an immediate “pop” in a stock 
as sometimes happens after an IPO, reverse merged companies require 
patience for support to build over time. Chapter 7, the last chapter of 
Part One, provides a road map for those (hopefully all) seeking to steer 
clear of unsavory and illegitimate activity in this fi eld. Covered here 
are bad shell owner tactics and bad investment banker tactics. A list of 
signs that are consistent with behavior of a credible, legitimate player 
is included. As in all things Wall Street, it is diffi cult to go anywhere 
without fi nding some bad guys. Indeed, the venerable IPO suffered a 
black eye when state and federal regulators fi ned IPO underwriters over 
$2 billion for illegal excesses in the IPOs of the late 1990s. But reverse 
mergers also have a checkered past, something many of us are working 
hard to reverse both in terms of perception and reality.

Part Two covers legal issues and traps. Chapter 8 describes deal struc-
tures and issues in completing merger agreements. The famous “reverse 
triangular merger” is examined. Issues in a shell’s capital structure and 
availability of shares are also discussed. How parties back up their state-
ments and promises is another issue, as is changing the name of the 
shell after a deal. Chapter 9 covers a critically important issue in reverse 
mergers: due diligence. This involves “scrubbing” a shell which may have 
a history of prior operations, as well as working to avoid or minimize 
risks from dirty or messy shells (these are two different things). So-called 
Footnote 32 shells, which have been targeted by the SEC in its recent 
rulemaking as being of questionable validity, are discussed. These are 
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particularly thorny shells to examine, because they appear to be real busi-
nesses that went public, when in fact they are either fake start-ups or 
very small real businesses that will be stripped out or shut down upon a 
merger. Chapter 10 discusses the regulatory regime in greater depth. In 
particular, the chapter explores the sweeping and dramatic legislation, 
known as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, that was passed in 2002 following the 
Enron and WorldCom debacles. This law requires many changes—most 
of them for the good —in how public companies act. But, among other 
things, it has led to increases in the cost of being public. This chap-
ter also reviews the new SEC rulemaking of June 2005 which imposed 
signifi cant new disclosure requirements immediately following a reverse 
merger. By means of these rules, the SEC sought to eliminate more bad 
players at the same time as it affi rmed that these techniques are perfectly 
legitimate means of structuring companies. 

Part Three covers self-fi lings in depth and a few other methods 
of going public without an IPO or reverse merger in overview. There 
are two ways to go about a self-fi ling: either by means of a resale reg-
istration to allow existing shares to start trading, or through fi ling a 
Form 10-SB, which simply puts the company on the mandatory SEC 
reporting list. Once it is fully reporting, if shareholders have the abil-
ity to sell without having their shares individually registered with the 
SEC, trading can commence. Part Four covers the most contemporary 
techniques of going public without an IPO. Chapter 14, which looks 
at SPACs, may be the fi rst primer on a technique that has taken off 
recently. A SPAC, or specifi ed purpose acquisition company, is a public 
shell, created specifi cally to enable a company to go public. It raises 
large amounts of money that can then be given to the private company 
it merges with. A SPAC’s shares are permitted to trade (most other 
manufactured shells do not trade), and investors in the SPAC get to 
review and approve the proposed merger. Each SPAC generally has an 
industry or geographic focus, and has a management team experienced 
in that sector to review potential merger candidates. As of this writing 
in early 2006, over eighty SPACs have been formed just since 2004 
and thirty-eight of them have successfully completed IPOs. These 
shell vehicles are generally raising anywhere from $20 million to over 
$100 million each. The next intense area of current activity, covered 
in Chapter 15, is manufacturing Form 10-SB shells. The SEC appears 
to favor these over some other types of shells (such as those created 
under Rule 419). Nearly one hundred of these shells are being formed 
by clients of my law fi rm alone! The last chapter of the book, Chapter 
16, reviews a variety of other current issues: The intense desire of PIPE 
investors and investment banks to benefi t from the “public venture 
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capital” returns that are possible when one invests in reverse merg-
ers. The “yuan rush” to complete deals involving Chinese companies. 
And future prospects for SPACs, Form 10-SB shells, and the like. This 
chapter includes extensive quotes and thoughts from over a half dozen 
leading industry players, from accountants to investment bankers to 
venture investors and others.



7

C H A P T E R  1

Before deciding how to go public, a company must decide whether 
to go public. Or, as Tim Halter of Halter Financial Group asks his 
clients: “If everything else in your company was the same, but you had 

a publicly trading stock, would that be better?”

Advantages of Being Public
In general, there are fi ve major advantages to being public: easier access to 
capital, greater liquidity, ability to grow through acquisitions or strategic 
partnerships, ability to use stock options to attract and retain senior execu-
tives, and increased shareholder confi dence in management. 

Access to Capital
It is easier for public companies to raise money than private companies. 
This has little to do with a reasoned assessment of the merits of any specif-
ic private company. Public companies have fi ve characteristics that make 
them more attractive than private companies to investors. 

First, public companies are required to disclose their fi nancial results, 
good or bad, and other material developments to the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission and the public regularly and in great detail. Dis-
closure requirements build investor confi dence because it is harder for a 
public company to hide problems than it is for a private one. 

The second major benefi t to an investor, which increases a public com-
pany’s access to capital, is an easier opportunity to create liquidity for the 

Why Go Public?
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investment. Those who invest in private companies always worry about 
the “exit strategy” and look for companies wishing eventually to be sold or 
go public. If a company is already public, the ability to exit is signifi cantly 
enhanced. And, typically, public company investors are able to obtain the 
ability to sell their shares publicly within three to fi ve months after the 
investment. This is signifi cantly faster than the three to fi ve years a venture 
capitalist generally expects to wait for an investment to pay off. The fact 
that a public company’s stock can be traded creates liquidity through the 
sale of an investor’s stock in the public markets.

The third major benefi t to a company completing a fi nancing as a pub-
lic company rather than a private one concerns the restrictions and cov-
enants customarily required by private equity or venture capital investors. 
Venture capitalists view themselves as management’s partners, and require 
veto power on many different aspects of decision making in a company. In 
general, once a company is public, investors stop demanding these pow-
ers. Thus, even if a private company is able to attract private equity inves-
tors, it still may want to consider being public since PIPE investors or 
others fi nancing public companies generally put fewer restrictions on the 
company’s activities, decision making, and so on. 

The fourth advantage of seeking fi nancing after going public is valua-
tion. The markets judge shares in a public company to be worth roughly 
twice as much as shares of similarly situated private companies. When a 
fi nancing takes place as part of the going-public event itself, the value of 
the company before the investment (known as the “pre-money value”) is 
almost always materially higher than the value a private equity investor 
would place on the same company. This makes perfect sense when one 
considers that a premium is placed on liquidity.

Even though it is easier for public companies to raise money than pri-
vate ones, this is not a suffi cient reason for going public, as many compa-
nies who go public solely to obtain one round of fi nancing learn to their 
dismay. Companies that follow this path frequently regret the decision; 
many, in fact, end up going private. Companies that make the most out of 
being public also make use of the following benefi ts.

Liquidity
Liquidity gives all investors the opportunity to enhance their exit strategy 
by being able to turn their investments into cash. New investors are not the 
only ones who want to be able to exit. Sometimes one of the main reasons 
for bringing a private company public is so the company founders, former 
investors, and senior executives holding stock positions can take money out 
of the business without selling it outright or losing practical control. There 
are as many reasons owners might want cash as there are owners. 
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The challenge in this situation is to avoid a great wave of share sales 
by company insiders. There are two reasons for this. First, if too many 
insiders sell out, those who built the company in the past will lose the 
incentives that would encourage them to continue building the company 
in the future. Second, Wall Street notices when insiders are selling out. 
Generally, a wave of insider sales discourages outsiders from investing in a 
company. Therefore, a company should consult its advisers and design an 
appropriate, rewarding, but measured selling plan.

For example, a former client took his company public through a re-
verse merger. Shortly thereafter, the company founder actively began 
to sell his stock. He sold nearly $5 million worth of stock before the 
price began to drop precipitously. This caused prospective investors to 
lose interest in the company. Today the company is out of business and 
in bankruptcy. According to the rumor mill, an SEC investigation into 
whether or not the founder’s selling activities constituted insider trading 
will get under way shortly. 

Another client took a more circumspect approach, with great success. 
He restricted when, how much, and how often insiders could sell their 
shares. He meticulously consulted with legal counsel before each insider 
sale to determine whether there was a risk of insider trading. Today, the 
company is growing, its stock price is rising steadily, and the founders have 
been able to sell enough stock, slowly and deliberately, to begin to realize 
their exit strategies. 

PRACTICE TIP  

To senior executives of newly public companies: don’t get greedy.

Growth Through Acquisitions or Strategic Partnerships
The most popular reason for going public after the need to raise capital 
is to pursue a strategy of growth through acquisition, joint venture, or 
strategic partnership. As noted above, investors are more willing to provide 
fi nancing to a public company, even when the purpose of the fi nancing is 
to fund acquisitions. In addition, a public company often can use stock 
as currency or “scrip” in the package of consideration to be provided to a 
company being acquired or partnered with. Sometimes the only consider-
ation given is stock.

In general, the value of the stock provided exceeds the agreed-upon 
value of the transaction because there is some risk the stock will drop in 
value down the road. In other words, if a company is to be acquired for 
$20 million, including $10 million in cash, a seller may demand the bal-
ance to be equal to $12 million or $13 million in stock to offset the risk 
of volatility in stock price. Public buyers generally are willing to be fl exible 
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in this regard as purchasing with stock avoids the need to raise cash for the 
purchase. It also allows a company to retain its cash for other purposes, 
reserves, and so on.

Stock Options for Executives
Many companies have diffi culty attracting talented senior management. 
Public companies have an advantage over private ones in the competi-
tion for top people because they can offer stock options and other equity 
incentives—the “brass ring” of affi liation with a public company—as 
part of the compensation package. Frequently, compensation for top ex-
ecutives at public companies seems exorbitantly high. But the fi ne print 
often reveals that the vast bulk of a multimillion-dollar compensation 
package comes not in the form of wages, but in the form of stock or stock 
options. (Stock options aren’t just for high-ranking executives. Many 
stories have been written about the millionaire secretaries at Microsoft, 
eBay, and other companies.) 

Private companies do, of course, have the option of setting up stock 
option plans; however, the problem, as with all investments involving pri-
vate companies, is liquidity. Private company executives know that they 
cannot make money from owning stock unless there is some form of li-
quidity event. The company must go public, be sold, or initiate a major 
dividend distribution in order to turn shares into cash. Stock options in a 
public company are much more versatile.

Options are attractive to those who lead public companies because 
they align management’s incentives with company performance as judged 
by the market. Option holders are highly motivated to build the compa-
ny’s success so that its stock price will go up. The vesting process, by which 
options become available based on an executive’s time with the company, 
encourages a long-term commitment. I know many senior executives 
who stay with a company longer than planned simply to ensure that their 
options vest. 

Confidence in Management
Because of SEC disclosure requirements, shareholders of public companies 
feel more confi dent that the actions of management and the operation of 
the company will be transparent. The SEC requires reporting companies 
to regularly reveal fi nancial results (including explanations of period-to-
period changes), executive compensation, related party transactions, ma-
terial contracts, liquidity, capital resources and the like. Public companies 
create this stream of information as required by SEC rules, and the result is 
to help a shareholder feel knowledgeable about the company’s operations 
and challenges.
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On the other hand, state laws generally limit the type and quantity of 
information that a shareholder of a private company may obtain. Rarely 
can a shareholder legally obtain a fi nancial statement and a list of share-
holders more than once a year. Some states even require a showing of cause 
or even a court proceeding to obtain this or other information. Investors 
in private companies typically negotiate broader and more frequent in-
formation delivery, but still fi nd extracting pertinent information to be a 
constant challenge.

That being said, it must be remembered that even public company 
fi lings can be misleading or fraudulent. The lessons of Enron, WorldCom 
and others are recent and will linger. Nonetheless, private companies still 
have greater incentives to play games than do public ones. After all, the 
public company that plays fast and loose with disclosure requirements 
runs the signifi cant risk of SEC investigations, criminal prosecutions, and 
class action lawsuits.

It is not unusual for a senior executive of a public company to ask my 
fi rm to fi gure out how not to disclose something, almost always something 
bad. Even when disclosure is not absolutely mandatory, we usually take 
the view that disclosure is recommended. (Not in absolutely every case of 
course. The departure, for example, of a CEO’s longtime personal assis-
tant generally would not need to be disclosed. But the departure of a CFO 
or other senior executive probably would.)

Disadvantages of Being Public
There are fi ve well-recognized disadvantages of being public: pressure to 
please Wall Street by emphasizing short-term results; mandatory public 
disclosure of company information, which makes “warts” hard to hide; 
vulnerability to fraud (even after Sarbanes-Oxley); higher annual expenses 
necessary to fulfi ll SEC reporting and auditing requirements and vulner-
ability to lawsuits.

Emphasis on Short-Term Results
If a public company is lucky enough to be covered by Wall Street analysts, 
the pressure to please “the Street” is intense and constant. Every quarter, 
the question on analysts’ minds is whether the company will meet or beat 
expectations in the market.

There is a healthy aspect to this because management must keep its 
eye on stated goals. But the negative, of course, is that short-term results 
become more important than the long-term goals every company must 
pursue in order to build shareholder value. 

A public company must concentrate both on making wise decisions 
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and on how those decisions will be perceived by analysts. This can cause 
problems. Say a company with a strong cash position decides to spend 
a portion on longer-term capital expenditures. Some Wall Streeters will 
see the long-term benefi t and some will simply see the erosion of cash. 
Another example: If the underwriters in an initial public offering (IPO) 
did not insist that the company shed an early stage or R&D opportunity 
and it continues to drain cash, Wall Street may not respond kindly. Invest-
ments in systems, real estate, or overhead in anticipation of future business 
may be negatively received.

Confl icts also arise when companies “do the right thing.” I make 
fi nancial decisions in the course of running my law fi rm based on my 
business philosophy of doing right by my vendors, my clients, and my 
staff. This may mean, for example, keeping problem employees on if 
I feel they are working diligently and with great effort to correct their 
defi ciencies. Or it may mean a larger raise for an employee who is going 
through tough times, getting married, or experiencing unusual personal 
circumstances. Or cutting a client’s fee, even when he does not request 
it, if I feel that we may have spent too much time on something. If my 
fi rm were public, I would feel more pressure to limit my decisions to 
the smartest fi nancial ones regardless of whether or not I was doing the 
right thing.

Public Disclosure 
Earlier I described some of the advantages of the public disclosure of fi -
nancial results, executive compensation, and the like; however, public 
disclosure is not always benefi cial. All of a company’s problems have to 
be revealed, without delay. If fi nancial statements are being restated, or a 
major customer was lost, or an executive has strong personal or family ties 
to a major vendor, the public will fi nd out immediately. 

Disclosure requirements also make it more diffi cult to keep impor-
tant information away from competitors. I had a public client, since sold, 
whose business primarily involved obtaining military contracts. SEC rules 
require that major new contracts must be fi led and disclosed. Unfortu-
nately, one contract included a copy of the company’s original bid, which 
was very specifi c and detailed regarding pricing, etc.

The company challenged the fi ling requirements on the grounds 
that the original bid was confi dential. Unfortunately, the SEC ruled that 
the contract must be disclosed, confi dential bid and all. Thereafter, the 
company’s competitors were able to obtain this information on the SEC’s 
website with the ease of a mouse click. Granted, the information was also 
obtainable with a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request (which was 
the reason the SEC deemed it not confi dential). But the process of ob-
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taining information through FOIA is more cumbersome, and our client’s 
competitors generally would not seek information in that manner.

The fl ip side of public disclosure is that good news travels fast. When 
positive things are happening at a company, press releases and SEC fi lings 
help promote the company’s success. 

PRACTICE TIP

In deciding what to disclose, be consistent, and as quick and 
determined to disclose the bad as well as the good, or risk share-
holder and regulator ire. 

Fraud and Greed (Even After Sarbanes-Oxley)
Congress passed the sweeping Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) in reac-
tion to the scandals at Enron, WorldCom, and other corporations. SOX 
instituted the most wide-ranging changes in securities laws since 1934. 
(See Chapter 10 for more about SOX and its impact.)

Yet fraud and greed are still alive and well in corporate America. In 
some respects public companies have more incentives to engage in de-
ceptive practices than private companies. This is because, as described 
earlier, they are under so much pressure to meet or exceed Wall Street’s 
expectations for their performance. Here are some of the tricks compa-
nies still use.

Unscrupulous management may engage in “Enronomics,” defi ned by 
wordspy.com as “a fi scal policy or business strategy that relies on dubious 
accounting practices, overly optimistic economic forecasts, and unsustain-
ably high levels of spending.” 

Then there is the euphemistic term “earnings management,” which 
works like this: A product has been ordered and produced and is sitting 
on the shipping dock of the company-owned warehouse. On March 31, 
a customer informs the company that a truck is on the way to pick up 
the product within a couple of days. Is this a sale under accounting rules 
on March 31? Absolutely not. A sale does not occur until the product 
is picked up by the customer’s truck; however, some companies will re-
cord this as a sale anyway. That’s earnings management: improving sales 
in the current quarter. Earnings management is a risky business. I had 
at least one public client whose earnings management, in the form of 
questionable inventory auditing techniques, caused it ultimately to lose 
its key lender, and therefore its nearly $100 million business, leading to 
bankruptcy. 

Companies also “manage” expenses. In this scenario, a bill arrives on 
March 31 for work done by a consultant. The CEO places the bill in his 
bottom drawer until the next day. Is this an expense on an accrual basis? 
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Absolutely. Do some companies pretend this expense is not incurred until 
the next day? Absolutely. Earnings management, again: reducing expenses 
in the current quarter.

Other tricks include complex off-balance sheet transactions and mul-
titiered corporate structures designed to hide underperforming assets or 
the involvement of a questionable player. In the reverse merger world, 
unsavory types have their own repertoire of shady tricks, which will be 
discussed later.

It’s Expensive!
A company that is considering going public needs to prepare for signifi cant 
additional costs—both hard and soft—in connection with this change 
in status. Even the smallest private company could see annual expenses 
rise anywhere from $300,000 to $700,000 when it goes public. For some 
companies, these additional expenses are the difference between positive 
and negative net income. 

Additional costs include: 
❑  retaining attorneys to deal with the SEC (which can cost anywhere 

from $50,000 to $150,000 per year just for basic service) 
❑  instituting internal fi nancial controls that comply with SOX sec-

tion 404 (implementation of some of the SOX provisions for small 
businesses has been delayed and may ultimately be eliminated) 

❑  hiring auditors to perform the annual audit and review each quar-
terly fi nancial statement 

❑ paying SEC fi ling costs
❑  adding additional company staff, in particular fi nance and share-

holder relations staff, to deal with additional requirements
❑  engaging a public relations and investor relations fi rm (can easily 

be $150,000 per year)
❑  paying travel and entertainment costs in connection with Wall 

Street activities

Many expected that the increase in these costs due to the passage of 
SOX would discourage companies from going public. This has not been 
the case. Instead, more companies that aspire to be public either have the 
ability to raise enough fi nancing, or are larger than in the past so that their 
existing business covers the additional costs. Thus, the deals taking com-
panies public are bigger and stronger. 

Public Companies Attract Lawsuits
In 2004, more dollars were paid to settle class action lawsuits than in any 
previous year. A recent issue of Forbes magazine had Mel Weiss, one of the 
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leading class action plaintiff lawyers, on its cover, dubbing him “one of the 
most feared men in corporate America.”

It is well known that in some of these plaintiffs’ law fi rms, attorneys 
take turns sitting in front of a Bloomberg stock quote machine, watching 
to see if any particular stock takes a precipitous drop. When that occurs, a 
lawsuit is fi led, even if there are no facts whatsoever to suggest any wrong-
doing. In many of these cases, companies settle quickly to avoid the nega-
tive publicity and the costs of defending even a frivolous suit.

In the United States, the threat of such a case is enough to send a stock 
price reeling. Most of the time cases eventually get dropped. Occasionally 
one is successful, and the purported “rights of shareholders” are defended. 
I have received several notices of my being part of various classes in these 
cases. When, for example, a major alleged case of overbilling involving my 
cell phone provider was settled, each of us received a $10 phone card as 
our settlement. The lawyers received a $2.5 million fee.

Unfortunately, most cases are no more than legalized extortion. It is no 
surprise that Mel Weiss and his partners were criminally investigated for 
alleged illegal payments to so-called lead plaintiffs in dozens of cases.

A new class action bill signed into law by President George W. Bush in 
early 2005 may help reduce some of the more egregious cases.

A few American companies, in a minor but discernible current trend, 
actually have chosen to go public in other countries, in particular the 
United Kingdom, rather than face the burdens of SOX and the litigious 
environment here in the United States. This trend may well continue un-
less greater relief is forthcoming—especially since domestic U.S. hedge 
fund investors seem more than willing to invest in companies whose stock 
is traded on foreign markets and exchanges.

In the meantime, however, there is no question that private companies 
considering going public sometimes choose not to do so primarily because 
of the concern over potential litigation.

Weighing the Pros and Cons
Each company must evaluate the pros and cons in light of its specifi c cir-
cumstances. This is how one potential client did the math. The company, 
in the industrial equipment business, had generated about $25 million 
in revenues annually for each of the past fi ve years. It expected to stay 
at this revenue level for the foreseeable future. From this revenue, the 
company derived earnings of about $2 million, all of which went to the 
founder, who was enjoying his success and working hard. The company 
wished to purchase a large warehouse as well as a signifi cant piece of 
equipment. But the founder, a post–Depression era gentleman, abhorred 
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debt and did not want to make the purchases with a mortgage or equip-
ment fi nancing. 

His CFO suggested he meet with a hedge fund investor, who seemed 
willing to provide $15 million in equity fi nancing for the purchases, if the 
company was willing to go public. The investor would provide everything 
necessary to get the job done—what amounted to a turnkey solution. The 
result would be a much stronger balance sheet, the elimination of certain 
warehousing and other outsourcing costs, no debt, and a fair equity posi-
tion for the investor. It sounded logical.

I advised the potential client that he should think very seriously before 
going forward with the transaction, and ultimately the client decided not 
to. On the one hand, going public would neatly provide the capital he 
wanted to pursue his business goals. But on the other, raising this single 
round of capital was his only reason for going public. He did not want to 
make acquisitions, did not need stock options, and had no plans for future 
fi nancings. And he had no plans to pursue a growth strategy—something 
investors practically demand from public companies.

If he went ahead, he would incur the extra costs of being public, pos-
sibly eliminating a meaningful portion of the company’s earnings (offset 
only in part by cost savings with the new warehouse and equipment). In 
addition, he would expose his company to the risks of lawsuits, scrutiny of 
quarterly results, and burden of hiring additional fi nancial staff. In sum, 
after this one round of fi nancing, the company would see no other benefi t 
from being public and bear all of the costs and burdens.

Ultimately, the company found a private investor to put up money to 
buy the building and equipment. The structure of the transaction allowed 
the company to buy out the investor at a future date. This occurred fi ve 
years later with a healthy return to the investor and the continued benefi t 
of using the newly acquired assets. 
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gritty covers a lot of ground—far too much to cover in any 
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been addressed by innumerable authors in innumerable books, 

we selected a few specifi c investment categories that are (or 

should be) among those every adviser knows a good deal about: 

alternative investments, insurance investments, and those yet 

to be. Obviously, we’ve taken a bit of poetic license with the 
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ward-looking as Gary Gastineau and Craig Lazzara to write on 

a cutting-edge subject they consider important for advisers, 

we weren’t surprised when they provided a chapter not on an 

investment that exists today but on one that practitioners are 

likely to be dealing with tomorrow—if we’re lucky.
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Once a company has decided that the advantages of going public 
outweigh the disadvantages, it must begin to evaluate the differ-
ent methods for achieving this objective. 

The IPO is the most well-known means of going public. (An initial 
public offering is the fi rst time a company sells stock to the public and 
has its stock listed on an offi cial market or exchange.) Investment banks 
underwrite the offering (in other words, they raise the money from among 
their customers in exchange for a commission) and handle the transaction. 
Most investment banks will only do IPOs for companies they expect to be 
able to grow fairly rapidly after the transaction. 

Many companies could benefi t from being public but are not good 
candidates for IPOs. The investment bankers who are responsible for 
fi nding people to invest in the new stock look for very specifi c character-
istics in the companies they represent. Companies that are in a stage of 
development considered premature for an IPO or who wish to go public 
at a time when the IPO market is inhospitable or who are in an unfash-
ionable industry will fi nd it impossible to fi nd an underwriter for their 
IPO. Nevertheless, they can often achieve their goal by other means. In 
addition, even some companies who qualify for an IPO may fi nd some of 
the negatives leading them to consider other choices.

Some companies work around this by doing an IPO without using an 
underwriter to raise the money. This is called a “self-underwriting.” The 
company may engage agents to work on raising money, but none stands as 
lead underwriter in the traditional sense.

C H A P T E R  2

IPOs Versus Reverse Mergers
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The problem with a self-underwriting is that it is not clearly bene-
fi cial although, theoretically, a trading market can develop earlier than 
in some reverse merger situations and the stock might initially be a bit 
more broadly distributed. However, a self-underwriting involves both the 
National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) review (assuming bro-
kers are involved or might be engaged to assist) and state securities regula-
tion or “blue sky” review (if the company is not listed directly on Nasdaq 
or a higher exchange). These reviews take time. In addition, companies 
trying the do-it-yourself approach for a public offering may fi nd—as one 
client did several years ago—that substantially less capital than hoped for 
is raised, and ultimately a traditional PIPE (private investment in public 
equity) fi nancing becomes necessary once the company is public.

However, if a company believes the only way it will be able to sell stock 
is if investors can immediately resell into the public market, and the com-
pany has the contacts to obtain these investors, then a self-underwriting 
may be worth the extra hassle. The concern, of course, is that investors 
who care predominantly about liquidity may seek it early. An early wave of 
selling right after the self-underwriting could hurt the stock price if many 
more sellers than buyers come to market and pressure prices downward.

There are several alternatives to IPOs whether self- or investment bank 
underwritten. This book covers the two most popular types—reverse 
mergers (Chapters 3 to 10) and self-fi lings (Chapters 11 to 13)—in depth 
and briefl y reviews several of the other, mostly disfavored, approaches. 
Each has advantages and disadvantages when compared to an IPO.

A reverse merger is a transaction in which a privately held company 
merges with a publicly held company that has no business purpose other 
than to fi nd a private company to acquire, has no assets (other than possi-
bly cash), and no or nominal existing business operations. For this reason, 
such a public company is called a “shell.” At the end of the reverse merger, 
the private company is publicly held, instantly. Often fi nancing arranged 
at the time of the merger provides needed capital, just as with an IPO. In 
a self-fi ling, a private company becomes public by voluntarily following 
all the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission rules that govern the 
behavior of public companies. By doing so, a private company can become 
public and then offer securities to raise money.

Some private companies merge into, and take over, smaller operat-
ing businesses that are public. The New York Stock Exchange’s widely 
publicized merger with the much smaller public company Archipelago 
Holdings in 2006 is such a transaction (the seat holders of the Exchange 
owned approximately 70 percent of the combined company after the 
transaction). Although technically a reverse merger, the focus of this book 
is on mergers with public shell companies, or “shell mergers.”
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For reasons which will become clear as this book goes along, most 
companies that go public through reverse mergers initially are penny stock 
companies that end up listing their shares on the OTC Bulletin Board or 
the Pink Sheets. (Penny stock refers to stocks that usually sell for under 
$5.00 per share. These stocks are not traded on the larger exchanges.) 
Some graduate to larger exchanges as their businesses grow, and that is 
typically the goal. By contrast, most companies going public with an IPO 
are immediately listed on Nasdaq, the American Stock Exchange, or the 
New York Stock Exchange. This is generally because most companies do 
reverse mergers at an earlier stage of development than most companies 
completing an IPO (although there are legal reasons as well which will be 
discussed later in the book).

As the introduction to this book states, the number of successfully 
completed reverse mergers has increased exponentially in recent years. 
During the same time, the average value of newly post-reverse merged 
companies has also increased. In the third quarter of 2005, closed reverse 
mergers with SEC reporting shells had an average market capitalization 
of approximately $48 million. In the fourth quarter, the average market 
capitalization continued to creep up to approximately $53 million. An-
ecdotal evidence suggests the value of post-reverse merged companies 
was much lower in prior years (although data is sparse due to the recent 
changes in SEC reporting requirements). An examination of the data 
reveals two possible explanations for these trends. First, the IPO market 
has been virtually inaccessible since 2000. When IPOs are hard to com-
plete successfully, people fi nd other ways. Second, a new group of inves-
tors has recently discovered reverse mergers. PIPE investors have become 
enthusiastic fi nanciers of reverse mergers, which they have begun to refer 
to as “public venture capital.” Third, the SEC and the fi nancial commu-
nity have accepted reverse mergers as a legitimate technique for going 
public.

It was not always thus. Reverse mergers have a checkered past. In the 
early days of the practice—the 1970s and 1980s—a number of unsavory 
players used the technique fraudulently. Because, relatively speaking, small 
amounts of money were involved, shareholders seeking retribution gener-
ally could not convince lawyers to take their cases so the bad guys often 
got away with their schemes.

Some shady dealers would form new public shells, raise money from 
investors, and then take that money in the form of “fees,” salaries, and 
perks in exchange for “running” the shell. In many cases, these shells were 
simply milked for the cash they had until it was gone. 

Others sought to manipulate stock prices. A promoter would leak false 
information into the marketplace, such as about a pending merger, which 
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was either very speculative or simply made up, and then watch the stock 
rise, after which he would sell some shares. 

A general lack of regulation created an ideal environment for unscru-
pulous participants. At the time there were no restrictions on completing 
a public offering of a shell company. Practices varied widely. Sometimes 
shares in these companies were widely distributed for pennies or even with-
out consideration. Sometimes fewer than ten shareholders existed in a shell 
prior to a merger. Sometimes a shell raised quite a lot of money through 
an IPO, but other times only a small amount was raised—just enough to 
pay lawyers and auditors. In time, many complaints were lodged with the 
SEC and other regulators.

In 1989, the National Association of Securities Administrators of 
America’s Report on Fraud and Abuse in the Penny Stock Industry de-
clared, “Penny stocks are now the No. 1 threat of fraud and abuse facing 
small investors in the United States.” It almost didn’t matter that there were 
many other fraudulent activities being undertaken against small investors 
at that time. (These included scandals in the savings and loan market, 
insider trading, and others.) The perception was that this was the place to 
attack, not dissimilar to what I consider to be Congress’s overreaction to 
the Enron and WorldCom scandals which took the form of passing oner-
ous corporate governance regulation in 2002—the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 
2002 (SOX). That said, penny stock swindles were responsible for at least 
$2 billion in losses for investors each year at that time. 

This was a serious problem, so serious Congress passed the Penny Stock 
Reform Act of 1990 (PSRA) to address the situation.

The PSRA’s key provisions included greater corporate disclosure and 
increased availability of information for investors wishing to purchase 
lower-priced stocks, or stocks not trading on major exchanges. In addi-
tion, brokers selling penny stocks were required to obtain much more 
information about their customers before allowing them to purchase these 
securities.

As required by the PSRA, a few years later the SEC adopted a new 
rule, Rule 419 under the Securities Act of 1933 (see Chapter 4 for details), 
designed to chase the unscrupulous out of the reverse merger business.

Reverse mergers have—fi nally—shed most of the taint of past associa-
tion with shady dealers and become respectable vehicles for taking small- 
and mid-cap-sized companies public. In its reverse merger rulemaking in 
June 2005, the SEC corroborated this when it announced: “We recognize 
that companies and their professional advisors often use shell companies for 
many legitimate corporate structuring purposes.” This is a dramatic change. 
As recently as 2004 the SEC took a different view as manifested by then 
SEC Chairman William Donaldson’s question to his staff at a public 
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hearing, “Well, are there any legitimate reverse mergers?” (The staff ad-
vised him that, indeed, there are.)

Advantages of a Reverse Merger Versus IPO
Reverse mergers provide seven major benefi ts when compared to tradi-
tional IPOs: 

❑ lower cost 
❑ speedier process 
❑ not dependent on IPO market for success 
❑  not susceptible to changes from underwriters regarding initial stock 

price 
❑ less time-consuming for company executives 
❑ less dilution 
❑ underwriters unnecessary

Lower Cost
A reverse merger usually costs signifi cantly less than an IPO. Most reverse 
mergers can be completed for under $1 million. (This includes the cost of 
acquiring the public shell.) Total costs can be much less than $1 million, 
depending on the cost of the shell and whether or not the private company 
has already completed proper audits of its fi nancial statements. I have seen 
transactions costing less than $200,000, and this is not unusual.

Another advantage of reverse mergers is that most of the costs can be 
predetermined. Some law fi rms (including my own) use fl at fee structures 
to ensure no surprises. The costs of the shell and the fee for the investment 
bank’s services are determined up front. Auditors’ costs usually fall within 
the range of their estimates. 

An IPO is much more expensive, costing at least several million dollars. 
And that does not include underwriting commissions to be paid to those 
raising the IPO money, which can add several million dollars more. Law 
fi rms rarely complete an IPO for a fl at fee, and costs almost always exceed 
everyone’s expectations. The company going public also generally bears 
the legal and other costs of its underwriter, which can be signifi cant.

One of the biggest variables in the total cost of a reverse merger is the 
cost of the public shell into which the private company will merge. The cost 
of shells that are trading and have signifi cant shareholder bases has gone 
up dramatically in the past several years as demand outstripped supply and 
the quality of available trading shells has markedly diminished. As of the 
writing of this book, some shells have sold for as much as $900,000—not 
including the equity that the original shell owners will retain after the 
merger. In fact, I recently heard about a shell board that turned down an 
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offer of $1.2 million. That said, some savvy shell buyers, even today, are 
sometimes still able to fi nd shells for $400,000 to $500,000.

The shell market will be discussed in much more detail in Chapter 3, 
but one trend is worth reporting here. In order to cash in on the demand 
for shells, people are creating them from scratch. Because these new shells 
do not trade, they cost less than shells that do, at least in terms of cash. 
The people forming new shells are generally more interested in equity and 
are willing to take less cash because of the lower up-front costs of creating 
the shell. 

Speedier Process
In general, a reverse merger can be completed much more quickly than 
an IPO. Prior to the SEC’s reverse merger rulemaking in June 2005, most 
transactions involving legitimate players completing proper due diligence 
and negotiation of documents were taking two to three months from start 
to fi nish, even if a contemporaneous fi nancing was taking place. If no 
fi nancing was involved, the transaction could be completed in a matter 
of weeks. 

The SEC’s new rules, which require signifi cant disclosure about the 
merged company within four business days after closing, should not cause 
extensive delays. It is estimated that complying with the new rules will add 
approximately one month to most transactions, meaning a three- to four-
month process if there is a contemporaneous fi nancing. Some companies 
thinking about a reverse merger can reduce this time by preparing some or 
most of the information to be fi led upon closing even before identifying a 
shell with which to merge.

This is much faster than a typical IPO, which usually takes nine to 
twelve months from start to fi nish, and can easily take longer. Reverse 
mergers are quicker because they are accomplished in fewer steps and with 
virtually no regulatory interference. The fi rst step is due diligence in both 
directions. Then the merger agreement is negotiated and fi nancing docu-
ments are completed. Next, a disclosure document is fi led with, but not 
reviewed by, the SEC.

There are also fewer parties involved in reverse mergers than in IPOs. 
In a typical reverse merger, only two or three parties must come to terms: 
the controlling shareholders of the shell, the owners and managers of the 
private company, and the source(s) of fi nancing. Of course, attorneys rep-
resent each party. Most important, in many cases reverse mergers can be 
completed entirely without review or approval by regulators. 

An IPO involves more players, any one of whom can delay the trans-
action, and a much more extensive review process. Parties include: the 
private company’s owners and managers and the underwriter (or fre-
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quently a group of managing underwriters). The IPO disclosure docu-
ment must be prepared and reviewed by each player after very complete 
due diligence. Then the document, called a registration statement, is 
fi led, reviewed, and approved by the SEC. This can take many months. 
The prospectus for the IPO is printed, and often delays at the printer can 
be frustrating. Next, the NASD must approve the underwriter’s com-
pensation in the IPO. The NASD is notoriously diffi cult, slow, and un-
predictable in its handling of underwriter’s compensation issues. Small 
IPOs involving listings on the OTC Bulletin Board rather than a major 
exchange require a particularly cumbersome review process in which the 
IPO must be approved in every state where the company seeks to offer 
securities under each state’s securities laws, referred to as the blue sky 
laws. Some states have the reputation of being particularly diffi cult when 
they handle IPOs. 

In one IPO my law fi rm went through seven comment letters from 
the NASD on underwriter’s compensation. Responding to each took a 
week and they took anywhere from two to four weeks to respond back 
each time. In almost every letter, comments previously responded to were 
repeated. New comments came with each response that should have or 
could have been addressed in the fi rst letter. The NASD gives the impres-
sion that it is entirely unconcerned with a company’s desire to complete 
the process as quickly and effi ciently as possible. 

Reverse mergers do not involve any approvals or fi lings with the NASD, 
even if there is a contemporaneous PIPE or other private fi nancing, because 
the NASD does not rule on agents’ compensation in private placements 
such as a PIPE that don’t involve a public offering such as an IPO.

Most IPOs require management to travel extensively to promote the 
deal. This takes weeks or sometimes months and causes further delay, not 
to mention it’s a major distraction for the private company’s management 
team, which has to take time off from running its business. PIPE investors 
in reverse mergers typically do not require extensive road shows.

No IPO “Window” Necessary
Sometimes there is absolutely no market for IPOs. During these times, the 
IPO “window” is said to be “closed.” In 2000, after the stock market crash, 
the IPO window slammed shut. The market has opened slightly since 
then, but only for larger companies. (In the fi rst half of 2005, fewer than 
twelve IPOs raising under $25 million occurred.) The window opens and 
shuts without warning and at extremely inopportune moments. Numer-
ous dot-com companies were left with uncompleted IPOs after the market 
crash of April 2000. (Some of these completed reverse mergers in order to 
obtain the benefi ts of public status.)
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One of the reasons IPOs have not come back—and may never come 
back as in their previous incarnation—is that the market is still reeling 
from the scandal-plagued Internet era when billions of dollars in fi nes 
and settlements were levied in connection with allegations of fraud and 
favoritism in IPOs of the 1990s. This does not bode well for the return of 
a strong IPO market for smaller companies anytime soon and leads one to 
wonder what is indeed the most “legitimate” way to go public.

Unlike IPOs, reverse mergers continue in all markets. In a down 
market with limited opportunity for IPOs, companies can use reverse 
mergers as an alternative route to going public. In an up market with 
many opportunities for IPOs, many companies still choose reverse 
mergers as the vehicle of choice because of their other benefi ts: lower 
cost, speed, and less dilution. 

One type of reverse merger, involving a specifi ed purpose acquisi-
tion company (SPAC™*), is the exception that proves the rule. These are 
market-sensitive vehicles; they fl ourish only when the IPO market is weak. 
As mentioned earlier, SPACs (discussed in detail in Chapter 14) are public 
shells, formed from scratch to raise money in an IPO and then use that 
money to back a high-level management team. A SPAC’s IPO can take 
place even in a weak IPO market because of many protections offered to 
investors purchasing equity in the SPAC. The stock of the SPAC trades 
publicly in anticipation of a merger with a private company, generally in a 
particular industry or geographic sector. As SPACs are a more direct alter-
native to IPOs than reverse mergers, they tend to be less successful when 
the IPO market is strong. 

No Risk of Underwriter’s Withdrawal
One of the riskier aspects of an IPO is that an underwriter can decide to 
terminate the deal or signifi cantly change the share price of the offering 
at the last minute. Unfortunately, much of the success of an IPO depends 
upon the state of the market during the week that the stock begins to 
trade. What this means is that after months of preparation, the receptivity 
of the market to shares trading in a given price range can change dramati-
cally and at the last minute. It is not unusual for an underwriter to request 
a big reduction in the offering price just before fi nalizing the deal. This 
signifi cantly increases the dilution, or amount of stock given to new inves-
tors, thereby reducing the ownership stake of founders and entrepreneurs. 

*David Nussbaum of boutique investment banking fi rm EarlyBirdCapital is 
essentially the founder of the SPAC movement. Nussbaum advises that “SPAC” 
and “specifi ed purpose acquisition company” are trademarks of his company, and 
I hereby provide such disclosure.
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More dramatically, sometimes IPOs are simply canceled for lack of interest 
in a tough market.

As mentioned above, reverse mergers are not market-sensitive. Cer-
tainly, cataclysmic events such as the September 11 attacks or wartime 
events have an impact on everything, including reverse mergers. But for 
the most part, reverse mergers continue regardless of the direction or tim-
ing of the stock market. An IPO’s market sensitivity relates to the fact 
that the underwriter is intensely focused on its original investors in the 
IPO and getting them, in many cases, in and then right out of the stock 
within a matter of hours or days. Financiers in reverse mergers under-
stand that immediate liquidity is not generally realistic, and thus are less 
worried about the state of the markets on the particular day that trading 
commences.

Much Less Management Attention Required
Most senior executives do not realize what they are getting into when 
they pursue a traditional IPO. Endless road shows, due diligence meet-
ings, late nights at the printer, and international travel are the norm. A 
year away from building the business while pursuing an IPO can damage 
a company’s ability to execute its business plan.

In general, reverse mergers demand signifi cantly less management at-
tention than IPOs, for a number of reasons. The transaction is quicker and 
less complex. Most of the work can be handled by a capable CFO working 
with counsel and auditors. There are no delays at the printer. Road shows 
to drum up interest in the offering are minimal. 

No matter what route a company takes to go public, management 
must still learn the rules, requirements, and operational mandates that 
apply to public companies but not to private ones. These additional bur-
dens were discussed in Chapter 1.

Less Dilution
A rule often quoted in fi nance is, “If money is being offered, take it.” 
Another one is, “However much money you think you need, multiply by 
two.” An often forgotten rule, however, which should also always apply, is, 
“Don’t take more money than you know you comfortably need if you plan 
on growing, since you are taking money at a lower price per share than will 
be applicable in only a few months’ time.” Well, that one doesn’t exactly 
roll off the tongue, but the idea is clear.

Too often in IPOs, underwriters essentially force the company to take 
more money than it could possibly need. A signifi cant “working capital” 
line item in the use of proceeds section gives that away. Why do they do 
this? Because underwriters get paid based on what is raised. So raising 
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more makes sense to them, regardless of whether the company needs it. 
In general, a company’s valuation at the time it goes public will be 

lower than six months or a year later, assuming the company grows and 
successfully executes its business plan. Therefore, the best time to raise 
money is after that appreciation in company value. 

In a reverse merger context, fi nancings tend to be smaller than in 
IPOs. In most cases, the PIPE or other fi nancing provides money needed 
initially, and a follow-on fi nancing can be pursued later. At a recent reverse 
merger conference, a PIPE investor speaking on a panel was asked why 
he decided to get into reverse mergers. He answered, “I got annoyed too 
many times being the investor after the fi nancing that took the company 
public, since the fi rst got a much better valuation.”

As a result of raising less money in a reverse merger, there is less dilu-
tion. This allows a private company’s management, founders, and prior in-
vestors to retain a greater percentage ownership of their company following 
a reverse merger than following an IPO.

No Underwriter
IPO underwriters provide a valuable service by helping larger companies 
obtain public status and raise signifi cant sums. But underwriters, in the 
end, typically have one goal—to make a company look just right for an 
IPO, regardless of the long-term implications. Often management barely 
recognizes their company after the underwriters and counsel are fi nished 
writing the IPO prospectus. 

The private company may be managed heavily through debt, which 
an underwriter may seek to convert or shed. It may be developing new 
areas of business which have exciting long-term potential but currently are 
draining cash and losing money. Management may be asked to terminate 
this area of business so as to separate it from the fi nancials and make the 
company appear more profi table. 

Early in my career I worked on an IPO for one of the fi rst intended 
chains of adult day care facilities. It was a pure start-up, and had experi-
enced management and a strong plan. But the underwriter felt that some 
operating business needed to be included, so it acquired a senior-focused 
book publisher doing a few million dollars in sales. Management really 
had no interest in book publishing, and sold the operation a few years after 
the IPO, once some day care facilities were actually established. Nothing 
illegal or improper, but clearly this move had no part in management’s 
actual long-term plan.
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Disadvantages of a Reverse Merger Versus IPO
IPOs have two advantages over reverse mergers. One, IPOs generally raise 
more money. Two, the IPO process makes it easier to create market sup-
port for a stock. Fortunately, with careful planning and artful execution, 
those engaged in reverse mergers can overcome these disadvantages.

Less Funding
Typically, a company receives more money in an IPO than in a fi nancing 
tied to a reverse merger. As mentioned above, in some cases this amount 
is more than a company reasonably needs. But even where the reverse 
merger fi nancing does not solve long-term needs, an additional public or 
private fi nancing months after the reverse merger is usually possible, and 
at a higher valuation. Thus, at least in the current capital markets environ-
ment, there is generally no need to complete an IPO as the sole method to 
obtain all necessary fi nancing.

Market Support Is Harder to Obtain
One of the most common criticisms of reverse mergers is that “market 
support” for the newly public company does not exist in the same manner 
as it does following an IPO. This is because in an IPO, the underwriter’s 
job is to arrange that support. No Wall Street fi rm really follows stocks 
trading below $5 per share. Without analysts and major market makers, 
these stocks often trade “by appointment” since no buzz is created. 

In a typical IPO, the underwriter seeks to create buzz and place the 
company’s stock on a major exchange. Frequently, this market building 
causes a post-IPO pop in the stock price, something companies that com-
plete reverse mergers cannot expect. 

In fact, if a post–reverse merger pop occurs, it may be a sign that un-
scrupulous players are trying to manipulate the situation. Unfortunately, 
there are some players in the reverse merger fi eld who do these transactions 
solely for the purpose of creating an opportunity to manipulate the stock 
price, either up or down. (They generally achieve this by distributing false 
or misleading information about the company or by betting the stock will 
go down through a method called “selling the stock short.”) There are 
ways to mitigate this risk, discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 

After a reverse merger, support for the stock develops over months, 
sometimes even a few years, after the company has logged a number of 
publicly disclosed quarters of operating activity. Ultimately, this earned 
support will be greater than the manufactured support following an IPO. 

Post–reverse merger companies can take steps to increase the support 
for their stock. They engage capable and reputable public relations and 
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investor relations fi rms to expose reverse merger companies to potential 
investors. They use an investment banker experienced in developing mar-
ket support to handle the transaction, thereby increasing their chances of 
attracting more attention from Wall Street. But in the end, it is the compa-
ny’s performance that earns attention. If a company can grow to the point 
that it is able to move its stock listing to Nasdaq or the American Stock 
Exchange, at which point it is more likely that the analyst community 
will begin to notice, the company’s success, not hype from underwriters, 
will be the key to the stock’s performance. Chapter 6 covers the market 
support issue in depth. A good mantra: Wall Street’s attention should be 
earned, not manufactured!
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For those heading into their one-hundredth deal, and for individuals 
learning about these techniques for the fi rst time, this chapter offers 
Reverse Mergers 101. Some experienced practitioners may choose 

to skip ahead to the next chapter; others will fi nd a refresher of the funda-
mentals valuable.

Public Shells
In June 2005, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission defi ned a 
shell company as a company with “no or nominal operations, and with no 
or nominal assets or assets consisting solely of cash and cash equivalents.” 
This defi nition caused much debate, in particular as to what constitutes 
“nominal” operations or assets. (This will be examined in more detail later 
in the chapter and again in Chapter 10.) But for now it is suffi cient to 
understand that a real, seasoned operating business generally would not 
be considered a shell. The intent of the defi nition is to describe a public 
entity which is essentially dormant and waiting for a transaction.

Until the SEC sharpened its defi nitions in 2005, these companies were 
often called “blank check” or “blind pool” companies. Many in the indus-
try use these terms interchangeably; however, there are fi ne distinctions 
in meaning, which sometimes become problematic. (See Chapter 10 for 
details.)

Another type of public shell, the SPAC, is created to raise large sums 
through an initial public offering with the intention of giving this money 

C H A P T E R  3

Shells and Deal Structures
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to a private company in a specifi ed industry or sector with which they later 
merge. The shell is promoted as a one-stop shop to obtain both public 
status and needed capital without a third party going out to raise money.

It has recently become popular for PIPE investment banks and in-
vestors to manufacture nontrading public shells from scratch to use in 
their reverse merger transactions. These shells are as yet unnamed but are 
sometimes referred to as Form 10-SB shells because of the SEC form used 
to take them public.

Value of Shells
Economics 101 explains supply and demand, forces that infl uence all mar-
kets, including the market for shells. This market in recent years has seen 
rapidly growing demand outstripping a dwindling supply of shells. Thus, 
the value of the average shell has more than tripled in the last fi ve years. 

To identify and value an appropriate shell for a specifi c company’s 
purpose, it is necessary to understand six important characteristics of the 
shell:

❑ How it was created
❑ Whether it has assets and/or liabilities
❑ Whether it is a trading or a nontrading shell
❑ Whether it is a reporting or a nonreporting shell
❑ The size of its shareholder base
❑ Whether it is clean or unclean

Together, these six characteristics give the prospective buyer a way to 
gauge the shell’s value and utility for the purpose at hand. Some publicly 
trading, clean, OTC Bulletin Board shells have been sold for close to 
$1 million, plus an ongoing equity interest for the former owners of the 
shell. Prices generally go down from there based on whether or not the 
shell is trading, where it is trading, the size of its shareholder base, and the 
other factors described above.

 
Creation of Shells
Public shells are created in one of two ways. Some are created from 

scratch: a founder or group takes public an empty company whose busi-
ness plan is to acquire a private company. Either a public offering is 
undertaken under SEC Rule 419 (or in the case of a SPAC through an 
exemption under Rule 419), or a company voluntarily subjects itself 
to the reporting requirements of the SEC by fi ling Form 10-SB. (See 
Chapter 13 for details.)

Other shells are created after the termination of operations of a “real” 
company. In other words, if a company went public through an IPO or 
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reverse merger, operated a business, then was either sold, went out of 
business, or otherwise became dormant, the resulting entity is a public 
shell. If SEC fi lings are kept up to date, the stock can continue to trade 
though often exchange listed companies are moved down to the OTC 
Bulletin Board and the shell can be marketed to private companies for 
a potential merger. Recently, some have taken over struggling or dor-
mant private companies for the purpose of creating a public shell by 
putting them through bankruptcy and using a little known provision of 
the bankruptcy code to allow free-trading shares to be issued to creditors 
and others in the reorganization.

Assets and Liabilities
Some shells have signifi cant amounts of cash, such as SPACs. Other 

shells have little or no cash, and if capital is needed, funds will have to be 
raised through other methods.

Some shells have other valuable assets, such as an old claim the com-
pany is asserting against a third party from its operations. For example, 
one shell that a client looked at was in litigation against a customer to col-
lect a large, old receivable. The lawyer had taken the case on contingency, 
so no additional legal fees would be payable after the merger. This asset 
was included as part of the value of the shell. Other shells have potentially 
valuable intellectual property.

In some cases shells carry old liabilities on the books. These are pre-
sumed to be assumed upon the merger, and have to be included in the 
value of the shell. For example, if a shell shows $100,000 in old payables, 
the value of the shell to a buyer is reduced by that amount. More com-
monly, the promoter of a shell seeks to eliminate these liabilities or convert 
them to equity prior to or upon closing a merger.

Occasionally a shell promoter will suggest that creditors owning old 
payables will never seek to collect. In that case, an indemnifi cation ar-
rangement with control persons of the shell may be in order. Our experi-
ence has been that, even if creditors have not sought payment, once they 
learn of the impending merger they are much more likely to seek payment. 
In many cases, as long as the creditor has not reasserted the claim, the 
statute of limitations runs out in about six years.

Trading Versus Nontrading Shells
Shells are also distinguished by whether or not their stock is trading. 

Shells formed from scratch, except SPACs, generally do not and cannot 
have their stock trade prior to a merger. Public shells resulting from a for-
mer public operating business typically do continue trading.

The marketplace for shells deems trading to be a positive, and 
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generally values a trading shell higher than one that is not trading. This is 
not completely rational. 

Assume a trading shell, which was formerly a real operating business, 
has 1 million shares trading in its public fl oat. Upon a merger, a formerly 
private company negotiates to take over 90 percent of the shell, obtaining 
9 million new shares out of 10 million then outstanding. These newly 
issued shares cannot trade until they are registered with the SEC, which 
can take months.

In the meantime, only 1 million out of 10 million shares (those origi-
nally held by the owners of the shell) are tradable. Further, in most shells, 
one or two people control a signifi cant majority of the stock. Assuming 
that two-thirds of the stock is so controlled, and that those controlling 
shareholders will not be selling, that leaves 333,000 shares in the “real” 
public fl oat. Thus, 333,000 out of 10 million shares may be actively trad-
ing after a merger, or barely 3 percent of the stock.

Further, those holding the 333,000 shares typically have been hold-
ing them for a long time. They probably purchased the shares at a higher 
price when the business was operating. At the time of the merger, there is 
really only one thing they want. They want out. So immediately following 
a merger, there is typically a strong sell-off of what little fl oat there is, pro-
viding downward pressure on the stock price post-merger. Thus, until a 
large portion of the remaining 9 million shares are registered and increase 
the public fl oat, the company never gets to real trading.

Trading shells have another risk factor. In some cases insider trading 
takes place in the shell’s stock prior to announcements relating to the 
potential deal. In this case, those doing the trading are not the only ones 
liable. As will be discussed later, if the person trading illegally also con-
trols the shell, the shell itself can be liable on an “alter ego” theory. The 
private company that merges into the shell inherits this potential liability, 
if it exists. 

PRACTICE TIP

Watch the trading of the shell’s stock throughout the transaction 
and consider backing out if insider trading is suspected.

A nontrading shell has none of these problems—no unexplainable 
downward pressure, no insider trading, and so on. Trading can be achieved 
fairly quickly following a merger with a nontrading shell if the company 
immediately registers its shares. Real trading can begin in the same three- 
to four-month time frame as with a trading shell.

Our clients have learned this, and as a result, currently more than 
twenty PIPE investment banks and investors have engaged us to manu-
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facture nontrading shells for them. They see no concern with the lack of 
trading in the shell for the reasons stated above and prefer a totally clean 
entity with no history to “scrub.”

Reporting Versus Nonreporting Shells
Some public shells “report” under SEC rules; others do not. A report-

ing company is obligated to fi le quarterly, annual, and other regular reports 
with the SEC and is subject to other rules regarding insider trading, solicit-
ing proxies and the like. 

Companies that trade on the Pink Sheets may do so without reporting. 
The mechanics vary, but if a company does an IPO, it is subject to report-
ing requirements only for one year. After that year, the company may cease 
reporting and the stock may continue trading. The only requirement is that 
certain basic information be provided to brokerage fi rms who are making 
a market in the company’s stock. None of the other stock exchanges per-
mit this. Cromwell Coulson, chairman of Pink Sheets LLC, the company 
that operates the Pink Sheets market, is implementing some higher level 
trading opportunities for companies that disclose more information than is 
currently required.

A third category of companies is known as “voluntarily reporting.” 
These public companies are not subject to the reporting requirements 
(i.e., they have passed the one-year required period) but they have chosen 
to continue to fi le quarterly and annual reports with the SEC, have their 
fi nancials audited and so on. 

What does this mean for the valuation of public shells? The market-
place generally assigns a higher value to a shell that is required to report 
and is current in those reports; however, some take the opposite position 
and assign a higher value to a voluntarily reporting shell or even a non-
reporting shell because it is obligated to disclose less information. The 
reason for this is that certain fi ling requirements leading into and after 
a reverse merger might be avoided if the shell is not obligated to report. 
Only reporting companies have to fi le the new disclosure document 
required by the 2005 SEC reverse merger rulemaking. Only reporting 
companies have to mail a document to shareholders prior to closing a 
reverse merger if a change in the control of the board is contemplated. 
(It almost always is.) Only reporting companies’ offi cers, directors, and 
fi ve percent or greater shareholders have to report their ownership. Only 
reporting companies are required to use an SEC-approved proxy state-
ment when shareholder approval of a matter is required.

Making the transition from nonreporting to reporting became easier af-
ter a little-known SEC telephone interpretation given in 1997. (A telephone 
interpretation is where the SEC staff answers in writing a specifi c question 
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asked by an individual.) This particular “telephone interp” established that a 
voluntarily reporting company could become a mandatory reporting com-
pany by completing a Form 8-A—a relatively simple fi ling compared to the 
alternative, Form 10-SB. To choose this option, the company must have 
voluntarily completed all periodic fi lings, and all information that would 
be in a Form 10-SB must be contained in those periodic fi lings. Thus, a 
voluntarily reporting shell that is current in its fi lings may be able to become 
a mandatory reporting company through a relatively simple fi ling immedi-
ately prior to completing a reverse merger.

There is a concern, however, that nonreporting or voluntarily report-
ing shells do not provide suffi ciently reliable information for due diligence 
purposes. In general, I fi nd that my clients prefer a reporting shell.

Shareholder Base
In addition to public status, the other major asset a shell has to offer 

is a shareholder base. The only way meaningful trading in a stock can 
build is through the addition of a good number of shareholders. A public 
company with twenty or thirty shareholders is simply less valuable than 
one with 2,000 or 3,000 shareholders. Thus, one of the factors infl u-
encing how shells are valued is the number of shareholders. The OTC 
Bulletin Board unoffi cially requires at least thirty-fi ve to forty sharehold-
ers with at least one hundred tradable shares each (known as “round lot 
shareholders”) to allow a stock to trade there. Thus, some of those who 
are manufacturing nontrading shells generally are planning to include at 
least forty to fi fty shareholders in each shell at some point. This permits 
them to market the shells as “Bulletin Board-ready.”

Clean Versus Unclean Shells
Another item that meaningfully infl uences a shell’s value is whether 

it is considered to be “clean.” (See Chapter 9 for details.) At this time, 
suffi ce it to say that problems in a shell’s past history or management can 
adversely affect its current value.

Reverse Merger Deal Structures
Now that much of the industry’s jargon has been explained, it’s time to 
describe in more detail how reverse mergers work. As explained earlier, 
the private company takes over the public shell and becomes instantly 
public. The “reverse” happens because the public shell survives the transac-
tion, although control of the new organization usually passes to the private 
company’s owners. The public shell must survive in order to maintain the 
trading status of the new enterprise and to avoid complex issues of being a 
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“successor” to a public company through a process known as a “backdoor” 
registration.

The private company’s shareholders generally receive between 65 per-
cent and 95 percent of the stock of the public shell, and often pay cash as 
well. The allocation typically gives the owners of the operating business 
control of the public shell. In addition to the factors affecting shell valu-
ation described above, the percentage of shares allocated to the private 
company’s owners will depend on the value of the private business. A 
typical start-up will end up with a smaller share of the public shell than a 
company with $50 million in revenues and $2 million in profi t. 

The Reverse Triangular Merger
When public shells and private companies merge, they fall under the 
jurisdiction of the states in which they are incorporated. (Two corporations 
from different states also may merge, and then they are subject to the laws 
of both states in completing a “foreign,” as opposed to “domestic,” merger.) 
In most states, companies that want to merge cannot do so without the ap-
proval of the shareholders of both companies. If the shell is reporting and is 
a party to the merger, this requires that a complex and cumbersome proxy 
statement be approved by the SEC and mailed to shareholders before a 
shareholders’ meeting is held. This process can be very expensive and time-
consuming.

Shell companies that trade on the OTC Bulletin Board or Pink Sheets 
can circumvent this process by using a “reverse triangular merger.” 

In a merger, reverse or otherwise, two corporations join together. One 
becomes the “surviving corporation”; the other becomes the “nonsurviv-
ing corporation.” The surviving corporation swallows up the assets and 
liabilities of the nonsurviving corporation and the latter simply ceases to 
exist.

In a reverse triangular merger, the public shell creates an empty, wholly 
owned subsidiary. The subsidiary then merges into the private company. 
This merger must be approved by the shareholders of the private company 
(who typically give their consent in writing) and the shareholder of the 
shell’s new subsidiary, which of course is the shell itself, acting through its 
board, must approve the merger. The shareholders of the public shell need 
not be consulted.

Shares of the private company are exchanged for shares of the public 
shell. As a result, the newly formed subsidiary of the shell, as the nonsur-
viving corporation, disappears and the private company, as the surviving 
corporation, becomes a wholly owned subsidiary of the shell, with the 
owners of the formerly private company owning the majority of the shares 
of the shell following the deal’s closing.
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One major advantage of this structure is that the operating business 
remains intact. If it has valuable vendor numbers with customers, they 
do not need to change. Bank accounts, employer identifi cation num-
bers, virtually all contracts (even leases) remain the same since all that 
has changed is the ownership of the private company. And even so-called 
change of control default or consent provisions in contracts generally 
would not be triggered, since the same people control the enterprise both 
before and after the transaction.

FIGURE 3.1  Flowchart of a Reverse Triangular Merger
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This option is not available to shells that trade on a major market or 
exchange such as the Nasdaq because their trading rules insist that any re-
verse merger, including a triangular one, be subject to shareholder approval. 
They also require that companies present a “new listing” application when 
control changes hands. To complete this application, a company must meet 
all initial listing standards, not just maintenance standards, following the 
merger. Generally, the initial listing standards (relating to number of share-
holders, share price, public fl oat, size of business, etc.) are much higher and 
more diffi cult to meet than the maintenance standards.

Thus, to avoid having to seek shareholder approval, it is sometimes 
recommended that a Nasdaq shell delist from Nasdaq and move to the 
OTC Bulletin Board prior to the merger. A merger with a Nasdaq shell is 
possible, and I have participated in several. The parties simply have to be 
sure they have the patience to prepare and have approved by the SEC a 
proxy statement relating to the transaction. 

Other Deal Structures
Some reverse mergers are structured as an exchange of shares or a simple 
asset acquisition. This is sometimes necessary when the private company 
is a non-U.S. entity, because most state laws on mergers only contemplate 
transactions between U.S. companies. Sometimes the accountants advis-
ing the parties prefer these structures as well. At the end of the day, the 
transaction generally ends up as a tax-free reorganization under Internal 
Revenue Service regulations, and whether a merger, share exchange, or as-
set acquisition, the net result taxwise is typically the same (except that in 
the case of an asset acquisition, the private company’s existence generally 
ends). In general, the tax treatment of reverse mergers is very straightfor-
ward and in almost all cases avoids the payment of tax as a result of the 
transaction.

Reverse Stock Splits
It may be possible to complete a reverse merger with minimal involvement 
from the shareholders. But other desirable actions—including a reverse 
stock split or name change—may require shareholder approval. 

A company generally must have shareholder approval if it wants to 
change the number of shares it issues or the number of shares owned by 
the public. Every corporation, including every public shell, has a maxi-
mum number of shares of stock it is authorized to issue under its corpo-
rate charter, the document under which it was incorporated. This number 
cannot change without a shareholder meeting or written consent and, in 
the case of a reporting shell, an SEC-approved proxy (or “information 
statement” if proxies are not being solicited). Each corporation also has a 
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number of shares that people own, known as the issued and outstanding 
shares. A corporation cannot have more issued or outstanding shares than 
those that are authorized.

In the process of completing a reverse merger, however, a public shell 
often fi nds itself with too many issued and outstanding shares and not 
enough authorized shares. 

For example, assume a shell is authorized to issue 20 million shares. It 
has issued 10 million shares and it has negotiated a reverse merger which 
gives the owners of a private company a 90 percent interest in the merged 
entity. This means that the company has only 10 million shares available 
to give to the owners of the private company. Unfortunately, this is not 
enough to give the private company a 90 percent ownership stake in the 
company. (Providing ten million shares gives them a 50 percent stake.) 

This problem has two solutions, both of which typically require share-
holder approval. One option is that the 10 million outstanding shares can 
be the subject of a reverse stock split where each share is turned into, say 
one-tenth of one share, so that the 10 million outstanding shares turn 
into 1 million. At the time of the split, each shareholder still owns the 
same overall percentage interest in the company. Most states’ laws require 
a reverse stock split to be approved by shareholders, through a proxy or 
information statement under SEC rules.

The other solution is to amend the company’s charter to increase the 
number of authorized shares. This also requires shareholder approval. 

Either solution frees up the proper number of new shares for the for-
mer owners of the private company.  Depending on the circumstances, it 
may be possible to postpone shareholder approval until after the merger so 
as not to delay the transaction. 

Reverse stock splits are more common than increases in authorized 
shares. This is because promoters of these transactions generally seek to 
limit the number of outstanding shares so as to increase the average per 
share trading price after the merger. We discuss this further in Chapter 6.

Doing a Deal
A reverse merger with a reporting shell (other than a SPAC or a shell 
formed under Rule 419, to be discussed in Chapter 4) generally follows a 
typical path. 

Both the private company and the shell engage in a due diligence review 
of each other’s fi nances, legal documents, and so on. A merger agreement 
is then prepared and negotiated. In this document, which generally runs 
from twenty-fi ve to seventy-fi ve pages, each side makes certain representa-
tions, or statements of fact, to the other about its business and history.
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If shareholder approval is required for any action, the appropriate 
proxy statement is prepared and fi led. If a fi nancing is to take place at the 
same time as the merger, documents relating to that are also prepared. 
This might include a securities purchase agreement, registration rights 
agreement, and other documents such as the form of a warrant issued 
in a transaction. In many cases this also includes a full disclosure docu-
ment, known as a private placement memorandum or PPM. Any prob-
lems from the shell’s past, such as converting or paying off old liabilities, 
are cleaned up while the merger agreement is being negotiated.

If a change in the shell’s board is anticipated upon completion of the 
reverse merger (it typically is), an additional SEC fi ling known as a Sched-
ule 14F must be prepared, fi led with the SEC, and mailed to shareholders 
of the shell at least ten days prior to closing the deal. This document looks 
like a typical public company proxy statement for a board election and 
includes information about the nominees for the board to take over after 
the merger.

This fi ling is often forgotten or ignored, but it is technically required. 
The legal section of this book covers a simple, legal way around this fi ling 
for those who wish to avoid it. Proponents of nonreporting shells often 
focus on their low fi ling and mailing costs, and ability to avoid delays 
related to Schedule 14F, since the nonreporting shell is not subject to the 
rules which require that fi ling.

Under the SEC rules passed in June 2005, one more document must 
be prepared before closing and fi led with the SEC within four business 
days after closing. This document, to be fi led as a “current report” on 
Form 8-K, must include all the information that would be included in a 
Form 10-SB with respect to the merged company. This includes, among 
other things, several years of audited fi nancial statements; executive 
compensation; related party transactions; period-to-period comparative 
analysis; full business description; and a list of stockholders, offi cers, and 
directors.

In other words, the fi ling must include essentially all the information 
that would be contained in a prospectus if the company were pursuing a 
traditional IPO. The very important difference, however, is that the IPO 
fi ling is reviewed and scrutinized in great detail by the SEC before becom-
ing effective. 

The Form 8-K to be fi led after a reverse merger is not required to 
be reviewed, and is effective immediately upon fi ling. But the amount 
of effort needed to prepare it is the same. Although review is not re-
quired, the SEC always may choose to review any fi ling. Many practi-
tioners in the reverse merger fi eld anticipate that the SEC will, at least 
for a while at some point, choose to review and provide comments 
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to 8-K fi lings. However, the 8-K is still effective upon fi ling and the 
review should not interfere with the completion or effectiveness of the 
reverse merger. 

PRACTICE TIP

Assume that the SEC will look at the Form 8-K fi ling. 
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Over the last twenty years, and in particular the last fi ve to ten, 
reverse mergers have been transformed from sometimes-shady 
deals into legitimate transactions. One of the most infl uential 

events guiding this transition was the passage in 1992 of SEC Rule 419. 
This rule was designed to protect shareholders from fraud in reverse 
merger transactions. 

Then, during the Internet boom (1995–2000), major investment banks 
began raising money for companies that had gone public through reverse 
mergers, something they previously had been unwilling to do. This com-
pleted the transformation of reverse mergers from dubious to legitimate 
transactions. This chapter fi rst describes how Rule 419 protects sharehold-
ers, then explains how reverse mergers entered the mainstream during the 
Internet boom, and fi nally describes how PIPEs (private investments in 
public equity) are now transforming the reverse merger market once again.

Rule 419
In 1992, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission began treating 
registration statements from shells (including those pertaining to initial 
public offerings) differently than those from operating companies. Rule 
419, passed in 1992 under the Securities Act of 1933, spells out require-
ments for shells that were designed to protect shareholders and investors 
from fraud. It is important to note that the SEC decided not to end the 
practice of reverse mergers. Instead, it used Rule 419 to make shell IPOs 

C H A P T E R  4

Introduction to Rule 419
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and reverse mergers safe and legitimate. There was, however, a price to be 
paid for this protection. The price was more onerous fi ling requirements 
for shell promoters. (Eventually, practitioners of reverse mergers learned 
that there was a legitimate way around Rule 419 by taking a shell public 
through the fi ling of Form 10-SB. See Chapter 15 for details.)

Rule 419 uses the term “blank check company” to include companies 
for which the following statements are true:

1 The company is in the development stage. 
2 The company is issuing penny stock. (Penny stock is any equity 

security that is not traded on Nasdaq or a U.S. securities exchange or is 
issued by a company that fails to meet certain net tangible asset/revenue 
criteria.) 

3 The company either has no specifi c business plan or purpose or its 
business plan is to merge with an unidentifi ed company or companies.

To clarify: a legitimate start-up business, say, with a goal of developing 
software, would not be a blank check company subject to the restrictions of 
Rule 419. Equally, any company that can meet the standards for listing on a 
major market or exchange is exempt from Rule 419. Finally, having certain 
assets and revenue also means exemption from the rule. If a company has 
more than $5 million in assets (or $2 million if it has been in existence for 
more than three years), or is raising $5 million in a so-called fi rm commit-
ment underwritten IPO, it is exempt from Rule 419 and its restrictions.

Rule 419 has been an important infl uence on the practice of reverse 
mergers. For example, specifi ed purpose acquisition companies (SPACs) 
which generally raise at least $20 million, are exempt from Rule 419 
because they raise more than $5 million. However, as will be discussed 
in Chapter 14, many SPACs adopt many of the restrictions of Rule 419 
voluntarily because doing so attracts investors and may prevent unwanted 
attention from the SEC. 

Basics of Rule 419
Rule 419 is intended to address a situation where a founder of a blank 
check company wants to use it to fi rst raise money in a public offering, 
and then look for a company with which to complete a reverse merger. 
In the case of a registered offering (in other words, typically an IPO) of 
a penny stock by a blank check company, the rule requires that the gross 
proceeds, less certain authorized deductions, be deposited in escrow. This 
is the provision that drove away most of the scam artists, since the money 
raised could no longer be used simply to line the pockets of promoters. 
Rule 419 caps expenses related to the offering at 10 percent, in addition to 
customary underwriting commissions. 
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Second, the stock issued in the blank check’s IPO also must be placed 
in escrow, and cannot be transferred until a reverse merger is completed. 
Therefore, while the company is waiting to do a reverse merger, those who 
purchase the IPO shares in the blank check cannot sell the shares. This 
was not intended to punish the purchasers, but rather to eliminate another 
wrongful practice, namely, the substantial amount of abusive trading that 
took place in the secondary market following the IPOs of blank check 
companies prior to a reverse merger. This served to eliminate short sellers 
and rumormongers.

In order for the stock and funds to be released from escrow, three con-
ditions must be met under Rule 419:

1 The blank check must agree to acquire a business the fair value of 
which is at least 80 percent of the maximum offering. Therefore, one cannot 
raise $1 million in the shell, and then merge with a company that has a 
legitimate value of $100,000. Although one could argue that a company 
with a $100,000 value could benefi t from a $1 million investment, it ap-
pears that was overshadowed by the SEC’s concern that bogus companies 
not commensurate in size with the amount of money raised would come 
in and use up the proceeds improperly.

2 The investors in the IPO must reconfi rm their investment after re-
ceiving a prospectus-like document regarding the company to be acquired. 
In other words, enormous detail about the business to be merged with 
must be put together in a prospectus for the operating company. This 
document must be fi led with and approved by the SEC, which can take a 
number of months. The merger cannot be completed until this document 
is approved and mailed to investors, who must then reconfi rm their invest-
ment in order for the merger to close.

3 The merger must be completed within eighteen months of the public 
offering or all funds invested, less expenses incurred, are returned to in-
vestors. If the funds are returned, however, the shell remains as a public 
company, but its only remaining shareholders are those who owned shares 
prior to the shell’s IPO—in other words, the founders. This creates a “sec-
ond life” for the shell, but those who invested in the IPO do not have the 
ability to participate.

Life After Passage of Rule 419
What happened after Rule 419 was passed in 1992? There was an immedi-
ate and dramatic positive effect on abuses. Most of the bad guys moved 
on (they were next seen in municipal securities and so-called Regulation S 
transactions), but the quality players also were hurt. Those who stayed in 
the game looked at several alternatives.
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Grandfathered Shells
As the rule was being considered, smart players pushed through as 

many new blank checks as they could knowing these would be grand-
fathered under the new rule. It took several years for those shells to be 
merged. I still represent one shell that was created prior to the passage of 
Rule 419.

Public Shells from Operating Companies
It became more common to look for public shells formed from the end 

of a public operating business rather than to create shells from scratch. 
Very few people were interested in using the burdens of complying with 
Rule 419 as a method to actually form shells. The technique of using a 
recently bankrupt or virtually dormant former operating company as a 
shell in a reverse merger candidate became more in demand.

SPACs
The market for SPACs also developed during this time, particularly 

in the mid-1990s, just before the IPO market really took off as part of 
the Internet boom. Investment bankers were willing to endure many of 
the burdens of Rule 419 in exchange for substantial underwriting fees, as 
well as commissions earned from trading in the stock of the SPAC while 
it awaited a merger. As indicated above, while SPACs were exempt from 
Rule 419, their promoters adopted many of its restrictions for marketing 
purposes.

Form 10-SB Shells
Though it took a little time, it was discovered that Form 10-SB shells 

could be formed from scratch as a legal end-around Rule 419. There was 
a reason this took time, which I will now explain. The legal analysis is 
simple. Rule 419 was passed under the Securities Act of 1933 (Securities 
Act), which governs primarily the public offering market and was the fi rst 
congressional reaction to the great stock market crash of 1929. This meant 
that Rule 419 applied only to those seeking to register for public sale indi-
vidual shares to be sold by a company, or resold by existing shareholders.

Form 10-SB is fi led under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Ex-
change Act), passed a year after the original Securities Act. The Exchange 
Act followed up the Securities Act with the creation of the U.S. Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission; regulation of brokers and dealers and 
the trading markets; and regulation of proxies, tender offers, and other 
activities undertaken by public companies. The integrated disclosure 
system of regular reports by public companies also was established in the 
Exchange Act.
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Form 10-SB allows a company to voluntarily subject itself to the SEC 
reporting requirements under the Exchange Act without registering indi-
vidual shares for sale or resale. In order for a trading market to develop in 
these companies, shares have to be registered for sale at some point under 
the Securities Act. Alternatively, under Securities Act Rule 144, shares held 
for a certain period of time, generally one to two years, can be publicly 
sold whether or not they are registered.

Therefore, a company can fi le a Form 10-SB, become subject to re-
porting requirements, and then have a trading market develop through the 
use of Rule 144. Unfortunately, the SEC has ruled that shares acquired in 
a public shell or blank check can never be sold under Rule 144. Therefore, 
shares owned in a shell formed through fi ling a Form 10-SB have to be 
registered at some point after the reverse merger.

In any event, a blank check can go public by fi ling a Form 10-SB and 
avoid the proscriptions of Rule 419. The SEC rebuffed early efforts to 
create Form 10-SB shells after the passage of Rule 419, including one on 
behalf of one of my clients. In a fi ling we attempted in 1993—just one 
year after the rule was passed—the SEC commented on our Form 10-SB 
fi ling saying, “You cannot do this because of Rule 419.” We knew the 
SEC’s analysis was incorrect, and that Rule 419 by its terms did not apply 
to a Form 10-SB fi ling. However, my client indicated his desire not to 
make an enemy of the SEC, so we decided to withdraw the fi ling.

By 1998, we saw a fl ood of Form 10-SB shells. I surmised that some-
one must have fought the fi ght and been successful, as was appropriate. 
Until only very recently, however, many practitioners (including myself ) 
took the position that Form 10-SB shells were to be avoided, since at best 
they appeared to be disfavored by the SEC, even if legally permissible. As 
a result, many (but by no means all) of the Form 10-SB shells formed dur-
ing this period were promoted by questionable players. 

As a result of numerous conversations with SEC and Nasdaq offi cials 
in recent years, I have concluded that the SEC and the major exchanges 
do not appear to have any problem with Form 10-SB shells. Indeed, recent 
attempts at fi lings for these shells have received extremely favorable treat-
ment in the review process. Yet recent attempts to form Rule 419 shells 
have met with signifi cant resistance from SEC staffers in the form of major 
comments in each successive fi ling seeking to take blank check companies 
public.

In the end, the timetable is basically the same to get a private company 
public and get to “real” trading post-merger, whether going through a 
Rule 419 shell or a Form 10-SB shell. In the case of Rule 419, it takes sev-
eral months for the “reconfi rmation” prospectus to be approved and then 
the merger closes and trading can commence. In the case of a merger with 
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a Form 10-SB shell, the merger happens quickly but trading only develops 
after a “resale” registration covering the sale of securities, which generally 
takes several months. However, because a merger with a Form 10-SB shell 
is faster, a PIPE fi nancing also can be accelerated and closed upon the 
merger. Thus, merging with a Form 10-SB shell seems preferable to a Rule 
419 shell for this reason.

As previously mentioned, a current trend involves major PIPE inves-
tors and investment banks forming Form 10-SB shells to complete reverse 
mergers and PIPEs for the currently private companies in which they are 
interested.

The Internet Boom (and Bust)
During the Internet boom of the late 1990s, reverse mergers blossomed. 
This would seem illogical, since traditional IPOs also fl ourished during 
this time; however, as mentioned earlier, reverse merger activity generally 
remains healthy in both weak and strong stock markets. This is because 
in a down market, especially when the IPO market is weak, there are still 
plenty of companies that can benefi t from being publicly held.

In an up market, a reverse merger is faster and less dilutive than a tra-
ditional IPO. In addition, in every IPO boom some companies seeking 
public status lack some element required for a traditional IPO. A com-
pany may be seen as too early stage, or operating outside of an industry in 
vogue with the investing community. Still, these companies could grow if 
afforded the opportunity to have a publicly traded stock.

During the Internet era, some companies were able to go public even 
though they had barely passed the initial formation stage and had little 
more than a business plan on a paper napkin. What seemed most impor-
tant was to have the words “dot-com” somewhere in the company name. 
A milder version of this frenzy had occurred in the biotechnology area. 
Another minifrenzy is occurring as of this writing in the nanotechnology, 
oil and gas, and security industries, as well as for Chinese companies, and 
to a lesser extent, in health care. 

During the late 1990s boom, companies wanted to go public faster 
than even the most aggressive investment banks could get them there with 
a traditional IPO. Enter the reverse merger, which became a very popular 
method for going public at the time.

This trend had a positive and unexpected consequence. As mentioned 
above, previously all the largest “bulge bracket” investment banks of the 
Goldman Sachs and Lehman Brothers league had shunned reverse mergers 
and the companies that had gone public this way. 

During the Internet period, these old biases were virtually eliminated 
as bulge bracket fi rms fell over each other trying to grab as much reverse 
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merger business as they could get. Thus, these major fi rms learned they 
could sometimes invest, with the same confi dence (or lack thereof ) as 
with other fi nancings, in reverse merged companies. They learned the 
importance of focusing on the company itself, rather than on how it went 
public. And they began, slowly, to learn how to distinguish the good guys 
from the bad in the reverse merger business.

The market crash of 2000 created a different dynamic. Companies 
that were doing fairly well but missed the late-1990s IPO window used 
reverse mergers in panicked attempts to go public any way they could. A 
number of companies in registration to complete an IPO saw their dreams 
dashed, then sought salvation through a reverse merger. In some cases, 
these attempts paid off; in others, they simply created the next wave of 
shells as they hit bankruptcy or liquidation one after the other.

Today’s Reverse Merger Market
In the last several years, PIPE investors and investment bankers have dis-
covered the reverse merger—with the “pile on” mentality common to any 
Wall Street trend. In this case, however, there are good reasons for reverse 
mergers and PIPEs to come together. Why have reverse mergers suddenly 
become so popular? The short answer is, it has not been sudden, but rather 
an evolution that has taken about a dozen years. Most recently, however, a 
confl uence of factors has caused this market to really take off.

First, since 2001, the IPO market has been essentially shut down for 
all but the largest private companies, making reverse mergers more attrac-
tive to middle market businesses. In addition, the private equity markets 
for growing private companies have been soft at best, making it tougher to 
stay private if large amounts of capital are needed to grow.

The PIPE market has been experiencing tremendous growth, creating 
more potential benefi t to being a public company if access to the capi-
tal markets is important. Also, until recently, the merger and acquisitions 
market was very weak, and remains so for many companies. This limits the 
exit options that entrepreneurs and investors have.

An additional recent trend is a change in the PIPE market. In the 
past, PIPE investors were primarily interested in short-term liquidity and 
arbitrage opportunities in their investments. Typically, they did not look 
at companies in detail beyond their trading volume. Because of SEC scru-
tiny, along with issuer concerns about how PIPE securities are traded and 
a generally less liquid trading environment caused in part by recently 
enacted short selling rules, many PIPE investments now more closely 
resemble fundamental, longer-term investments. 

PIPE investors are doing due diligence, meeting with management, 
taking more warrants to benefi t from a stock’s upside, and generally are 
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more willing to wait for a larger return. As a result, PIPE investors are 
more active in pursuing investments in reverse mergers, where liquidity 
will probably take a little longer, but a greater upside potential exists. This, 
combined with the increased competitiveness for deals, has led PIPE in-
vestors and investment banks to see the benefi ts of what is now regularly 
called “public venture capital.” 

The most recent positive development in this area has come in the 
form of the SEC’s new regulations, which will be discussed in detail 
in Chapter 10, The Regulatory Regime. In sum, the new regulation, 
which took effect in the fall of 2005, requires a signifi cant increase in 
the amount of disclosure immediately following most reverse mergers. 
This is expected to help further improve the reliability and acceptability 
of these transactions. In its adopting release, in part resulting from strong 
encouragement from the private sector, the SEC declared that it acknowl-
edges the legitimate use of the reverse merger technique. This is a major 
development. Given the history of abuse accompanying reverse mergers, 
it is very helpful that the SEC is prepared to encourage its proper utiliza-
tion while continuing to come down hard on miscreants.
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Most reverse mergers are undertaken in order to obtain fi nancing 
for a growing company. Companies effecting reverse mergers 
usually can raise somewhere in the range of $10 million to $25 

million, signifi cantly less than initial public offerings, which may raise 
anywhere from $20 million to $300 million. In some cases, only a few 
million dollars are raised as part of a reverse merger.

With an IPO, a company goes public and raises money in one transac-
tion. Most reverse mergers take two separate but typically simultaneous 
steps (although frequently less time) to get to the same place: one, the 
private company buys the public shell and becomes public; two, the new 
company arranges for investors to purchase its stock. It would be diffi cult 
to overstate the importance of fi nancing in reverse merger transactions. 

That said, quite a number of deals involve no fi nancing at all, but in 
most cases there is an intention to require fi nancing at some point in the 
future, and being public is seen as a prerequisite to obtaining easier access 
to that capital. 

In general, fi nancing is easier in connection with a reverse merger than 
staying private because investors see liquidity as an opportunity, often 
within only a few months following the merger. Some are simply debt 
fi nancings or factoring arrangements, others are more traditional private 
placements, PIPEs, or venture capital structures and the like. 

The type of fi nancing determines when purchasers may begin trading 
their stock. In private placements (sales of securities directly to individu-
als or institutional investors), purchasers generally must hold their stock 

C H A P T E R  5
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for at least a year unless a registration process is completed with the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission. If the deal is structured as a PIPE, 
a form of private placement providing for immediate registration, shares 
purchased can become tradable in as few as three months. 

This chapter describes how fi nancings both drive and slow a reverse 
merger transaction, valuation and structuring issues, documentation 
and other unique aspects of fi nancings that are contemporaneous with 
a reverse merger.

How Not to Do It
As explained earlier, a very common mistake is for a company to pursue 
a reverse merger when its only goal is obtaining one round of fi nancing 
immediately—or the hope of a round to come later—without the con-
comitant analysis of whether the company can otherwise benefi t from 
being public (see Chapter 1). This shortsightedness can have unfortunate 
consequences. Here are two quick examples (some names and details are 
changed for obvious reasons):

A private company had a very exciting patent relating to certain enter-
tainment technology. It had completed a small private placement to pay 
for additional research and development. A larger round was needed, and 
a group of investors agreed to provide $10 million as long as the company 
went public through a reverse merger.

The merger was completed, and the intention was to use the $10 mil-
lion to help the company reach the point at which it could sell the product 
under development. As it turned out, more research was needed, the com-
pany was unable to raise additional fi nancing, and consequently it went 
out of business. Since then, the resulting public shell has been merged 
with a different company, and the shares I received as part of my compen-
sation have been reverse split from the 50,000 I held at a value of $2 per 
share to about 450 shares I now hold of a company trading at about $0.05 
per share. As my accountant would say, “a good write-off.”

In this case, the mistake was going public too early. The company was 
many months away from a commercial product. (This would have been 
unremarkable had the company been in the biotechnology industry, an 
industry that expects new companies to languish for years in prerevenue 
stages.) But, by its own industry standards, it took too long to get going. 
Investors got spooked and were unwilling to provide additional fi nancing. 
This company went public because it wanted the $10 million and going 
public was a condition set by the investors.
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PRACTICE TIP

Going public solely to raise one round of fi nancing when a com-
pany sees no other benefi ts to being public almost always turns 
out to be a fl awed strategy.

In addition, this company never made the effort to run itself like a 
public company. During my nine-month tenure as counsel (after which 
I resigned), the company went through three different chief fi nancial offi -
cers. The CFOs never had second-level assistants, who are almost essential 
for a public company in the post-SOX environment. The well-intentioned 
chief executive offi cer was constantly traveling, trying to cut deals. Ob-
taining due diligence when we got started was like pulling teeth. 

The second example involves a company that completed a reverse 
merger several years ago with the expectation of obtaining fi nancing soon 
after the deal was done. The company, which was breaking even on about 
$15 million in sales, had a plan to benefi t from being public by making 
acquisitions in its business, which relates indirectly to the sports industry. 
But it needed fi nancing to pay for going public, as well as for searching for 
targets to acquire. 

The investment bank it worked with provided the shell with which the 
company merged. The investment bank expected to raise funds after the 
merger, but for various reasons the fi nancing was never completed. The 
banker would probably say that certain things in the company changed or 
were different than expected. The company would probably say that noth-
ing was so different as to impair the ability to raise money.

In any event, the company did obtain some additional funds through 
traditional PIPE investors, but only enough to stay in business, which, 
by the way, is growing. As with so many businesses, however, while pur-
chase orders and receivables grow, cash fl ow remains very tight. The man-
agement team is extremely dedicated and has worked hard to cut costs. 
Unfortunately, the difference between making and losing money in this 
company is represented by the combination of the costs of being public 
and the increasing cost of servicing the company’s debt.

The company made several mistakes. First, because fi nancing was es-
sential, it should have arranged for it concurrently with the reverse merger. 
Second, when needed fi nancing was not available, management probably 
should have considered returning to private status (which would not have 
been diffi cult in this case) at least for a short time so they could regroup 
and earn some money. Here’s how they might have accomplished this.

Under current SEC rules, any reporting company with fewer than three 
hundred shareholders of record can voluntarily “deregister” itself as a public 
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company, stop fi ling periodic reports, and have no further obligation to 
do so through a simple fi ling known as Form 15. A holder of record is one 
that actually holds a physical stock certifi cate. Many shareholders hold their 
shares in “street name,” which means they own shares through an electronic 
entry at their broker, and therefore, all such street name shareholders count 
together as one shareholder. Thus, many public companies, some fairly 
large, have fewer than three hundred shareholders of record.

A company with more than three hundred shareholders of record 
must go through one of several complex fi lings in order to go private. 
It can effect a massive reverse stock split, cashing out investors who end 
up with less than one full share to reduce its number of shareholders to 
below three hundred. It can sell off its business to a related party, leaving 
behind the public shell to be used again. Or it can simply ask the share-
holders to vote to “go private.” In any of these cases, either state law or 
the SEC or both require shareholder approval, a full proxy, and often a 
related fi ling known as Schedule 13E-3, which describes in excruciating 
detail the plan for going private.

The ins and outs of going and staying private are of interest to growing 
numbers of companies. First, there are those who in the past several years 
have chosen to go private rather than comply with the onerous require-
ments of Sarbanes-Oxley. Then there are those like the company described 
above. Under current rules, keeping the number of shareholders of record 
below three hundred provides important fl exibility and usually is not that 
diffi cult to do.

There is one additional challenge to going private, one that the client 
mentioned above faces. That is, PIPE investors generally require that, for 
as long as they own shares, the company will retain its status as a reporting 
company and use its best efforts to maintain its exchange listing. Thus, 
any going private event results in a default in most PIPEs. 

Several years ago, a client helped raise money in a private placement for 
a public company. There was no specifi c covenant to stay public; however, 
the company had a contractual obligation to register our client’s inves-
tors’ shares so they could become tradable, which never happened. The 
company fi led to go private the “simple way,” by fi ling Form 15, a declara-
tion that a company has fewer than three hundred shareholders of record. 
My client and his investors sued, and won a settlement that returned the 
money invested in a combination of cash and tradable stock of another 
company.

One last note on going private. In 2005, the SEC formed the Advisory 
Committee on Smaller Public Companies, which I testifi ed before in June 
2005. In April 2006, the committee submitted its fi nal recommendations, 
which included amending SEC rule 12g5-1 to interpret the words held 
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of record to mean what is known as “actual benefi cial owners,” but also 
increasing the number of shareholders one must have to avoid being able 
to use the simple Form 15 fi ling to go private. This inclusion of benefi cial 
owners would encompass “street name” holders and not just those holding 
physical stock certifi cates. It is not clear whether the full SEC will adopt 
this or any other of the committee’s recommendations.

In analyzing this issue, on the one hand, most everyone agrees that 
tying the availability of the simple fi ling to only those with physical stock 
certifi cates makes no sense: the rule is anachronistic and stems from a 
time when every shareholder held a stock certifi cate. In an era of elec-
tronic trading, it makes more sense to make the fi ling available based on 
the number of “benefi cial owners”—including all those with shares held 
in street name. However, many—myself included—have urged the SEC 
to increase the maximum number of shareholders a company can have 
and still go private relatively easily.

In some few cases, such as in a reverse merger of a Chinese company I 
was recently involved with, there is no current need for fi nancing. There 
may be a plan to raise money at some point in the future, but it is not 
required at the time of the reverse merger. 

How Financing Drives the Deal
A leading venture capital fi rm approached an investment bank about pro-
viding a $15 million round of fi nancing for a biotechnology company. 
The venture capitalist had already provided over $40 million in fi nancing, 
and its partnership documents did not permit it to provide any additional 
fi nancing (often funds are limited in the percentage of their overall pool of 
money that can be invested in a single company).

The company had successfully completed Phase II clinical trials and 
the preliminary results were positive. It was too early for a traditional IPO 
or even the sale of the company, and the venture capitalist knew this. 
Neither the company nor the venture capitalist was able to convince other 
private equity investors to put money into the company. Sometimes this 
happens when the original investor is unwilling to share his powers and 
rights with new investors. 

The venture capitalist knew that an investment bank would raise money 
from a variety of sources and that it was likely the new investors would not 
demand substantial covenants, veto powers, and rights. (As mentioned ear-
lier, investors in private companies such as venture funds generally seek to 
have more control over a company’s decision making than investors in public 
companies. Also, public company shareholders do not want a small group 
of investors to have the right to veto important decisions.) In addition, the 
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venture capitalist knew that the investment bank could raise multiple rounds 
of fi nancing going forward, which would be essential to the company’s achiev-
ing its business plan. The venture capitalist also knew that the valuation the 
company received from an investment bank was likely to be higher than a 
valuation from a private equity fi rm. All of this would be good for the venture 
capitalist and his interest in the company.

The investment bank was excited to get involved. They realized the 
most attractive way to raise money was for the company to become pub-
lic. They consulted with advisers, including my law fi rm. The venture 
capitalist was clearly nervous about taking the reverse merger route. In-
deed, while most of Wall Street has learned the value of this technique, 
the private equity and venture capital communities still remain somewhat 
skeptical and steeped in attitudes of the past (this was in 2003). 

Thus, I found myself in the large conference room of a major law fi rm 
explaining the basics of reverse mergers to one of the fi rm’s partners and 
the venture capitalist. My client was there as well, and of course helped fi ll 
in some of the details of the fi nancing. 

Recognizing that forming a new shell for the deal would take a few months 
and require substantial disclosure if a specifi c transaction was planned, the 
fi rst step was for the investment bank to acquire an already existing public 
shell. They saw the benefi ts of acquiring the shell fi rst rather than negotiat-
ing the reverse merger directly with the then-owners of the shell.

At that time, in early 2004, shells were readily available. The particular 
public shell they looked at, which was trading on the OTC Bulletin Board, 
cost about $450,000 (cheap by today’s standards), plus a percentage of the 
deal going forward. Our client proceeded to purchase nearly a 90 percent 
interest in the shell, then immediately commenced negotiations with the 
venture capitalist and the company to complete both the reverse merger 
and the fi nancing.

At this point, it is important to note a little known aspect of reverse 
merger fi nancings. That is, if an investment bank or source of money also 
provides the public shell for the deal, it obtains an additional interest in 
the merged company simply for having provided the shell. In this case, at 
the end of the deal, our client’s $450,000 investment in the shell turned 
into almost $1.5 million in value upon the closing of the reverse merger 
and fi nancing only a few short months later.

It is considered both customary and appropriate in the reverse merger 
business to pay a fee to a shell’s broker and, therefore, most private compa-
nies allow the investment bank or provider of the shell this extra interest. 
Some companies believe, however, it is a form of double-dipping when an 
investment bank earns fees on raising money as well as receiving an inter-
est in the company for having provided the shell. I believe it is more than 
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appropriate to receive these two forms of compensation because they are 
provided for separate sets of services, one for raising money and the other 
for providing a shell.

When a company balks at the additional compensation, however, there 
is still an advantage to the bank. Since it purchased the shell for cash as an 
investment, there is a tax benefi t even to taking some of the fees for raising 
money by retaining its equity interest in the shell. In other words, if the 
bank were to receive warrants to purchase a 3 percent interest in the com-
pany as part of its compensation for raising money, it might be satisfi ed 
retaining an extra 3 percent through ownership in the shell. Thus, when it 
sells the interest later, it is taxed at more favorable capital gains rates rather 
than as ordinary income, which typically involves higher rates.

In general, though, banks supplying shells retain less of the overall 
post-merger entity if they also receive fees for raising money. Where a con-
cern exists as to whether a bank has a confl ict of interest raising money and 
also retaining an interest in the post-merger entity, it is not uncommon to 
obtain a fairness opinion from a valuation fi rm or investment bank. This 
third-party, theoretically objective opinion about the fairness of the trans-
action from a fi nancial point of view helps assure the bank, the boards, and 
the shareholders that all parties were treated appropriately.

The two main purposes of obtaining such an opinion are (1) to confi rm 
that the transaction is fair, and (2) to provide something of an insurance pol-
icy to the board of the shell. If the board has a fairness opinion in hand, it is 
much harder for shareholders to bring an action to challenge the valuation.

One must be very cautious when engaging a provider of a fairness 
opinion. In one case, a client owned a shell that was to merge. He sought 
a fairness opinion from a Midwest investment bank. The bank was hired, 
asked no questions, did no due diligence, got a check, and about two 
weeks later issued its opinion. Since the shell was traded on Nasdaq, a 
proxy was required to approve the deal. Only when the SEC insisted on 
much greater disclosure about the fairness opinion and how the invest-
ment bank did its analysis did the client feel forced to fi re the original 
provider and engage another valuation expert who took six weeks, exam-
ined everything including comparable deals, and issued a well-researched, 
thorough, and insightful opinion.

When done right, the fairness opinion can provide some useful guid-
ance. In fact, on at least one occasion a valuation expert was able to con-
vince a client to change aspects of a deal to bring it more solidly into the 
realm of fairness.

Now, to get back to the biotechnology example: My investment bank 
client could not have completed its negotiations with the biotech compa-
ny before acquiring the shell, as the $450,000 value of the shell at purchase 
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would then come into question, given the value it achieved upon closing. 
In other words, the difference between the $450,000 purchase cost and 
the $1.5 million value on closing would be more suspect if the deal were 
prearranged prior to our client’s acquisition of the shell. By purchasing the 
shell without any certainty as to whether the deal would proceed, our cli-
ent had a strong argument that the $450,000 value was appropriate at the 
time of purchase. It felt the acquisition of the shell was worthwhile in any 
event, because if the biotech deal had not happened, it could have used the 
shell for another deal.

The next step was for the investment bank to work with the private 
company and the shell (i.e., itself as the owner of the shell) to craft both 
merger agreements and offering materials for the fi nancing, while simul-
taneously working on due diligence reviews. Luckily, the client had com-
pleted a thorough due diligence review of the shell before its purchase, so 
it could focus on the private biotech company, the value of its patents, 
status of clinical trials, its fi nancial results, and so on. 

The most important step was yet to come, namely, valuing the com-
pany for purposes of the PIPE investment. 

Many investors and investment banks have little experience with in-
vestments to be made at the same time a company becomes public through 
a reverse merger. They are accustomed to evaluating investments in private 
companies and investments in public companies, not investments that are 
hybrids of the two.

Several factors must be taken into consideration. First, different meth-
ods are used to value private and public companies. A private company 
often is valued for private equity purposes based upon not only its histori-
cal performance, but also its anticipated growth. Investors in a publicly 
trading company, however, typically value their investment based on the 
trading price of the stock, which may or may not incorporate growth po-
tential in it. This usually results in a higher valuation being placed on a 
public company than on a similarly situated private one.

When a company goes from private to public with an IPO, the expec-
tation is that the stock will sell at or above the IPO price as soon as the 
stock starts trading. But a company that starts trading shares after a reverse 
merger is in a somewhat different situation because its shares are not im-
mediately tradable. This means the valuation has to take into account the 
anticipated delay between initial investment and liquidity.

Clients can approach these dilemmas in different ways. This particular 
client took a middle-way approach, essentially splitting the difference be-
tween a private and public company valuation, still coming in well below 
what the company’s value was hoped to be once it began trading in a few 
months. The “public venture capital” concept was thereby further refi ned 
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by our client. But the venture capitalist was still happy, as this valuation 
far exceeded his last round of fi nancing and, in fact, exceeded what he had 
hoped to obtain if another private equity round did take place.

Having completed the valuation analysis, at this point our client 
learned that a reverse merger fi nancing, even structured as a PIPE, was 
different from a typical PIPE. Most PIPEs are completed with companies 
that have been public for a while. Their public SEC fi lings are scrutinized 
as the primary form of due diligence. Documentation with the investors 
consists of a purchase agreement and a few collateral agreements which are 
basically in industry customary form, with not much to negotiate in most 
deals. The tough decision is typically for the investor to simply decide 
whether or not to go forward with a deal; most everything else becomes 
rather routine with the attorneys and deal professionals at the bank.

As a brief aside, I do not wish in any way to downplay the hard work of 
lawyers involved in PIPE fi nancings (especially my partners Joe Smith and 
Rob Charron, who together completed more PIPE deals representing inves-
tors than any other law fi rm in each of the last three years). There is much 
negotiation that often takes place in completing PIPE deals with seemingly 
endless conference calls. In addition, the regulatory climate is complex and 
deal structures continue to evolve, requiring that attorneys adapt and adjust.

As the PIPE market has become more competitive, companies rais-
ing money have exacted more concessions from investors, changing the 
dynamics somewhat and making the process less and less routine. But it 
is true that many deals are relatively straightforward (as are most venture 
capital and private equity transactions) if for no other reason than the 
golden rule of fi nance: “He who has the gold makes the rules.” Investors 
declare the documents are in the form they require, and accept very few 
changes. This makes the lawyers’ work a bit less onerous once solid deal 
forms are developed and become industry standard. 

Back to our example and the unique features of PIPEs completed con-
temporaneously with reverse mergers. The fi rst question that was unique 
to the reverse merger context (and that had to be answered) was: Do the 
PIPE investors put their money into the private company just before the 
reverse merger, or directly into the former shell at the same moment as the 
merger? Logically one would think investing directly in the shell makes 
sense, since ultimately shares of the shell would be issued to all those who 
previously owned shares in the private biotech company.

In this case (and many others we have dealt with, but by no means 
all), the investment bank chose to have investors put their money into 
the biotech company one moment before completion of the merger. The 
reason was purely psychological. The bank felt that it would be too con-
fusing to explain to investors that they are investing in a “shell,” even if 
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the investment happens at the same time. In other words, it did not want 
the front of the offering document booklet to say “Shell Co.” Instead the 
bankers wanted it to say, “Biotech Co.” In recent transactions, this has 
been changing, and more deals are being structured as purchases of secu-
rities of the shell itself upon closing the merger.

In this case, the decision to invest in the private company created some 
problems, none of which was insurmountable. First, it meant that, techni-
cally, the PIPE investors had to be part of the process by which all share-
holders of the biotech company had to vote to approve the reverse merger. 
This was easy enough to deal with by incorporating into the subscription 
materials a consent to the transaction. We might have been able to seek 
shareholder approval of the merger prior to completion of the PIPE invest-
ment, which would not then require their approval. But we did not see the 
need to risk investor ire for not having had the chance to participate in the 
decision-making process.

Second, administratively, investing directly in the biotech company 
added a step of actually issuing PIPE investors’ shares of the biotech com-
pany, then immediately exchanging them upon the merger for shares of 
the shell. This also was not a big deal, just a bit of a hassle.

The next challenge related to the lack of information. As noted above, 
in a typical PIPE, straightforward stock purchase agreements are used 
instead of a full disclosure document, often called a “private placement 
memorandum (PPM).” It is more common to use a full PPM for an in-
vestment bank–led raise for a private company. Sometimes a PPM is used 
in a private offering for a public company, but this document is usually 
a bare-bones “wraparound document” that includes a description of the 
offering, unique risk factors relating to the offering, all wrapped around 
copies of the company’s public fi lings.

In this case, and in most cases we have encountered, the investment 
bank decided to complete a full PPM for the PIPE investors putting money 
into the biotech company upon its merger with the shell. This way inves-
tors would receive full information concerning the company to be merged, 
and the bank would be shielded from a liability standpoint from sugges-
tions that investors were not fully informed of the risks of the investment.

This intelligent decision from a liability point of view caused a fairly 
signifi cant delay in the deal since the lawyers and accountants took a sur-
prisingly long time to agree on the disclosure language. The old adage 
“too many cooks spoil the broth” took on real meaning as it simply took 
time to get all the various players to respond to each successive draft of the 
PPM. At the same time, the parties were working on due diligence and 
completing a merger agreement and SEC fi ling under Section 14(f ) of the 
Exchange Act, which related to the anticipated change of directors.
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PRACTICE TIP

A PPM is a good idea when completing a PIPE contemporane-
ously with a reverse merger.

There is also an advantage to the existence of the PPM under the new 
SEC rule requiring a Form 8-K fi ling with substantial disclosure about the 
private company immediately following the merger. That is, the PPM can 
be used as the basis for this fi ling, which is essentially a PPM on steroids. 
Many components of a PPM are taken right from a typical full offering 
prospectus, which the 8-K will effectively mirror. Thus, some of the antici-
pated delays in deals relating to the new rule will be signifi cantly reduced 
to the extent a PPM is already being prepared.

The last challenge in our biotech example involved when to disclose 
the existence of the placement agent raising the money. Under SEC rules, 
engaging a placement agent to help raise money is generally considered 
a material contract, requiring a fi ling with the SEC and disclosure of 
the contract with the agent. But in this case, it was the private company 
engaging the agent. Also in this case, the public shell had disclosed that 
it was entering into the transaction with the private company. Therefore, 
a determination was made that it was prudent for the shell to disclose 
that the private company with which it might merge had engaged a 
placement agent.

The problem then is avoiding a determination that the public dis-
closure of the offering and the agent might cause a loss of its “private 
offering” exemption, which depends on avoiding what is known as 
general solicitation. Under Regulation D, to be discussed in more de-
tail later, to ensure that an offering remains private, the company must 
avoid advertising and other activities deemed general solicitation. Dis-
closing the agreement with the placement agent might be deemed to 
be such a type of solicitation; however, an SEC rule known as Rule 135 
provides guidance as to how to disclose the existence of a placement 
agent and a pending private placement without triggering a general so-
licitation concern, and we followed that rule in making the disclosure. 
The key, believe it or not, is to disclose everything without actually 
disclosing the name of the placement agent itself.

PRACTICE TIP

When in doubt, disclose the engagement of a placement agent—
but watch out for accidental general solicitation when undertak-
ing a private offering.
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Ultimately, though, the transaction was completed, and like a well-
rehearsed orchestra, the various pieces of the deal came together and the 
reverse merger and PIPE closed simultaneously.

Time and Money
Some of the issues that arise in the deal-making process relate to timing. 
A desire to complete a fi nancing prior to the merger creates disclosure, 
valuation, and structuring challenges. In these instances I try to encour-
age clients to wait and complete the transaction in the name of the public 
entity either at closing or shortly thereafter. In a recent trend, however, a 
number of PIPE investors have been willing to provide fi nancing to the 
private company prior to the actual merger, understanding the risk that 
the merger may never go through. They provide more downside protection 
for themselves in these transactions and, sometimes, penalties for failure to 
complete a going public event within a certain amount of time. As deals 
begin to take a little longer due to the new SEC rules, the opportunity for 
a private company to complete a fi nancing while waiting for completion 
of the merger is a very positive development.

This more aggressive fi nancing trend is also helping fuel “self-fi lings,” 
to be described in more detail in the third part of this book. A PIPE inves-
tor funds a private company, which then goes public through a registra-
tion statement seeking to allow the PIPE investor to resell his shares in the 
public market. It is not a public offering by the company, nor is it a reverse 
merger, since no shell is involved. As will be discussed, these transactions 
can have some benefi ts over reverse mergers, but only if certain conditions 
are present.

As to timing issues, in one case, involving a Rule 419 merger, our 
client—the operating company—continued to raise money and issue 
shares after signing the merger agreement and while the SEC was review-
ing our “post-effective amendment” seeking shareholder reaffi rmation of 
their investment. This required continued amendments to our agreement 
to refl ect different conversion ratios for our client’s shares, and amend-
ments to our SEC fi lings refl ecting the foregoing. A better approach would 
have been to raise all the money either before or after, simplifying disclo-
sure and paperwork.

In sum, in the majority of cases, fi nancing is the trough at which re-
verse merger candidates feed. Investors, in particular PIPE investors, con-
tinue to develop the best methods for achieving these fi nancings, taking 
time to study the private operating business along with the shell company 
with hope of receiving much greater upside potential than with a typical 
PIPE investment.
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So far this book has explained a number of differences between going 
public with a traditional initial public offering (IPO) and a reverse 
merger. This chapter focuses on a distinction that many believe is 

especially critical—the “market support” issue. Some suggest that reverse 
mergers, specifi ed purpose acquisition companies (SPACs), and other 
alternatives to IPOs simply are not viable because the post-transaction 
trading in a stock is often weak and subject to manipulation. The chal-
lenge of developing market support in a post–reverse merger company is 
real, but by no means does the existence of this challenge invalidate these 
techniques. 

Many successful companies went public through a reverse merger. As 
mentioned earlier, these companies include Turner Broadcasting System, 
Inc., Tandy Corporation (Radio Shack Corporation), Occidental Petro-
leum Corporation, Muriel Siebert & Co., Inc., Berkshire Hathaway Inc., 
and Blockbuster Entertainment, just to name a few. They all managed to 
develop strong market support and eventually moved up to trade on larger 
exchanges. Yet there remains a perception in the marketplace that reverse 
mergers are to be avoided because stocks do not trade with suffi cient 
volume following the transaction. Ultimately, the challenge of building 
market support is to change the market’s perceptions about what is impor-
tant at specifi c points in time during the life cycle of a public company.

This chapter reviews the nature of the challenge, summarizes the tra-
ditional IPO aftermarket, then discusses methods by which those par-
ticipating in alternative transactions can earn market support and adjust 

C H A P T E R  6

Winning Market Support
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their expectations about how stocks should trade immediately following 
a going-public event. 

The Market Support Challenge
Because having a liquid trading market is a key variable in the cost-of-capital 
equation, many private companies use this as an important justifi cation to 
go public. The more liquid a company’s securities, the more likely the com-
pany seeking fi nancing will be able to obtain it on favorable terms. Hence, 
generating interest in a newly public company’s stock is important, but 
should be done with a goal toward building long-term market support.

There is some truth to the notion that post–reverse merger companies 
face a challenge in developing a trading market for their stock. Many of 
the reasons for this are discussed below along with ways in which to offset 
these challenges and in some cases, understand why certain challenges 
should be of little long-term concern. 

Limited Float
Very often post–reverse merger companies have very few shares available 
to trade. (The number of tradable shares is called the “public fl oat.”) Im-
mediately after the merger, almost all the shares are held by the owners 
of the formerly private company—call these “owner’s shares.” At least 
initially, none of these shares can trade. Thus, the trading market is at 
fi rst limited to those shareholders who held free-trading shares in the shell 
prior to the merger.

In most transactions, some of the owner’s shares are registered with 
the SEC almost immediately after the merger so that they are available to 
trade. Some of those shares will be contractually locked up for various rea-
sons and not available to trade immediately, but the rest will be released to 
help build the public fl oat. Nevertheless, the fact is that trading in shares 
of a shell whose stock was trading before the merger is very limited imme-
diately after the merger. And even after any owner’s shares are registered, 
they are not released into the market that quickly.

The situation is more pronounced (though, ultimately, equally unim-
portant) following a merger with a nontrading shell. As we will discuss, 
the immediate trading market after a merger is not really relevant long-
term. But the perception is that the lack of trading following a merger 
with a nontrading shell is a negative to those seeking to go public.

Concentration of Control of the Float
Even if there are a fair number of shares in the shell’s trading fl oat, typi-
cally one person or small group controls a large majority of that fl oat. 
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Usually, this is the individual or group which either purchased the shell 
previously, or which controlled the former public operating business that 
is no longer inhabited in the shell.

Even though their shares are free trading, those former control share-
holders generally do not seek to sell immediately after a merger. This is 
because, with a limited fl oat, even a small sale could cause the stock price 
to drop, hurting the ability for that large holder to sell more shares.

Thus, these holders of large blocks of free-trading shares often wait 
until owner’s shares are registered and trading and, in turn, daily volume 
has increased. This dramatically reduces the number of “actual” free-
trading shares available for immediate activity following a reverse merger 
or similar event. 

Weak Analyst Coverage of Penny Stocks
Larger investors, such as hedge funds and institutions who regularly in-
vest trillions of dollars in public companies, most often rely on market 
research delivered by major research and brokerage fi rms in order to make 
investment decisions. Typically, no research is available on a company 
completing a reverse merger because analysts who prepare the research 
usually are not interested in smaller companies or those trading on the 
OTC Bulletin Board or Pink Sheets. Some analysts will prepare a report 
for a fee, but that fee—and the confl ict it creates—must be disclosed. 
This makes an issuer-sponsored research report of limited value to larger 
institutional investors.

In addition, institutional investors must often restrict their investment 
choices to stocks trading above a certain price, listed on a certain stock 
exchange, or trading in a certain volume. The point of these restrictions 
is to prevent the investor from taking a position in a penny stock. Many 
brokerage fi rms also prohibit their retail stockbrokers from actively pro-
moting inexpensive stocks or stocks trading on the OTC Bulletin Board, 
further limiting the stock’s exposure to the investment community. Since 
most post–reverse merger companies’ stock trades on the OTC Bulle-
tin Board, not a higher exchange such as Nasdaq or the American Stock 
Exchange, interest from both large Wall Street fi rms and retail investors 
is clearly limited.

Minimal Support from Market Makers
On the OTC Bulletin Board, a brokerage fi rm serves as market maker, 
creating an active market for buying and selling a particular stock. That 
market maker does have an interest in having its clients purchase the stock, 
but if a market maker is active in hundreds of stocks, it is sometimes dif-
fi cult for any one to get the attention it may deserve.
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In addition, there are fewer and fewer market makers involved in more 
and more OTC Bulletin Board stocks than in the past. This is because of 
regulatory changes that have made it less profi table for market makers to 
be involved with the activity as a stand-alone business. Again, this makes it 
more diffi cult to get the market maker’s attention for an individual stock, 
even one that deserves such attention. 

Short Selling Pressure
One investment tactic that doesn’t win much favor with public companies 
is to bet that a stock will go down by “shorting” the stock. In a typical short 
sale, an investor will borrow a stock from its brokerage fi rm and resell it 
with the intention of buying it back after the price drops and returning it 
to the broker. The difference between the price at which the investor sold 
it and the price at which he or she bought it back is the investor’s profi t. 
This technique has many valid uses, such as when an investor wants to 
send a message of dissatisfaction with management, or determines that a 
stock likely will go down in the short term. 

Unfortunately, in thinly traded stocks such as those of post–reverse 
merger companies, it is not uncommon for the stock to suddenly take a 
nose dive because of the actions of one or a few short sellers. The problem 
with short sellers is that their very presence often sends the stock down, as 
the broader market may perceive these investors to be knowledgeable, thus 
causing other investors to fl ee.

In some cases, short sellers do not believe the stock will go down on its 
own; they cause it to go down so that their bet will pay off. By aggressively 
shorting thinly traded stocks, they can force the market to react, causing 
the very result they were betting on. It may have absolutely nothing to do 
with the merits of the company or anyone’s particular view of the future 
performance of the stock. It’s stock manipulation, plain and simple. When 
short selling is used for purposes of manipulating the market, it’s illegal, 
but tracking both who is shorting and what their true intentions are is very 
diffi cult. The history of successful legal prosecution in this area is minimal 
and this has encouraged continued manipulative behavior.

Just to add some perspective to this discussion, it’s important to note 
that the bad guys are not just manipulating thinly traded stocks. Are bad 
guys manipulating larger cap stocks? Yes. Are bad guys manipulating IPO 
stocks? Yes. Enough perspective?

Thin Trading Reduces Ability to Raise Money Versus Active Trading
Since a major benefi t of being public is gaining easier access to capital, one 
correctly assumes that a company with a heavily traded stock has a much 
easier time raising money than a company whose stock trades little. But, 
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keeping in mind the “glass half full or half empty” analysis, one can reason 
that if one weren’t public, one’s access to capital would be signifi cantly less. 
By being public, even thinly traded, a company’s ability to raise money is 
still much better than if it was not public. 

Does an IPO Guarantee Strong Market Support?
One of the myths that continues to crop up in debates involving reverse 
mergers is that strong, sustained market support for a stock always follows 
a traditional IPO, which is what makes it preferable to the alternatives. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. 

Here’s how things work in a traditional IPO, in which a company of-
fers shares to the public with the hope of raising a large amount of cash: 
An investment banking fi rm serves as lead underwriter of the stock offer-
ing. The company and underwriter spend time putting a prospectus to-
gether as part of a registration statement, which eventually gets approved 
by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, National Association of 
Securities Dealers and, as applicable, the various states.

When the offering is approved and ready to go, the lead underwriter 
enlists the help of other brokerage fi rms, who act as part of a syndicate of 
underwriters who fi nd initial buyers for the stock. Each brokerage fi rm 
gets a commission upon the sale of stock to its customer. Technically, the 
underwriter purchases the shares from the company at a discount from the 
offering price, and then resells the shares to its customers, pocketing the 
spread. This is what distinguishes an underwriter of a public offering, who 
actually purchases shares directly from the company, from a placement 
agent in a private offering, who simply takes a commission for arranging a 
sale of stock from the company directly to the agent’s customer.

The part that is often kept quiet is this: Brokerage fi rms historically 
have been told that if they want to participate in the initial sale and ob-
tain their commissions, they have to commit to continuing to participate 
in the aftermarket, making sure that people buy and sell the stock for a 
period of time so that the initial groups of buyers can get out of the stock 
and make a quick profi t. These “pump and dump” schemes were, and to 
some extent remain, common even in the IPOs of today. Without this 
aftermarket support, the stock simply tumbles, as it does in a surprisingly 
large percentage of IPO stocks.

In some cases, the newly public company is so strong that more legiti-
mate support develops. But in the end, it is this manufactured support 
that drives the stock in its early stages. There is absolutely no assurance 
that this support will continue beyond the fi rst few months after an IPO, 
if at all.
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If a company is lucky enough to qualify for an underwritten offering 
where the stock trades well after the transaction, it may indeed hit the IPO 
jackpot that so many are seeking. In reality, though, in today’s market, an 
IPO is simply unavailable to smaller companies. As FIGURE 6.1 suggests, 
the average IPO fund-raising in recent years remains considerable even as 
the mean market capitalization of companies going public in a traditional 
manner has been gradually declining. 

So even if an IPO seems like the best way to go public, it is impor-
tant to remember that, in most cases, small-cap and micro-cap companies 
simply do not have that option.

How to Build Post–Reverse Merger Support
So how does one deal with the challenge of building market support for 
a reverse merged company? This section examines the change in attitude 
one needs, the importance of retaining a strong investor relations fi rm, the 
process of earning rather than manufacturing support, and how to build 
the company to a point where trading is possible on a larger exchange.

Get a New Attitude
Patti LaBelle’s song “New Attitude” serves as a good metaphor for those 
seeking to go public through a reverse merger—they need a new attitude. 
The old-fashioned world thinks the only way to get a company public is 
through an IPO and an immediate jump in stock trading—activity and 

FIGURE 6.1   Recent IPO Deal Activity

 MEAN MARKET 
  RANGE OF IPO SIZES CAPITALIZATION 

YEAR MEAN SIZE OF IPOS (LOW/HIGH) AT TIME OF IPO

2000 $236.6m $4.1m–$10.6bn $1.4bn

2001 $478.8m $6.0m–$8.7bn $2.0bn

2002 $319.6m $5.7m–$4.9bn $1.1bn

2003 $210.6m $6.0m–$3.0bn $672m

2004 $204.3m $7.7m–$2.9bn $767m

2005 $169.4m $2.7m–$5.1bn $495m
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buzz. Press reports judging an IPO’s success solely by its fi rst day of trading 
have been hard to counter.

Practitioners of alternatives to IPOs have found Patti’s religion and un-
derstand that going public is not the end of the process, but the fi rst step 
in a company’s journey as a public company. The fi rst day of trading—or 
even the fi rst week or month—is not too important. Smart, in-the-know 
professionals realize that what counts is trading activity one year to eigh-
teen months following the reverse merger (or IPO, for that matter).

A company has to think about the long-term benefi ts of being public. 
A heavily traded stock is an important goal, but there is no reason it needs 
to be an immediate goal. Management must not forget the other reasons 
it had for going public. It is still possible to raise money even if the stock 
trades thinly. It is still possible to use stock as currency for acquisitions. 
It is still possible to use stock options to provide incentives to company 
managers.

If the stock is thinly traded, it may take a little longer than one might 
have hoped for investors or founders to be able to cash out of their shares 
at a fair price. Financings may not be done immediately at the most favor-
able valuations. Acquisition targets may need an education as to the true 
value of a company as opposed to value gauged by market capitalization 
alone. And if these things need to be put off for a year to eighteen months, 
in the worst case, until the stock is trading better (you hope), so be it. The 
company should be focused on its long-term goals. 

The Importance of Investor Relations
A strong, reliable, and legitimate “IR” or investor relations fi rm can make 
all the difference in achieving a solid, long-term trading market for a 
company’s stock. These service providers help attract attention from Wall 
Street fi rms and, ultimately, research analysts to improve trading and stock 
price. 

The more capable IR fi rms do not strategize quick fi xes or immediate 
pops in the stock. They take a measured and longer-term approach to 
building support. They introduce management to key players at broker-
age fi rms that have the ability to encourage investment in a company’s 
stock. They talk to hedge funds, institutions, and large private investors, 
arranging “meet and greet” sessions and road shows, which highlight the 
company’s performance and prospects. Some use technology and online 
tools to enhance the process, directing the Wall Street pros to a Web-based 
video or other presentation.

Great IR fi rms go even further and help with strategy and key deci-
sion making by offering the Wall Street perspective on any contemplated 
business maneuver. Sometimes perfectly reasonable business decisions can 
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have a deleterious impact on the trading of a company’s stock. For ex-
ample, a decision to enter a new line of business, which might involve 
signifi cant, long-term investment whose benefi ts current investors will not 
see for years, might be a smart thing to do. But an announcement of this 
kind could send a stock spiraling downward if investors believe that divert-
ing management attention from current profi t-making opportunities is 
not in investors’ best interest.

There are many shady and sleazy IR fi rms that promise quick and 
seemingly impressive results. Even if their activities may not be technically 
illegal, oftentimes, some of the shoddier fi rms are simply conducting bad 
business. They create temporary, semibogus support for a stock just long 
enough to bring in their investor friends, watch the stock rise, get their 
friends out, and then disappear forever. (This is not too dissimilar from 
some of the IPO antics that can take place.) After the IR promoter disap-
pears, a company can be left with a big mess to clean up and, sometimes, 
shareholder and SEC lawsuits. In later chapters, we will cover how to spot 
and avoid some of these bad players.

Earn Your Support
A famous old commercial for the brokerage fi rm Smith Barney included 
the quote, “We make money the old-fashioned way. We earn it.” Similarly, 
the best way to build support for a company’s stock, regardless of how it 
goes public, is to earn it. 

Support is earned when a company achieves the things it promises to 
achieve. Maybe even more important, support is earned when a company 
does those things that investors and Wall Street want or expect from it. 
Paying off a market maker (this is illegal) or hiring a sleazy IR fi rm to hype 
the stock is not the way to go. Manufacturing events and transactions, as 
real as they may seem, primarily for the benefi t of getting more attention, 
rarely makes any sense. It is often said, however, that a company must 
sell both its products and its stock; and proper utilization of an IR fi rm 
and making decisions that will yield positive reactions from investors are 
important steps to take.

In the end, though, sticking to a company’s mission and philosophy has 
a better chance of paying off than tricks and short-term fi xes. Of course, 
the mission and philosophy may need to be adjusted over time, and there 
does need to be some recognition of the need to “please the Street” in the 
company’s decision-making process. By focusing, however, on running a 
business to generate profi t and create long-term value for shareholders, 
a company will generally achieve the best results in terms of stock price 
appreciation and developing a steady liquid market for its securities.

None of this guarantees success, of course. Sometimes, despite the best 
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efforts of management, IR fi rms, and others, despite sticking to the mis-
sion, support simply does not develop. This can happen even if a company 
is successful and achieving its mission. The time may not be right for the 
company’s industry in the public markets. The IR fi rm may not have the 
right connections. The plan may be good but lacking the kind of growth 
or direction the Street wants to see at that particular time.

These are critical moments in a company’s history as a public entity. At 
these times, it is important to question whether being public made sense 
in the fi rst place. Sometimes, the difference between profi ts and no profi ts 
is the cost of being public. If the company is not using its public status to 
its benefi t, an honest review of its goals makes sense.

Going public is not without risk. Many who attempt the transition 
do not succeed. They may end up shutting down or fi ling for bankruptcy. 
That is why I recommend careful consideration of the pros and cons be-
fore proceeding. Reverse mergers are riskier than IPOs because most of 
the companies pursuing them are at an earlier developmental stage and, 
therefore, subject to all the risks of businesses that are hoping to grow.

Many young businesses, whether public or private, do not make it. A 
company’s public status rarely is the primary reason for failure. In other 
words, these companies are not more likely to fail simply because they are 
public. In fact, most end up lasting longer than they might have because of 
additional rounds of fi nancing or other transactions made possible because 
they were public. An investor views these opportunities through typical 
risk-reward analysis, determining that the greater risk of being involved in 
smaller, earlier stage companies is worth the much greater potential upside 
if a company is even modestly successful.

PRACTICE TIP

Support from Wall Street should be built the old-fashioned way—
by earning it.

Movin’ on Up
When smaller companies go public, they start out on the OTC Bulletin 
Board or Pink Sheets, hoping to move up to trade on Nasdaq, the American 
Stock Exchange, or the “big board,” the New York Stock Exchange.

Why is it important for a company to be able to make this move? 
Because everyone from Wall Street to Main Street pays more attention to 
the company. As a result, stock prices and market capitalizations gener-
ally are higher, fi nancing comes easier, short sellers have a tougher time 
manipulating the stock, acquisitions are more available, attracting senior 
executives becomes less challenging, and so on. Basically, all the benefi ts of 
being public truly come into focus on the larger exchanges.
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One obvious way to overcome the challenge of building market sup-
port on the OTC Bulletin Board or Pink Sheets is to build a company 
to the point where it qualifi es for listing on one of the major exchanges. 
FIGURES 6.2 and 6.3 provide the respective current listing requirements 
for each of these exchanges.

Each exchange has both qualitative and quantitative criteria it uses to 
allow a company to list its securities. Each requires hundreds of sharehold-
ers, either signifi cant revenues and profi ts or signifi cant assets, a minimum 
stock price, corporate governance standards, and other requirements. The 
qualitative review can be tricky, since the listing committee simply may not 
like a company and declare it is not in the public interest to allow its stock 
to trade. This gives the examiners enormous latitude and power.

Most newly reverse merged companies are not at the point where listing 
is possible on Nasdaq or a higher exchange. This is not a negative. It should 

FIGURE 6.2   American Stock Exchange Listing Standards

 STANDARD 1 STANDARD 2 STANDARD 3 STANDARD 4

Operating History N/A 2 years N/A N/A

Stockholders’
Equity $4 million $4 million $4 million N/A

Net Income* $750,000 N/A N/A N/A

Total Market 
Capitalization N/A N/A $50 million $75 million or

Total Assets N/A N/A N/A $75 million and

Total Revenues N/A N/A N/A $75 million

Minimum Price $3.00 $3.00 N/A N/A

Market Value of 
Public Float $3 million $15 million $15 million $20 million

Distribution 
Alternatives 800 public stockholders and 500,000 shares publicly held or
 400 public stockholders and 1 million shares publicly held or
 400 public stockholders, 500,000 shares publicly held, and
 average trading volume of 2,000 shares for last 6 months

*Net income requirement applies to previous year, or 2 out of the 3 most recent years.
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be considered helpful for the newly trading company to “practice” being 
public, and for management to get used to all the requirements and obliga-
tions of being public before a very close scrutinizing eye is upon them on a 
larger exchange.

For example, it might take time to assemble a proper board and audit 
committee. Below the major exchanges, no independent board members 
or audit committees are required. On Nasdaq and above, a majority of the 
board must be independent, and a completely independent audit commit-
tee is required by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX). In addition, the 
audit committee must include a “fi nancial expert” who has audited a com-
pany’s books or served as a CFO (if they do not have such an expert, they 
have to explain in their SEC fi lings why they do not have such an expert). 

FIGURE 6.3   Nasdaq Listing Standards

 SMALL-CAP MARKET NATIONAL MARKET

Operating History 1 year and N/A 2 years and N/A

Stockholders’ 
Equity $5 million or $15 million $30 million N/A

Net Income* $750,000 or $1 million N/A N/A

Total Market
Capitalization** $50 million N/A N/A $75 million or

Total Assets N/A N/A N/A $75 million and

Total Revenues N/A N/A N/A $75 million

Minimum Price $4.00  $5.00  $5.00  $5.00 

Market Value of 
Public Float $5 million or $8 million $18 million $20 million

Number of 
Stockholders 300 400 400 400

Number of 
Publicly Held
Shares 1.0 million 1.1 million 1.1 million 1.1 million

*Net income requirement applies to previous year, or 2 out of the 3 most recent years.

** If $50 million market capitalization is satisfi ed for small cap, then there are no operating 

history, stockholders’ equity, or net income requirements.
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Since these requirements do not exist on the lower markets or exchang-
es, after trading begins the company can begin putting together a board 
and audit committee that would satisfy a larger exchange.

Nasdaq and the higher exchanges also require a company whose securi-
ties are listed on their exchange to hold an annual meeting of shareholders 
to elect board members and take other necessary action. This meeting is 
not required on the OTC Bulletin Board or Pink Sheets. Most states’ cor-
porate law (such as the popular incorporation site of Delaware) requires an 
annual meeting, but in many states (including Delaware) the only penalty 
for failure to hold an annual meeting is the right for a shareholder to bring 
a lawsuit to compel the meeting to be held. Thus, as a practical matter, the 
meeting is not required.

I generally encourage public clients I represent on the OTC Bulletin 
Board to hold an annual meeting as practice for a higher exchange. The 
meeting also helps protect the board from any suggestion they are too 
entrenched and not subject to reelection. 

Therefore, a terrifi c way to overcome the challenge of obtaining mar-
ket support is to build a company to that point where a Nasdaq, Amex, or 
NYSE listing is possible. Sometimes a company conducting acquisitions 
or large fi nancings can satisfy the listing requirements and can get there 
quicker than they thought.

Ticker? What Ticker?
Companies going public through any means other than a traditional IPO 
must have patience and understanding. Patience to realize that market 
support will develop, but only over time, and only when earned. And un-
derstanding that there is not a panacea or only one way to develop market 
support for a stock.

This may seem like strange advice, but I generally advise newly pub-
lic clients post–reverse merger to ignore the stock ticker they have just 
worked so hard to obtain, at least for awhile, certainly for a number of 
months, maybe even up to a year. They need to focus on building the 
business, achieving their goals, and dealing with the obligations of being 
public. This includes engaging a strong IR fi rm, but again, not with an eye 
toward quickly boosting stock price but rather toward building long-term 
shareholder value. 

An institutional or other investor that just put money into a company 
as part of a reverse merger transaction may not like this advice, but if they 
are honest with themselves, and realize why they made the investment, 
ideally they would agree. An investor betting on the upside of a newly 
public company should understand that signifi cant trading and liquidity 
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is not around the corner, and a quick fl ip of the stock will not happen. 
Ultimately, both the investor and company will benefi t if the company 
succeeds in executing its operating plan and, as a result, builds steady 
market support.
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Back in 2003, when I planned the initial structure of this book, 
it did not seem important to focus on the many obvious issues 
that surrounded abuses in the shell marketplace. But during the 

course of the past few years, even as the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission has been working harder to eliminate shady players through 
rulemaking and other initiatives, it is getting harder to clearly identify 
the “bad guys.” The dramatic and overriding trend in the reverse merger 
market is moving to take the high road, and many legitimate players have 
entered and have joined longstanding industry players with integrity. But 
as in all things Wall Street, some unsavory types still linger, and of course 
the hope of those who do take the high road is that we will all learn how 
to avoid the unscrupulous players and, ideally, send them on their way.

The incentives have never been greater for continuing the bad guys’ 
exit march. Increased involvement of PIPE investors as fi nancing sources 
creates a unique opportunity to signifi cantly upgrade the quality, reliabil-
ity, and legitimacy of alternative initial public offering techniques. The 
challenge is to make sure the shady operators stay out of the business, even 
knowing they will be attracted by the increasing popularity of alternatives 
to IPOs.

It can be diffi cult to identify players of little integrity in reverse merg-
ers. They may seem credible because they have aligned themselves with 
seemingly legitimate players or because they have intentionally under-
taken to hide their fraudulent intent. Some have been involved in shady 
transactions for many years without any enforcement action against them, 

C H A P T E R  7

Shady Tactics
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allowing them to claim both vast experience and a clean record. Some 
unsavory players help validate others by providing references which seem 
to be on the level.

In other cases, dubious promoters fi nd entrepreneurs who will simply 
look the other way at some of the questionable tactics. Some people don’t 
care whether or not the path to achieving the goals of public status, fi nanc-
ing, and growth involves some improper twists and turns. Often these 
entrepreneurs do not realize that they too can be held liable for the actions 
of promoters and investment bankers who are acting either directly or 
indirectly on their behalf.

Worse, there is a cadre of so-called professionals—attorneys, invest-
ment bankers, and even accountants—whose business depends heavily 
on work generated by the activities of questionable players. In some cas-
es, so-called objective professional advisers insist on being partners with 
their clients, requiring large equity stakes in transactions in lieu of or in 
addition to cash payments, and this can be risky. As a result, the normal 
fi ltering and vetting process undertaken by these professionals, which 
is supposed to help the company determine the integrity of the players, 
may not be present.

A Few “Bad Guy” Anecdotes
For what it’s worth, I could be rich and retired from all the business I have 
turned down over the years. But because I represent only those who I be-
lieve to be legitimate and fair players, I can sleep at night. I do not expect 
my clients to be pushovers, since business often requires toughness, but I 
do expect them to stay within the law, even if they go right up to the line, 
as long as they do not cross it. And I do expect clients to be forthright with 
me at all times. If I ever have a concern about either of these, I generally 
resign from the project.

There is a selfi sh reason why I have turned down work as well. I have 
tried very hard to improve the legitimacy, acceptance, and popularity of 
the reverse merger technique in the face of decades of abuse. As part of 
this effort, I have worked closely with the SEC and other regulators, and 
I believe these efforts have borne fruit, including the new SEC regulation 
passed in June 2005, in which the SEC expressly recognized the legitimate 
use of this technique. In April 2006, I was invited to Washington to ad-
dress more than a dozen SEC Enforcement Division staffers on reverse 
mergers. If the SEC or other industry groups were to believe that I was 
knowingly working with questionable players, the very ones I have insisted 
we should seek to eliminate, my status as an industry advocate would obvi-
ously be in question. 
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The following are a few examples of clients I have had to walk away 
from, and some helpful anecdotes involving shady, but fairly common, 
business tactics. 

Telltale Signs: Not Disclosing Biographical Information or Trying 
to Avoid Full Disclosure
A new client showed up at my offi ce without a referral. He was interested 
in raising money in the oil and gas arena. He claimed to have worked with 
major law fi rms in the past but wished to work with me now (reason for 
suspicion in itself, what I call the “why me” test).

He sent me an offering memorandum from a deal he was involved with 
recently, which included his biography and no mention of anything im-
proper. I took a large retainer, and we began work. Then we researched his 
background and discovered a number of lawsuits relating to past, alleged 
securities violations.

I resigned, mainly because he intentionally withheld that informa-
tion—information that I would have needed to include in his biography. 
Not only would he be liable for failing to disclose, I might be liable for not 
investigating him carefully enough.

Do past problems mean I will automatically refuse to represent some-
one? No. But I do need to develop a sense that previous bad behavior will 
not be repeated. First, I look for forthrightness. Does the client give me 
all the facts without my prodding? Second, is the client willing to make 
all proper disclosure about past problems? And third, do I have a way to 
independently verify the credibility of the client? If a client passes these 
tests, I may still represent them. 

A case in point: A manager of an operating business asked me to rep-
resent his company to raise money privately. At our fi rst meeting, he told 
me he had been convicted of a crime a number of years earlier. He had 
been unhappy with the performance of a business associate, went to this 
associate’s place of business, and some alleged bad activities ensued. The 
associate called the police and my client struck a plea deal to avoid the risk 
of jail. Both before and after that incident, the client had no legal prob-
lems whatsoever. 

The client understood that all of this needed to be disclosed and, 
understandably, he was not happy about it; however, the placement agent 
seeking to raise the money he needed had a different point of view. The 
agent felt it showed dedication to protecting his business! Several years 
after going public, we dropped the reference to the prior conviction be-
cause it was old and had been disclosed on numerous occasions.

Another example: One day a very excited gentleman appeared at my 
offi ce. He had been in the securities business for almost thirty years and 
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wanted to involve me in three major projects after he saw me speak at a 
seminar.

The transactions he described would, among other things, keep his 
involvement below the level that would trigger mandatory disclosure. I 
asked whether there was anything problematic in his background. Sure 
enough, he had been incarcerated for securities-related problems in the 
past. “Don’t worry,” he said, “I learned my lesson, I’m clean now and I 
want to do things the right way.” 

I turned down almost $300,000 of immediate business from him. The 
main reasons were his desire to hide himself in his transactions, and the 
fact that I had to ask about his background. He had the experience to 
know I would care about his past problems and he should have been up 
front with me. So, I felt, maybe he hadn’t fully learned his lesson. Even if 
he had, I wasn’t going to take the chance.

One Company’s Search for a Clean Shell: A Case Study
A recent experience I had with a client in a service business dramatizes why 
it is so important to know the backgrounds of all the players in a reverse 
merger transaction. 

I’ve changed the names and some facts here (to protect my relationship 
with my client) but none of the important ones. “Shell Shocked,” a private 
business, came to me seeking to go public through a reverse merger. He 
had engaged an investment banker who was to provide the shell. On its 
face, the shell appeared fairly decent. It had originally gone public in 1997 
through a traditional IPO and had intended to enter a business relating to 
the art world. The president of the shell had a background in entertain-
ment, but little experience in art. 

The stock of the shell had begun to trade on the OTC Bulletin Board 
after the IPO (which only raised about $100,000), fi lings were made dis-
cussing in detail the nature of the business including the risks, and a small 
inventory was kept and a small amount of revenues earned. By 2002, how-
ever, according to their SEC fi lings, the company was not able to achieve 
its business plan and was terminating operations. The result was a public 
shell, now seeking to acquire another business.

An individual with vast experience in reverse mergers—call him the 
“Dealmeister”—had become a principal in the shell and acquired some 
stock with the hope of fi nding a company to merge with. Shell Shocked 
was told that no operations had existed since 2002, almost three years, and 
that little business was currently being conducted, so no liabilities from 
prior operations existed. This could be confi rmed through due diligence.

Shell Shocked had no experience in reverse mergers and believed the 
Dealmeister’s representations that the shell in question seemed to be of 
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very high quality, especially since the investment banker, whom he liked, 
told him so. The promoters wanted to retain approximately 15 percent 
of the company through the shell after the transaction and expected to 
raise between $8 million and $9 million as a condition to the merger, 
thereby providing an additional 33 percent of the company to the new 
investors.

Unfortunately, through very little additional research, it became clear 
that Shell Shocked had to move away from this shell because of a real 
risk of being in the middle of a serious potential problem with the SEC. 
Because of the Dealmeister’s involvement in at least a dozen other trans-
actions where small businesses went public and then several years later 
suspended operations in a very similar fashion, we determined that the 
SEC might declare some of these IPO transactions as frauds intended to 
avoid the restrictions of Rule 419.

As discussed in detail in Chapter 9, Due Diligence, under the heading 
“Footnote 32 Shells,” the Dealmeister’s transactions were very similar. A 
small business goes public (suspicion #1: small businesses with virtually no 
revenues rarely go public). It raises a token amount of money, sometimes 
even less than $100,000 in its IPO (suspicion #2: the costs and hassle of 
an IPO make raising such small amounts inadvisable). Often the principal 
of the small business has little or no experience in the industry in question, 
and often has little experience running a business at all (suspicion #3: no 
operating experience).

Finally, the Dealmeister, whose business is in fact reverse mergers (not 
taking tiny companies public through IPOs), had a hand in every deal. It 
was not always easy to fi nd the Dealmeister in his deals. In some cases, he 
appeared as a “buyer” of the shell long after the IPO. Although he admit-
ted to us that he played a consulting role in all these companies at the time 
of the IPO, his involvement was not disclosed. In a few cases, he appeared 
as a principal from the start. 

He virtually admitted to us that he did not want a simple search of 
his name to bring up enough information about his activities to serve as a 
road map for regulators (suspicion #4: trying to evade regulators). At the 
same time, he claimed that nothing inappropriate had occurred in any of 
his shells. His story was that he had successfully completed a number of 
reverse mergers and that he would not be willing to suggest that the small 
businesses he took public were not real, and so on. 

When my client decided not to become involved with this particu-
lar shell, another was presented. This time, the problem was different. 
The shell had gone public through a complex “gifting” transaction back 
in 1990. The promoter apparently had done this many times before and 
ultimately was indicted and convicted of fraud and served time in jail. In 
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this particular instance, however, he was not charged in connection with 
this particular shell.

In this case, I had to advise Shell Shocked that legally he was probably 
safe and could complete a reverse merger with this shell. Why? Clearly, a 
criminal took it public through a dodgy transaction, so isn’t there a con-
cern about liability? In this case, no, because the alleged crime had taken 
place long ago, so long ago in fact that the statute of limitations likely 
would bar virtually all claims relating to the bad public offering. The “go 
forward” suggestion was contingent, however, on an assumption that the 
original promoter was long gone from the company.

The shell’s public fi lings do not mention the dodgy promoter as an 
owner of 5 percent or more of the company’s stock or as an offi cer or di-
rector of the company, and fi lings would be required if he fi t any of these 
categories. Indeed, there is nothing in this shell’s fi lings about the criminal 
conviction of the original promoter. That is not on its face alarming, be-
cause this disclosure might not be required so many years later.

During our due diligence process, however, we requested the list of 
shareholders from the shell’s transfer agent. Sure enough, an entity con-
nected to the original promoter still owned more than 6 percent of the 
company. (We learned about this connection from our examination of 
other fi lings.) So the concern was that the promoter still directly or indi-
rectly controlled the company (which would require disclosure). Assur-
ances were given that his ownership would drop below 5 percent after the 
merger so that it would not have to be disclosed; however, the concern 
remained that the original promoter was controlling the shell, which led 
Shell Shocked to look for another shell yet again. 

There was another reason this shell was shelved. Shell Shocked had 
invited several high-profi le individuals to join his board upon the merger. 
He knew that if these individuals saw that the shell he acquired had a 
checkered past, even if no current liability existed, they would not be 
pleased. Related to that was a concern that the company’s competitors 
could take advantage of the “crooked shell” acquired by Shell Shocked.

The third shell my client considered was the result of the bankruptcy 
of an actual revenue-generating business. However, a former principal of 
that business had sued the shell. The lawsuit was still pending. Assurances 
were given that the prior shell owner would indemnify Shell Shocked for 
any costs or liabilities from that lawsuit. But we advised Shell Shocked 
that we could not assure that he could collect from the prior owner if and 
when necessary.

As a result, it was determined that the lawsuit should be settled. At this 
point, we stopped hearing from the shell promoter, which strongly implies 
they did not actually settle the suit and were hoping to fi nd another sucker 
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to take the shell. In this case, before we stopped hearing from them, we 
were being pressured for time, to hurry up and take the shell before some-
one else did, which was an immediate red fl ag. 

We considered a fourth shell. An actual business had gone public and 
owned some assets. We were told the company wanted to go private and 
sell the assets back to management, leaving behind the shell. We were told 
that this agreement was almost completed and that shareholder approval for 
the sale (requiring a complex proxy statement) was to happen quickly and 
approval was assured. We were also told that the management buyers would 
fully indemnify the remaining shell for any liabilities of their business.

Again, we raised caution fl ags. Why now? Wait, it’s a real business, 
seeking to shed its assets properly, and there’s no suggestion of impropri-
ety. The problem here was the recent business activity in the entity. Any 
creditor of the business that is spun off might be able to sue the shell for 
liabilities the entity incurred. An indemnity is nice, but as with the case 
above involving the lawsuit, how can one be sure that the indemnitor will 
indeed be able to provide the promised reimbursement? Short of money in 
escrow or a mortgage on the individual’s home, nothing is truly assured.

As of this writing, we have reviewed—and our client Shell Shocked has 
rejected—an additional fi ve shells, and the transaction still has not been 
completed. This odyssey epitomizes one of the most frustrating aspects 
of the reverse merger business—fi nding a clean shell controlled by clean 
people.

“Bad Guy” Tactics
In general, “bad guy” tactics are used either by the owner or controller of 
the shell or the fi nancier or the investment banker involved in the deal. In 
addition, a number of dangerous and shady practices can take place after 
the merger and relate to trading activities. Some tactics to be aware of are 
described below. 

Inappropriate Expenses and Compensation
Public shells may engage in activities that seem commonplace and ap-
propriate for operating companies, including compensating management, 
hiring public relations fi rms, paying rent for offi ce space, issuing press re-
leases that disclose important events, and raising money to cover all these 
expenses. These are innocuous activities for a public company. But if a 
shell company (assuming it is not a SPAC) is engaging in them, it is a sign 
that someone without the highest integrity is in charge. 

It is almost always inappropriate for management of a shell to take any-
thing more than zero or nominal compensation for what is an extremely 
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limited role prior to an actual transaction, given that management usually 
already owns a signifi cant equity stake in the shell.

Shells do not need public relations fi rms, and they do not need to rent 
offi ce space. Often the third parties receiving payments for rent or public-
ity have some business or even family relationship with the controller of 
the shell.

Strange Money-Raising Activity
It is not uncommon for a shell to raise money for the legitimate costs it 
incurs (such as to pay lawyers and auditors in order to maintain its public 
status). But if it raises money to pay management salaries and the like, this 
should defi nitely be questioned. In addition, if a shell’s stock is trading at 
a certain price, and money is raised at a much lower price, be suspicious. It 
is possible, however, to justify the lower price as the only price at which in-
vestors are willing to put money into the shell, despite the trading price. 

Insider Trading
Another concern is insider trading. Just prior to announcing a reverse 
merger, trading activity in the shell may increase. A company merging with 
a shell could inherit potential liability for the actions of a shell principal 
trading in his individual name. It is not simply the problem of the indi-
vidual insider trader, and the liability is real (and criminal).

PRACTICE TIP

Monitor trading activity leading up to the announcement of the 
transaction.

Press Releases and Hype
Sometimes shell operators seek to promote possible mergers at a very early 
stage. Press releases are issued even when negotiations reach a late stage or 
when vague and nonbinding letters of intent are signed. The stock price 
rises, insiders sell on the increase in share price, the transaction falls apart, 
and the stock heads back down. Again, watch the trading patterns. 

PRACTICE TIP

Be skeptical of predeal hype.

Recently, a private company client had reached terms with a shell, and 
our client submitted their signatures to the shell for the closing, which 
was to include an exchange of shares and payment of cash to my client. 
We assumed within a day the shell would send their signatures back along 
with the cash and other closing documents.
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Instead, upon receiving my client’s signatures, the shell “inadvertently” 
issued a press release announcing that the transaction had been closed! Of 
course, neither our client nor we had seen or approved this release. It took 
three business days and, of course, no closing or cash delivery to my client, 
to get the shell to “amend” the press release to indicate that indeed we had 
not yet closed. Luckily, only a minimal amount of trading took place, but 
the stock did rise on the announcement. The deal fi nally closed about a 
month later.

Time Pressure
Another common practice involves insisting a deal must be consummated 
quickly. In too many cases, the shell operator pressures a private company’s 
principal to ignore his attorney’s entreaties to ensure that full due diligence 
is completed. “We have another candidate for the shell,” or “You know our 
shell is clean, what’s all this need for due diligence?” are common themes 
in deals. Be suspicious of these tactics.

A letter of intent binding the parties not to discuss a possible transac-
tion with others is the best way to go, giving both sides the appropriate 
amount of time to complete due diligence and negotiate a formal agree-
ment. Sometimes, if a real concern exists about locking in the shell, a 
good faith deposit in escrow, which is returned if the transaction ends, 
helps convince a shell of one’s serious intent. Everyone wants deals to be 
completed quickly, but legitimate players understand the need for focused, 
effi cient due diligence review.

Incomplete Disclosure
Another problem I continuously encounter involves out-and-out fraud. 
Public fi lings by the shell sometimes simply fail to disclose all required 
information. When we insist on due diligence and undisclosed informa-
tion is discovered, often the response is, “Gee, thanks for pointing that 
out, you’re right.” Counsel will suggest they were unaware of the oversight. 
“My client never told me,” they say. To which we then reply, “Why wasn’t 
this question ever asked before?” The principal will typically offer vague 
claims of being inept at preparing these fi lings. Be suspicious when this 
happens. 

Incomplete Insider Filings
Sometimes the true ownership of the shell is not disclosed. Anyone who 
owns more than 5 percent of any public reporting company must fi le with 
the SEC disclosing their ownership, and the shell is obligated to disclose 
the names of anyone that it knows owns more than 5 percent in its annual 
Form 10-KSB fi ling. In some cases, shell promoters simply do not make 
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these fi lings to avoid attention or dicey trading restrictions on large share-
holders. This is obviously a bad sign.

Refusal to Back Up Representations and Warranties
A private company receives representations and warranties from the shell 
about such things as its operations, past fi lings, and compliance with laws. 
Without a guarantee or holdback, these become essentially meaningless 
after the transaction has closed since the merged company can only sue 
itself. The more strongly a shell promoter refuses to even consider such ar-
rangements, the more suspicious one should be. We’ll discuss this further 
in Chapter 9, Due Diligence.

Messy Isn’t Dirty and “Not Nice” Doesn’t Mean “Bad”
In some cases, a shell is just plain messy, as discussed in Chapter 9, Due 
Diligence. It is hard to fi nd documents, confi rm status of offi cers and 
directors, and so on. Do not mistake a messy shell for a “dirty shell” con-
trolled by a shady operator, but be wary of a shell so messy that getting a 
deal done becomes diffi cult if not impossible.

Sometimes I hear the following about reverse merger players: “He’s a 
jerk,” or “He’s a tough negotiator,” or “He’s not interested in helping our 
business grow.” These may be good reasons not to do business with people, 
but they do not necessarily indicate evil, illegal, or even shady tactics.

Bad Investment Banker Tactics
I wish I could report that all sources of fi nancing in reverse mergers are 
paragons of virtue who seek always to protect the long-term interests of 
their client companies as well as maximize long-term value for the share-
holders and investors who they bring to the table. Unfortunately, despite 
SOX (Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002) and other regulatory relief, fraud and 
greed are alive and well on Wall Street. Luckily, the percentage of bankers 
doing things the right way appears to be increasing almost daily in the 
reverse merger world. Here are some of the problems that come up when 
dealing with investment bankers and fi nanciers.

Lack of Due Diligence
Lack of due diligence is a major problem. This is particularly true when 
attempting to “scrub” a shell. Too many investment bankers take the 
word of the intermediaries or shell brokers who bring them a shell and 
assert that it is already clean. In fact, some investment bankers pony up 
large cash amounts to purchase the shell themselves only to resell it in the 
reverse merger.
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Every investment banker registered as a broker-dealer with the U.S. Se-
curities and Exchange Commission and National Association of Securities 
Dealers must conduct due diligence in any situation where they are raising 
money. Due diligence is the subject of Chapter 9, but suffi ce it to say that 
this critical element of deal making is neglected at everyone’s peril.

Nonregistration As Brokers
Many investment bankers, especially in the reverse merger arena, are 
not registered as broker-dealers. Some attempt to claim they operate as 
“fi nders,” an available exemption from being registered. But if the fi nder 
assists in negotiating a transaction, or receives a fee that is a percentage 
of or contingent on the deal, or provides any investment advice, they 
probably are not a fi nder as the SEC or NASD would defi ne it and 
should be registered.

Some claim they are simply consultants and not brokers. If their com-
pensation is not contingent on their efforts, and not a percentage of the 
transaction (such as a fl at fee), and they are not negotiating the deal, there 
is a small possibility of obtaining legal advice that they are not required to 
be registered.

Why are there so many people holding themselves out as investment 
bankers without registering? Mostly because the SEC has had neither the 
enforcement dollars nor the incentive to pursue these violators because 
they receive few complaints about this. Why don’t investment banks sim-
ply register? The reasons could be many, but generally it’s either because 
of prior problems they would rather not disclose, the burden of SEC 
and NASD regulation of registered broker-dealers, or the simple cost and 
hassle of going through the registration process and maintenance of a 
broker-dealer.

Why should anyone involved in a deal care? Nonregistration isn’t just the 
banker’s problem. The company is responsible for representations made to 
potential investors by its investment banker, and an argument can be made 
that once a company picks an investment bank to represent it, the implica-
tion exists that the investment bank is properly registered. Also, many states 
that regulate offerings with their blue sky laws will specifi cally ask if any 
intermediaries are involved and whether or not they are registered.

Registration also conveys benefi ts, fi rst by providing some protec-
tion for the investor who can complain about a registered broker directly 
through the NASD’s arbitration process. The second benefi t is that regis-
tered brokers are subject to regular and random reviews and audits by the 
NASD, which helps keep them honest.

Once the reverse merger is completed, an SEC fi ling must be made 
which, among other things, indicates how the company completed its 
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various fi nancings and whether those fi nancings were public offerings 
that the SEC required to be registered or private offerings exempt from 
registration. One element of having a proper exemption from registra-
tion includes the use of advisers who do not mislead investors and who 
themselves follow the law. Thus, savvy attorneys for public companies or 
their later fi nanciers sometimes raise a red fl ag if prior fi nancings were 
completed with unregistered brokers. 

PRACTICE TIP

Be cautious when working with unregistered brokers.

Accredited Investors or Not? 
Another challenge with fi nanciers is making sure they know their inves-
tors. Most private offerings in reverse mergers require the company to have 
a reasonable belief that the investors are accredited, meaning essentially 
that they meet a certain income or net worth test under Regulation D 
(more on this in Chapter 8). 

The SEC would probably say that nothing short of an investor’s certi-
fi ed personal fi nancial statement is enough to demonstrate accredited sta-
tus. Most practitioners, however, will accept other proof. First, the inves-
tor may sign a statement indicating he is accredited and check off or initial 
the criteria that legally qualify him for accreditation (in other words, not 
just signing whatever is put in front of him). Second, the company or the 
investment bank may reasonably believe that an investor is accredited if 
this information has come from a preexisting business or personal rela-
tionship between the investor and either the company or the investment 
bank raising the money.

Unfortunately, too often investment bankers anxious to complete a 
deal will accept anyone who is willing to write a check and “help” them 
fi ll out the accredited investor statement, even if they do not know the 
person, or worse, they know the person probably is not accredited.

Looking for Mr. Good Guy
This chapter outlines some telltale signs of the presence of bad guys in 
a transaction. Chapter 9, Due Diligence, will provide even more detail. 
In the meantime, here are eleven signs that a shell player or investment 
banker is legitimate: 

❑ No compensation—principals, offi cers and directors of the shell 
are not compensated for performing their functions

❑ No unnecessary expenses—a shell should not need to pay rent or 
hire public relations fi rms 
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❑ Limited fund-raising (if any) at reasonable valuations—any monies 
raised should be at a fair valuation and should be used solely to keep pay-
ing lawyers and auditors to make SEC fi lings and related expenses (This 
should not exceed $25,000 to $30,000 per year.) 

❑ Right type of shell—the shell either was a true, legitimate former 
operating business that was not intended to be stripped out of the shell or 
cease business, or was formed as a shell under Rule 419 or as a Form 10-SB 
shell

❑ No “bad boy” history—it is better if deal players have nothing in 
their background, even if long ago, indicating criminal behavior, regula-
tory problems or propensity to being involved in lawsuits

❑ Proper insider reporting and trading—the control shareholders 
and offi cers have not traded heavily in the stock, have fully reported their 
ownership and trading activity, and there is no indication of trading lead-
ing up to the announcement of a deal

❑ No inordinate time pressure—everyone wants deals done quickly 
but a legitimate player understands the need for a private company to do 
its due diligence and negotiate the merger properly

❑ Backing up reps and warranties—a legitimate shell player will at 
least discuss the possibility of personal guaranties or holdbacks to back up 
representations and warranties

❑ Good advisors—ideally, the deal involves well-respected and well-
known attorneys, auditors, and investment bankers

❑ Due diligence—an investment banker will insist on proper due 
diligence before completing the transaction

❑ Broker-dealer registration—the bank involved, if raising money, 
ideally is an NASD-registered broker-dealer

The rapidly growing acceptance, utility, and legitimacy of reverse 
mergers, SPACs, and other alternatives to traditional IPOs will continue 
only if investors, industry players, and regulators are comfortable with the 
tactics and backgrounds of those putting the deals together. 

In brief, the best advice is to work only with those who have been care-
fully checked out and are deemed to have solid reputations and histories. 
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Investments

P A R T  T H R E E

This is Intro text no indent 12.5/23 in investing, the nitty-

gritty covers a lot of ground—far too much to cover in any 

single book. Rather than attempt to reproduce in a few chapters 

material covering a long list of specifi c investments that have 

been addressed by innumerable authors in innumerable books, 

we selected a few specifi c investment categories that are (or 

should be) among those every adviser knows a good deal about: 

alternative investments, insurance investments, and those yet 

to be. Obviously, we’ve taken a bit of poetic license with the 

latter; however, when we asked people as thoughtful and for-

ward-looking as Gary Gastineau and Craig Lazzara to write on 

a cutting-edge subject they consider important for advisers, 

we weren’t surprised when they provided a chapter not on an 

investment that exists today but on one that practitioners are 

likely to be dealing with tomorrow—if we’re lucky.
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Legal Issues and
Traps for the Unwary
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This part of the book focuses on the unique legal challenges reverse 
mergers present. 

Three sets of issues affect reverse mergers and their aftermath:
❑ How to structure and implement transactions
❑ Due diligence
❑ Regulation

The next three chapters deal with each of these issues in turn. 
This chapter discusses two sets of legal issues: those that arise when 

shareholder approval is required and those that arise in the course of im-
plementing a fi nal deal.

Structural and Implementation Issues
Around Shareholder Approval

It is frequently incumbent upon public companies to seek and receive 
shareholder approval before embarking upon many activities. This can be 
a time-consuming and diffi cult process.

If a company is a reporting company under the Securities Exchange 
Act of 1934, it must complete and fi le a full proxy statement (or, occa-
sionally, a similar document called an “information statement”) any time 
it needs shareholder approval. This fi ling can be long, detailed, and com-
plex. Additionally, the fi ling usually requires SEC approval, which also 
takes time, anywhere from a few weeks to a few months depending on the 

C H A P T E R  8

Deal Mechanics
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content and the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s turnaround. 
Some shell company management teams also are concerned, quite frankly, 
about ensuring their shareholders actually show up to vote or send in a 
proxy for a merger. Thus, avoiding shareholder approval is generally con-
sidered advantageous.

There are several ways to avoid this encumbrance in connection with 
reverse mergers. One possibility is to use a nonreporting shell to do the 
reverse merger. Nonreporting shells have no obligation to fi le proxy state-
ments, so obtaining shareholder approval for things is a much simpler pro-
cess. Nor are their offi cers, directors, and 10 percent shareholders required 
to fi le information about their holdings. In addition, the new SEC require-
ment of signifi cant disclosure immediately after the merger is avoided. It 
is prudent to remember, however, that if these shells trade, they do so on 
the Pink Sheets because reporting status is a prerequisite for trading on all 
other markets and exchanges, including the OTC Bulletin Board.

Companies that report voluntarily are not required to fi le full proxies 
either. These companies fi le quarterly and annual reports with the SEC 
even though they are not required to do so. This provides some comfort 
to merging companies in that information has been disclosed, without 
having other SEC obligations mentioned above such as the requirement 
to prepare and seek approval of proxy statements.

This advantage notwithstanding, most in the shell marketplace pre-
fer to use reporting companies because they inspire more confi dence in 
investors. Reporting companies must make available high-quality infor-
mation about their activities, performance, and insider holdings. In addi-
tion, a nonreporting company has to become a reporting company after a 
reverse merger in order for its stock to trade on the OTC Bulletin Board 
or higher.

Reporting companies must be very careful to proceed in a manner that 
minimizes the likelihood that shareholder approval and, therefore, fi ling a 
full proxy statement will be required. Any number of actions that take place 
during a reverse merger have the potential to put a company after a reverse 
merger in the unhappy position of having to complete a full proxy. 

These situations include the following (which will be discussed in 
more detail below):

❑ Structural approaches to shareholder approval—If the re-
verse merger is structured so that the public shell itself is a direct party to 
the merger, shareholder approval is necessary under most states’ laws. A 
“merger proxy,” if required, is extremely detailed and diffi cult, and rarely 
gets approved by the SEC after only one or two rounds of comments. 
Fully audited information on the company to be acquired is required, 
and information such as a detailed review of every conversation between 
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the parties, the price or valuation at which the discussion began, why it 
changed, etc., is also typically mandated.

❑ Forward and reverse stock splits—If there are insuffi cient au-
thorized but unissued shares of stock, or in the rare circumstance that it 
is desired that more shares be outstanding, a stock split may be necessary, 
requiring shareholder approval in most states and a full proxy.

❑ Changing the charter to allow for issuance of more shares—
Sometimes this is done rather than engaging in a stock split. It requires 
shareholder approval.

❑ Name changes—In general, a shell needs to change its name after 
a reverse merger, and this requires shareholder approval, which might be 
avoided in Delaware. 

❑ Board changes—If a stock transaction contemplates a change in a 
majority of the board, a mailing to shareholders is required, though share-
holder approval is not.

❑ Public offerings and private placements—In general, these avoid 
the requirement for shareholder approval as long as the securities being is-
sued have already been authorized under the company’s charter.

Structural Approaches to Avoiding Shareholder Approval
Reverse Triangular Mergers
Many reverse mergers are structured as reverse triangular mergers. In 

large part, this is to avoid having to obtain shareholder approval for the 
merger. The companies involved in a merger are known as the constituent 
corporations. As mentioned earlier, in a merger, one constituent corpo-
ration “survives” the merger and the other is swallowed up and simply 
disappears with its assets, liabilities, and business taken over by the sur-
viving corporation. In a reverse triangular merger, a shell company cre-
ates an empty, wholly owned subsidiary. The shell owns 100 percent of 
the subsidiary’s shares. Then, the subsidiary merges with and into a pri-
vate company. The end result of this is to make the private company the 
“surviving” corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary of the shell. The 
original subsidiary is the nonsurviving corporation and, therefore, it disap-
pears. Shares of the private company are exchanged for shares of the parent 
company shell. By the way, the “reverse” part of the merger applies because 
the private company effectively takes over the shell company, yet the shell 
company survives as the ultimate parent.

In this situation, the two parties to the merger are the private company 
and the shell’s subsidiary. The private company’s shareholders must ap-
prove the deal; so must the subsidiary’s shareholder. 

State laws govern how a private company’s shareholders are notifi ed 
of and consent to ownership changes. Generally, those laws require either 
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(1) written consent by all or a majority of the shareholders, with notice to 
the others; or (2) advance notice (typically a simple one-page notice) of a 
shareholders meeting, holding that meeting on at least ten days’ notice with 
at least a majority present and approval of the transaction at the meeting. 

The shareholder of the shell’s subsidiary is the shell itself. The shell 
grants or withholds approval through the action of its board. There is no 
need to seek approval from the shell’s public shareholders. 

Thus, a reverse triangular merger can typically be completed without 
the need of approval from the shell’s shareholders.

When Non-U.S. Companies Are Involved
Some transactions are not structured as mergers but also achieve avoid-

ance of shareholder approval. For example, most reverse mergers involving 
foreign companies, which generally cannot engage in direct mergers with 
U.S. entities, involve a simple exchange of shares. The shell and the pri-
vate company’s shareholders agree that the private company’s shareholders 
will give up their shares of that company in exchange for shares of the 
shell. The shell, if it has suffi cient shares available, approves that issuance 
through its board. Again, no shell shareholder approval is required.

Why doesn’t everyone use this simple technique even in domestic 
transactions? Because, in a share exchange situation, every shareholder of 
the private company must agree to swap his or her shares, and sometimes 
this gives one or two small shareholders enough power to hold up the 
deal. In a reverse triangular merger, a simple majority vote of the private 
company’s shareholders approves the transaction.

Asset Acquisitions
Another, less popular method of avoiding shareholder approval is an 

asset acquisition. In this structure, the private company sells its assets 
(and presumably its liabilities) to the shell in exchange for shares of stock. 
The private company then liquidates and distributes those shares to its 
shareholders. Again, the shell’s shareholders do not have to approve the 
transaction as long as there are suffi cient shares available. The primary 
disadvantage of this approach is that the operating company ceases to 
exist and its contracts, licenses, and customer arrangements need to be 
assigned or amended in many cases.

Forward and Reverse Stock Splits
Often in a reverse merger, the shell does not have the appropriate number 
of shares outstanding for the transaction to work. For example, in one 
recent transaction we worked on, the shell had 10 million shares issued 
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and outstanding, and was authorized through its corporate charter to is-
sue 100 million shares of stock in total. Our client—the private operating 
company—wished to acquire 90 percent of the stock. This could happen 
if our client acquired the remaining 90 million authorized shares. 

My client believed, however, that after the reverse merger it would be 
benefi cial to have a high per share price in the marketplace. Therefore, he 
believed that having 100 million shares of stock available to sell was too 
many. He felt that the right way to get the most desirable share price was 
to have 10 million shares available in the public fl oat. Ninety percent of 10 
million is 9 million, the number of shares that would be given to the private 
company to complete the reverse merger. This would leave the current own-
ers of the shell with 1 million shares and a 10 percent ownership stake. 

To achieve this goal, my client needed the current owners of 10 mil-
lion shares to complete a “reverse stock split.” A one-for-ten reverse split 
would turn their 10 million shares into 1 million shares. The purpose of 
the split was to increase the per share stock price by taking the number of 
shares owned by each person and dividing by ten in order to get the new 
number of shares. At the time of the split, each shareholder would still 
own the same total percentage of the company, just with fewer total shares 
outstanding.

In most states (but not all), shareholders must approve a reverse stock 
split. Thus, if a shell is fully reporting, a proxy statement must be pre-
pared, then fi led with and approved by the SEC. The proxy is then mailed 
to shareholders at least ten days before a shareholder meeting to approve 
the split. Generally, proxy cards are included, giving a shareholder the 
right to appoint a member of the shell’s management to vote their shares 
for them and, therefore, vote without attending the meeting.

Typically, a proxy for a reverse split is short (four to fi ve pages), straight-
forward, and often is not reviewed by the SEC (if they do not comment 
ten days after fi ling, the proxy is deemed approved). However, if the proxy 
relates to a matter which is a condition to a reverse merger, even one where 
the shell is not a direct party (such as a reverse triangular merger), the 
SEC takes the position that this is the same as asking the shareholders to 
approve the merger itself, and a full-blown merger proxy (the nightmare 
described above) is required.

There are two ways to avoid this complication. First, in some cases, 
if suffi cient shares are available for issuance in order to consummate the 
transaction, the reverse merger is closed with the number of shares already 
existing. In our example, that means the current owners of the shell would 
keep the 10 million shares they have, and the private company would be 
issued the 90 million remaining shares. After the merger is completed, the 
combined company could then seek a reverse split that is not a condition 
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to the merger, and a merger proxy would not be necessary, just the more 
simple reverse split proxy. Since the private company’s shareholders would 
now control the shell, approval of the reverse split generally would be 
assured.

The second method for avoiding a full merger proxy is subtler, but 
we have used it successfully on many occasions. The SEC requires a full 
merger proxy when the reverse split is a condition to the merger. To address 
this problem, in the example above, we provided in our merger agreement 
that the parties requested a reverse split, contemplated it, but did not 
make it a condition to the transaction. We provide for Plan A if the reverse 
split is approved and Plan B if it is not. Using our example, Plan A was 
to reverse split the 10 million outstanding shares to 1 million, then issue 
9 million to our client’s shareholders. Plan B, if the reverse split was not 
approved, was to leave the current shell shareholders with their 10 million 
existing shares and issue 90 million to our client’s shareholders.

As a practical matter the approval of the reverse split is assured, since 
as part of the merger agreement we obtained an agreement from a major-
ity of the holders of shares of the shell to vote for the reverse split. Thus, 
whereas a proxy was necessary for the reverse split taking place before the 
merger, and the approval was assured, a full merger proxy was not necessary 
since the reverse split was not technically a condition to the merger. Pretty 
smooth, eh? Feel free to use it.

Other Problems in Capitalization and Share Availability
Another very common problem in reverse mergers is that the shell may 
not have suffi cient shares authorized under its corporate charter in order 
to complete the transaction. 

Let’s change our example to assume that the shell has 50 million shares 
issued and outstanding, and only 100 million shares authorized. Our cli-
ent seeks to acquire 90 percent, so without any change in the ownership 
of the existing shell holders, this would theoretically require our client to 
obtain 450 million shares. This is because the 450 million would represent 
90 percent of that plus the 50 million already outstanding (or a total of 
500 million shares). But the shell does not have the authority in its charter 
to issue more than 100 million shares.

There are several methods to deal with this. The most common ap-
proach is simply to implement a reverse stock split in the shell, so that 
the 50 million issued shares are split into 1 or 2 or 3 million, whatever 
number is appropriate. The problem, of course, is again the proxy. If that 
split is a condition to the merger, a full merger proxy is necessary. If it is 
not a condition, the problem then becomes dealing with Plan B, since 
in the event the split is not approved, an available number of shares does 
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not exist to issue 90 percent without some sort of split or change in the 
capital structure. 

Even if voting agreements are obtained from shell shareholders to ap-
prove the reverse split, the agreement for merger still has to contemplate 
Plan B if the split is not to be an express condition. And it is not possible to 
create that plan based solely on the number of shares outstanding. Or is it?

Recently, a public company with operations came to me, with their 
attorneys, to try to solve this problem. They were making an acquisition 
that was structured as a reverse merger. The private company merging 
with their public operating business would end up with 51 percent of their 
stock. The problem was the insuffi ciency of available shares. We offered 
two approaches, one of which was ultimately adopted and implemented.

The fi rst suggestion was to use preferred stock. In this case, the public 
entity had available but unissued preferred stock. Its corporate charter 
permitted the board to decide the rights and powers of the preferred stock 
and to issue it without shareholder approval. This type of security is gen-
erally referred to as “blank check preferred.”

Thus, their Plan B was that, to the extent its regular common stock was 
used up, a number of shares of preferred would be issued. Those preferred 
shares would have the same number of votes as the “missing” common 
stock. Also, the preferred shares would be convertible into the missing 
number of common shares; however, those common shares could not be 
issued until the company’s charter was changed to increase the total num-
ber of common shares available. A condition at the closing of the reverse 
merger would be that a majority of shareholders agree in advance to vote 
for this change to the charter. After the closing, a proxy would be prepared 
and the charter changed.

There is another approach. In certain cases, a shell does not have pre-
ferred stock available in its charter. Thus, it has no means of handling the 
overage. In such an instance, it is possible to issue a shareholder “rights 
certifi cate.” The certifi cate entitles the holder to obtain the number of 
shares in the overage as soon as the company holds a shareholder meeting 
to amend its charter and make more shares available.

Again, in this situation, voting agreements are obtained in advance, 
which require the majority of shareholders to approve the charter change. 
In addition, the merger agreement requires the proxy for the vote for this 
change to be fi led immediately following the merger. In fact, in some 
cases the actual form of proxy to be used after closing is approved by both 
parties prior to the closing of the merger. 

In both cases one might ask, why not just wait for the charter to be 
amended, and then close the transaction? Well, as indicated above, if the 
amendment is a condition to the merger, a full merger proxy may be 
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required. But even more important, parties want the transactions to be 
completed quickly. The above approaches allow a merger to be closed 
with needed fi nancing obtained. In both actual cases, this occurred with-
out the delay of getting a proxy approved by the SEC, the wait while the 
proxy is then printed and mailed, and the second wait of ten days before 
the meeting may be held.

Name Change of the Shell
In almost all cases after a reverse merger, aside from its shareholdings, the 
shell’s corporate entity is unchanged. Its name also stays the same. If the 
name of your shell is ABC Acquisition Company, and its subsidiary merg-
es with the Goodison Steel Company, it is common for the steel company 
to want to change the name of its new parent public holding company to 
more closely resemble its name when it was a private company.

Most assume that a name change, which is set forth in a company’s 
corporate charter, requires shareholder approval, a proxy, and the whole 
drawn out process required by the SEC for a shareholder meeting. In 
many cases, this is required, and most parties to a reverse merger wait until 
the next shareholder meeting to effect the change; however, some wish to 
make this change immediately.

Shells incorporated in Delaware (which many are because of corporate-
friendly Delaware law) have another option. 

A provision in Delaware law passed in 1998 permits a shell, say it 
is called ABC Acquisition Company, to establish a new wholly owned 
subsidiary, called perhaps Goodison Steel Holdings, Inc. Delaware then 
permits a so-called short form merger—no shareholder approval required 
when the parent owns more than 80 percent of the subsidiary. According 
to Delaware law, the shell, ABC Acquisition Company, can “survive” the 
merger and the subsidiary, Goodison Steel Holdings, goes away as the 
nonsurviving corporation. As part of the merger, however, the surviving 
entity can adopt the legal name of the subsidiary. In this example, ABC 
Acquisition Company would become Goodison Steel Holdings, Inc. 

Thus, a name change is effected, without shareholder approval, at least 
in Delaware.

Schedule 14F: Board Changes
A little known and little used provision of the Exchange Act, Section 14(f ), 
essentially says that if there is an agreement involving the sale or exchange 
of at least 5 percent of a public company’s stock, and as part of that agree-
ment there is an arrangement or understanding to change the majority 
of the members of the board of directors, then an SEC fi ling, mailing to 
shareholders, and waiting period are required. The intention of this law 
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was to prevent those who begin to accumulate a public company’s stock 
from quietly taking over a board without shareholders being aware of the 
change. (This law follows the familiar lines of those requiring SEC fi lings 
from all owners of 5 percent or more of the shares in a public company.) 

Most reverse merger agreements include a requirement that, upon clos-
ing, the current shell board members will resign to be replaced by designees 
of the private company. Assuming the owners of the private company will 
receive more than 5 percent of the public shell’s stock upon closing (which 
in virtually every case they will), this triggers the 14(f ) requirement. The 
document that fulfi lls this requirement is Schedule 14F. 

Schedule 14F is not diffi cult to prepare. It looks much like a proxy 
statement for the annual meeting of shareholders in which directors are 
being elected. This includes biographical information about the proposed 
new directors and an ownership chart. The SEC does not review a Sched-
ule 14F, which is fi led with the SEC at the same time that it is mailed to 
shareholders. The reverse merger transaction may not close until at least 
ten days following the mailing of the Schedule 14F or, if later, its fi ling 
with the SEC. 

The main frustration with this process is the delay. Typically, it is one of 
the last things the lawyers get around to doing, yet the process takes about 
three to four weeks from preparation to fi ling with the SEC to printing, 
mailing, waiting, and closing.

What is strange about this requirement is that no shareholder vote 
takes place. Yet shareholders must be informed that directors will be re-
placed and given biographical information about the nominees. Given 
that the merger agreement itself will be fi led upon signing, one wonders 
what incremental benefi t this truly provides shareholders. 

Two techniques can circumvent the 14F fi ling and mailing. One of 
these is legitimate; the other is not. 

The legitimate way to avoid the 14F fi ling is to remove the board 
change as a condition to the merger or anything that is arranged or under-
stood. To some extent similar to the reverse split analysis, those controlling 
the private company could determine that, since they will own a substan-
tial majority of the stock after the merger, the shell’s board members will 
simply resign on their own and “do the right thing” after the closing. And 
even if for some strange reason they wish to remain, in a short time the 
new controlling shareholder generally can cause a shareholder’s meeting to 
take place to replace them (assuming the shell’s bylaws permit this). This 
may cause a thirty- to forty-fi ve-day delay, and assumes the shell board 
simply does not leave of its own accord (and that there was no prearranged 
deal or understanding), which is extremely unlikely.

In addition, even if the board does not change, a condition to the 
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transaction can be that the offi cers of the company (as opposed to board 
members) be replaced so that the president, vice president, treasurer, and 
secretary are all the leaders of the former private company. Therefore, they 
can continue to run the business on a day-to-day basis even if the board 
does not change.

In addition, the operating business itself will be run as a subsidiary 
of the public “holding company” (formerly the shell). That subsidiary’s 
board can remain as it was prior to the merger, giving the former private 
company’s management effective control over all issues related to manag-
ing the operating business that do not require shareholder approval. All 
these protections assume the worst: that the shell board will try to remain 
for some reason.

Some practitioners avoid the Schedule 14F issue by not fi ling the 
document. They argue, as I did above, that shareholders do not benefi t 
from receiving this information because they have no ability to vote on 
the merger or anything relating to it. Some attorneys further argue that 
this omission would not be a legitimate basis for a shareholder’s bring-
ing a securities violation claim against the company. This is because the 
Schedule 14F provides so little information and no ability to vote. I have 
also heard lawyers argue, “Well, very few people know about this require-
ment anyway, so who would think to sue claiming we didn’t fi le it?”

If I were an examiner at the SEC, I would have two reactions to these 
arguments. First, the rules are what they are, and until they are changed, 
the rules must be followed. Second, shareholders sometimes vote with 
their feet, by selling shares of the shell in anticipation of a deal they do 
not support. The 14F includes information that might not otherwise be 
available prior to a transaction concerning the background of those who 
will oversee the newly merged company, including any “bad boy” history 
requiring disclosure. As a result, we always recommend following the rules 
and either fi ling the 14F or removing the board change requirement as a 
condition to the merger or any arrangement or understanding prior to 
closing. 

PRACTICE TIP

Just fi le it.

A Merger Isn’t an Offering. Or Is It?
Here’s another little known but potentially serious legal problem arising 
in reverse mergers. In a reverse triangular merger (or share exchange for 
that matter), the public company issues shares to the owners of the pri-
vate company. The owners of the private company exchange shares in the 
private company for shares in the shell. The shell then becomes the sole 
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owner of shares in the formerly private company and the former owners of 
the private company take control of the shell. 

To accomplish this, the public shell issues new shares. Technically, this 
is a securities offering as much as it is a merger, or so maintain the securi-
ties regulators. This may seem strange because it is possible that minority 
shareholders in the private company could be forced by vote of the major-
ity into this transaction. In such a circumstance, it is hard to see what if 
anything is being offered to them. 

Nonetheless, a reverse merger is considered an offering. This creates 
a number of potential problems. To explain, here is a short securities law 
lesson on private placements. 

Back in 1933, as part of the Securities Act that was passed following 
the great crash of 1929, Congress said, essentially: if a company conducts a 
public offering, a formal process of approval of that offering and disclosure 
about it needs to be made with the SEC. If the offering is not a public of-
fering, but rather a “private placement,” no such registration is required.

This is not as straightforward as it sounds.
Congress neglected to defi ne the term “public offering.” From 1933 

until 1982, the courts struggled to work out a defi nition. All they agreed 
on were the factors to take into account in determining whether an of-
fering was public or private: these included the number of investors, how 
much capital was being raised, the sophistication and net worth of inves-
tors, and how much information was available to them. 

This didn’t help lawyers advise clients. They knew that it isn’t a public 
offering if Donald Trump is the sole offeree, and he is investing $5,000 in 
a business. They knew that it is a public offering if three thousand fi rst-
time, middle class investors are each investing their last $5,000 in a busi-
ness. Everything in between was uncertain.

The SEC, therefore, passed the seminal and widely praised Regula-
tion D in 1982. Regulation D, or Reg D, is a safe harbor provision that 
says: follow the rules we provide, and an offering is defi nitely not a public 
offering. Regulation D focuses primarily on two things: the investor and 
the information being provided to the investor. Within the context of 
Regulation D, the SEC developed the well-known (and to some extent 
well-worn) term accredited investor.

An accredited investor has an individual income of $200,000 for the 
past two years (or $300,000 if combined with their spouse) or a $1 mil-
lion net worth. Brokerage fi rms, banks, other institutions, or a company 
or trust with at least $5 million in assets (if not formed for the purpose 
of doing the deal in question) are also accredited investors. An entity all 
of whose equity owners are accredited is also considered accredited. My 
view is some of these numbers should be updated, as a $200,000 income 
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in 1982 obviously is not the same today, but far be it from me to tell the 
SEC to make it harder for my clients to comply with Regulation D with 
a tougher standard!

Regulation D warns accredited investors that they are on their own. 
No one is obligated to provide them with information. This means it 
is possible to have an offering with one thousand accredited investors 
and provide them with nothing more than a simple subscription agree-
ment. The SEC accepts this because, theoretically, wealthier people have 
a greater ability to protect themselves. 

Further, accredited investors do not need to actually be accredited to 
get the benefi t of the Regulation D exemption from registration. All that 
is necessary is that the issuing company has a reasonable belief that they 
are accredited. It is still not totally clear what is an adequate basis for this 
belief, but most practitioners believe (though I’m not sure the SEC would 
agree) that a statement signed by the investor indicating by check mark 
what makes them accredited, combined with some personal or business 
relationship between the investor and either the company or a representa-
tive (such as an investment bank), is probably suffi cient.

It is worth noting the existence of Rule 10b-5. This rule prohibits inten-
tionally misleading someone about something important in connection with a 
purchase or sale of a security. Thus, even in “all-accredited” deals, we typically 
recommend disclosure be made, even if it is not in the form of a full-blown 
disclosure document such as a private placement memorandum, or PPM.

Regulation D further indicates that if even one investor is not accred-
ited, that investor must receive all the information about the company 
that would be provided in a public offering prospectus, minus that which 
is not considered material to an investor. At that point, obviously it makes 
sense to provide that disclosure to all investors, even if accredited. This is 
where the PPM gets prepared and distributed. Regulation D in most cases 
further limits an offering to thirty-fi ve nonaccredited investors, implying 
that any more than that essentially involves a public offering.

There are two more key conditions. First, to get the benefi t of the 
Regulation D safe harbor, one must fi le a Form D with the SEC shortly 
after the fi rst closing. It is a short form but may end up including asterisks, 
footnotes, attachments, and the like. (I have heard that the SEC is in the 
process of streamlining Form D and making its fi ling electronic.) Second, 
offerings must follow the laws of each state in which a purchaser lives. 
Thus, the offering has to be exempt from any fi lings in each such state. In 
most cases, a Regulation D all-accredited offering requires no more than a 
post-sale fi ling with the state and a fi ling fee.

A company can have a proper private placement without fi ling 
Form D. The old pre–Regulation D analysis (known as a “4(2) analysis” 
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referring to Section 4(2) of the Securities Act) may still be used, but one 
would assume it diffi cult to justify a forty, fi fty, or sixty or nonaccredited 
investor offering as not public. Also, states are easier on Regulation D 
offerings than those claiming exemption under Section 4(2).

A relatively disfavored part of Regulation D provides an exception 
that allows a company to raise up to $1 million from as many accredited 
or nonaccredited investors as it wishes, without any specifi c information 
delivery requirements. Most states do not allow these offerings (known 
as “504 offerings” because of the exemption described in section 504 of 
Regulation D). In general, I decline to be involved as an attorney with 504 
offerings. We’ll discuss this further in Chapter 13.

What does any of this have to do with reverse mergers? 
As mentioned above, the issuance of shares by the shell in the merger 

is technically an offering. Therefore, the same analysis as in any offering 
applies. (There are some exceptions from registering an offering that relate 
to an offering limited to a company’s existing shareholders. Unfortunately, 
this does not apply within the context of a reverse merger since the offer-
ing is to another company’s shareholders, that is, the private company, not 
those of the shell.)

The fi rst step is to look at the shareholders of the private company, 
who are the “offerees” of the shell’s stock in the merger. If all of them are 
accredited or there are no more than thirty-fi ve nonaccredited investors, 
Regulation D can be used. This means complying with Rule 10b-5, fi ling 
Form D, and submitting any fi lings required by the states. If fewer than 
thirty-fi ve investors are nonaccredited, a PPM must be prepared. Given 
the new SEC requirements concerning disclosure after the deal, which is 
done by fi ling a Form 8-K, this information has to be put together in any 
event. Then, Form D must be completed, followed by state fi lings.

A different tack is necessary if the private company has more than 
thirty-fi ve nonaccredited shareholders. This situation may be encoun-
tered in a more developed company that may have many option holders 
or shareholders who are employees.

In this case the shares to be issued in the reverse merger must be regis-
tered with the SEC. The means to this end is fi ling a Form S-4. The SEC 
will scrutinize the Form S-4 in depth and that is why it should probably 
be avoided. 

There are three ways to avoid this fi ling. In some cases, private com-
panies have chosen to repurchase shares from, or cancel options granted 
to, nonaccredited investors. This is also an offering, but if it brings the 
number of nonaccredited investors below thirty-fi ve, it is a private one and 
Form S-4 is not necessary. Alternatively, a reverse stock split can be useful 
if it brings a number of nonaccredited shareholders’ holdings to less than 
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one share. In this event, under most companies’ bylaws, the partial shares 
must be repurchased, eliminating those shareholders. 

The second method is to change the deal structure from a reverse 
merger to a sale of assets (and liabilities). Here, there is no merger or share 
exchange. A majority of shareholders of the private company approve the 
sale. Then, the shares of the shell are issued as part of a sale directly to 
the private company rather than its shareholders. This may avoid the non-
accredited problem.

The third approach for companies with over thirty-fi ve nonaccredited 
investors involves abandoning a reverse merger altogether in favor of a “self-
fi ling” in the manner described in Chapter 11, Self-Filings. Here the com-
pany does its own fi ling to become public without a public offering, and 
all its shareholders simply continue to own their shares in that event. There 
is no actual or inadvertent “offering,” and thus having more than thirty-
fi ve nonaccredited investors is not a problem. Again, the other conditions 
appropriate for a self-fi ling should be present, as will be discussed later.

Other Legal Issues

Unique Legal Opinion Issues
In most fi nancings and corporate combinations, lawyers are asked to 
deliver written opinion letters covering various matters relating to their 
client and the transaction. A few issues in legal opinion writing are unique 
to reverse mergers and shells.

A private company may ask for the shell’s lawyer to opine that the shell 
is not an “investment company” as defi ned by the Investment Company 
Act of 1940. Most people think of mutual funds as investment companies, 
but some hedge funds also fi t the defi nition. Essentially, an investment 
company has to be in the business of investing in the securities of others.

There are certain exemptions, but the most common argument for 
a shell not to be an investment company is that it intends to become an 
operating company through a merger. This creates the argument that they 
are not “in the business” of investing in others. Also, an exemption exists 
if that intention will be acted upon within one year.

This appears to be consistent with the SEC’s point of view, since I have 
yet to see them even question or threaten a shell with inquiry on the basis 
of whether or not it is an investment company. Yet shell lawyers typically 
refuse to give the investment company opinion. This can be frustrating 
since the implications if it is an investment company are major, requiring 
much more complex fi lings with the SEC and many more limitations on 
its activities.
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Shell lawyers argue (usually successfully) that the private company 
lawyers are as capable as they are of determining whether or not the shell 
meets the defi nition of an investment company. 

A group of shell operators have taken things a step further. They own 
a public shell and use it to acquire company after company. After each 
acquisition, the shell spins off the new business through an SEC registra-
tion process. SEC staffers have begun to quietly ask if these companies are 
indeed investment companies. I have discouraged clients from operating 
their shells this way.

Another unique opinion often requested of shell counsel is to affi rm 
that, to counsel’s knowledge, the shell’s fi lings with the SEC are complete 
and comply with the SEC’s disclosure rules. Shell counsels generally resist 
this as well, arguing that they were not fully knowledgeable of the shell’s 
affairs. 

Sometimes, the shell has not completed its annual state franchise tax 
fi lings in the state of its incorporation, causing it to lose its “good standing” 
as an offi cial corporation. Obviously, this is a problem because one cannot 
close a merger with a company that technically does not exist.

In the opinion process, virtually all shell lawyers are willing to give 
the “good standing” opinion and typically they pull a report to confi rm 
that the shell is indeed in good standing. The problem is that this is often 
done a day or two before closing, and if it turns out the company is not in 
good standing, a mad scramble occurs to prepare the fi lings and pay any 
back taxes, sometimes delaying a closing with millions of dollars sitting in 
escrow waiting for this ministerial issue to be resolved. I typically request 
that shell counsel review the good standing of its client early in the process 
so this last-minute scramble does not occur. 

Are Reps and Warranties from a Shell Meaningless?
In virtually every business combination or fi nancing transaction, each 
party provides “representations and warranties” to the other parties. A rep-
resentation is simply a statement of fact. For example, “The Company has 
10 million shares of Common Stock outstanding.” A warranty, similar to 
the warranty on a car or refrigerator, is a promise that something is in a 
certain state or condition. For example, “All of our inventory is in saleable 
condition,” or, “We have complied with all applicable laws concerning our 
pension plan.”

The “reps and warranties” are often carefully negotiated and an impor-
tant part of the comfort-building process in completing a transaction. It is 
not uncommon to have thirty or more reps and warranties on such issues 
as intellectual property, litigation, employee matters, environmental mat-
ters, capitalization, authorization of the transaction, and so on.
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Reverse mergers, similar to many acquisitions, cause a challenge in the 
area of reps and warranties, in some respects in both directions. Why is 
this so? Well, take the shell side fi rst. The private company will receive reps 
and warranties from the shell. But what if, after the transaction, it turns 
out that one of the reps was false? Let’s say it turns out the company had 
20 million shares of stock outstanding instead of 10 million (not likely but 
just use this as an example). Since the shell is now owned 90 percent by the 
former owners of the private company, who would they sue for this breach 
of a representation? In essence, themselves. Would one sue a company 
in which one now owns 90 percent? Thus, as a practical matter, without 
more teeth, the reps and warranties are meaningless.

From the point of view of the shell, a similar but much less dramatic 
effect is true. If a rep from the private company turns out to be untrue, 
the shell still sues itself—in other words, the former shell. But the former 
owners of the shell now own only 10 percent of that shell, and the former 
shell now has all the assets from the former private company; therefore, 
one can sue something with some value. Thus, this issue is a much more 
pronounced risk for the private company.

What happens in most normal acquisitions not involving reverse 
mergers? If an acquirer is provided with reps and warranties from his 
target, and then he acquires it, he also really has no one to sue. Thus, it 
is very common in acquisitions for personal guaranties to be provided 
by principals, promising that the reps are true and backing them up if 
not, and usually involving a reasonable limitation on the guaranty. Al-
ternatively, or in addition, part of the consideration for the acquisition is 
sometimes placed in escrow for a period of time (maybe six months or a 
year) to be used against any claims of breaches of reps or warranties.

How do practitioners in reverse mergers deal with this problem? Not 
very well, in fact. In the 1990s, a number of shell principals were willing 
to personally guarantee the reps and warranties. In the next chapter, in 
the “messy shell nightmare” described there involving an unimplemented 
reverse stock split, the nightmare was resolved in part by those personal 
guaranties. Personal guaranties are especially common if there are particu-
lar concerns or “hair” on the shell. Why give personal guaranties? For the 
reason described above. Private companies simply feel that the reps were 
meaningless if given by a company that they were about to take over.

The new millennium has changed everything. Part of the reason is the 
great demand for shells, giving shell operators more leverage in negotia-
tions. In some cases, legal opinions from shell counsel serve as insurance 
policies for breaches of some reps by the shell. But very few deals that I 
have been involved with in the last three to four years have involved per-
sonal guaranties or holdbacks of cash or other consideration to back up 
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reps and warranties. Private companies simply are “going bare” when it 
comes to protection against misrepresentation. 

Shell operators say, “Do any due diligence you want and get comfort-
able and don’t worry about the reps.” Or they say, “Our shell is owned 
by your investment banker. Don’t you trust him to have done careful due 
diligence?” Or they say, “We’re a shell, not an operating business. There’s 
nothing important to give a rep about that you can’t independently verify.” 
Or they say, “If we commit fraud and intentionally mislead you in any 
way, you can sue us all individually regardless.” Or they say, “We just 
bought this shell and, unfortunately, have no ability to provide comfort 
for what the shell did before we purchased it.” Predictably, some of these 
explanations hold water. Some don’t. 

I believe it is good practice to have reps that have meaning and can be 
enforced. My response as a private company’s counsel would be, “Well, 
don’t you know these reps to be true? If so, you should have no problem 
standing behind them.” Or, “If we take 15 percent of the cash you are get-
ting and put it in escrow for six months, if your reps are true you should 
have nothing to worry about.” Or, “As between you and us, if you just 
bought the shell, who should take the risk regarding things that happened 
in your shell before you bought it? Us or you?” Sometimes a middle ground 
can include a pledge of the shell operator’s stock, so that he relinquishes 
his ownership if he has misrepresented anything. Or one can provide for 
an adjustment in the terms of the deal, such as an increase in one’s even-
tual ownership, if a rep turns out to be untrue. Often money held back or 
personal guaranties are capped, so that the shell operator knows the extent 
of his potential exposure.

Why is this so important even if one is comfortable that the shell 
operator is legitimate? Even assuming the best of intentions, if there 
is no or little incentive to make sure everything is indeed as it is being 
represented, problems will almost certainly arise. This is also true for op-
erating without legal opinions. One assumes the lawyers will be diligent, 
but there is no question they are that much more careful when they have 
to opine as to an issue.

PRACTICE TIP

Try your best to make sure the reps have meaning.

Issues Relating to Fairness Opinions
In some cases, one party to the reverse merger is concerned about ensuring 
that the value placed on the deal is fair. They may not have enough expe-
rience to be sure about the price. Or they may have a confl ict of interest 
and seek independent verifi cation of the deal structure. Or a board may 
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simply wish to purchase an insurance policy, so that if their shareholders 
complain later about the price and value, the board can point to the expert 
review of the transaction.

What is a fairness opinion? As mentioned earlier, an independent fi rm, 
having no involvement in the transaction whatsoever, issues an opinion 
that almost always says that the transaction is “fair to shareholders, from 
a fi nancial point of view.” This differs from a valuation. In a valuation, 
an independent fi rm comes in and tries to determine the actual value of a 
company or asset. A fairness opinion is not necessarily saying that this is 
the best price or the most accurate, but merely that it is fair.

Firms that issue these opinions include most investment banks and 
some independent fi rms that specialize in valuations and fairness opinions. 
Opinion prices vary widely. Investment banks may charge several hundred 
thousand dollars, whereas valuation consultants may issue an opinion for 
less than $50,000.

What do they do to determine fairness? They research comparable 
companies in the public arena. They interview management, the in-
vestment bankers, and so on. They examine the fi nancial statements of 
the company. They may even do a mini-audit of certain aspects of the 
fi nancials. After a few weeks of work they generally are in a position to 
issue an opinion.

As indicated above, the opinions may be worthless if an investment 
bank thinks it will get a nice fee for taking a risk certifying fairness without 
any independent research. Be careful of opinion givers whose relationship 
to the parties may not be offi cially affi liated, but where close business ties 
might strain their objectivity. Also be sure the opinion is really necessary. If 
one is extremely comfortable with the valuation in question, the extra cost 
and delay to obtain a fairness opinion may simply be unnecessary if there 
are no confl icts of interest and the like.

One way to spot a bad guy: He strongly resists getting a fairness opin-
ion, even if he is not paying for it. Always wonder what he may be trying 
to hide. He will argue that it will take too long, they are too conservative, 
whatever. The more he resists, the more necessary the fairness opinion.

PRACTICE TIP

Use real fi rms that are experienced in these matters, and make 
sure they do real work and provide real help in making sure a 
transaction is structured properly. And there generally is no need 
to spend more than $50,000 for such an opinion in the typical 
reverse merger context, at least based on today’s market.
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Above All Else:
Seek Competent and Experienced Advisers

Who knew there were so many unique features of reverse merger transac-
tions? I certainly did not when I started representing clients in this area. 
There are many tricks and traps that are easy to fall into even if one is an 
experienced securities attorney, auditor, investment banker, or operating 
company executive. If there is one overarching practice tip to everything in 
this book, it is this: If one is considering a reverse merger or other alternative 
to a traditional IPO, make sure to work with practitioners experienced in 
doing these types of deals. 

In structuring a reverse merger and getting it done, the well-trained eye 
of those who have been through these deals many times before is always 
recommended. As the next chapters on due diligence, SOX (Sarbanes-Ox-
ley Act), and the new SEC rulemaking indicate, keeping up with current 
trends and practice approaches requires being involved in transactions and 
the industry of alternative IPO fi nancings on a fully engaged basis. 
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There’s enough material to write a book just on the challenges of 
due diligence in reverse merger transactions. In corporate trans-
actions, law fi rms generally assign due diligence work—review-

ing a company’s legal documents, lawsuits, intellectual property, and the 
like—to the most junior attorney on the team. In reverse merger transac-
tions, due diligence is so critical that it probably should be completed by 
the most senior person. On the other hand, due diligence is extremely dull 
and time-consuming, and the senior partners tend to gravitate toward the 
golf course rather than actually reading stuff. 

Due diligence is so important in reverse mergers because it is the means 
by which shells, private companies, and investors learn the true facts of 
the deal. Information uncovered through due diligence investigations can 
cause changes in the structure of the transaction or even its termination. 

Yet, unfortunately, in many cases clients do not want to spend time and 
money completing due diligence. They prefer to work on trust (big mis-
take) or accept a greater risk (another mistake) in exchange for completing 
a transaction quickly. (This is even more important given the concerns 
about the reliability and enforceability of reps and warranties discussed in 
the last chapter.)

Some clients perform some due diligence, requesting only the most 
important documents. This may be adequate, if the company being scruti-
nized is public; however, the approach is not without risk. If, for example, 
a seemingly unimportant agreement includes potentially serious conse-
quences for its breach, it may be inadvertently overlooked. If a broker-

C H A P T E R  9

Due Diligence
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dealer is involved, he has an affi rmative obligation under NASD (National 
Association of Securities Dealers) rules to complete a due diligence review 
of any company he may raise money for or be involved with in the context 
of an acquisition. 

The Basics
What follows is a list of the major areas to investigate when performing 
due diligence on a public shell.

❑ Corporate structure and history, including certifi cate of incorpora-
tion, bylaws, stock records, and stock issuances; 

❑ Current management, prior management, and consultants, their 
backgrounds and involvement in other blank checks, extending backward 
for the whole life of the shell;

❑ SEC fi ling history of the shell, with an eye toward learning whether 
fi lings are current and complete according to SEC rules, whether the shell 
is a reporting company or is only claiming to be one (I have seen this hap-
pen), whether there are any SEC investigations past or present, and the 
whole story of how the shell went public in the fi rst place;

❑ The history and details of any operating business within the shell, 
how recently that business ended, and what potential liabilities could still 
haunt the shell;

❑ Any litigation or threat of litigation by or against the shell;
❑ Whether the company attempted or succeeded in completing any 

other reverse mergers and what the results were;
❑ Any intellectual property owned or used by the shell and any po-

tential benefi t or liability relating to that property (patents, trademarks, 
copyrights, and so on.);

❑ Any contracts the company had entered into for any reason which 
might still be technically in force;

❑ What compensation if any is being paid to shell management, 
whether any questionable expenses exist such as payments to public rela-
tions fi rms or “rent” for offi ces, and to what extent and how often money 
has been raised in the shell and at what prices;

❑ Identity of the auditors, and whether the company changed audi-
tors at any time, whether or not due to a disagreement;

❑ Recent and historical trading patterns in the stock if the shell is 
trading; 

❑ Review the list of shareholders to attempt to garner information 
about who they are and what long-term interest they may have in the 
company post-merger;

❑ Required SEC fi lings by offi cers, directors, and 5 percent and 
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10 percent shareholders of their interest in the company to see if all neces-
sary fi lings were made and are current;

❑ Review of press releases by the shell including frequency and 
purpose.

Clean, Dirty, and Messy Shells 
(and Footnote 32 Shells)

Chapter 7 offered suggestions for spotting and avoiding shady promoters 
and fraudulent deals. Due diligence requires a slightly different and some-
what broader perspective, demanding not only a determination of the 
integrity of players but also whether even legitimate promoters have prop-
erly documented their actions and followed all their legal obligations. 

Most clients want “clean” shells—companies with well-kept, organized 
records and no history of unsavory activity. These are few and far between 
and can only be identifi ed after investigation. Form 10-SB shells being 
formed as blank checks (see Chapter 15 for details) must be examined, 
even though they are as close to 100 percent clean as is available in the 
marketplace.

Shells are more likely to be “dirty” or “messy” than “clean.” A messy 
shell is one in which no shady activity is suspected but record keeping 
is disorganized, and it is diffi cult to determine what actually has been 
going on in the shell. A dirty shell is one in which involvement of some 
questionable players and/or occurrence of some questionable actions is 
suspected. Here are some of the distinguishing characteristics.

Messy Shells
In a messy shell, although certain agreements may have been made (they 
may even have been mentioned in public fi lings), no one is able to locate 
a copy of the agreement, or the only copy is not signed by the parties. It 
may or may not be clear that the company’s bylaws are the ones actually 
provided. Older records of when people acquired shares may not be avail-
able or may be incomplete. Information comes in from the shell owners in 
dribs and drabs and is not organized.

On one occasion, for example, a messy shell had previously entered 
into a reverse merger but unwound the deal after about six months, selling 
the assets back to the owners. Each owner, in giving up his or her shares 
of the shell, signed seemingly identical agreements releasing the shell and 
ceasing to be a shareholder. But, one of the agreements contained a hidden 
clause indicating that if the shell were to complete another reverse merger, 
the former shareholder would receive a cash payment equal to 5 percent of 
the value of the reverse merger! 
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Some law fi rms would not have reviewed all fi fteen agreements as 
thoroughly as my associate did, instead presuming them to all be identi-
cal. I’m proud of my team’s work in this instance. My client approached 
the controller of the shell to fi nd out more about this arrangement. The 
controller said that this individual had been “long gone” and was unlikely 
to resurface to claim his prize. My client (now defunct and bankrupt) 
decided to take the risk and closed the deal anyway.

PRACTICE TIP

Review every document carefully, and more than once.

Some messy shells are behind in their SEC fi lings. They may promise 
to get current before the merger closes. Often these rushed fi lings turn out 
to be incomplete or just plain incorrect and presented at the last moment 
prior to a closing. 

PRACTICE TIP

Be cautious if fi lings are not current. It is better to wait for the 
fi lings to be completed, and then enter into a transaction.

In other cases, it is impossible to identify the board and offi cers of a 
shell. People claim to serve in those roles and sign SEC fi lings with those 
titles, but nothing in the due diligence shows when and how they were 
elected. In such instances, it is usually necessary for the shareholders to 
elect a new board and for that board to elect new offi cers. This prevents 
another group from later claiming to be the “real” board, thereby negating 
the authority of the board that closed the deal. It may be possible to argue 
that the board that completed the deal had so-called apparent authority, 
thus perhaps avoiding penalty. But I would generally not recommend a 
client take that risk. 

PRACTICE TIP

Be sure the board and offi cers of the shell were properly elected.

Sometimes messiness relates to the ownership of shares. A large share-
holder may have returned his shares, but the documentation is not con-
vincing or is not available. Don’t worry, we are told, he really did it. That’s 
not good enough. It may be necessary to go back to the shareholder and 
reconfi rm his forfeiture of shares. All share owners must be tracked down 
and verifi ed. Shares may have been recently issued with scanty documen-
tation or without full compliance with SEC fi ling requirements. Small 
offerings of shares may have been completed without proper Regulation 
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D fi lings, disclosure, or blue sky compliance. All these messes must be 
cleaned up.

Even well-intentioned shell promoters sometimes get in their own way. 
In one case, we requested that a shell change its name prior to closing on a 
reverse merger. In most cases (except for my Delaware trick mentioned in 
the last chapter),   this would require shareholder approval. The shell pro-
moter went ahead and fi led a name change in Delaware without the requi-
site proxy and shareholder vote. My client chose not to worry about it and 
closed the deal anyway, reasoning that no shareholder would claim to have 
been harmed by an unapproved name change. They further reasoned that 
the SEC was unlikely to investigate. I grudgingly agreed that these risks 
were low, but not without reminding the clients that if something major 
happened later, the one or two minor things would become another part 
of the class action complaint which would then read along the lines: “Look 
at all the things they did over the years ...”

Pending lawsuits make a shell messier. As briefl y mentioned earlier, in 
one recent deal, the person who had been CEO of the shell when it had 
been an operating business sued for several hundred thousand dollars after 
he was terminated. The seller of the shell indemnifi ed the buyer by prom-
ising to pay all expenses, including lawyers and any judgment, relating to 
the lawsuit.

When the shell was presented to us, we were told, don’t worry, so-and-so 
has agreed to indemnify the shell. Our response: Who is this person, where 
is the indemnity agreement, and what assets does he have so that if we sue 
him to collect on the indemnity he will stand behind it? If these things can-
not be provided, we suggest settling the lawsuit and making it go away.

Clearly the shell operators were surprised, thinking we would grab the 
shell and accept the bare indemnity. After some hemming and hawing, 
they agreed to settle the case and supposedly were prepared to do so for 
$25,000. After that we never heard from them again, despite repeated 
requests to provide background on the litigation, information about the 
settlement, and other due diligence. This caused the investment bankers 
on the deal to move on to another shell. Let someone else grab the shell 
with the pending lawsuit and indemnity.

The hope with a messy shell is that it can be “scrubbed,” as we say, 
and become cleaner. Whether that is possible depends in large part on the 
cooperation of the shell’s management, attorneys, and auditors. In many 
cases, that cooperation does not come because many shells are operated by 
individuals seeking the simplest, quickest, least complicated transaction 
they can fi nd. In some cases, they send out a purchase agreement with 
instructions to counsel to have a client sign the document and return it. 
In other words, no negotiation! That alone is almost reason to walk away, 
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but we let them know that we intend to review, comment on, and revise 
the document if necessary (it is almost always necessary).

The Messy Shell Nightmare Scenario
This story is worth telling in detail even though it caused me personal 

pain. A number of years ago (in other words, all statutes of limitations 
have passed!), I represented a shell that needed to catch up on several years 
of missed SEC fi lings. I took over from a big fi rm that had stopped work-
ing because they weren’t being paid, which is always understandable.

The shell had been a real operating business with a retail component. 
It didn’t work out as a public company, so the owner agreed to sell the 
business back to its founder in exchange for the founder’s return of his 
stock of the shell. In addition, as part of approving the sale back to the 
founder, the shareholders (prior to my involvement) had approved a one-
for-twenty reverse stock split to help prepare the company for a possible 
reverse merger after reverting back to a shell.

In both cases, though the sale and reverse split were approved, they were 
never formally implemented. So in addition to catching up on the fi lings, 
we were going to close the sale of the business and effect the reverse split. 
The sale went relatively smoothly, as, we thought, did the reverse split. We 
sent a notice to every shareholder that this was the record date for the split 
and that they could send in their stock certifi cate for a replacement. We 
notifi ed the transfer agent to refl ect this on its records as well, and assumed 
they would inform Nasdaq and the securities clearinghouse known as De-
pository Trust Company (DTC), so that people holding shares in “street 
name” electronically would have their holdings automatically adjusted. 

The notices to Nasdaq and DTC were never delivered (we found this 
out much later). About a year after all this work to implement the sale 
and the split, we fi nally completed a reverse merger, along with another 
reverse split, this one with all the proper notifi cations. In part because of 
the mess involving the prior operating business, three key shareholders 
of the shell agreed to personally indemnify the private company for any 
problems relating to the shell.

Several weeks after the merger, the CEO called and said there was a 
problem. Apparently, people from the shell were now seeking to sell hun-
dreds of thousands more shares than they actually owned. Of course, he 
blamed me and directed me to “fi x it.” I said, wait—every shareholder got 
a notice, the transfer agent knew, and the notices should have been sent, 
and so on. It was not clear whose legal responsibility it was, but here I was 
in the middle of it.

This is the call that every professional, certainly every lawyer, dreads. 
The problem potentially involved over 100,000 shares of a company 
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now trading at over $10 a share, in other words, over $1 million. Yes, 
my malpractice insurance would cover it, but who needs such a claim? 
(Ultimately, no claim was ever brought against us, and my record—knock 
on wood—remains perfect in that no client has ever brought a claim or 
gotten a penny to settle any potential claim against me. In fact, this client 
ultimately rehired us to do additional work in later years!) 

We spent three very long months not knowing what would happen. 
Nasdaq agreed to allow us to simply respond to shareholder complaints, 
rather than make everyone whole who might be affected. My clients, 
the former shell owners, and I donated 21,000 shares to help solve the 
problem. I set up an elaborate procedure for claims to be made, and ul-
timately just over 20,000 shares had to be paid out. Not a bad solution, 
given that my clients collectively kept 60,000 shares each and only had 
to give back 5,000 each but, of course, we all would have preferred it 
didn’t happen.

The moral of this story is that despite everyone’s best efforts on due 
diligence, some things can still be missed. We assumed the transfer agent 
had sent the notices but we probably should have checked. They assumed 
we did it. The very capable lawyers for the company that ultimately 
merged with the shell probably also should have checked the method by 
which the reverse stock split was actually implemented. Would I have 
checked the Nasdaq and DTC notices if I were he? At the time, I’m not 
so sure but, of course, now I would! 

Also, what about the shareholders? They all got notices and went ahead 
and traded anyway. Even though we made them whole, don’t they bear 
any responsibility? This is the part that frustrated me. A number of these 
people got a windfall they knew they did not deserve and simply took 
advantage of a loophole that went in their favor. 

PRACTICE TIP

Check everything, check it twice, and never assume people do 
what they are supposed to do.

Dirty Shells
Dirty shells are more challenging to dissect. In these circumstances, we 
believe that possible abuses have been taking place and bad guys are either 
present or lurking in the background. The challenge, of course, is whether 
the unsavory ones have covered their tracks well enough, which usually 
they have not. And, of course, the general advice is: when you fi nd a dirty 
shell, run, don’t walk, away from it.

The telltale signs of a dirty shell are very similar to those discussed in 
Chapter 7, Shady Tactics. I won’t repeat that information, but will add a 
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few extra tidbits to think about when taking a look at a shell. But fi rst, a 
bit about the SEC’s recent targeting of so-called Footnote 32 shells.

Footnote 32 Shells
The now infamous Footnote 32 is part of the SEC rule passed in June 

2005 to require a detailed disclosure fi ling four days after a reverse merger 
with a shell company (much more about this in the next chapter). First, it 
had to defi ne shell company, which it did by essentially saying that it is any 
company with no or nominal operations and no or nominal assets (other 
than cash). The footnote is short and worth repeating in full:

We have become aware of a practice in which a promoter of a company 
and/or affi liates of the promoter appear to place assets or operations within 
an entity with the intent of causing that entity to fall outside of the defi ni-
tion of blank check company in Securities Act Rule 419. The promoter 
will then seek a business combination transaction for the company, with 
the assets or operations being returned to the promoter or affi liate upon 
the completion of that business combination transaction. It is likely that 
similar schemes will be undertaken with the intention of evading the 
defi nition of shell company that we are adopting today. In our view, when 
promoters (or their affi liates) of a company, that would otherwise be a shell 
company, place assets or operations in that company and those assets or 
operations are returned to the promoter or its affi liates (or an agreement is 
made to return those assets or operations to the promoter or its affi liates) 
before, upon completion of, or shortly after a business combination trans-
action by that company, those assets or operations would be considered 
“nominal” for purposes of the defi nition of shell company. 

By my estimation, this one tiny footnote sweeps aside a large percent-
age of the public shells in the marketplace and deems them worthless. For 
years, since the passage of Rule 419 in 1992, savvy promoters have been 
completing tiny initial public offerings of supposed operating businesses 
or start-ups. “We are going into the book business,” they would say. Or, 
“We will be a beverage distributor.” A number own mining or mineral 
rights or have options on entertainment properties. I saw one in which a 
former entertainer said she was going into an art business.

They seek to raise a small amount in their IPO, maybe $50,000 or even 
only $10,000. In most cases, they don’t even raise anywhere near that. 

They do this because Rule 419, which governs the IPOs of blank 
check companies, is very restrictive. But operating businesses or start-
ups are exempt from Rule 419. Those who comply with Rule 419 are at 
a disadvantage because, under this rule, the stock issued in an IPO of a S
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shell cannot trade, and promoters believe it is important for their shells’ 
stock to trade.

These fi lings are creative. Flowery language about a shell’s intended 
business, the risks involved, and so on is very impressive. The untrained 
eye will see nothing suspicious when presented with a shell that says it went 
public hoping to develop a business that has not materialized, or mineral 
rights that they will hand back to the promoter because they couldn’t raise 
money to do the exploration. Rather, the unaware will think, “A business 
never really happened here, so there is not much in the way of liability 
exposure. A pretty clean shell.” We know better.

Footnote 32 shells are problematic even though some promoters be-
lieve all they are doing is making a victimless end run around Rule 419. 

There are two sets of victims of these shells. First is every purchaser 
or seller of the stock in these shells who thinks they really are going to 
develop those mineral rights and hit it big. Suddenly, they fi nd themselves 
being reverse split one-for-twenty and merging with a biotechnology com-
pany—not what they signed up for. Now, in truth, most of these shells 
trade, as they say, by appointment. In other words, they don’t trade with 
much liquidity. But there generally is some trading and those buying the 
stock presumably have no idea what the promoter’s real plans are.

The second set of victims is every legitimate player who seeks to form 
shells the right way, either by using Rule 419 or a Form 10-SB shell or a 
SPAC (specifi ed purpose acquisition company). Why are they victimized? 
Because they are trying to do things as the SEC would prefer, and they 
still end up with a shell that cannot trade, or in the case of a SPAC a shell 
which still has a number of Rule 419 restrictions, whereas the Footnote 32 
shells manage to trade, increasing their value in the marketplace (at least 
prior to the appearance of Footnote 32). 

Footnote 32 shell promoters seek to parse the language and question 
the intent of the footnote. They argue it only applies if a promoter or an 
affi liate puts the assets in himself. So if they get their friend to put the 
assets in, that is okay. They argue the footnote only applies if the assets 
are to be removed upon a merger. What if we leave the assets in but de-
clare ourselves out of the business we were intending? That should work, 
right? We had real revenues, they will say, so it was a real business that 
just didn’t work out.

They also argue that the footnote does not suggest these are frauds 
(although it uses the term scheme), but simply states that they should be 
categorized as shell companies for purposes of the new rule requiring dis-
closure. That means a full disclosure document (the super Form 8-K, to 
be discussed in the next chapter) has to be fi led after the merger. They also 
argue that the SEC allowed the company to go public, which, they believe, 
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indirectly blesses it. The SEC would certainly be embarrassed to come back 
and say, “Oh no, you were a fraud all along and we didn’t spot it.” There-
fore, the SEC will leave the company alone, or so the promoters argue. 

That being said, I still strongly advise my clients to stay away from 
transactions with all Footnote 32 shells. At the end of the day, they are 
frauds and hurt legitimate shell players. Also, SEC staffers have told me 
they are stepping up enforcement efforts against these operators. I advise 
each client considering a merger with a Footnote 32 shell that they may 
fi nd themselves in the middle of an SEC investigation that could bring 
down the company.

The best legitimate way to avoid Footnote 32 is to take a real, actual 
small business public, maybe even one that shouldn’t be public just on its 
own, with the intent of growing by acquiring other businesses in the same 
industry. Bring real management with knowledge of the industry on board. 
The small business will continue to operate after those acquisitions as part 
of the continuing public company; it will not be spun off or shut down.

Trying to do a “roll-up” in an industry is not a fraud. It is a legitimate 
way to avoid Rule 419 and the new SEC disclosure rule on merging with 
a shell, as long as the operations of the original small business cannot be 
deemed “nominal.” 

How does one spot a Footnote 32 shell, since on the surface it looks 
like a real company struggling to make it? First, look for the fi ve telltale 
signs of Footnote 32 shells, and then check for the fi nal confi rming clue. 
The fi ve telltale signs are as follows (not every company with these charac-
teristics is bad, but these are certain indications):

❑  A start-up or very early stage company is doing an IPO or other 
“going public” fi ling and allowing shareholders to resell their stock 
in the public market.

❑  The IPO is seeking to raise very few dollars and may be structured 
under SEC Rule 504 (to be discussed in Chapter 13, Form 10-SB).

❑  Management of the “company” has little or no experience in the 
supposed business they are entering into or has experience in the 
securities or consulting business or other area of Wall Street.

❑  Sorry to say this, but the company claims to be based in Utah, 
Nevada, or Canada.

❑  Sorry to say this, too, but the company intends to be engaged in 
a business relating to oil, gas, mineral rights, or to own rights in 
entertainment projects that are not yet developed.

And now the fi nal clue: The offi cers, directors, large shareholders, 
or consultants of the company have done it multiple times before. This 
usually takes literally fi ve minutes to check online, though at times the 
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promoters are fairly cagey about bringing in nominees to run each little 
shell (another indication that they think they might be doing something 
wrong). But in the end, they have to have their interest somewhere, so 
names do appear and do repeat (sometimes they are buried as “consul-
tants” or selling shareholders in a resale registration, so look closely). 
Sometimes they think they are being careful by doing one only every year 
or two. A simple search reveals them.

When I see Footnote 32 features, I immediately check the background 
of the individuals involved. Unfortunately, I almost always fi nd nearly iden-
tical fi lings for other companies and, sure enough, each of them completed 
a reverse merger not long after going public with a supposed business.

One would hope that, now armed with Footnote 32, thanks to the 
sharp folks at the SEC Offi ce of Small Business Policy who recognized and 
sought to address the problem by including the footnote, we all will be on 
the lookout for these disguised shells.

I will continue to steer clients away from these shells. In my view, the 
only way the former shady image of reverse mergers can be erased is by 
removing as much gray from the black and white world as possible.  If it 
looks like it may be sort of bad, stay away. As mentioned in Chapter 7, it 
might be easier for me to take whatever business comes in the door and 
not try to elevate this technique to the high road where it belongs. But I 
care about my reputation and integrity. I know that the only way reverse 
mergers will continue to blossom is if Wall Street and Main Street become 
completely convinced of the legitimacy of the players and their tactics.

Post-Deal High Jinks
Sometimes the dirty shell operator doesn’t show his colors until after 

the deal. How? He enlists unsavory investor relations people to illegally 
pump the stock so his shell owners can reap the rewards. It is almost always 
a problem when a $10 million company fi nds its stock trading at a $300 
million market valuation, not to mention a likely SEC investigation.

PRACTICE TIP

Check out the aftermarket performance of previous reverse 
mergers completed by this promoter, and always work with 
reputable IR fi rms.

Hiding Control Status
Some underhanded promoters seek to hide their ownership of the 

shell. Why? Either they have had some prior problems with regulators, 
they want to be under the radar to avoid a problem, or they are hiding 
from a Footnote 32-type situation. They hide in various ways. If they own 
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more than 5 percent of the company, they have to disclose their owner-
ship, but in some cases they simply don’t do the fi ling. In other cases, they 
try to spread their ownership over various entities, relatives, and trusts so 
each shareholder individually stays under 5 percent, which may or may 
not work (“groups” are supposed to aggregate their ownership for purposes 
of determining whether they own 5 percent). They do this repeatedly.

Another reason they hide relates to owning more than 10 percent. Of-
fi cers, directors, or 10 percent owners of public companies face restrictions 
on their trading under the SEC’s “short swing profi t rule.” This rule pro-
hibits buying and then selling, or selling and then buying the stock within 
a six-month period at a profi t. Should this happen, with limited exceptions, 
that profi t is disgorged back to the company. It is permitted consistently to 
buy, or consistently to sell, but not one and then the other. This certainly 
restricts an active shell promoter seeking to trade in and out of his stock. 
These individuals reason that by not fi ling, they can avoid the short swing 
profi t rule. Of course, that violates SEC rules and may even be a crime.

If a company merging in asks about all this, unscrupulous shell play-
ers may reply, “It’s my problem not yours, so don’t worry about it.” And 
they don’t fi le, they argue, because after a merger they will own less than 
5 percent or 10 percent, so who’s hurt? The fact is this can initiate an 
SEC investigation and any SEC investigation hurts the company. When 
a shell promoter turns up on a perp walk on Court TV, shareholders get 
mad at their advisers.

PRACTICE TIP

Always get a list of shareholders from the shell’s transfer agent 
and carefully scrutinize who owns what, asking questions 
about relationships and making sure all appropriate fi lings 
were made.

Hurry, Don’t Worry
In some cases, private companies and their investment bankers face 

tremendous pressure from a shell operator to complete a deal quickly. “We 
have someone else ready to take it,” he says, “Hurry up, don’t worry about 
due diligence, everything is fi ne, if you don’t take this by tomorrow you 
lose it.” 

This hurry-up attitude is almost always a sign of dirty shell she-
nanigans. Any legitimate shell operator should patiently encourage due 
diligence. Tim Keating of Keating Investments, a well-known reverse 
merger investment banker, sets the standard. If Tim is selling a shell, he 
sends beautifully organized binders containing everything necessary for 
a due diligence review, and other information as well. 
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PRACTICE TIP

Stick to your guns and insist on proper due diligence, which you 
promise to complete quickly. 

Due Diligence Review of the Private Company
Due diligence is as important for shell owners as for private companies—
in fact, in some ways more important. Directors of a shell have a fi duciary 
responsibility to the shell’s public shareholders to carefully review the pri-
vate company, especially when shareholder approval of the proposed trans-
action will not be obtained (most of the time). If the shell’s controlling 
shareholder has another interest in the deal—if the shareholder is also the 
investment bank that will seek to raise money for the merged company, 
or if they have an ownership interest in the private company merging 
in—fulfi lling this responsibility is even more crucial.

I do not need to spend much time talking about the process of review-
ing due diligence of an operating business, as it is not dissimilar to the 
process in any private offering or acquisition. One reviews all the legal 
documents, corporate structure, intellectual property, litigation, press re-
leases, and so on, along with checking out management, fi nancials, and so 
on. Any capable corporate lawyer should be able to complete this process 
with the assistance of fi nancial professionals trained in the skills of deal-
making. Of course, investment bankers also generally play an important 
role in this review process.

Due diligence of the private company includes assessing whether or 
not it is “ready” to be public. This includes determining which of the 
company’s contracts will have to be disclosed once public, whether the 
company’s fi nancial team has the background to work for a public com-
pany, who the company’s board members are, and whether a full fi ve-year 
biography might include some negative disclosures, and the like.

Minimize Surprises
In sum: Complete due diligence. This means withstanding the pressure to 
cut corners that inevitably comes during the heat of trying to complete a 
transaction. 

A well-known celebrity considered participating in a transaction that 
had not been fully checked out. I advised him: “A bad deal can often be 
worse, much worse, than no deal at all.” Due diligence is no guarantee that 
a deal will ultimately be successful, but it goes a long way toward ensuring 
that there are no ugly surprises once the deal is done.
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The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, commonly referred to as “SOX,” 
is the biggest change in securities regulation since 1934. It was 
passed as a response to the alleged malfeasance at Enron, World-

Com, and the many other companies caught up in accounting and related 
scandals when the stock market boom went bust in the early 2000s.

Politicians in Washington began discussing corporate reforms in July 
2002. Usually, new bills wind their way through months or even years 
of committee meetings, conferences, lobbying efforts, and the like before 
they’re enacted. Not so with SOX. By the end of July 2002, just one month 
after the initial hearings, Congress passed the bill and President George W. 
Bush signed it. While most of us were on summer vacation, many of the 
sweeping changes included in SOX were implemented.

Implementation of SOX
One of the biggest changes was to require CEOs and CFOs to personally 
certify, under penalty of civil and criminal penalty for perjury, that, to the 
best of their knowledge, the fi nancial statements in their company’s public 
fi lings are materially correct. Companies had to provide these certifi ca-
tions almost immediately—in their very next fi ling. In some cases this oc-
curred in August 2002, almost immediately after the bill went into effect. 
I know of at least one company that simply went private before this date 
because their executives refused to certify.

SOX also changed the timing of fi lings. Eventually, all public compa-
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nies will be required to fi le their quarterly reports thirty-fi ve days after the 
end of a quarter, rather than forty-fi ve days. Annual reports on Form 10-K 
or 10-KSB for these companies will be fi led sixty days after the end of the 
year rather than ninety days. Insider reports of changes in holdings by of-
fi cers, directors, and 10 percent shareholders of all public companies now 
must be completed within two days of the change. In the past, these fi lings 
could sometimes be delayed by as much as fi ve or six weeks.

SOX created a new cause of action: securities fraud. The U.S. Securities 
and Exchange Commission and private parties can now bring charges of 
securities fraud against alleged bad actors in public companies. At one time, 
cases were brought for wire fraud, mail fraud, and the like. This is no longer 
necessary. Statutes of limitations on these cases also were broadened.

SOX prohibits public companies from loaning money or extending 
credit to their senior offi cers. Apparently, many companies loaned money 
to senior executives, then forgave the loan as a way to hide compensation.

SOX also changed accounting and auditing practices. 
Companies on larger exchanges (not including the OTC Bulletin 

Board and Pink Sheets) are required to have audit committees on their 
board that are totally independent of management. Those committees are 
required to hire, fi re, and set compensation for auditors without manage-
ment involvement. Theoretically, this will make auditors less subject to 
bullying by management.

In addition, all accounting fi rms that wish to audit public companies 
now must register with a new organization known as the Public Company 
Accounting Oversight Board, or PCAOB. If an auditor has more than 
one hundred public clients, the PCAOB will send in its own auditors to 
audit the auditing fi rm at least once a year. All other accounting fi rms are 
subject to random audits. This scrutiny has made auditors more conserva-
tive in their approach, to the point where many in public companies now 
consider auditors to be their adversaries. 

According to Section 404 of the bill, companies must hire a separate 
accounting fi rm to establish fi nancial controls, which their auditors must 
then monitor and update every year. 

This is probably the most diffi cult and costly change SOX requires 
because it involves hiring a second accounting fi rm. As of this writing, the 
SEC has delayed the day on which these rules will apply to smaller com-
panies (also known as “nonaccelerated fi lers”), but the day is expected to 
come. The SEC Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies has 
recommended all but eliminating Section 404 obligations on compa-
nies with less than approximately $125 million in market capitalization 
(though this number would adjust), and reducing them for companies 
with less than approximately $700 million in market capitalization. It is 
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not clear what the full SEC will do about this recommendation.
SOX defi nes nonaccelerated fi lers as those with a market capitalization 

of less than $75 million (market capitalization is determined by multiply-
ing the number of shares outstanding by the per share stock price). As of 
this writing, these companies have until the fi rst fi scal year ending after 
July 15, 2007 to implement the fi nancial controls described above. They 
are also currently exempt from the new rules regarding accelerated fi lings. 

As mentioned throughout this book, this sweeping set of changes has 
had a disparate impact on smaller public companies. If the small business 
lobby had had a chance to be heard before SOX was passed, there might 
have been changes to the fi nal legislation. That said, the law is what it is 
and small companies continue to deal with it. FIGURE 10.1 illustrates the 
extraordinary burden small companies must shoulder when it comes to 
compliance with SOX as measured by compliance costs as a percentage 
of revenues.       

After more than three years of experience with SOX, in general we 
have found that compliance has been less of a burden on smaller compa-
nies than most people had expected. The main reason for this has been the 
fact that 404 compliance has not yet been mandated. The rest of SOX, 
while somewhat annoying, has simply become “the new normal” and, in 
fact, is pretty manageable for most companies.

In the end, SOX largely provides a positive set of changes that will 
reduce the opportunity for shenanigans in both big public companies and 

FIGURE 10.1  Burden of SOX on Smaller Public Companies
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small. The fact that the pendulum had to swing farther in the direction 
of regulation than I feel was probably necessary is sometimes the cost of 
reacting to a real problem. Between the SEC Advisory Committee and at-
tention it receives in Congress, it is hoped that some of the more extreme 
provisions in the Act can be altered or revisited to reduce the impact on 
smaller companies.

June 2005 SEC Rule Changes: 
Reverse Mergers Are Further Legitimized

(but Tougher to Consummate)
In April 2004, the SEC advanced a set of proposals that were intended 
to close several loopholes widely used by those pursuing reverse merg-
ers. These rules were made fi nal in June 2005 and published under the 
name “Use of Form S-8, Form 8-K, and Form 20-F by Shell Companies.” 
(Throughout this text, we refer to these rules as the June 2005 SEC rule-
making.)

Prior to this proposal, a private company merging with a public shell 
had seventy-one days from closing to submit any real information about 
itself in the form of audited fi nancial statements. During this time, inves-
tors in the newly merged company had no reliable information on which 
to buy or sell shares and were effectively left in the dark. 

Even after the release of fi nancial statements, the disclosure of other 
information could be delayed. For example, details of executive compen-
sation, a comparative analysis of the company’s year-to-year performance 
and risk factors relating to the company, all could wait until the company’s 
next annual report fi led on Form 10-K or Form 10-KSB. Depending on 
the timing of the merger, this could take place as much as a year later. 

In some cases, companies voluntarily released this information; in-
deed, some lawyers felt there was SEC guidance requiring this disclosure 
(I respectfully disagree with that interpretation). Others simply felt that 
the rules are what they are and since they do not require this disclosure, 
there is no need to do it. Prior to the June 2005 SEC rulemaking, we typi-
cally encouraged as much disclosure as early as possible. But we certainly 
couldn’t force clients to prepare a full year end–type disclosure when the 
SEC was not requiring it.

One negative aspect of the historical lack of disclosure is a trading re-
striction. Anyone with information about the merged company that had 
not yet been publicly released is prohibited from trading in the company’s 
stock. In certain cases, this restriction encouraged companies to make the 
disclosure sooner rather than later.
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Genesis of the June 2005 Rule Changes
In February 2004, I was invited to visit with about a dozen SEC staffers in 
their Washington offi ces to discuss the reverse merger business. I summa-
rized the information I generally provide in my seminars so they could see 
how the private sector and the corporate bar were dealing with the various 
issues of the day.

We discussed, among other things, three major areas in the business 
that were subject to abuse by unscrupulous players. One was the seventy-
one-day vacuum of information following most deals that is described 
above. The other was the popular use by public shells of Form S-8, nor-
mally used for registering securities involved in a company stock option 
plan, to dole out tradable stock like candy to consultants, intermediaries, 
investor relations fi rms, and others doing work for shells. Last, I talked a 
bit about “Footnote 32 shells.” (For details, see the previous chapter.)

Shady dealers used the seventy-one-day window as an opportunity to 
manipulate the stock price by issuing press releases about the company 
after the merger but before the seventy-one days had passed. Often those 
press releases, even if factually correct, were misleading because they lacked 
the context of other information that was not yet public. For example, 
what if a company in dire fi nancial straits needs a fi nancing very soon, 
but nobody knows it? Then the company releases an announcement that 
it had hired a CFO, or obtained a new customer, or launched an exciting 
new product. Again, good news, but what value is it if neither of these was 
suffi cient to keep the company afl oat?

Form S-8 is not technically illegal (neither is the rosy press release in 
the prior example), but the form was not really designed to register securi-
ties for use as compensation for consulting work. In some cases, “consul-
tants” are actually affi liates of market-making fi rms trying to build support 
for a shell’s stock. Using stock to pay market makers is illegal. On the other 
hand, stock is an appropriate (and entirely aboveboard) way to compen-
sate actual shell managers, such as offi cers and directors, who can benefi t 
from getting stock as a reward for their efforts, especially where a shell has 
not generated any cash to pay them for their admittedly limited services. 

In our meeting, we also discussed the fact that more and more legiti-
mate players were entering this fi eld for reasons mentioned throughout 
this book. The hope was to encourage the regulators to adopt a carrot-and-
stick approach—to come down hard on abusers but encourage those who 
wish to do things the right way.

In April 2004, the SEC proposed changing its rules to take care of 
these problems. It proposed defi ning a shell company as a company with 
no or nominal assets (other than cash) and no or nominal operations. It 
proposed requiring an SEC fi ling within four business days after a merger 
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with a shell company that makes it no longer a shell company or where 
there is a change in control of the shell company. This fi ling would include 
essentially all the information that a company completing an IPO would 
disclose, including audited fi nancial statements. The fi ling was to be made 
on a Current Report on Form 8-K, and would include all the “Form 10 
information”—information that would be in a Form 10 or Form 10-SB 
for the merged company. Second, the SEC proposed eliminating the use 
of Form S-8 in a shell company.

Interestingly, in one public SEC hearing to announce the proposals, 
which I attended, the commissioners, normally well briefed and prepared 
with statements and comments, seemed a little surprised by the proposal 
coming from their staff in the Division of Corporation Finance and the 
Offi ce of Small Business Policy. SEC Chairman Donaldson asked, “Well, 
are there any legitimate reverse mergers?” Another commissioner com-
mented that it seemed as if enforcement hearings were consistently in-
volving reverse mergers gone bad and didn’t quite understand why these 
transactions were to be encouraged.

The staff calmly and patiently retorted that the technique itself is valid 
and legitimate, but some have abused it, and that there are a growing 
number of honorable fi nance professionals seeking to use this method as 
an alternative to an expensive, risky, dilutive, and time-consuming IPO. 

The comment period followed. (The public must be allowed to com-
ment on any proposed rule from an administrative agency before it be-
comes fi nal.) This short six-week period was quite frenzied, and around 
forty people weighed in on the proposed rule. My main comments sug-
gested a longer period before this major SEC fi ling, or perhaps dividing 
the fi ling into portions. I also suggested delaying the fi ling if the post-
merger company’s stock is not trading and that the use of Form S-8 should 
be allowed solely for issuance of stock to offi cers, directors, and employees. 
The full text of my comments may be found on the Web at http://www
.sec.gov/rules/proposed/s71904/dnfeldman1898.htm.

The Rule Is Adopted
In the last public hearing before Chairman Donaldson’s departure, held 
on June 29, 2005, the SEC adopted new rules, almost exactly as proposed, 
without incorporating changes made during the comment period. New 
requirements included: a major fi ling four days from closing, the defi nition 
of a shell company given above, the prohibition on the use of Form S-8 to 
provide compensation to consultants, and the famous Footnote 32.  

Most encouragingly, this time each commissioner had a prepared state-
ment proclaiming the merits of the legitimate use of the reverse merger 
technique in corporate structuring. They all felt that the new rules would 
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further discourage questionable characters from entering into these trans-
actions. The fi nal rule as adopted and accompanying release can be found 
on the Web at http://www.sec.gov/rules/fi nal/33-8587.pdf.

Specifics of the Rule
The following sections discuss the overall requirements of the new rule 
along with a little commentary.

Shell Company Definition
A shell company is a public reporting company that has no or nominal 

assets (other than cash), and no or nominal operations. A merger with 
a shell company after which it is no longer a shell company or another 
transaction pursuant to which there is a change in control triggers various 
new disclosure requirements. Alas, as you recall, Rule 419 defi nes a blank 
check to be a development stage company with no business plan or whose 
business plan is to merge with or acquire another company. Clearly, shells 
and blank checks are similar. But there are distinctions that make a dif-
ference.

For example, a legitimate start-up company with an idea to develop 
new software, if public and a reporting company, would qualify as a shell 
company (because it has nominal assets and operations) but not a blank 
check (since it has a real business plan). On the other hand, a dormant 
company that used to have operations but maintains signifi cant assets 
(perhaps valuable patents, third-party claims, or maybe even a signifi cant 
net operating loss carryforward) could qualify as a blank check (plan is to 
merge) but not a shell company (it has more than nominal assets). So, is 
the SEC confusing things here? I don’t think so.

As things stand, the legitimate software start-up can bypass Rule 419 
to effect a public offering without the investor protections offered by that 
rule but would still be subject to the disclosure requirements upon any 
reverse merger (if it still maintains nominal assets and operations). The 
dormant company with assets could not effect an IPO without the Rule 
419 restrictions, but could complete a reverse merger without complying 
with the new disclosure rules, since it did not have “nominal” assets.

One can only surmise that the SEC set out to broaden the scope of 
activities it seeks to regulate either with the Rule 419 restrictions or the 
new disclosure rule, if not both. But why the start-up software company is 
deemed a shell company is still confusing to me. I believe the SEC’s view 
is that the only negative consequence for being a shell company is the 
requirement to fi le a Form 8-K with Form 10 information (if it changes 
control or effects a transaction where it ceases to be a shell), and that this 
is not a major burden. And maybe, indirectly, this was a way to seek to 
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deal with the Footnote 32 problem. By forcing “start-ups” into complete 
disclosure, people with unethical intentions would be less interested in 
completing an IPO of a fake start-up just to get past Rule 419, since they 
will be subject to the new disclosure rules.

Another challenge to contend with when considering the SEC’s shell 
company defi nition is the use of the word nominal, as in no or nominal 
assets (other than cash) and no or nominal operations. What does nominal 
mean? The SEC was aware of this concern, since in the rule proposal it 
included a request for comment on whether the word nominal is too un-
certain and whether there should be more specifi c numerical defi nitions of 
a shell. In the end, however, it left the language and seems to have adopted 
the approach the U.S. Supreme Court used in trying to defi ne pornogra-
phy: “I can’t defi ne it, but I know it when I see it.”

Apparently, the SEC wanted to allow individual practitioners the fl ex-
ibility to determine the defi nition rather than having a specifi c quantita-
tive cutoff. As indicated at the hearing when adopting the rule, if the SEC 
were to suggest, for example, a minimum of $100,000 in assets, a glut of 
shells would be created with $101,000. But how does one determine what 
constitutes a shell? Are the assets of a barbershop nominal? What about a 
consulting fi rm with three employees and $200,000 in billings?

Unfortunately, the answers here are unclear. One thing is certain: 
Those who like to live at the edge of the law will surely test what nominal 
means, and one can imagine a number of SEC “no-action letters” being 
requested to clarify some of this. (A no-action letter is a response from the 
SEC staff to a letter from a specifi c company seeking the staff ’s confi rma-
tion that it will seek no action against the parties if certain actions are 
taken.) I have been unoffi cially advised, for example, that maintaining a 
website probably constitutes nominal operations. In the meantime, much 
as in the time leading up to the development of Regulation D in private 
securities offerings, legal opinions on whether borderline situations are 
shell companies will be hard to come by.

Form 10 Information Required
The new rule requires a Form 8-K, known as a “current report,” be 

fi led within four business days of closing a transaction with a shell compa-
ny if the transaction either effects a change in control or changes the shell 
company into a nonshell company. Usually, Form-8-Ks are not reviewed; 
all one has to do is fi le them. However, the SEC always reserves the right 
to review any fi ling, and it may indeed do so.

The Form 8-K is to include all information that the merged company 
would have put into a Form 10 or Form 10-SB to voluntarily subject itself 
to the SEC reporting requirements, much like the Form 10-SB shells or, as 
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we will see later, the fi lings sometimes undertaken in “self-fi ling” alterna-
tives to reverse mergers.

This includes all the information that would be in a prospectus for 
a traditional IPO: two years of audited fi nancial information (or three 
years for a company not able to benefi t from the Regulation S-B disclo-
sure scheme), full business description, risk factors, affi liate (related party) 
transactions, executive compensation, comparative period-to-period anal-
ysis of fi nancial results, description of capital stock, discussion of prior 
securities offerings, and the like. 

All material contracts and other key documents, such as the company’s 
charter and bylaws, must be included and fi led as exhibits. Full fi ve-year 
biographical information needs to be provided on all offi cers and directors 
and their ownership information as well as all 5 percent shareholders. All 
this needs to be put together and ready to fi le within four days of closing 
a reverse merger.

The 8-K also needs to be fi led if there is a change in control of a shell 
company, even if it still remains a shell. Interestingly, this provision applies 
if a shell simply issues a controlling interest to a new third party. If control 
changes to another shell promoter or banker, the new rule requires a Form 
8-K fi ling. Presumably, however, that fi ling will be rather straightforward, 
saying something like, “We are still a shell, our mission has not changed, 
only our ownership.”

Prohibition on Form S-8
A shell company may no longer use Form S-8 to register shares for 

those who are employees of or consultants to a shell company. In fact, a 
former shell company must wait sixty days after its change in status before 
it can use Form S-8. This means, among other things, that our start-up 
software guy with nominal operations who goes public may not use Form 
S-8 until his operations and assets (other than cash) are not nominal. Our 
example of a blank check with signifi cant assets but no plan other than to 
merge into another company can use Form S-8 because, technically, it is 
not a shell company. 

This is a step forward because underhanded actors who once used Form 
S-8 as a quick and easy way to reward their friends can no longer do so.

The New Check-Off
One change in the rule affects every single public reporting company, 

from General Motors and Microsoft on down. The front cover of every 
quarterly and annual report to be fi led by every public reporting company 
with the SEC now includes a check-off box to indicate whether or not the 
fi ler is a shell company under the defi nition. 
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Look forward to a turf battle among those who are likely candidates 
for making this determination, including securities legal counselors and 
valuation experts. It is not clear whether the company’s attorneys or ac-
countants should decide whether a company’s operations or assets are 
“nominal.” Time will tell. 

PRACTICE TIP

Don’t try to defi ne nominal at home. Get good professional 
advice.

One Nice By-Product: Information
Here’s one major benefi t of all these changes, including the Form 8-K 
to be fi led after a merger with a shell company (the industry has begun 
calling it the “super Form 8-K” or just “super 8-K” fi ling) and the declara-
tion of shell company status through a check-off on SEC fi lings. For the 
fi rst time ever, shells and reverse mergers will be accurately tracked and 
information about these transactions gathered and disseminated. Before 
this, it has been impossible to get accurate answers to the questions I am 
frequently asked: How many reverse mergers are there? How many shells 
are there? How many have cash? How many do foreign deals?

DealFlow Media, Inc. publishes The PIPEs Report, which provides 
detailed rankings and other information regarding the PIPE (private
investments in public equity) market. After all, fi lings relating to PIPEs 
are relatively easy to fi nd given many common words and phrases in their 
fi lings. Unfortunately, prior to the implementation of the June 2005 
SEC rules on reverse mergers, the same information was not available 
for reverse mergers. Even though DealFlow Media, Inc. now publishes 
The Reverse Merger Report every quarter and attempts to catalog as many 
deals as possible, it still can’t be sure it has captured every transaction.

Now that the information will be available thanks to the check-offs 
and 8-K fi lings, it will be interesting to see just how many deals and shells 
are out there. Most of us speculate that hundreds of reverse mergers are 
done each year, but none of us really knows. We suggest that hundreds of 
shells exist, but again we do not know. The new check-off requirement 
will go a long way to adding transparency to the business via the use of 
quantifi able metrics.

Of course, this information will not be perfect. Nonreporting shells 
trading on the Pink Sheets still will not need to disclose their status. They 
are not subject to the new SEC 8-K reporting rule and their deals also 
would not be disclosed. In addition, some shell companies will try to claim 
they are not shells because their operations are more than nominal.
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Who Is Exempt? 
The new 8-K requirement only applies to SEC reporting companies. 
Those who do not trade or trade on the Pink Sheets and are nonreporting 
need not comply with the new rule, though it may be advisable in any 
event to do so, at least upon the commencement of trading in the merged 
company’s stock if the shell is nontrading. In a strange way, this may actu-
ally improve the value and desirability of Pink Sheet shells (at least among 
those less interested in providing full disclosure or desiring to delay it).

Another transaction that is made exempt by the rule is a merger with 
a so-called business combination related shell company. If a real operating 
business sets up a shell solely to reincorporate or complete an acquisition, 
that entity will not be deemed a shell company for purposes of the new 
rule. Obviously, some commentators raised a concern that the proposed 
rule would inadvertently thwart major, legitimate merger transactions, 
and the SEC took care of that with this change. Certain asset-backed issu-
ers also are exempt from the rule.

Any reverse merger involving a nonshell company also is exempt, even 
if there is a change in control. So the New York Stock Exchange’s takeover 
of public company Archipelago Holdings, completed in March 2006 with 
much fanfare, was technically a reverse merger, since the NYSE acquired 
70 percent of Archipelago and took over its board. Since Archipelago had 
more than nominal assets and operations, however, it was not a shell com-
pany, and the super 8-K requirement did not apply.

Blank check companies with substantial assets are also exempt because 
they are not shell companies under the defi nition. They are subject to Rule 
419 whenever they try to register new shares but do not have to fi le the 
super 8-K upon a merger or change in control.

A Little More on Footnote 32
In the last chapter, we discussed Footnote 32. All I will add here is a men-
tion of the importance of the fact that the SEC acknowledged, addressed, 
and sought to deal with these troublesome shells and the fact that maybe 
it did not go far enough. All the footnote says is (I am paraphrasing here), 
“If you are a Footnote 32 shell trying to get around Rule 419 by putting 
in a business to be taken out, we consider you to be a shell company right 
from the start.”

Under the June 2005 SEC rulemaking, when that shell merges with an 
operating business or changes control, it must fi le a super Form 8-K just 
like everyone else; however, it does not otherwise penalize what I consider 
to be fraud on behalf of these promoters. In fact, it arguably emboldens 
them to do IPOs of these types of shells, start trading (unfair to legitimate 
shell creators not allowed to trade), do a merger, and then simply do a 
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super 8-K fi ling under the rule. Despite my entreaties to my clients that 
the SEC is making a statement that these machinations are bad, it has not 
actually done so directly.

I am hopeful the SEC will consider even further regulatory action to 
stop the proliferation of Footnote 32 shells. 

So, Is It Good or Bad?
So, are the new SEC rules good rules or bad rules? The answer is, they 
are good—or at least a lot “more good” than bad. I expect the murkiness 
of the defi nition of a shell company will be ironed out over time through 
interpretations and no-action relief from the SEC. The amount of new 
information will probably be very eye-opening. The elimination of the 
seventy-one-day no information zone has been intelligently addressed. 
The prohibition on use of Form S-8 was a positive change, and very few 
legitimate players will be hurt by it. Creation of Footnote 32 was a very 
important start at eliminating a real abuse. 

Most important, the declaration of this technique as legitimate and val-
id in corporate structuring has rather dramatically and yet subtly changed 
the entire industry. Those of us doing things the right way feel somewhat 
vindicated. Those who may have been on the fence have been helped over 
it. Those who may still believe only unscrupulous operators are involved 
in the reverse merger business may begin to think differently. 
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This is Intro text no indent 12.5/23 in investing, the nitty-

gritty covers a lot of ground—far too much to cover in any 

single book. Rather than attempt to reproduce in a few chapters 

material covering a long list of specifi c investments that have 

been addressed by innumerable authors in innumerable books, 

we selected a few specifi c investment categories that are (or 

should be) among those every adviser knows a good deal about: 

alternative investments, insurance investments, and those yet 

to be. Obviously, we’ve taken a bit of poetic license with the 

latter; however, when we asked people as thoughtful and for-

ward-looking as Gary Gastineau and Craig Lazzara to write on 

a cutting-edge subject they consider important for advisers, 

we weren’t surprised when they provided a chapter not on an 

investment that exists today but on one that practitioners are 

likely to be dealing with tomorrow—if we’re lucky.
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The self-fi ling approach is a way to take a company public without 
either an initial public offering or a reverse merger. By self-fi ling, 
an operating company can go public without the use of a shell. 

The techniques described in the following chapters have long been avail-
able to private companies. But only recently have these companies begun 
to explore them with a high level of interest. 

A number of factors make self-fi ling increasingly attractive. First, the 
quiet IPO market, increase in shell prices, and decrease in shell quality 
and availability make reverse mergers more diffi cult. Sometimes, self-fi ling 
is the only option because an acceptable shell is not even available for a 
merger. (Specifi ed purpose acquisition companies offer a valuable alterna-
tive for some private companies, but in truth many companies considering 
going public simply are not big enough or growing fast enough or in the 
right industry or sector for SPACs to be interested.) 

Second, the problems associated with due diligence and scrubbing 
shells and the hassle of negotiating with shell promoters—who demand 
greater equity interest, and offer less in terms of protection and indemnity 
in the event of misrepresentations or liabilities remaining in the shell—
seem to increase every day. 

Third, many private companies dislike having to give away between 
5 percent and 20 percent of their company’s equity just to acquire a shell 
to use as a merger vehicle.

Last, some CEOs and their advisers still have negative attitudes toward 
reverse mergers. I have come to expect this attitude from more traditional 

Self-Filings

C H A P T E R  1 1
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venture fi rms and venture-backed companies. Self-fi lings offer these peo-
ple a way to go public without the “taint” that they believe accompanies 
a reverse merger. 

Introduction to Self-Filings
A self-fi ling is the choice by a private company to begin the process of 
voluntarily becoming a reporting company under SEC rules. By so doing, a 
company assumes the obligation of fi ling quarterly and annual reports, and 
becomes subject to proxy and other rules. The remainder of this chapter will 
review the three conditions necessary for a self-fi ling to make sense. The next 
two chapters examine the most common methods for an operating business 
to go public through a self-fi ling: Form SB-2 and Form 10-SB.

When Does Self-Filing Make Sense?
Three factors determine the wisdom of self-fi ling instead of completing 
a reverse merger with a shell company. One, does the private company 
already have a large shareholder base? Two, can the private company take 
care of its own fi nancial needs during the lengthy self-fi ling process? Three, 
does the private company have on tap a capable investment bank or Wall 
Street adviser to help “build” a public company from the private one?

Shareholder Base and Shareholder Status
To understand if self-fi ling is a better choice than a reverse merger, a 

company must fi rst analyze what it will give up by not having the resourc-
es of a shell at its disposal.

Shells offer private companies two critical assets: public company sta-
tus and a preexisting shareholder base. The shareholder base is important 
because it increases the likelihood of a trading market developing sooner 
rather than later. If a private company has a small handful of shareholders, 
it can use the shell’s base to create a larger fl oat after the merger. 

Many market participants also believe that a shell has two other valu-
able assets: a trading symbol and a trading market. I respectfully disagree. 

An active trading market in a shell’s stock may be a negative charac-
teristic, as would be the case when there is a very large shareholder base 
consisting of many investors who have a low cost basis in their shares. 
In such instances, many shareholders dump their stock into the market 
post–reverse merger, ultimately depressing the stock price. If during due 
diligence of a shell it becomes diffi cult to discern who the shareholders 
actually are, then there is a risk that many of these shareholders will 
be “share sellers” once the merger is announced and the stock becomes 
liquid. 
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Each private company will value a shell’s shareholder base differently, 
depending on its specifi c situation. 

When a private company already has a strong shareholder base—as it 
may if it has gone through a number of rounds of venture capital or private 
fund-raising—it may not benefi t much from a shell’s shareholder base. 
Some private companies have forty or fi fty shareholders. Many shells have 
only fi fty or sixty; few shells have more than several hundred shareholders. 
(SPACs, however, often have thousands of holders, but are limited in the 
types and sizes of companies they are interested in.)

Sometimes, a private company with just a few shareholders can work 
with an investment bank that may be able to raise money and simultane-
ously increase the shareholder base. This reduces the value of shareholders 
offered by the shell.

The number of accredited shareholders is also important. If a company 
has more than thirty-fi ve shareholders who do not meet the “accredited 
investor” test described in Chapter 8, Deal Mechanics, it may be more 
diffi cult to pursue a reverse merger.

As described earlier, the issuance of shares during a reverse merger con-
stitutes a securities offering by the shell. Therefore, it must meet the stan-
dards of Regulation D or Section 4(2) in order to avoid having to register 
with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. If the company has 
more than thirty-fi ve unaccredited investors, it falls outside the purview of 
Regulation D and Section 4(2) and will probably have to fi le a Form S-4 
with the SEC. This is a complicated and time-consuming fi ling and may 
require some of the techniques described in Chapter 8 to avoid this fi ling. 
One of those techniques is pursuing a self-fi ling, where no shares change 
hands and, therefore, no offering takes place to existing shareholders, even 
if there are more than thirty-fi ve unaccredited shareholders. 

Timing of Financing
Most companies seeking to be public are doing so at least in part to 

raise needed fi nancing. The timing of that fi nancing is often important to 
a company’s growth and, in some cases, its survival. 

Some companies need a large funding to take place in the very near 
term. For example, a biotechnology company may need to fund a large-
scale research study. A growing business may want to acquire another in 
part with the payment to that company of cash. Or a business may need 
to purchase equipment or real estate. In each of these cases, small amounts 
of funding may not do the trick, even in the short term.

Self-fi lings make sense for companies that can defer new fi nancing un-
til the process is completed. The self-fi ling process usually takes between 
fi ve and eight months, but it can take longer, depending on the speed of 
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in-house fi nancial staff, auditors, and counsel, and the SEC’s review of the 
fi ling. Indeed, it can take more than a year. It is generally not possible to 
complete a large fi nancing during this time. 

But, of course, there are exceptions. Venture-backed companies may 
continue to receive funding from their original investors while they 
self-fi le. This is an infrequent occurrence because in most cases venture-
backed companies decide to go public because their venture or private 
equity funding source has dried up or is unable to provide additional 
fi nancing. (Many private equity funds have limitations on the amount 
they may invest in a single company.)

A PIPE (private investment in public equity) investor who is normally 
only willing to invest in public companies may invest in a private com-
pany that is in the process of self-fi ling. But often the PIPE investor, if 
interested at all in investing in a private company, is willing to invest only 
a small amount until the company is public.

Therefore, in general a self-fi ling only makes sense for a company that 
has the ability to receive, at a reasonable valuation, whatever funding is 
necessary to continue to operate until the company is public. In some cases, 
self-fi lings occur with the assistance of an investment bank that intends to 
conduct a large PIPE once public. These banks often will provide interim 
or “bridge” fi nancing to the private company while it awaits going public.

In some cases, no interim fi nancing is needed. The company may wish 
to conduct a PIPE when it is public for a specifi c growth or acquisition 
opportunity, but this fi nancing can wait until the process is complete. In 
this instance, or where a company has a source of interim fi nancing, a self-
fi ling can make sense.

 
PRACTICE TIP 

Whatever amount of time one thinks it will take to complete a 
self-fi ling, multiply that by 150 percent. 

Remember: Self-fi lings take time. If advisers and auditors estimate that 
the process will take six months, plan on at least nine months. Some even 
recommend doubling it. Keep that in mind when talking to investment 
bankers and others about the company’s capital requirements and the time 
period for which funding must be provided. 

Another warning: As will be discussed in the next chapter, there are two 
main approaches to pursuing a self-fi ling—a Form SB-2 resale registration 
and a Form 10-SB fi ling. During the waiting period after the Form SB-2 
fi ling and before its effectiveness, the SEC staff takes the position that 
no private fi nancing can be undertaken, except in limited circumstances 
involving very high-end institutional investors. Thus, only companies that 
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are fully fi nanced while waiting for SB-2 to go into effect should pursue 
that route. If interim fi nancing is desired while waiting for the fi ling to be 
approved, a Form 10-SB may make more sense. There’s more on this in 
the next chapter.

Wall Street Savvy Needed: Building a Public Company
Recently, my wife hired a construction manager to begin a construc-

tion project on our house. He took a percentage of the overall cost but 
coordinated everything, found the vendors and subcontractors, got the 
best deals from them, and made sure they did the work carefully and fast. 
We were smart enough not to try to be our own general contractor, since 
we know very little about construction. 

In contrast, a self-fi ling is a “do-it-yourself ” version of going public. 
In an IPO, an investment banker pretty much takes care of everything. 
In a reverse merger, usually the shell promoters or investment bankers are 
experienced enough to deal with many of the details.

It is inadvisable for a private company to pursue a self-fi ling unless 
members of senior management have signifi cant Wall Street experience, 
or the company engages a capable investment bank or fi nancial consultant 
to walk it through the process of transforming a private company into 
a public company. An important part of this process is hiring the right 
outside professionals. What follows is a discussion of the services these 
professionals perform.

Auditors 
Public companies need capable auditors. Most investment bankers 

know where to fi nd effi cient, responsive, cost-effective fi rms to conduct 
the private company’s fi nancial audit. The fi rm must be registered with 
the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB). In some 
industries, in particular those that are highly regulated, it helps to use 
a fi rm that has knowledge and experience in the industry. For example, 
biotech nology, telecommunications, defense contracting, and other in-
dustries deal heavily with government regulation, and an auditing fi rm 
with industry-specifi c experience is a real plus.

It is not that easy for a private company to “vet” different auditing 
fi rms and to understand the differences between them. Experienced Wall 
Streeters know the reputations, strengths, and weaknesses of the various 
fi rms, and often have existing relationships that make the selection process 
smoother.

Although I recommend appropriate in-house or engaged expertise to 
help make this selection, here are a few things to consider when hiring an 
outside audit fi rm.
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First, get a solid cost estimate for the project in question. Some fi rms 
will even complete a project for a fl at fee, which may be preferable. 
Second, evaluate their understanding of the business. Ideally, they will 
have some experience in representing similar companies.

Third, get a sense of what kind of team will work on the project. How 
involved will the partner-level people be? How accessible are they? Who 
will the day-to-day liaison be? Someone junior? Senior?

 
PRACTICE TIP

If the primary contact in a firm is below the “manager” level, 
it might be wise to consider another firm. In smaller firms, 
regular contact with the partner is often possible, which of 
course is great.

Fourth, the size of the fi rm matters. In general, the larger the account-
ing fi rm, the stronger their reputation and more dependably ethical their 
practices. The so-called fi nal four of the once “big 8” fi rms (Ernst & Young, 
Deloitte & Touche, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, and KPMG Peat Marwick) 
all represent many public companies in many different industries, includ-
ing the world’s largest companies, and have stellar reputations, even after 
the Enron debacle and its impact on the accounting industry.

That being said, it rarely makes sense for a smaller public company to 
use a fi nal four fi rm, even if one of them is willing to take the company on 
as a client. For starters, their client intake procedures are overwhelming, 
and with all of the interviews and background checks, it takes quite awhile 
to be accepted as a client.

Next, as a result of SOX and the obliteration of large accounting fi rm 
Arthur Andersen thanks to the Enron debacle, larger fi rms tend to be ex-
tremely conservative. If there is a judgment to be made, rest assured it will 
be made in the safest possible way to protect the auditor. Keep in mind 
that the PCAOB audits each fi nal four fi rm every single year, and there’s 
little doubt that the auditors are making decisions to impress those that 
audit them.

At these auditing fi rms, things not checked in the past are getting 
checked. Things checked in the past are checked twice. “Cold reviews” of 
auditor work within the fi rm are much more extensive than ever, and each 
approval or consent for anything that will be included in an SEC fi ling 
goes higher and higher up the line, adding delay and cost.

Several of the fi nal four fi rms are making an effort to strengthen their 
presence in the middle market. They have set up special groups to take 
care of smaller clients. What success they have had is due to the cachet 
that comes with using a fi nal four fi rm. Many companies, particularly 
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venture-backed ones, believe that fi nal four representation helps them 
bring in top-quality board members, lenders, investors, and so on, and 
they are probably right. So the analysis of which fi rm to work with in-
volves a balancing of costs and benefi ts, as do most decisions. 

Also, companies with operations in multiple countries may benefi t 
from using one of the fi nal four, since they all have offi ces or affi liations in 
virtually every country. But, depending on the location, it may be possible 
for a smaller or mid-sized auditing fi rm in the United States to develop a 
comfortable relationship with a fi rm on the ground in another country. 
The deals I have worked on in China did not involve fi nal four fi rms.

Middle and smaller-sized auditing fi rms often have strong reputations 
as well, and can be more fl exible and cost-effective than the fi nal four. 

Attorneys 
After engaging auditors (or maybe even before), the self-fi ling compa-

ny should seek a competent securities law fi rm. Most private companies 
do not retain lawyers with securities offering experience. In some cases, 
counsel has this experience but has little expertise in reverse mergers or 
the going public process. Finding a fi rm with deep experience and a good 
reputation on “the Street” can be diffi cult. Again, having the advice of 
an experienced Wall Street professional is important when choosing the 
right fi rm. 

Market Makers
In order for its stock to trade, every public company requires broker-

age fi rms to serve as market makers if quoted on the Pink Sheets or OTC 
Bulletin Board, or specialists if listed on the larger exchanges such as the 
American Stock Exchange or New York Stock Exchange. Market mak-
ers literally “make a market” in a stock and are required to ensure that 
every desired purchaser or seller can complete a transaction. If someone 
wishes to sell and cannot fi nd a buyer, the market maker is obligated to 
purchase the stock. Market makers also have tremendous infl uence over 
a stock’s trading price, and can bring in their own clients to buy and sell 
the stock.

To fi nd a market maker, consult an investment bank or fi nancial con-
sultant, either of which would have relationships with these fi rms. 

It’s worth noting that there has been a tremendous decline in the num-
ber of fi rms willing to make markets in Bulletin Board stocks in the last 
few years. This resulted in part from changes in the amount of spread a 
market maker can apply between the “bid” and “ask” price of a stock, 
which ultimately reduces the profi tability of serving as market maker. And 
very few of those that are in the business are willing to make markets in 
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more than a handful of stocks, so the market is truly controlled by only 
three or four large fi rms. 

In general, the ability of a newly public company to simply take a stroll 
down Wall Street and fi nd willing market makers is slim. If management 
has stock market experience, that’s great. But if not, an outside adviser is 
most helpful.

PRACTICE TIP

At the slightest hint of sleaze, quietly slip away from a market 
maker. Some market makers try to get compensated for their 
efforts, which is illegal. The only money they can make is in 
commissions or their own profi ts trading the stock in question 
or by performing certain advisory services. In truth, it really 
doesn’t make sense that market makers cannot be compensated. 
They benefi t when a stock trades more, so why not also pay them 
when that happens (and, of course, disclose this to the public)? 
Alas, however, as of now the NASD has seen fi t to maintain 
an appearance of objectivity, which is not borne out in reality. 
The SEC Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies 
has recommended developing a method to compensate a market 
maker for fi ling the necessary documents to get a newly public 
company trading.

ANOTHER PRACTICE TIP 

If it seems the market maker is involved with small, newly public 
companies’ stock shooting to the moon way too quickly, again slip 
away. A money-losing company generating $3 million in revenue 
should not be trading as if its value was $300 million, yet this 
happens. When it does, count on an SEC investigation and, ulti-
mately, shareholder litigation. Obviously, this should be avoided.

Public Relations and Investor Relations 
I (and many others) lump both public relations and investor relations 

into one category, although most professionals in this space would prefer 
we did not. Public relations and investor relations (PR and IR for short) 
can be critical for a growing public company to build public attention and 
investor interest.

Many private companies engage PR fi rms to help build their customer 
base. PR fi rms generally help a company with big announcements and 
press releases, do damage control when things are not going well, and 
advise what strategic and tactical moves may be well received by the public 
at large. Great PR fi rms can be true marketing gurus helping with broader 
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issues like branding, targeting the corporate message, and the like. They 
provide opportunities for press coverage and arrange for company execu-
tives’ appearances on key broadcast outlets; however, these fi rms are not 
necessarily experienced in working with public companies. It is necessary 
to fi nd one that is. 

Investor relations fi rms, by contrast, concentrate on existing and po-
tential shareholders, other investors, and Wall Street in general, by “selling” 
the company to them. They do not typically deal with press releases and 
other PR functions. Rather, they focus almost exclusively on how to get a 
stock trading with more liquidity and at higher prices. Good fi rms also help 
in other ways, such as introducing sources of capital for the company, and 
providing broader fi nancial consulting services. 

IR FIRM PRACTICE TIP

Stay away from guys who will promote your stock by sending mass 
unsolicited e-mails or pushing a company to do press releases when 
the company’s CEO gets over a cold. The legitimate, albeit old-
fashioned way to do IR is by wearing out shoe leather, pounding 
the pavement on Wall Street to tell the company’s story to hedge 
funds and other institutions that have the ability to make or 
infl uence investments in companies. As mentioned earlier, more 
IR fi rms are employing the Internet and technology to create 
online presentations available to many more potential investors, 
which can have a great benefi t. 

Transfer Agent 
Every public company needs a transfer agent. A normally ministerial 

function, transfer agents keep the company’s stock records, issue stock 
certifi cates when appropriate, help conduct a company’s annual meeting 
by providing inspection services and current lists of shareholders, help 
with stock splits, stock dividends, and similar changes, and (at a relatively 
low cost) prevent such administrative functions (and some liability expo-
sure) from being undertaken inside the company.

Transfer agents also are involved in three dicey areas of securities law: 
the placing and removal of legends on stock certifi cates, transfers of re-
stricted securities, and the issuance of new stock. As will be discussed in 
more detail below, the two principal ways a share of stock becomes trad-
able in the public market (if a trading market exists) are (1) by being in-
dividually registered with the SEC or (2) by being held long enough that 
the SEC allows it to trade under Rule 144 even if not registered (assuming 
Rule 144 can be used). Shares that are not registered or held long enough 
are called “restricted” securities and generally carry a written legend on the 
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back of the certifi cate restricting transfer other than through registration 
or an exemption from registration.

When a share becomes tradable—usually because it has been held long 
enough under Rule 144—this legend can be removed so that trading can 
take place. Typically, an investor asks her broker to arrange for the legend 
to be removed, and this request is forwarded to the company. A transfer 
agent then generally requires an opinion of counsel that the shares may be 
sold under Rule 144, along with other paperwork. At this point, the trans-
fer agent will issue a new unrestricted stock certifi cate representing shares 
that can now be sold publicly.

Similarly, transfers of stock that are restricted require involvement of 
the transfer agent. Some transfer agents insist on legal opinions for these 
transactions and others do not. This is also true with regard to new issu-
ances of stock, whether upon completing a PIPE or other fi nancing, or 
issuances to advisers, consultants, and the like. Again, some transfer agents 
require opinions and others do not. The process of obtaining the opin-
ion slows the process of getting a company’s shareholder the appropriate 
certifi cate, but in a post-SOX environment, it is understandable for the 
transfer agents to seek to protect themselves.

Ultimately, transfer agents’ reputations relate to their size, their fl ex-
ibility in borderline situations where their help is needed most, and overall 
quality. Some of the larger fi rms work to develop a broader relationship, 
helping a company raise money or attract investor interest, or even serve 
as investors themselves. 

PRACTICE TIP

Don’t immediately go with the cheapest fi rm; quality is very 
important. Also, as with all vendor relationships, check refer-
ences. Ask questions about what requirements apply for different 
transactions. 

Internal Staff
Every private company fi nds that upon going public it needs to strengthen 

its fi nancial staff, including bookkeepers and a controller. In addition, the 
company must make sure it has a competent chief fi nancial offi cer (CFO). 
It is very important that a public company have a CFO or senior fi nancial 
person who has specifi c experience working with public companies, espe-
cially since the passage of SOX. There are headhunters who specialize in 
fi nding these people, and investment banks, law fi rms, and auditing fi rms 
are familiar with the best ways to fi nd these internal team members.

When looking to hire senior financial people, there are two criti-
cal points to consider. First, of course, as is true with any hire, check 
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references and make sure the person is capable and experienced in the 
job at hand.

Second, the person should not have been associated with any question-
able Wall Street players. Like it or not, guilt by association is unfair but not 
unreasonable given the vital nature of the role this person plays. A CFO 
has the greatest opportunity to cook the books and do what is necessary 
to please his superiors or shareholders. Obviously, the ideal CFO is above 
reproach. It is true that many who have worked for dubious players are 
themselves aboveboard. Often they claim to have left a company upon 
discovering problems. But for that small percentage that played a role in 
bad behavior, it may not be worth the risk.

There Is No “I” in Team
The classic phrase, “There is no ‘I’ in team,” sums up this introduction 
to self-fi lings. The various fi rms and people described above must work 
together like a well-oiled machine.

No one member of the team can facilitate a streamlined self-fi ling 
process without hard work and cooperation from others. As counsel, 
I fi nd myself frustrated if the auditors are not up to par or if the IR team 
is being too aggressive or if I get the impression that someone involved is 
causing interference. When the process goes smoothly, a self-fi ling can be 
a pleasurable and rewarding experience for the team and an effective way 
for a company to become public.

As they say on TV, “Don’t try this at home.” No one should attempt 
a self-fi ling without a group on board that can build a team that is com-
petent and works well together. 
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This chapter describes how to complete a self-fi ling through the use 
of Form SB-2. The next chapter continues with the mechanics of 
a self-fi ling with Form 10-SB, and then fi nishes with a discussion 

of a few other techniques in the category of what some are now calling 
“alternative public offerings” or APOs.

Self-fi ling with a Form SB-2 may be appropriate for companies 
that do not wish to go public by merging with a shell and that will not 
need fi nancing until the fi ling has become effective (at least fi ve to eight 
months). Companies that will need fi nancing during the pendency of the 
SB-2 registration should consider self-fi ling by means of Form 10-SB, 
explained in the next chapter.

Self-fi lings through an SB-2, or Form 10-SB for that matter, are emerg-
ing techniques. The discussion here serves not so much as a guide, but as 
an informed suggestion of what’s to come in the expanding universe of 
alternatives to IPOs. 

How Do Shares of Stock Become Tradable?
Once a company is public and has a trading symbol, its shares can be 
traded publicly through a broker if the appropriate U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission regulations are followed. The basic rule is that the 
shares to be sold must be registered with the SEC unless an exemption 
from registration applies. 

Form SB-2

C H A P T E R  1 2
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Registration of Shares
Companies and shareholders with stock to sell publicly can register their 
shares with the SEC. A company’s fi rst public stock issuance is called an 
initial public offering (IPO). Subsequent registrations are called “follow-
ons” or, sometimes, “secondary” offerings. 

Shareholders whose shares were not registered when they acquired 
them can complete a registration—known as a “resale registration.” They 
undertake to register the shares when they need liquidity and the ability 
to sell the shares publicly and cannot wait long enough for an exemption 
to apply (for example, one exemption, under Rule 144, allows public sale 
without registration after shares have been held for either one year or two 
years, depending on certain circumstances, and another exemption per-
mits public resale without registration if shares were issued pursuant to a 
bankruptcy reorganization). 

In most PIPE transactions, investors acquire unregistered shares (which 
bear a legend prohibiting transfer except upon registration or an available 
exemption from registration), with the understanding that the issuing 
company will effect a resale registration on the investor’s behalf, gener-
ally within ninety days. This is usually preferable to a secondary offering 
because it can happen more quickly with fewer regulatory hurdles. The 
resale registration generally is not reviewed by the National Association of 
Securities Dealers (NASD) and has much less stringent state securities, or 
blue sky, review than an IPO. Of course, in exchange the company gener-
ally raises money in the PIPE at a discount to the stock’s trading price, 
since the investor takes a short-term liquidity risk. 

Registration takes time. Someone must write the public offering pro-
spectus or offering document, which is included as part of the registration 
statement fi led with the SEC, making sure to include the information the 
SEC requires. The prospectus includes at least two years of audited fi nan-
cial statements, a year-to-year comparison of results, executive compensa-
tion, business description, review of litigation, risk factors, a full capitaliza-
tion chart, a detailed discussion of dilution, related party transactions, and 
a whole host of exhibits including material contracts, corporate charter, 
and bylaws. Other elements of the registration statement include a sum-
mary of prior securities offerings and certain undertakings the company 
must make to the SEC to complete the registration.

This registration statement (including the prospectus) is fi led and then 
reviewed by the SEC’s staff of examiners in their Division of Corporation 
Finance. The SEC must respond to the fi ling of an original or amended 
registration statement within thirty days. The SEC examiners may request 
more time (like everyone else they occasionally get backed up with work). 
One should always accede to this request. It is not unusual to go through 
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three or four iterations of the fi ling before it is approved, upon which the 
SEC declares it “effective” and then it can be used to sell shares publicly.

In an IPO registration, a prospectus must go to the buyer the fi rst time 
each newly registered share is sold; however, SEC rules stipulate that shares 
sold in resale registrations do not have to be accompanied by a prospectus 
as long as one is publicly available. The registration must be kept “current” 
until all shares registered under that registration statement are sold by the 
selling shareholders. This may require quarterly and other updating but is 
usually easy to do.

The SEC review process can vary greatly from deal to deal. Much 
depends on the particular examiner or group within the SEC’s Division 
of Corporation Finance. What one group identifi es as a major problem 
can pass through another group with no comment. 

Exemptions from Registration: Rule 144
As mentioned above, stock must be registered with the SEC before it can 
be sold publicly, unless an exemption applies. A number of exemptions 
are available, depending on the circumstances and facts of a particular 
situation. 

For example, certain issuances in connection with a bankruptcy reor-
ganization are exempt from registration, and shares issued can be immedi-
ately resold if there is an existing trading market for them.

In fact, some reverse merger practitioners are creating shells through 
these issuances in bankruptcy. The small but ardent group doing this, 
led by Tim Halter of Halter Financial Group, has honed a series of valid 
techniques to create clean shells by taking usually dormant businesses 
through bankruptcy and issuing shares to creditors, creating hundreds of 
shareholders and a very clean shell with shares that can trade immediately 
following a reverse merger. The main challenge, it seems, is fi nding the 
dormant companies that are right for this bankruptcy option. In addition, 
although these shells have the benefi t of a large group of shareholders and 
free-trading shares, they are not reporting companies. Therefore, a com-
pany merging in must complete a registration on Form 10-SB or similar 
form after a merger before the shell can become a full reporting company. 
This delays a listing on the OTC Bulletin Board or higher exchange until 
the public entity is a full reporting company.

The most popular exemption from registration is Rule 144. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 4, Introduction to Rule 419, shares can become freely 
tradable without registration as long as they are held for a certain period 
of time. In general, a shareholder must hold unregistered shares for one 
year. After that, the holder, if not an affi liate, can sell up to 1 percent of the 
company’s outstanding stock (or average weekly trading volume, which-
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ever is higher) during each ninety-day period during the second year of 
holding. After shares have been held for two years, they are freely tradable 
without these volume restrictions.

If the holder is an affi liate of the company, meaning an offi cer, direc-
tor, or other control person (this is generally presumed if one owns over 
20 percent or has the ability to effect policy change in the company), no 
shares become freely tradable for one year. After the one-year period, the 
volume restrictions described above (1 percent every ninety days) apply 
not just for an additional year, but for as long as the holder remains an 
affi liate, and for ninety days thereafter. If shares are purchased from an 
affi liate, a new holding period begins as if the affi liate never started his 
own holding period. Thus, an affi liate cannot allow a purchaser to “tack” 
his holding period.

Another Rule 144 wrinkle relates to derivative securities such as war-
rants or options. If one receives an option on a certain date and holds it for 
a year, then exercises the option for the cash purchase price, a new holding 
period begins after that cash purchase. But an exception in the rule allows 
what’s known as “tacking” of the holding period from the day the option 
or warrant was issued if the option or warrant is simply traded for com-
mon stock. In other words, in so-called cashless exercise transactions, the 
holding period relates back to when the original derivative was received. 

Cashless transactions work as follows. Say a warrant to purchase 100 
shares of stock has a $3 per share exercise price and is issued on January 2, 
2006, when the stock is trading at $2. This warrant is known as being 
“out of the money” because the warrant exercise price is above the current 
market price. A year later, on January 2, 2007, the stock moves up to $6 
a share, making the warrant “in the money,” since the holder can exercise 
the warrant for $3 when the stock is at $6.

A holder can exercise the warrant for cash at $3 per share, upon which 
a new holding period begins, and he must wait at least another year under 
Rule 144 to sell the shares. Alternatively, if permitted by the terms of the 
security, the holder can exercise a warrant for fi fty shares by turning in 
the warrants for the other fi fty, in other words, by returning fi fty warrants 
which now have a net value of $3 per share after the purchase price, which 
becomes the purchase price for the other fi fty. 

The negative side of the cashless event is that the holder must give up 
a portion of his holdings. The positive side, besides avoiding the use of 
cash, is tacking the holding period and the immediate ability to sell the 
underlying shares under Rule 144. In general, PIPE investors receive cash-
less exercise warrants as part of their investment. They prefer this cashless 
exercise feature to protect themselves from the risk that the company will 
not succeed in completing the registration of their primary stock holdings 
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purchased from the company (after a registration Rule 144 would not be 
needed), and at least they know that one year after closing the PIPE trans-
action they will be able to sell some of their warrants as long as they are in 
the money and there is a liquid market.

This same analysis applies to preferred stock or convertible debt. In 
both cases, the security usually can be exchanged for common stock on 
some basis, without payment of additional cash. Under Rule 144, because 
one security is exchanged for another, the holding period relates back to 
the date of acquisition of the preferred stock or convertible debt. Again, in 
PIPE transactions involving these securities, an investor utilizing this cash-
less feature has some protection if the resale registration is not completed.

Self-Filing Through Form SB-2 
Resale Registration

Prior to 1992, SEC Regulation S-K set out the disclosure rules for all pub-
lic companies. Some smaller companies complained that the requirements 
were too onerous. At the same time, politicians pressured the SEC to make 
it easier for small businesses to access the capital markets. (This was during 
the administrations of U.S. Presidents Ronald Reagan and George H. W. 
Bush.) Thus, as part of a package of reforms, a new set of disclosure rules 
called “Regulation S-B” (for small business), were passed.

As part of this reform, smaller businesses received their own set of 
SEC forms, almost all of which end in the suffi x SB. So an annual report, 
normally made on Form 10-K for larger companies, is Form 10-KSB un-
der Regulation S-B. The quarterly report on Form 10-Q becomes Form 
10-QSB. The basic registration form for shares is S-1 under the S-K large 
company rules and SB-2 under the S-B smaller company rules.

The major difference between S-B and S-K is that an S-B fi ler only has 
to provide two years of audited fi nancial statements, whereas an S-K fi ler 
has to provide three years. There are some other differences, but they’re 
considered minor within the context of the discussion herein. 

Under the SEC rules, a company fi ts the S-B system if it has revenues 
of less than $25 million, is a U.S. or Canadian issuer, is not an investment 
company or asset-backed issuer, and its parent (if a subsidiary) is also a 
small business issuer. Also, if the company has a public fl oat (held by non-
affi liates) of $25 million or more, it would not fi t into the small-business 
fi ling system.

With some exceptions, most companies pursuing reverse mergers or 
self-fi lings fi t the defi nition above for a small business. So if they are com-
pleting a self-fi ling through a resale registration, it will be on Form SB-2.

Using the Form SB-2 resale registration method of self-fi ling, a pri-
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vately held operating business “goes public” by effecting a resale registra-
tion of shares that have been distributed but, under Rule 144, cannot yet 
be sold. Assuming the company qualifi es under the SEC’s small-business 
disclosure system, it will fi le Form SB-2, which includes two years of au-
dited fi nancial statements. 

The SEC Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies has pro-
posed expanding the availability of the S-B system to larger companies, 
but combining it with the preexisting S-K system and simply providing 
for relief under that system for certain fi lers.

Private Offerings During Registration
One of the basic no-no’s of a primary offering or resale registration is 
that, with narrow exceptions, one cannot pursue a private offering of 
company securities when a registration is pending with the SEC. In a 
famous no-action letter, the SEC ruled that the only private placement 
one can pursue during a registration is an offering to qualifi ed institu-
tional buyers or QIBs, as defi ned in SEC Rule 144A.

Technically, this no-action letter, known as “Black Box,” only applies 
to company registrations. It does not address resale registrations; however, 
over the last year the SEC staff has been applying the Black Box analysis to 
pending resale registrations anyway. This means that one may not pursue 
a private placement other than to QIBs while either a company or a resale 
registration is pending; those who do will incur SEC ire.

QIBs are entities that, acting for their own account or others, own 
or invest on a discretionary basis at least $100 million in securities of 
issuers not affi liated with the company selling securities to the QIB. So 
basically, if an entity does not regularly invest over $100 million, it is not 
a QIB. Also, securities dealers who own and invest at least $10 million 
in securities not affi liated with the company are QIBs. Securities dealers 
are presumed to be more sophisticated than others who may invest larger 
amounts and, therefore, are permitted the lower threshold. Individuals 
cannot be QIBs.

Therefore, many usual sources of fi nancing—angels, venture fi rms, 
and accredited investors—are unavailable while a registration statement is 
pending. This blackout period while pursuing a self-fi ling can last between 
fi ve and eight months—sometimes longer. Occasionally, depending on 
circumstances, the SEC will allow an exception.

This rule, prohibiting most private placements during a pending of-
fering or resale registration, exists to make sure that one of the provisions 
of Regulation D is not violated. The provision says that when a company 
wishes to complete a private placement, it may not engage in a “general 
solicitation” of investors. The offering documents fi led pursuant to the 
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registration are publicly available during the SEC review process. The 
SEC’s position is that this very public availability of information in con-
nection with an offering (even if a different offering from the proposed 
private placement), whether fi led by shareholders seeking a resale or a 
company seeking an initial registration, constitutes a general solicitation 
of a non-QIB private placement. As a result, the two offerings are “inte-
grated” or joined together. The determination that the two offerings are 
integrated results in the company’s failure to meet the requirements for a 
valid private placement and would cause the company to be required to 
register the securities offered in the private placement as well.

The SEC will make other exceptions, however, besides offerings to 
QIBs. In one case we worked on, the staff allowed a small private place-
ment to a principal of a brokerage fi rm while the company in question 
was in registration for an IPO. The reasons this was permitted included 
the fact that the investor, though not a QIB, was an experienced Wall 
Street veteran; the security he was purchasing (debt with warrants) was 
very different from the IPO security, thereby increasing the argument that 
the IPO prospectus does not constitute general solicitation for the private 
placement; and the fact that the offering of $500,000 was relatively small 
compared to the much larger IPO.

Companies that pursue an SB-2 resale strategy must ensure that either 
(a) they obtain any fi nancing they need for the duration prior to the fi ling 
of the SB-2, (b) they have connections to obtain fi nancing from QIBs or 
some other possible exemption under which they can obtain fi nancing, or 
(c) they do not need fi nancing until the SB-2 is effective. 

PRACTICE TIP

If fi nancing is necessary while a registration is pending, consider 
going public through Form 10-SB, which is discussed in detail in 
the following chapter. Most practitioners believe that the restric-
tion on private placements during registration does not apply to a 
Form 10-SB fi ling, since no public offering is taking place to be 
integrated with the private offering.

One major benefi t of the SB-2, however, is that if the company has 
many shareholders whose shares would not become publicly tradable un-
der Rule 144 if it goes public through Form 10-SB (which does not reg-
ister individual shares and relies on enough shareholders being able to sell 
under Rule 144 without registration), the SB-2 effects the removal of all 
trading restrictions on the shares being registered.
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PRACTICE TIP

If many holders have held stock for less than a year or are consid-
ered affi liates of the company, don’t run too fast from an SB-2. 
Or, consider my strategy below of a Form 10-SB with contem-
poraneous fi nancing, followed immediately by an SB-2 resale 
registration.

Mechanics of Form SB-2 Self-Filing
The beauty of the SEC’s integrated disclosure system is that almost 
regardless of the type of fi ling being undertaken, much of the same 
information needs to be prepared, just in a different context. The basic 
process of completing an SB-2 resale registration involves fi rst, engaging 
the necessary professionals to assist; second, identifying the shareholders 
whose shares will be registered; third, preparing and fi ling the docu-
ment; fourth, dealing with SEC (and possibly NASD) comments and 
revisions; and fi fth, establishing a trading market. A detailed examina-
tion of each follows.

Engaging Professionals
A cadre of professional assistants is necessary for the timely completion of 
an SB-2 fi ling. Necessary experts include auditors, legal counsel, a transfer 
agent, and so on. As stated earlier, it is a good idea to engage an invest-
ment bank or other Wall Street veteran to assist in selecting these profes-
sionals. Indeed, the professionals may advise that an SB-2 is not the most 
advantageous route for a particular company. It is helpful if the various 
members of the advisory team have worked together on other matters, but 
it is far from essential. Any experienced professional knows how to develop 
a working relationship with new people. The most important thing they 
should have in common, besides skill and experience, is an attitude of 
determination to make the project a high priority in their shop.

Identifying Shareholders 
The next decision, given that this is a resale registration, is determining 
which shareholders will have their shares registered. The fi rst question to 
ask is which of the company’s shareholders may already have the ability to 
sell his or her shares publicly under Rule 144. (Remember, technically a 
resale registration is made on behalf of the “selling shareholders,” not on 
behalf of the company.) Some shareholders—not affi liates of the com-
pany—will have owned their shares for two years. Under Rule 144 these 
shares may be traded without prior registration.
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Equally, the company or its investors may wish to restrict which share-
holders will have the right to have their shares registered. For example, a 
key member of management who may have held shares for a short time 
may wish to have his shares registered, but investors may feel it is not de-
sirable for a member of management to have the ability to cash out of his 
company ownership.

At this time, an analysis of the timing of fi nancing makes sense. If the 
company is considering a PIPE or other fi nancing before it goes public, 
that would have to be completed either prior to fi ling the SB-2 or after 
the SB-2 has gone into effect. (See above for the reasons for this.) If the 
fi nancing is completed before the fi ling, then the investors’ shares can be 
included in the SB-2 registration and will be tradable as soon as the regis-
tration becomes effective. Those who invest early, however, take a risk that 
the SB-2 or other going public event will never occur and they will be left 
with illiquid securities.

In fact, in a number of recent transactions handled by our offi ce, PIPE 
investors have been willing to invest in a private company, as long as its 
very next step is to go public through an SB-2 resale registration that reg-
isters their shares and allows them to trade upon effectiveness. This is a 
departure for PIPE investors, who previously had only been willing to 
invest in private companies as part of a reverse merger. 

In many cases, though, companies and their investors wait until after 
the company is public to conduct a fi nancing. By waiting to complete the 
PIPE until after the company is public, the investor assumes less risk but 
must then wait for an additional registration to be fi led to include their 
shares after going public (or await an applicable exemption). Nevertheless, 
if the SB-2 registration takes the company public and shortly thereafter a 
PIPE is closed, and then an additional SB-2 is fi led almost immediately to 
register the PIPE investor’s shares, this second SB-2 fi ling is likely to get a 
much quicker review by the SEC.

The fl ip side of limiting who gets to register has to do with the fl oat. 
The larger the number of both shares and shareholders available to resell 
in the public market, the stronger the potential that a robust and liquid 
trading market will develop, thereby creating a reasonable fl oat in the 
outstanding shares of the company. Unlike an IPO, where lockups are 
common to restrict insiders from unloading their shares, in alternatives 
to IPOs such as a self-fi ling, the only people who can create the fl oat are 
those very insiders. Some companies limit how many shares key insiders 
may sell over certain periods of time (through what is known as a “lock-
up” or “leakout” arrangement), but still allow the shares to be registered. 
This is generally a more logical approach than excluding people from the 
registration.
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Preparing and Filing the Document
The preparation of the contents of the document is similar to the prepara-
tion of the new super Form 8-K, which is required after a reverse merger 
with a shell company. Usually, the attorneys, with help from management, 
take the lead in putting the document together. The basis of the fi ling is 
a well-written business plan prepared by management that is transformed 
into a prospectus. Before writing the registration statement, my associates 
and I typically spend most of a full day with management, understanding 
their business, its opportunities and challenges. Then we research similar 
companies and develop risk factors (a key section of the prospectus that 
outlines specifi c risks to the company and its business) from that and from 
information we receive from management. 

The auditors must complete their two-year audit, as well as assist man-
agement in preparing a section of the document known as “management’s 
discussion and analysis.” In this section, they must describe, line item by 
line item, what changed from year to year and quarter to quarter (if in 
the middle of a year), and why it changed. They also must review the 
company’s liquidity situation as well as its capital resources. The auditors 
also fully review the SB-2 fi ling and must sign off on all its contents before 
providing their consent for the audit to be included in the document.

Once the fi ling is ready, it is sent for what is now known in the trade 
as “edgarization” under the SEC’s Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, 
and Retrieval system (EDGAR). EDGAR is the electronic fi ling system 
fully implemented by the SEC in 1996. EDGAR allows review of any 
SEC fi ling by anyone with an Internet connection and access to the SEC’s 
website at www.sec.gov.

EDGAR was set up pursuant to a complex SEC rule known as “Regu-
lation S-T.” Specialized fi rms, including most fi nancial printers, will con-
vert a document for SEC fi ling. They will then return it for proofreading 
and fi nal approval. Since the fi ling is electronic, yet includes a signature 
line, the fi ling must include a “conformed” company executive’s signature 
(in other words his or her name is simply typed in above the signature line) 
and the actual original signature must be kept in the company’s records. At 
one time, some larger law fi rms were offering an edgarizing service to their 
clients, but most abandoned it as either unprofi table or ineffi cient. 

PRACTICE TIP

Leave extra time to obtain EDGAR codes—the IDs and pass-
words needed to fi le with EDGAR. A fi ling service typically can 
obtain them, but it can take one to two days, and occasionally 
more, for the EDGAR fi ling support people at the SEC to issue 
the codes.
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Once all the approvals are obtained, a company authorizes the 
EDGAR service to push the button and fi le. The fi ling date is the same 
as the day the fi les were sent, as long as this was before 5:30 p.m. Eastern 
time. The fi ling date can be important, as the fi nancial information in 
the fi ling must be current. If the fi nancials go “stale,” it may be necessary 
to input updated information and then fi le. 

SEC (and NASD) Comments and Revisions
After fi ling comes waiting. Sometimes the response arrives in fewer than 
thirty days, but not usually. The company typically receives a formal 
comment letter from the SEC examiner who reviewed the fi ling. This 
letter states who at the SEC is in charge of the fi ling and gives the com-
pany and its registration an SEC fi le number. If the fi ling includes selling 
shareholders who are affi liated with brokerage fi rms, the NASD may 
need to review the document as well, to determine if any interest held by 
those individuals or entities violates their limits on underwriting com-
pensation. The NASD’s review has no specifi c time frame and can take 
quite a bit of time.

Most professionals rank SEC comment letters by the number of com-
ments received. “We only got forty comments” is not an unusual happy 
response on a fi rst fi ling. I think, though, that quality of comments is 
more important than quantity. I once received seventy-two comments 
on an initial fi ling, and felt very unhappy. But as I went through the 
comments, it was clear that very few of them were substantive, the great 
majority cosmetic or minor. That, to me, is better than receiving forty 
diffi cult comments to address.

An SB-2 allows a reasonable and fl exible amount of response time 
(unlike a Form 10-SB fi ling which, as will be discussed in the next chap-
ter, comes with a ticking sixty-day clock); however, a response to the SEC 
is mandatory. If no response is received, the SEC will eventually decide 
that the registration has been withdrawn and abandoned (although it will 
usually warn you before doing this). 

The SEC reviews an SB-2 fi ling thoroughly because it involves a 
public offering by the selling shareholders, whereas Form 10-SB simply 
requests that the company voluntarily subject itself to the SEC report-
ing requirements. Therefore, an SB-2 fi ling can take longer than a Form 
10-SB fi ling.

Comments tend to be divided between fi nancial and nonfi nancial 
and, therefore, must be reviewed with auditors as well as company of-
fi cials. The team then responds to the comments. In some cases, agreeing 
with a comment is no problem (such as when they suggest that a risk 
factor is too “generic” and must be removed). In some cases, agreeing 
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with a comment is a project (such as changes to the fi nancial statements 
or altering a business description). In some cases, the company simply 
disagrees with a comment and wishes to express its view (occasionally 
the examiner misunderstands a disclosure of some kind or the SEC is 
requesting disclosure that is not required and which the company prefers 
not to make). 

At this point, a decision is made whether to simply fi le an amendment 
with such changes as the company wishes to make, along with a letter 
responding point by point to the SEC’s comments (even if the response 
is “see our change on page x”), or to contact the examiner with regard to 
any larger issues. Comments for which the company and its advisers be-
lieve its response may cause a problem with the examiner might be better 
discussed before fi ling an amendment. Professionals help companies make 
these judgments based on their experience.

Ultimately, an amendment is fi led, along with responses to the com-
ments, and then the SEC takes another round to review and provide 
another comment letter, ideally with fewer comments than the previous 
letter. This continues, essentially, until they are out of comments. The 
number of rounds of fi lings this takes is a function of the company’s will-
ingness to play ball with every SEC comment, the capability of the SEC 
examiner, and, frankly, the SEC’s apparent comfort level with the fi ling or 
transaction in question.

If the SEC staff is concerned about players involved in a transaction, 
they can delay and add more comments, not offi cially stopping the process 
but certainly slowing it down. Heel-dragging may not be offi cial policy, or 
offi cially condoned, but any fair-minded practitioner would admit it does 
occur from time to time.

Once the SEC has completed its comments, it declares the registration 
statement “effective” and it can be used to resell the securities that were 
registered through that process. Typically, effectiveness is accelerated by a 
formal request asking for a certain effective date. 

The NASD can be more diffi cult, and some fi lings can’t go ahead with-
out their approval. And in general, there is simply no way to predict how 
long it will take. Comments in the third round of communications can be 
brand new and of the type that should have been raised in the fi rst round. 
It can take forty-fi ve or sixty days to get one round of comments. 

PRACTICE TIP

Wherever possible, try to avoid NASD review. (The Form 10-SB 
fi lings do not involve NASD review, but the SB-2 might, if a 
broker-dealer or affi liate is registering its own shares for resale.) 
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Establishing a Trading Market
Once the SB-2 is effective, the company is public. No IPO. No reverse 
merger with a shell. Financing has been obtained either before or right af-
ter the fi ling becomes effective. There are now enough shares in the public 
fl oat to qualify for, say, the OTC Bulletin Board, which unoffi cially re-
quires at least thirty-fi ve to forty nonaffi liate shareholders with at least one 
hundred tradable shares (Note: This requirement is not on any offi cial list 
of rules, but as a practical matter the regulators will bury your application 
to trade if you do not meet this criterion.) 

All that’s missing is a listing on an exchange or market, without which 
the shares may not be traded through brokers. On the Pink Sheets and 
OTC Bulletin Board, the company cannot apply for a listing; the market 
maker must do so. On the Nasdaq, American Stock Exchange, and New 
York Stock Exchange companies apply for listing, not market makers. 

Most companies going through a self-fi ling do not yet qualify for the 
higher exchanges, so market makers will be needed to get trading going. 
I generally recommend that a company encourage market makers to start 
the application process while the SB-2 or other fi ling is pending so as not 
to waste time. The process of getting approved can take a few months, so 
the sooner the process starts the better.

In general, the OTC Bulletin Board will begin reviewing an applica-
tion for a company that is not yet public, as long as the company has 
initiated the process. Running these two processes in parallel gives the 
best chance the company will have a listing by the time the SEC clears the 
registration statement so that the shares can begin trading. 

Wrap-Up on SB-2
For a company that sees a self-fi ling as appropriate, an SB-2 resale regis-
tration generally is a quicker and cleaner way to go than a Form 10-SB—
unless the company needs fi nancing while waiting for the fi ling to take 
effect. In that case, consider the approach described in the next chapter.

In general, investors willing to fi nance a company prior to the fi ling 
will prefer an SB-2 as the quickest way for their shares to become tradable, 
and as long as they provide all the money needed to get through the fi ling 
process, it is typically preferable over the Form 10-SB approach. 
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Much of the self-fi ling process discussed in the last chapter ap-
plies to those who use Form 10-SB. (This includes engaging 
competent professionals to assist in the process and preparing 

the actual fi ling.) This chapter describes the situations in which a Form 
10-SB may be preferable to a Form SB-2, the form itself, and how it dif-
fers from a Form SB-2. We’ll also look at the process of a Form 10-SB 
fi ling and effectiveness, and fi nally, how to develop a trading market for 
securities.

To avoid confusion, I wish to distinguish between the subject of this 
chapter, where a private operating business uses Form 10-SB as its method 
of going public, and the use of Form 10-SB, as described in Chapter 15, 
as a method to create and take public a shell company that seeks to merge 
with a private operating business.

Self-Filing Through Form 10-SB Registration
When is it preferable to use Form 10-SB instead of Form SB-2 for a pri-
vate operating business to go public? Since a Form 10-SB fi ling does not 
contemplate an offering, a company can use it and at the same time raise 
money privately from sources other than QIBs. (Remember: companies 
waiting for a Form SB-2 fi ling to become effective can only raise money 
from qualifi ed institutional buyers.) In addition, if the company has a 
number of shareholders who have held securities long enough to be able 
to sell publicly under Rule 144, fi ling an SB-2 resale registration may not 

Form 10-SB

C H A P T E R  1 3
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even be necessary. If a PIPE (private investment in public equity) investor 
wishes to have securities registered, an SB-2 can be fi led after the 10-SB.

Form 10-SB Versus Form SB-2 
(Exchange Act Versus Securities Act)
Form 10-SB is remarkably similar to the SB-2, except it does not describe 
a securities offering. The company description and other sections are basi-
cally the same as on an SB-2 or any public offering document. (Again, the 
integrated disclosure rules mean disclosure is often the same, even though 
the purpose is different.) 

SB-2 is a form created under the Securities Act of 1933, and 10-SB is 
a form under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. As a refresher, follow-
ing the great stock market crash of 1929, Congress sought to regulate the 
ailing securities markets. The ’33 Act, as it is often called, or the Securities 
Act, as we will call it here, established guidelines for companies conduct-
ing public offerings, requiring them to register any such offering with the 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

The ’34 Act, frequently referred to as the Exchange Act, set up the 
integrated disclosure system and series of periodic and current reports re-
quired by reporting companies, the regulation of securities brokers, the 
proxy rules, and the causes of action for violations, and insider trading and 
reporting mechanisms. If a company is subject to the reporting require-
ments of the Exchange Act, it may be able to list its securities on the OTC 
Bulletin Board, Nasdaq, American Stock Exchange, or New York Stock 
Exchange. Nonreporting companies’ stock may only trade on the Pink 
Sheets.

When a company goes public through a public offering by it or its 
shareholders (for example, on Form SB-2), it is automatically subject to 
the reporting requirements through the end of its fi rst fi scal year after the 
offering (this is pursuant to Section 15 of the Exchange Act). After that, 
continuing to be a reporting company is by choice (pursuant to Section 
12 of the Exchange Act). Some companies simply cease reporting after this 
one year, and their stock trades on the Pink Sheets.

Most companies completing a public offering immediately become 
reporting companies through a very simple fi ling known as Form 8-A. If 
this is fi led within the fi rst full fi scal year after the offering, a company au-
tomatically becomes permanently subject to the reporting requirements.

After this time, or if a company has not yet conducted a public offer-
ing, if it wishes to become a reporting company, it fi les a more complex 
form known as Form 10-SB (or Form 10 if it is not under the Regulation 
S-B reporting system). As mentioned above, this form is very similar to 
Form SB-2 and other registrations involving securities offerings; however, 
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this form, like Form 8-A, is fi led simply for the company to have a class of 
its securities (typically its common stock) registered with the SEC, rather 
than individual shares. No offering is involved and no shares become trad-
able by virtue of this fi ling (unless an exemption from registration applies 
like Rule 144). 

There is a little known SEC staff telephone interpretation from 1997 
that essentially says, if after one fi scal year of fi lings under Section 15 a 
company voluntarily keeps up all periodic quarterly and annual fi lings, 
and all the information that would be in a Form 10-SB is in those fi lings, 
even though the time may have expired to use simple Form 8-A, a com-
pany is permitted to use it anyway.

Some shell operators purposely use this approach, keeping their fi lings 
up, trading on the Pink Sheets, then pursuing a reverse merger and fi ling 
Form 8-A right before the deal is signed. The reason for this is, while peri-
odic reports are made, the company is not subject to any other Exchange 
Act requirements such as insider reporting and proxy rules while waiting 
to enter into a merger. I know from SEC insiders that they are not thrilled 
with these “voluntary fi lers,” in part because of the lack of other informa-
tion the public generally likes to see.

Form 10-SB is typically used in two situations. One is when a com-
pany has conducted a public offering, its stock is trading, and it is beyond 
its Section 15 mandatory fi ling period. Now it seeks to become a reporting 
company either to complete a merger or move up to a higher exchange, 
and it has not kept up all its fi lings, or those fi lings do not include all infor-
mation that would be in a Form 10-SB, and thus cannot use Form 8-A.

In the other case, a company “goes public” through a Form 10-SB fi l-
ing. This is how the form can be used within the context of a self-fi ling. A 
private company wants to voluntarily subject itself to the SEC’s reporting 
requirements. But if no shares are individually registered, how can trading 
commence? This can be done in one of two ways. Either enough share-
holders have held their shares long enough under Rule 144 to allow them 
to become tradable once the company is reporting and has a ticker sym-
bol, or the company intends to fi le an SB-2 resale registration to release 
some shares from restriction immediately following the 10-SB fi ling being 
completed and effective.

The question then becomes: Why fi le an SB-2 after a 10-SB rather 
than just go public through an SB-2? The answer, as mentioned above, is 
timing of fi nancing. If a company needs to complete private placements 
and raise money while waiting to become public, it can do so while a 
10-SB is pending but not while an SB-2 is pending, other than to QIBs.

If it seems a little tedious to deal with two different fi lings, consider 
that the second fi ling, taking place right after the fi rst, is likely to get much 
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less SEC scrutiny (assuming they have carefully reviewed the Form 10-SB 
before its effectiveness, which is likely). And this way, a company is able 
to fi nance itself while waiting to go public, can close a PIPE when the 
10-SB is effective, and then fi le the SB-2 resale registration with its money 
already in the bank.

Filing Form 10-SB and Automatic Effectiveness
The process of preparing and getting the Form 10-SB fi led is basically the 
same as with an SB-2. The difference comes into play after the fi ling is 
made. Under SEC rules, Form 10-SB is automatically effective sixty days 
after it is fi led. In other words, if the SEC chooses not to comment, the 
form is effective and the company is thereupon public and subject to the 
Exchange Act reporting requirements. If the SEC does comment, the form 
still becomes effective sixty days after its original fi ling date provided the 
amendments have been fi led and all comments have been cleared before 
sixty days pass. Miss this deadline and the SEC will either allow the form 
to go effective and treat future responses to the comments as a so-called 
post-effective amendment or insist that the form be withdrawn and re-
fi led, starting another sixty-day period. Which way they go does not seem 
always to be predictable, but there appears to be a trend in allowing these 
to go effective with amendments fi led after the form is effective.

At times as it nears the end of the comments, the SEC will announce 
that it does not intend to review the fi nal amendment. In this case, the 
fi ling becomes effective on day sixty. 

None of this guarantees that the comment/revision process will be 
completed in sixty days. Yet, the process is still generally less laborious 
than with an SB-2, since the SEC tends to review securities offerings more 
closely. 

Developing a Market After Filing a Form 10-SB
As mentioned above, the process of obtaining a ticker symbol and get-
ting trading started is a little more complex with a Form 10-SB approach. 
Hopefully, the company has at least thirty-fi ve to forty nonaffi liated share-
holders with more than one hundred shares that have been held a suffi cient 
time to be tradable under Rule 144. If so, trading on the OTC Bulletin 
Board could commence immediately upon the form being declared effec-
tive. If not, an SB-2 needs to be fi led and brought to effectiveness before 
trading on the OTC Bulletin Board can begin. In the meantime, if there 
are some shareholders with tradable shares, a ticker can be obtained and 
trading can commence on the Pink Sheets.
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Brief Overview of Other Methods 
to Become Public

The securities laws permit a number of other methods for going public. 
Currently, however, none of these is in wide use, and a number of states 
prohibit some of the techniques discussed below. Although the reverse 
merger technique has, for the most part, overcome the bad rap it acquired 
during the 1980s, some of these other techniques have been unable to 
shake their shaky reputations.

That said, going public through Regulation A, Rule 504, an intrastate 
offering, or through Regulation S is technically legal. As discussed below, 
however, Regulation A is rarely used, Rule 504 is prohibited in most states, 
it is very diffi cult to properly use an intrastate exemption, and the wild 
days of Regulation S have been tamed by regulatory reform. Nevertheless, 
a full account of these techniques is provided in order to understand the 
context in which they exist along with reverse mergers, specifi ed purpose 
acquisition companies (SPACs), and self-fi lings.

Regulation A
Regulation A, also referred to as simply Reg A, was passed to help small 
companies raise money. In general, it permits an offering of up to $5 mil-
lion in any twelve-month period to an unlimited number of investors, 
whether or not accredited. An offering circular is prepared and approved 
by the SEC, but the form is a bit more streamlined than a full registration 
statement and does not require audited fi nancial statements. It includes 
a method to test the waters with potential investors, even using general 
solicitation, before going through a fi ling with the SEC. Shareholders also 
can use Regulation A to sell up to $1.5 million in securities. Blank check 
companies are not permitted to use Regulation A.

The process does not permit a company to become a full reporting com-
pany without a complete Form 10-SB and audited fi nancials, but it does 
permit a safe harbor for an offering which otherwise might not be public, 
and permits trading of the stock issued in the Regulation A offering. 

Some have used Regulation A to take themselves public and begin to 
trade on the Pink Sheets as a nonreporting company. In part because of 
the reduced disclosure both at the time of the going public event and af-
terward, Regulation A has been used by some unscrupulous players to use 
these public entities to manipulate trading and give the public virtually no 
information about the company.

Most securities lawyers cannot remember the last time someone they 
know has used Regulation A, but it is out there as an option. Although I 
don’t have specifi c experience, I assume the individual states where such 
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offerings are taking place are not too thrilled with Regulation A either, and 
that may be one of the reasons for its limited popularity—the inability to 
“clear” blue sky review to let an offering be completed. 

I have heard from SEC insiders that a potential overhaul of Regulation 
A is in the works, and an increase in the amount allowed to be raised may 
be coming. It is not clear at this point whether that will entice investment 
banks and others to come back to Regulation A (if they were ever there in 
the fi rst place).

Intrastate Exemption
The SEC and federal agencies are only able, generally speaking, to regulate 
interstate commerce. This means that a transaction occurring wholly in 
only one state may be outside their jurisdiction. In fact, the securities laws 
contain an express exemption from registration for an offering that takes 
place wholly within one state. 

Some have gone to states where regulation of securities is light (these 
are becoming fewer and fewer) and completed offerings solely within that 
state to avoid the necessity of SEC registration. The company also must 
be physically located and incorporated in that state. The key is being in a 
state whose regulation would somehow allow for an easier time than SEC 
registration.

Most states provide that an offering which would otherwise be public 
for SEC purposes requires the preparation and approval by state regulators 
of a full disclosure document. It is also not clear whether shares are restrict-
ed after being offered in an intrastate transaction. If they are restricted, 
although the offering itself is exempt, the shares still must be held for the 
requisite Rule 144 period before trading can commence.

These offerings are hard to pull off and have not been widely used to 
my knowledge.

Rule 504
An SEC exemption from registration under Rule 504 of Regulation D can 
be a dangerous transaction to get involved with. Here’s how it works: Rule 
504 allows an exemption from registration if an offering is below $1 mil-
lion in total. Thus, these smaller offerings were somehow deemed to not 
need stringent regulation. This had the effect of allowing the tiniest compa-
nies to raise money and go public without signifi cant transactional cost.

Other Regulation D offerings require signifi cant disclosure to any 
nonaccredited investor and limit the number of nonaccredited investors 
participating in a deal to thirty-fi ve. In a Rule 504 transaction, an offer-
ing can be completed to any number of accredited and nonaccredited 
investors, all without any specifi c information delivery requirements. 
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Thus, one thousand nonaccredited investors could each invest $1,000 
under Rule 504 and all the company needs to provide is a simple 
subscription agreement and no other disclosure. SEC Rule 10b-5 pro-
hibits misleading someone in connection with a securities offering, but 
it assumes intentional fraud. Mere failure to provide information, unless 
shown to be done with the intent to hide something, is not necessarily 
actionable by an unhappy investor.

The clincher is, unlike other Regulation D offerings, the stock issued 
in a Rule 504 transaction is immediately tradable if a ticker exists and the 
stock may be traded, typically on the Pink Sheets. Thus, companies will 
complete a small offering, obtain a ticker, and proceed to have a trading 
stock without ever providing full disclosure, becoming a reporting com-
pany or, frankly, ever intending to become a reporting company. 

The obvious advantages to company management and the deal pro-
moters is the ability to begin to cash out of their stock (assuming the 
availability of Rule 144 for other shares issued in the company outside the 
Rule 504 offering), all without providing any sort of public fi ling or public 
information.

During the 1980s and 1990s in particular, Rule 504 caught on as a way 
to take companies public, especially after the passage of Rule 419 in 1992 
restricting the initial public offerings of blank check companies. Unfortu-
nately, many players in this fi eld were unsavory types looking to engage in 
improper, illegal, and fraudulent activity, and many SEC investigations and 
actions resulted from Rule 504 offerings gone bad.

Rule 504 is still on the books, but as a practical matter its use has been 
all but eliminated. In many cases, the SEC responds when shady operators 
gather in one particular part of the fi nancial world. In this case, it was the 
state regulators overseeing securities matters who one by one essentially 
said, “Don’t try to do a Rule 504 offering in our state, we will not permit 
it.” I believe only about eight states still allow 504 offerings. So as a result, 
only the hardiest promoters can move forward with this type of transac-
tion. Unfortunately, as was the case with reverse mergers for a long time, 
most people associate Rule 504 offerings with players to be avoided, and 
I continue to count myself among them.

Where could Rule 504 have been practical in the legitimate capital 
market environment? In a private placement for $1 million for an already 
public company that is reporting, and where a full disclosure document 
is prepared and/or there is a desire to bring in more than thirty-fi ve un-
accredited investors. Then, tradable shares would immediately result in 
an already existing trading market, no one would question the informa-
tion delivery process, and money could be raised. Unfortunately, again the 
baby was thrown out with the bath water when the states all but killed 
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this exemption even though there were some valid potential uses. I have 
represented legitimate players trying to use Rule 504 in this manner, only 
to be shut down by the states. So, although once popular, this technique 
is effectively unavailable. 

PRACTICE TIP

Avoid Rule 504 offerings unless one is very, very careful.

Regulation S
In 1990, the SEC passed the now infamous Regulation S, or Reg S. After 
several court cases, the SEC had to admit it had no jurisdiction over events 
outside the United States. Then it came up with a way to regulate foreign 
companies and offerings as long as some U.S. connection existed. Regula-
tion S originally exempted from registration securities offerings by U.S. 
companies if the investment was completely or partially from foreigners 
or by a foreign company if raising money completely overseas when some 
directed selling efforts took place in the United States.

The clinchers were, fi rst, that no information delivery or accredited 
investor status mattered, and second, that the original rule seemed to sug-
gest that shares issued in a Regulation S exempt offering could be resold 
publicly without restriction within forty-one days of being issued. So one 
could offer to any number of offshore investors, whether or not accred-
ited, without any information, all without requiring SEC registration by 
a U.S. company.

There were some who argued the SEC had no right to regulate this 
kind of offshore offering in any event, but since the regulation focused on 
U.S. companies, the SEC won the argument.

Resell after forty-one days? Doesn’t Rule 144 require a one-year wait-
ing period? And doesn’t everyone else have to be registered if they want to 
sell before that? The SEC says they meant the shares could be sold publicly 
outside the United States in forty-one days. But the rule neglected to make 
that distinction. So savvy promoters, with extremely well-paid lawyers in 
tow, went forward doing these deals with solid legal opinions as to the 
shares’ ability to be resold in the United States in forty-one days.

Very quickly, commentators began to do what they do, highlighting 
the obvious issues. About half of them said the SEC could not have meant 
resale in the United States, and the other half said that since there is no 
precedent, anyone is free to interpret the regulation in any reasonable way. 
Unfortunately, the SEC could not simply change or amend the rule quick-
ly, since that type of change involves a lengthy rule-making process, not 
to mention the embarrassment of admitting what appears to have been a 
simple drafting error that created a cottage industry.
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I’ll give you the end of the story and then we’ll go back to talk about 
how Regulation S involved the birth of PIPEs. In 1998, the SEC fi nally 
got its act together and, rather than admit the mistake, it simply amended 
the rule to say you can resell publicly after one year—in other words, the 
same basic time period as in Rule 144. This effectively mooted the ques-
tion of whether or not it meant sale in the United States. That was pretty 
much the end of the use of Regulation S in the manner I am about to 
describe.

So what happened when Regulation S came along? Offshore hedge 
funds and investors had a fi eld day. Company after company went public 
through a Regulation S offering where the offshore investors resold their 
shares in the United States after just forty-one days following what was 
basically a private offering permitted under Regulation S. Investors loved 
that they could invest privately, then have a public market almost imme-
diately. Sound familiar? Yes, these deals were the predecessors to modern 
PIPEs, and indeed many PIPE players got their start doing Regulation S 
deals in the early and mid-1990s.

What was good and bad? Well, lawyers giving Regulation S opinions 
were very well paid. Why? Because it was clearly controversial to provide 
such opinions and it involved a little risk for the attorney. As for me, after 
talking to SEC experts on Regulation S and hearing them say privately, 
“Do not view our silence on this issue as acquiescence,” I decided to not 
represent clients on Regulation S deals where I was being asked to provide 
a forty-one-day U.S. resale opinion. This did not mean that anyone who 
did represent these clients was bad; it was just a choice I made. 

Some unscrupulous actors clearly took advantage. They made no dis-
closure, got foreign investors in, and then out in forty-one days. The com-
pany got its money, the original investor made a tidy profi t, and shares 
traded after that based on essentially no information. Good guys made 
disclosure prior to the investment. Some became reporting companies 
voluntarily. Some took the conservative approach and only allowed resale 
outside the United States.

But for experienced hedge fund investors, Regulation S created a real 
opportunity to help growing companies and make a quick profi t. They 
had no interest in being investors, just arbitrageurs. This same attitude 
pervaded the PIPE market in the late 1990s and early 2000s. Deals were 
structured to maximize the incentive for the investor to sell quickly after 
his shares were registered.

Since 2002, life is much different in the PIPEs world. Transaction 
structures have changed, the hedge fund investment community has 
grown more crowded, and PIPE investors truly are more like investors 
now, betting on the longer term upside potential of a company’s stock. 
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This is the main reason why many PIPE investors have discovered reverse 
mergers, as a more risky opportunity to invest in a company’s future but 
with much greater upside potential.

These days, about the only real benefi t Regulation S has is for a foreign 
company to raise money from foreign investors, but possibly through a 
U.S. investment bank. The forty-one-day exemption still applies in that 
circumstance. But for some, it was quite a ride there for a while.

Which Way to Go?
As should be clear at this point, I favor reverse mergers, SPACs, and 
self-fi lings as the most regulator-friendly, effi cient, and currently popular 
techniques for going public without an IPO. A reverse merger with a 
nontrading shell is probably more preferable in most circumstances than 
a merger with a trading shell. Self-fi lings provide a way to avoid the dilu-
tion from merging with a shell, and hopefully still raise money, but the 
process takes longer and developing a trading market may be more chal-
lenging. The self-fi ling process also requires a steady hand from a Wall 
Street veteran.

Although the guidance provided here should be useful to help de-
termine the circumstances in which each of these transaction structures 
make sense, each company and fi nancial adviser must look at the unique 
situation in which a company fi nds itself and analyze which approach is 
the most logical given all the facts specifi c to the individual company.
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A s mentioned in previous chapters, there are two ways to create a 
shell. One is by using the public entity remaining after an operating
publicly traded company either goes out of business or gets sold or 

liquidated. The other method is to create a shell from scratch, as many 
players have chosen to do, especially in the last few years.

The major reasons for the proliferation of newly formed shells are the 
high cost of purchasing trading shells from former operating businesses, 
combined with the diffi culty of fi nding a clean shell even if cost were not 
an issue. By creating a shell, a deal promoter structures it according to his 
needs and ensures that it is clean. This part of the book focuses on creating 
shells and other current trends and is intended to supplement the discus-
sion of Rule 419 shells in Chapter 4, Introduction to Rule 419.

A signifi cant development in the shell creation business since 2000 has 
been the proliferation of both specifi ed purpose acquisition companies 
(SPACs) and Form 10-SB shells (discussed in the next chapter), which 
together constitute by far the most popular current methods for creating 
shell companies.

Both techniques have been around since the 1990s. In the mid-1990s 
about a dozen SPACs were formed. They stopped being popular as the 
initial public offering market boomed later in the decade. SPACs returned 
with a vengeance in 2003 when the IPO market hit the doldrums and 
remained inaccessible to smaller companies. As of this writing in early 
2006, over eighty SPACs have gone public or are in registration, with 
more planned.

C H A P T E R  1 4

SPACs
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The popularity of Form 10-SB shells increased in the late 1990s when 
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission stopped trying to halt the 
formation of these shells. In the last few years, more and more legitimate 
players and PIPE (private investment in public equity) investors have 
turned to Form 10-SB shells as both the SEC and Nasdaq (in its oversight 
of the OTC Bulletin Board) have suggested they have no problems with 
them.

One brief note on names and categorizations: Often, outsiders and 
industry professionals alike talk about SPACs and reverse mergers as if 
they are separate topics. In truth, a SPAC is a shell like any other, and it 
engages in a reverse merger like any other shell. It is simply a special type 
of shell. Therefore, SPACs should be considered part of the reverse merger 
landscape, not something separate from it. 

Introduction to SPACs: The GKN Experience
David Nussbaum of boutique investment banking fi rm EarlyBirdCapital 
is essentially the founder of the SPAC movement. 

In the mid-1990s, while heading up brokerage fi rm GKN Securities, 
Nussbaum saw an opportunity. The IPO market was suffering. The In-
ternet boom had yet to occur. The nation was just coming out of a reces-
sion, but things were beginning to look up. President William J. Clinton 
was balancing the federal budget, the economy was starting to improve, 
and companies were growing to the point where being public could pro-
vide some benefi t. Yet they had no way to get there through traditional 
means.

Nussbaum took advantage of an exemption from Rule 419. This ex-
emption provides that any company with $5 million in assets, or that 
seeks to raise $5 million in a public offering (the SEC views this as requir-
ing a “fi rm commitment” underwriting), need not comply with any of 
the restrictions of Rule 419. The thinking, apparently, was that 419 was 
meant to harness smaller players, and those who can raise $5 million are 
more likely to have other methods of protection for investors.

This exemption from Rule 419 means one can complete an IPO of a 
shell with $5 million much like during the pre-419 days. This means there 
is no money in escrow or restrictions on use of the money, no time limit to 
complete a deal, no shares in escrow (so there can be trading in the shell), 
no shareholder reconfi rmation prior to closing a reverse merger, theoreti-
cally allowing for a quicker transaction.

But Nussbaum saw a different opportunity. He would conduct a fi rm 
commitment underwriting for a shell that his fi rm would complete of 
$5 million or even more (most of his SPACs in the 1990s raised between 
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$15 million and $20 million). But instead of being free of the Rule 419 
restrictions, he voluntarily adopted a number of them, primarily to help 
attract investors to his shell vehicles.

So, even though the SEC did not require it, his SPACs (as he started 
calling them) put all the money raised in escrow, except a small percentage 
for operating expenses and commissions paid to the investment bankers. 
They required investor reconfi rmation with a full disclosure document 
approved by the SEC. They put a time limit on fi nding a merger part-
ner, but they allowed more time than Rule 419, up to two years instead 
of eighteen months to close a merger. But, most important, Nussbaum 
arranged for a trading market for the stock of the SPAC, as well as for 
warrants sold to investors in the IPO. This would not be permitted in a 
419 shell that did not raise at least $5 million.

In addition, as a twist for marketing purposes, Nussbaum declared that 
each shell would specialize in an industry or geography—one for telecom-
munications, one for entertainment, and so on. Then he would attract 
a blue ribbon management team who would be in charge of fi nding the 
right deal for the SPAC. The management would be compensated pri-
marily with a hefty chunk of stock, but their experience and eye for deals 
would be valuable, and in some cases each would invest their own money 
into the SPAC’s IPO as well. 

Investors snapped these up. Why not? They purchased a unit consist-
ing of a share of stock and a warrant to purchase more stock later, or 
sometimes two warrants. Ninety percent of their money would not be 
touched and would earn interest while the SPAC searched for a merger 
target. If investors did not like the eventual deal that was proposed, about 
a year or two later, they would likely receive 92 percent to 95 percent of 
their original investment back.

Or, when a deal was announced, and the stock moved back up, in most 
cases they could simply sell their shares and make 100 percent of their 
money back, holding the warrants to see how the deal would ultimately 
go. Others would sell the warrants and hold the stock. Others might like 
the deal and simply let their money ride.

Although the investment was in a blank check, the money was pro-
tected and the investor had a legitimate means to opt out when the deal 
was presented. In other words, he offered many of the protections that 419 
offered, but stock was permitted to trade in the SPAC.

In the meantime, Nussbaum and his fi rm earned commissions on the 
money raised. He also earned commissions on the trading of the stock 
while waiting for a merger. 

Companies also liked the SPAC concept as a way to get public. In 
general, a company that otherwise might have considered a smaller IPO 
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saw the SPAC as guaranteed cash, less risky than an IPO in which there 
is always a chance that the underwriter will not be able to raise the de-
sired amount of money. Plus, some companies took advantage of the 
self-imposed expiration date on the SPAC and cut favorable merger 
deals in the waning days of the two-year time limit. All in all, the com-
panies that merged with these initial SPACs generally fared well, and the 
technique worked. 

Some companies preferred a SPAC to a more traditional reverse merg-
er for several reasons. First, the SPAC has cash (although some traditional 
shells have cash, too). Second, the SPAC has a relatively active trading 
market, which most shells do not. Third, the SPAC is totally clean and not 
burdened, as are many trading shells, with a history from a prior operating 
business in the shell.

In the late 1990s, as the IPO market picked up, Nussbaum moved 
away from SPACs. Also, some state regulators were beginning to have 
problems with allowing the aftermarket trading of SPAC stocks. As men-
tioned, SPACs seem to move countercyclically to the IPO market for 
small- and mid-cap stocks. Thus, as the IPOs of Netscape and America 
Online helped usher in the gold rush now known as the Internet boom, 
GKN moved back to more traditional IPO work.

The SPAC Resurgence
In 2003, Nussbaum, now running EarlyBirdCapital, determined the time 
was right to bring back SPACs. I don’t think he could have known what 
he was starting. Although he is still one of the most prolifi c players in the 
market, he has helped create a cottage industry. Many brokerage fi rms 
specializing in small- and mid-cap stocks either are planning a SPAC, have 
already completed one, or are actively participating in one. FIGURES 14.1 
and 14.2 illustrate the variety of investment banks, investors, and attor-
neys active in the recent SPAC movement. 

Nussbaum’s biggest challenge in the new millennium was convincing 
Nasdaq to allow the stock of the fi rst new SPACs to trade on the OTC 
Bulletin Board. In the 1990s, shells routinely were granted the right to 
trade over the counter. In the early 2000s, however, an unoffi cial ban on 
allowing new shells onto the OTC Bulletin Board went into effect. We 
hear, however, that some shells (other than SPACs) recently have been 
permitted on, which is a positive development.

Although I do not know the details of Nussbaum’s discussions with 
Nasdaq, my understanding is that it required quite a bit of high-level arm-
twisting to convince Nasdaq that, primarily because of the large amount 
of money being raised and the high quality of management, the legitimacy 
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of the SPAC and its anticipated trading market should be respected. To his 
credit, these discussions opened the door for all others to follow. More re-
cently, a number of SPACs have been permitted to trade on the American 
Stock Exchange as well. This is signifi cant because no state blue sky review 

FIGURE 14.1  Trading SPACs (as of January 1, 2006)
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FIGURE 14.2  SPACs in SEC Registration (as of January 1, 2006)
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of an IPO is required if a company is going to trade on the Amex (or 
Nasdaq or the New York Stock Exchange for that matter), since Congress 
preempted that regulation in legislation passed in 1996.

In Chapter 16, we will talk more about current trends in the SPAC 
market. Some things have changed in the SPAC market of today versus 
Nussbaum’s one-man industry in the 1990s. First, SPACs are now raising 
signifi cantly more money. Some now raise well over $100 million. Second, 
SPAC investors are becoming savvy and are forcing bankers to retool the 
commissions they receive for raising money. As a result, more underwrit-
ers of SPACs are now agreeing to back-end a portion of their commissions 
until a merger with the SPAC is actually consummated. 

Third, as Figures 14.1 and 14.2 show, major players including Deutsche 
Bank, Merrill Lynch, and Citigroup have begun to get active in the SPAC 
market, bringing greater legitimacy and, perhaps, a greater sense that 
this technique will be useful over the long term. Fourth, SPAC manage-
ment teams are beginning to look like business A-lists. People like Steve 
Wozniak, one of the founders of Apple Computer, have joined SPAC 
teams. Is it just a matter of time before Jack Welch runs a SPAC?

The SEC has made life a little diffi cult for the new so-called SPAC-
meisters. The examiners of SPAC registration fi lings have tried different 
tactics to put roadblocks in the way of this technique. All registration re-
views were temporarily halted in early 2005 when a SPAC by the name of 
International Shipping Enterprises announced a merger deal only a couple 
of months after having gone public. The SEC believed that this meant 
conversations must have taken place with the target company prior to be-
ing public. Since SPACs must confi rm in their fi lings that they have had 
no discussions with possible merger candidates before going public, this 
raised red fl ags at the SEC. If the SPAC had had such a target picked out 
in advance of going public, then disclosure of the target, its business, risk 
factors and so on, might have been required. 

In addition, the SEC recently tried to question the treatment of war-
rants which are purchasable by management, potentially creating another 
barrier to getting such deals public, although the rules for handling these 
warrants ultimately were resolved with an SEC no-action letter.

Nevertheless, the bankers and their attorneys generally have fought 
off attempts to stand in the way of SPACs, and the industry has sur-
vived the various regulatory setbacks. The recent involvement of larger 
banks, and the simple fact that the SPACs are legal and permitted 
under SEC rules, means that, in the end, the SEC must allow them 
to continue. Maybe, as they did with other types of reverse mergers 
leading up to their June 2005 rulemaking, the SEC will begin to ac-
cept that there are many legitimate players in SPACs who should be 
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encouraged just as the elimination of any bad guys should be aggres-
sively pursued.

Who wins in the SPAC deals of today? Underwriters, of course, who 
may see as much as 7 percent of the money raised wind up in their pock-
ets, along with commissions from trading the stock of the SPAC. Service 
providers such as lawyers, auditors, EDGAR-fi ling preparers, and transfer 
agents, also benefi t. The lawyers get a double hit—fi rst a fee to bring the 
SPAC public (this involves two law fi rms, one for the underwriter and one 
for the SPAC itself ), then another fee when the SPAC negotiates a merger 
and prepares a disclosure document that has to be approved by the SEC.

SPAC management teams benefi t as well. They receive some stock for 
their efforts, but they also often put their own money into the SPAC in 
order to have some skin in the game, as Wall Streeters like to say. 

Investors also can win in the SPACs. They have very little downside 
risk prior to a merger. Hedge funds and institutions appreciate this facet of 
the structure. Also, there is real potential upside, as the few SPACs in the 
current market that have completed deals have generally seen good post-
deal stock performance. Of course, the real test will come in the next few 
years, as the many SPACs now in registration or looking for merger deals 
watch the ticking clock and complete transactions.

Private companies looking to merge with SPACs can win because they 
see the ready cash. They also often benefi t from the guidance and advice 
of the SPAC management team. Many times the company merging in will 
retain some people from the former SPAC management to assist in build-
ing their company.

The next section provides a more detailed discussion of the structural 
components of a SPAC and then the pros and cons of this rapidly growing 
technique. 

Anatomy of a SPAC
Following are highlights of some of the core components of a Form S-1 
fi ling, which is the primary registration statement for a typical SPAC.

As is customary on the cover of Form S-1, the issuer and issue are in-
dicated, along with the amount being raised in the initial public offering. 
In the case of SPACs, it’s also noted that this is a blank check company 
formed for the purpose of acquiring an operating business. Typically, as 
mentioned, a specifi c industry or a certain type of business or geographical 
area is listed as the target for an acquisition or business combination.

Also included on the cover is the public offering price of the units, 
along with the underwriting discounts and commissions, and the under-
writing syndicate.
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The Prospectus Summary of Form S-1 makes the case for investing 
in the IPO and sums up the investment opportunity in a particular busi-
ness sector. Highlighted are management competencies as deal generators 
since the success of the SPAC ultimately depends on management’s ability 
to identify and close an acquisition. Investment bankers assembling the 
management team favor dealmakers and operating executives who have 
created value for public shareholders. The Use of Proceeds section fre-
quently lists consultants or advisers who might also be called upon to assist 
in executing the business plan. Understanding who is involved with the 
SPAC (and how they’re paid) goes a long way in assessing the investment 
opportunity.

Also in the Prospectus Summary is a key reference to the IPO’s me-
chanics: The SPAC must complete an acquisition of a certain size within 
a specifi ed time period after the offering or else the SPAC will be forced 
to liquidate. As these specifi ed purpose vehicles raise greater assets in the 
$100 million to $200 million range, the possibility increases that a con-
temporaneous closing of multiple acquisitions will be necessary to meet 
this size requirement. Skepticism about the viability of such a complex 
transaction—in which one target might gain considerable leverage at 
closing—paired with the practical reality of the SPAC fi nding value in 
target companies, creates a real challenge for very large SPACs.

The Offering section identifi es the term sheet. The prevailing issuance 
structure during the latest SPAC boom consisted of a $6 unit comprising 
one share of common stock and two warrants with an exercise price of 
$5 each. After the registration has gone effective, the units begin trad-
ing on the OTC Bulletin Board (or, in some cases, the American Stock 
Exchange) and each of the common stock and warrants begins to trade 
separately on the ninetieth day after the prospectus date unless the lead 
underwriter determines that an earlier date is acceptable. Generally, the 
date the unit components begin to trade is determined by when a current 
report on Form 8-K is fi led refl ecting the fi nancial condition of the SPAC 
post-funding.

Because of the unit structure, the common stock and warrants can be 
traded separately to create a hedge. Although some SPACs do boast a roster 
of fundamental investors, a SPAC is really viewed as a structured fi nance 
product designed to attract low-cost capital from investors with expertise 
in the primary securities market. As an IPO surrogate, a mixed syndicate 
of investors that includes long-term equity funds and hedge funds with a 
shorter-term focus is perhaps ideal in terms of speed to market and trading 
liquidity.

A signifi cant appeal of the structure is the downside protection af-
forded by the portion of IPO proceeds placed in an escrow account. In 
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this example, slightly below 92 percent of the post-offering proceeds are 
placed in this account and are not to be released until the earlier of the 
completion of the business acquisition or the SPAC’s liquidation in the 
event no acquisition is consummated within the allotted time period. The 
amount held in trust comes to $5.50 per unit or 92 percent of the offering 
price without taking into account offering fees. The remaining proceeds 
of approximately 8 percent are used by management as operating capital 
to fi nd and effect the proposed business combination. More and more 
current deals are distinguishing themselves in the investor marketplace by 
offering to retain even higher percentages of invested funds in the escrow 
account.

Warrants typically cannot be exercised until the later of the consum-
mation of a business combination or one year from the date of the pro-
spectus, which for all intents and purposes means that until an acquisition 
is completed, investors shouldn’t count on exercising their warrants. 

The remaining portions of the Offering section address the terms un-
der which shareholders must approve a proposed business combination. 
An acquisition by the SPAC can only proceed if a majority of the shares 
of common stock voted by public shareholders are voted in favor of a 
business combination and shareholders owning less than 20 percent of 
the shares sold in the initial offering exercise rights to convert their stock 
into a pro rata share of the trust fund if the business combination is 
approved and consummated. Shareholders who convert their stock into 
their share of the trust fund continue to have the right to exercise any 
warrants they hold.

If no business combination is completed within a specifi ed time pe-
riod after the offering (usually either twelve or eighteen months) or within 
eighteen or twenty-four months, respectively, after the offering if a letter 
of intent has been executed within the initial time frame but the combina-
tion not yet closed, then the SPAC is forced to liquidate. This includes a 
complete dissolution of all trust funds plus any remaining net assets.

Advantages of SPACs
The advantages of the SPAC to investors are simple. First, they take lim-
ited risk in investing, because almost their entire investment is placed in 
an escrow account immediately and earns interest while awaiting a merger. 
Thus, after the cash earns a year or two of interest, the worst case for an 
investor might be a 5 percent or 6 percent loss if they choose not to par-
ticipate in a merger. 

The second advantage for investors is the opportunity to trade their 
stock and warrants, which is not available to investors in Form 10-SB 
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shells. If a unit comprising a share of stock and two warrants originally 
is purchased for $6, because of expenses taken out of the investment, the 
stock often trades around $5 or $5.25 while awaiting a deal. In typical 
cases, however, once a merger deal is announced, the stock moves right 
back up to the original $6 price. At this point, an investor could choose 
to sell the stock and get 100 percent of his original investment back, while 
still holding warrants that could benefi t him on the upside, with abso-
lutely no risk.

The third advantage for investors is the time limit. They know that 
one way or the other, the key decision will be made no later than two years 
after they put their money into the deal. If no deal comes along, they get 
almost all their money back. If a deal does materialize, they get to look at 
it and decide if they want to approve it. But management does not get an 
open-ended time frame.

Fourth, investors like having the high-level management team, and are 
betting on their ability to fi nd good deals. The bet can be compared to 
investing in a venture capital fund, where the management of the fund is 
relied upon to fi nd good deals. The difference here is that venture capital 
funds are blind pools of money, since an investor generally has very little 
say over what deals the fund invests in. Although the investor in a SPAC 
does not choose the deal, he can opt out and get his money back or vote 
not to reconfi rm his investment when it is presented to investors. But 
most investors would tell you that a major benefi t to this deal structure is 
having the ability to have a “look-see” at the deal.

Advantages to a Company Merging into a SPAC
Why would a company merge with a SPAC if it could do a self-fi ling, 
reverse merger with a trading or nontrading shell or even an IPO? There 
are a number of reasons.

First, compare a SPAC with an IPO. Much like any reverse merger, a 
merger with a SPAC is quicker and less expensive than an IPO. It takes 
longer than many reverse mergers because it requires fi ling and obtaining 
SEC approval of the investor reconfi rmation prospectus, but this still takes 
much less time than an IPO. Also, the underwriter has completed his job 
of raising money, so the company merging in is not negotiating with the 
underwriter so much as with SPAC management.

The third advantage over IPOs is less focus on the IPO “window” and 
Wall Street’s appetite for new offerings since the SPAC market is almost 
by defi nition active only when IPOs are down. Fourth, very simply the 
money is already there and the price is set. The company merging into 
the SPAC does not face the risk of an underwriter not being able to raise 
money, or trying to change the offering price at the last minute. One 
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might see this in many ways as the most important advantage a SPAC has 
over an IPO.

The fi fth advantage companies see in a SPAC merger, much like the 
investors, is the management team. The hope is that the post-merger 
company will retain at least one or two of these prominent players for 
representation on the board or to assume a key consulting role. 

Sixth, in some cases a company simply does not qualify for a tradi-
tional IPO, and pursuing a SPAC merger provides an effi cient method for 
getting public and raising large amounts of cash relatively quickly.

Why do some companies think a SPAC merger is better than other 
types of reverse mergers? First and foremost, unlike most shells, SPACs 
have cash. Even if a non-SPAC shell does have cash, odds are it won’t have 
as much as a SPAC will. (Most non-SPAC shells with cash have less than 
$5 million.)

Second, a SPAC is preferable to other shell mergers because of the 
existence of a trading market for the securities. Although some shells 
trade, very few have active trading markets. Plus, the identity of inves-
tors and their interest in the company merging in is greater because the 
investors know up front that the SPAC planned to invest in a company 
in their industry. In other trading shells that had a history, the holders of 
publicly tradable stock had invested in a completely different company, 
and how they will react to the merger is rarely clear in advance.

Third, companies favor SPACs over reverse mergers with other trading 
shells because the SPACs are totally clean. This is also true of Form 10-SB 
shells, and so this benefi t applies to other types of transactions. Trading 
shells that are not SPACs, however, have a history and a background that 
must be reviewed and scrubbed prior to a deal. 

Fourth, sometimes owners or promoters of trading non-SPAC shells 
are unsophisticated, unpredictable, and greedy. They think their shells 
are worth paying a premium for and frequently insist on rather aggres-
sive deal conditions. The operators of SPACs are typically professional, 
experienced, senior-level management in the particular industry in ques-
tion. Underwriters who have completed many deals and are true profes-
sional investors are advising them. This generally makes the deal process 
smoother and more predictable. Again, the Form 10-SB shell promoters 
also generally fi t the professional mold, as many are experienced investors 
or investment bankers, so this advantage may not apply as compared with 
other nontrading shells. 

Why would a company prefer a SPAC merger to a self-fi ling? In gen-
eral, the same analysis applies as to the benefi ts of a self-fi ling, but as 
mentioned in the chapters covering self-fi lings, a SPAC might be prefer-
able for a number of reasons. First, a company doing a self-fi ling is not 
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likely to raise the large amount of cash that’s sitting in the SPAC. Second, 
a SPAC likely will be completed more quickly than a self-fi ling. Third, a 
SPAC brings along a professional team of lawyers, auditors, investment 
bankers, and industry-tested management, whereas a self-fi ling is very 
much the do-it-yourself creation of a public company. 

Disadvantages of SPACs
Investors see several disadvantages to investing in a SPAC. First is simply 
the opportunity cost of making the investment. If after two years investors 
decide not to be part of the ultimate merger, depending on the deal’s struc-
ture, they might receive up to 95 percent of their money back. Nevertheless, 
during those two years they could have invested that money elsewhere and 
actually made a profi t, rather than lose 5 percent.

Even putting the money in a money market account would yield more 
like 3 to 4 percent profi t over two years as against a 5 to 7 percent loss 
in the SPAC. And investing more aggressively in the equities markets, as 
most hedge funds do, could yield even greater returns. 

The second disadvantage to investors, while also an advantage with 
respect to return on investment, is the time limit. Some investors become 
concerned that a SPAC will rush into a deal toward the end of its time 
limit without as careful a vetting process as if the deal came along six 
months after going public. Most SPACs require at least a letter of intent 
or some clear outline of a deal within eighteen months of going pub-
lic; then they have another six months to complete the deal. Finding a 
deal within eighteen months is the greatest challenge a SPAC faces. This 
time limit, borrowed from Rule 419, was the main reason many former 
shell promoters from the 1980s decided not to pursue forming Rule 419 
shells. Although it may seem benefi cial that some underwriters are defer-
ring their fees until a merger is completed, so that underwriters have an 
incentive to fi nd and close a deal, arguably that also creates an incentive 
to close a mediocre deal when time is running out so that the deferred 
fees can be earned.

Similarly, some investors become concerned that a deal simply will not 
come along, in which case their money, minus expenses and commissions, 
gets returned. Again, this represents a small loss which is not in their con-
trol and a lost opportunity to have invested the funds elsewhere. 

Third, some investors believe the underwriters may not share their 
interest in ensuring that a private operating company can be put into the 
SPAC. Personally, I disagree with this concern, and knowing the under-
writers well, I believe they understand that their ability to keep doing 
SPACs rests squarely on their talent for fi nding successful deals; however, 
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some investors perceive otherwise. This has led to the recent trend where 
underwriters have been forced to take several points on their commission 
and delay receiving them until a deal comes along and gets closed. 

Fourth, some investors worry about the large interest in the SPAC 
given to management, typically as much as 20 percent of the company. 
They would prefer more of this interest be given to management of the 
company merging in as an incentive to encourage their performance. The 
counter-position to this argument is that an investor is investing in this 
SPAC management team, and it is critical to give them a meaningful stake 
to maximize their motivation. The operating company should have more 
than enough equity interest after the deal to provide incentive.

Disadvantages to a Company Merging into a SPAC
Companies thinking about a SPAC merger also have concerns. 

If a company can achieve an IPO with an established investment bank 
that routinely raises the money it promises to raise, there may be very few 
advantages to a SPAC other than a somewhat speedier process. In fact, 
the aftermarket support that generally follows an IPO is typically stronger 
than that following a SPAC. As indicated in earlier chapters, sometimes 
this IPO post-deal support is manufactured and does not last. But the 
same may be said for some post-deal SPAC trading markets. If one is 
pursuing an IPO with a questionable underwriter that may not be able 
to launch a fully committed deal, however, the advantage of having the 
money in the SPAC can make a difference. In addition, the SPAC offers a 
seasoned management team, whereas an IPO does not. Also, as is the case 
with most every alternative IPO deal structure, SPAC mergers generally 
are completed much faster than IPOs.

SPACs and reverse mergers with other types of trading or nontrad-
ing shells are indeed different in their benefi ts. Assuming the company 
needs signifi cant cash immediately and can benefi t from the SPAC man-
agement’s expertise, the SPAC would probably be favored. But compared 
to a more traditional shell merger, the SPAC requires a time-consuming 
and expensive process of preparing an investor proxy, and runs the risk of 
not receiving approval of the deal from investors. Trading and nontrading 
shells (other than Rule 419 shells, which are all but extinct at this point) 
generally do not require this cost and delay. Thus, a merger with a non-
SPAC shell happens much quicker and with less cost.

Most non-SPAC shells, even those with intent to raise PIPE fi nancing 
upon completing a reverse merger, simply cannot compete with a SPAC 
holding $50 million, if that is the amount of money the private company 
needs and deserves.

The line becomes a bit blurry in the case of a SPAC with $20 million 
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or $30 million. Here, most PIPE players may be interested in raising that 
amount of money in a non-SPAC shell, and can do so more quickly than 
with a SPAC, and with much less cost and hassle. SPAC players will say, 
don’t forget that their money is in the bank, whereas the PIPE guys have 
to go raise it. Also, a SPAC promoter will point to his broad shareholder 
base and existing ticker symbol as benefi ts.

But it is certainly a very close debate for a company looking to go pub-
lic and raise less than $30 million as to whether a SPAC or non-SPAC shell 
makes the most sense. Factors such as timing and the need for more imme-
diate market support would probably drive the decision-making process.

Another disadvantage SPACs have in the marketplace of shells is the 
simple fact that they tend to have an industry or geographic focus. Most 
non-SPAC shells have no such focus and can merge with any business 
they deem appropriate. Although SPAC promoters feel their management 
team and industry focus are good for investors, it clearly limits the fi eld 
of potential companies they can merge with. If a target company does not 
operate in a suitable industry or geography, short of obtaining shareholder 
approval to change industries, the SPAC is simply out of luck if they have 
interest in a merger with the company.

This disadvantage becomes particularly conspicuous as private equity 
and venture capital fi rms begin, as they have recently, to recognize the 
value of reverse mergers. After learning how a SPAC operates, many of 
these investors soon realize that most of their portfolio companies are not 
SPAC-worthy, if you will, simply because of the industries in which they 
operate. 

When comparing a Form 10-SB shell with a SPAC, one should con-
sider that each is appropriate for different markets and purposes. As a 
SPAC-meister recently said to me, “Form 10-SB shells should not be mar-
keted as the anti-SPAC.” And he’s right. Most view a SPAC as best used 
by a company that otherwise might qualify for a traditional IPO, whereas 
Form 10-SB and other shells are more commonly used by companies at 
slightly earlier stages, hence the “public venture capital” concept and all 
the interest from private equity-type investors.

Compared to self-fi lings, SPACs have some disadvantages.
In a self-fi ling, the company has much more control over the process. 

In a SPAC, much is out of the hands of the company merging in and de-
pends on the investors and management team of the SPAC. Also, in a self-
fi ling there tends to be less total dilution to company management than 
in a merger with a SPAC, even if the company pursuing the self-fi ling also 
completes a fi nancing. A merger with a SPAC probably is quicker than a 
self-fi ling, but not by much. And of course the self-fi ling company faces 
that added market support challenge.
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There are some other disadvantages to SPACs. Companies hoping to 
raise money in signifi cant amounts by merging with a SPAC also may be 
considering an outright sale. In that case, if a SPAC is competing with a 
fi nancial or even strategic buyer of the company, the SPAC may have a 
diffi cult time getting the deal. The buyers can usually move fast, and can 
essentially guarantee a deal will go through, whereas a SPAC must get its 
investors’ approval, which takes a number of months and is not assured 
in advance.

Here are three other concerns some companies might raise with regard 
to SPACs. First is the “overhang” of the warrants that most SPACs offer 
to investors. Although the exercise of warrants after closing a merger will 
bring additional money into the company, it also further dilutes the own-
ership of the management of the former private company, to an extent 
that may not be desirable. 

Another concern is the 20 percent of the company typically given to 
SPAC management. In some cases, the former private business has no in-
terest in using the services or contacts of the SPAC management team and, 
therefore, the only thing they did was fi nd the deal. Companies merging 
in may feel the dilution of their interest for the benefi t of the SPAC man-
agers is not worth it.

One last issue companies sometimes raise is the two-year time limit. 
They may feel rushed by SPAC management who are eager to consum-
mate a transaction. This pressure might be applied at an inopportune time 
when the private company is examining other alternatives. In business 
circumstances as important as this, a company needs to take its time to 
determine the best way to pursue its strategic options.

Are Junior SPACs Next?
Recently, several so-called SPAC-meisters have discussed with me a co-
nundrum. As the recent wave of SPACs has seen success and raised more 
and more money, the underwriters and dealmakers must shed themselves 
of smaller deal opportunities, even those they deem exciting and worthy of 
investment. They say they wish there was a method in place to complete 
these deals.

I have made several suggestions to these players, and we may see one or 
more of them pursued in the near future. First, of course, I suggested that 
they consider forming nontrading Form 10-SB shells to use for smaller 
deals. While some are indeed moving in this direction, the concern, they 
say, is that their SPAC investors are used to having a shell that trades, and 
some are required to be able to mark to market their investment, which 
means a nontrading shell may not work.
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The second suggestion is one I have been making for some time now. 
I take some credit for developing it as a concept. The idea is to take full 
advantage of the Rule 419 exemption provided by the SEC. Form a SPAC 
not with $20 million or $50 million or $100 million, but with the mini-
mum $5 million necessary to claim the exemption.

One way to do this is to raise the money privately, with the underwriter 
serving as placement agent, before the shell goes public. Then the private 
shell has the money in the bank as an asset, and claims the exemption by 
fi ling a Form SB-2 resale registration for the investors. In this case, no 
company public offering is involved; therefore, the NASD compensation 
review is not undertaken, state blue sky review is streamlined, and the pro-
cess is a bit simpler. In addition, the placement agent can own part of the 
shell, which is much more diffi cult to do when it serves as an underwriter 
of an IPO of a traditional SPAC.

The other approach is to do an IPO of a shell, much like a SPAC does, 
but only raise $5 million. The advantage is that investors have tradable 
shares immediately, but the NASD, SEC, and state reviews are more dif-
fi cult, and the investment bank realistically cannot own stock.

Either way, the key to what I have started calling a “junior SPAC” is 
to eliminate most of the SPAC and Rule 419-type protections, since the 
SEC simply does not require them. The placement agent, now also the 
promoter of the shell, goes to its closest investors to raise the money, those 
who trust that they will not act improperly and who have invested success-
fully with them in the past.

I have suggested to several clients the following approach to structure 
a junior SPAC: 

1 The money raised (approximately $5 million), minus deal and 
operating expenses, is placed in escrow much like a SPAC. 

2 The stock is permitted to trade just like a SPAC (it is not clear that 
the Bulletin Board will permit this, but the Pink Sheets will). 

3 There is a self-imposed time limit to complete a deal, but it is longer, 
possibly two and a half years or even three years. 

4 No shareholder reconfi rmation or ratifi cation of the deal is sought or 
required (this would depart from the typical SPAC structure), but see below 
regarding my suggestion for a transaction advisory committee. 

5 There is no industry or geographic focus (unlike SPACs, the junior 
SPAC could be opportunistic and pursue any deal, which also eliminates 
the need for issuing large chunks of stock to SPAC management).

6 The size of the merger deal would not have to be related to the 
amount of money raised (in a SPAC the merger deal must have a value of 
at least 80 percent of IPO proceeds).
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Thus, the two key differences would be the lack of industry focus and 
the lack of shareholder confi rmation of the merger deal. It is true that 
many investors see a primary benefi t of SPACs in their ability to see a 
merger and opt in or out. Therefore, I have suggested that clients consider 
a less formal route, through the creation of a “transaction advisory com-
mittee” from among its investors. This committee would not have any 
power to approve a deal, but would be required to be consulted prior to 
entering into a merger. It is unlikely that the junior SPAC’s management 
would pursue a deal that this committee thinks is not advisable.

The committee could include representatives from the junior SPAC’s 
largest investors, who might even receive additional equity or preferred 
stock for agreeing to serve in this role. But because it has no legal power, 
the committee members should not face any liability exposure for per-
forming this function.

I believe the industry focus is generally of less interest to SPAC inves-
tors than the right to have a look at the eventual merger deal. The fact that 
a broad contingent of investors has been investing in every SPAC, almost 
regardless of industry or geographic focus, seems at least partially to prove 
that point.

Will investors be interested in this concept? I believe so, especially 
those who have already made money with larger SPACs. 

Wrap-Up on SPACs
Although some professionals in mid-2005 began to wonder if the SPAC 
market was saturated with pre-IPO deal activity, or whether all the trad-
ing SPACs would fi nd successful merger partners, as of the time of this 
writing, it seems clear that the SPAC market is evolving and proliferating. 
SPACs are serving a need in the marketplace, and as the deals get larger 
and the players more sophisticated, it looks to be a fascinating few years 
ahead in this dynamic area of fi nance.
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Many believed through most of the 1990s that setting up a 
Form 10-SB shell, although seemingly a permissible way 
around Rule 419, was disfavored by the U.S. Securities and 

Exchange Commission and other regulators. To briefl y recap, Rule 419 
was passed in 1992 under the Securities Act of 1933, which governs the 
public offering market. Rule 419 applied only to those seeking to regis-
ter for public sale individual shares to be sold by a company, or resold by 
existing shareholders.

Form 10-SB is fi led under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Form 
10-SB allows a company to voluntarily subject itself to the SEC report-
ing requirements under the Exchange Act without registering individual 
shares for sale or resale. In order for a trading market to develop in these 
companies, shares have to be registered for sale at some point, or become 
able to be sold under an exemption from registration. This is similar to the 
self-fi ling approach discussed in earlier chapters, except here we are talking 
about creating a shell to be used in a later reverse merger through a Form 
10-SB self-fi ling rather than taking an operating business public through 
the same fi ling.

In any event, a blank check can go public by fi ling a Form 10-SB 
and thereby avoid the proscriptions of Rule 419. But some tried, as our 
law fi rm did on behalf of a client in 1993, to create a Form 10-SB shell. 
As mentioned earlier, the SEC commented on our Form 10-SB fi ling by 
saying that we were prohibited from taking a shell public through Form 
10-SB because of Rule 419. Our client, you may recall, chose not to fi ght, 
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and we withdrew the fi ling, even though the SEC’s analysis was, respect-
fully, incorrect at the time.

By 1998, a signifi cant number of Form 10-SB shells had been formed, 
and it has fi nally become clear that these shells are not only legally per-
missible, but acceptable to regulators. Indeed, the dozens of Form 10-SB 
shells we have formed for clients have been met with virtually no com-
ments from the SEC and have truly sailed through, whereas those forming 
Rule 419 shells have recently met with very stiff resistance in the form of 
dozens and dozens of diffi cult comments from the SEC staff. As a result, 
almost no one is pursuing 419 shells currently. 

This chapter examines this dramatic new trend and discusses the me-
chanics of creating a Form 10-SB shell. Compared with the process of 
creating a SPAC, creating a Form 10-SB shell, although it involves some 
dicey legal issues and nuances, is relatively straightforward.

First, the chapter describes the specifi c steps required to create and take 
public a Form 10-SB shell. That is followed by a discussion of a few legal 
issues specifi c to Form 10-SB shells, and fi nally, a review of some of the 
advantages and disadvantages of this method of creating a shell.

Mechanics of Creating a Form 10-SB Shell
A Form 10-SB shell is completed in fi ve major steps. The fi rst step is form-
ing the entity and capitalizing it. Next is preparing and fi ling the Form 
10-SB. Third is understanding the responsibilities of the promoter follow-
ing the effectiveness of the registration. (During this time, some anticipate 
raising money and/or putting together a shareholder base in the shell.) 
Fourth is the completion of the merger itself, and fi fth is pursuing a resale 
registration following the merger to permit trading to begin.

Getting Started: Forming and Capitalizing the Entity
The fi rst step in forming a shell is actually setting up a corporation. Our 
clients form their shells almost exclusively in Delaware. Why, then, are so 
many older shells incorporated in Utah, Nevada, or Colorado? In part, 
this was done because many promoters were located there. There are also 
certain tax benefi ts in those states to penny stock companies wishing to 
issue hundreds of millions of shares. My clients generally are seeking to 
keep the authorized shares under 100 million.

We prefer Delaware in part because it is considered the most legitimate 
place to incorporate and is where virtually every major corporation is set 
up. Of course, we are also very familiar with Delaware corporate law, of 
which there are many favorable aspects. The initial shock, however, comes 
when a client receives a franchise tax bill from the state suggesting that 
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their new shell owes over $200,000 in franchise taxes! Have no fear, how-
ever, as there is an alternative method of calculating the tax that, in the 
case of a shell, reduces the tax to only a few hundred dollars.

When the shell is formed, its certifi cate of incorporation has to say 
how many shares the company is authorized to issue. Most of our clients 
have used between 50 million and 100 million shares. This allows for suf-
fi cient shares to complete a merger with a number of shares left for the 
merged company so it can grow and issue shares for a while before having 
to go back and increase its authorized shares. Most of the certifi cates of 
incorporation also include the availability of preferred stock, not just com-
mon stock, so that after a merger, management has some fl exibility in how 
it raises money or completes acquisitions.

How is it determined that 100 million is enough? We go through a 
theoretical reverse merger and work backward. For example, assuming 
that a company merging in will be worth about $20 million, and that the 
shell founders will hope to have a stock that trades at around a dollar, and 
that some shares are left over for shell founders and investors, one might 
imagine the need for about 25 million shares after a merger. If one has 
50 million to 100 million total authorized shares, this leaves a large com-
fort zone for future post-merger activities.

After incorporating, the entity needs to apply for an Internal Revenue 
Service employer identifi cation number (EIN), the equivalent of a compa-
ny’s social security number. Armed with its EIN, the company can open 
bank accounts and deposit initial monies to pay expenses.

Cost of Creating the Shell
We estimate approximately $40,000 to $50,000 is suffi cient to com-

plete the process of getting the shell public, and another $20,000 to 
$25,000 per year, at most, to keep the entity public. This includes attor-
neys, accountants, auditors (separate from accountants), EDGAR fi ling 
services, tax return fi lings, franchise taxes, and corporate services used to 
create the entity.

That’s right. A nice, clean, nontrading shell costs about $40,000 to 
$50,000 upfront. Compare this to the $450,000 to nearly $1 million to 
acquire an OTC Bulletin Board trading shell! Just recently, I heard about 
a shell that had turned down $1.2 million to sell nearly 100 percent of 
the stock. Again, as mentioned earlier, some smart promoters can acquire 
shells for less, but this is not easy. This is part of the reason so many have 
pursued this technique, realizing that it is possible to create ten to twenty 
absolutely clean Form 10-SB shells for the cost of acquiring one trading 
shell that requires scrubbing.
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Founder Stock
The next decision is how many shares to issue to founders, who 

typically are the individuals who have set up the shell. Unlike a SPAC, 
the founders may include broker-dealer affi liates. Again, we imagine a 
likely deal structure. Using $20 million as the value of a company merg-
ing in, if shell owners are usually permitted to keep around 5 percent to 
10 percent of the stock, issuing around 1.5 million to 2 million shares 
to founders generally makes sense. Some, however, issue fewer shares, 
especially those forming shells who realize that investment banks and 
others will step in and request additional shares prior to the merger.

It is generally better to issue more rather than less shares. Why is this? 
If the number requires adjustment upon a merger, it is easier for the hold-
ers to simply relinquish or forfeit some shares to reduce the number than 
it would be to issue additional shares at the time of the merger, as this 
may have negative tax consequences. A forward stock split can alleviate 
the tax concern of issuing more shares, but that split may require share-
holder approval and a proxy process.

Officers and Directors
The new, still private, shell next has to choose its board of directors, 

along with president, secretary, and any other corporate offi cers. Delaware 
requires only a president and secretary to be offi cers, but they can be the 
same person. That same person also can be the sole director or there can 
be multiple directors.

Most of the shells we are creating have one or two offi cers and direc-
tors, and they are typically affi liated with the founders or the investment 
banking fi rm that is driving the process. These offi cers and directors tech-
nically take on liability exposure for the decisions they make, including 
what company with which to merge. This exposure, however, manifests 
more intensely if the shell chooses to take in a large group of shareholders 
holding signifi cant equity at some point. It is helpful if the offi cers and 
directors have no “bad boy” backgrounds, as this probably would have to 
be disclosed in the Form 10-SB.

Preparing and Filing the Form 10-SB
The next two steps happen simultaneously. The basic Form 10-SB docu-
ment is prepared, and the audit process begins. 

Financial Information and Audit
Yes, even though it has conducted no activity other than incorporat-

ing and issuing its initial shares, a new shell must fi le audited fi nancial 
statements with its Form 10-SB. In some cases, this process can move so 
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quickly that the audit takes only a few weeks after the date of incorpora-
tion. In any event, it needs to be done. 

The fi rst step is the preparation of a set of fi nancial statements for the 
auditors to audit. Financial statements that are audited are not prepared by 
the auditor; rather, they are merely reviewed, items checked, and changes 
made. In fact, the auditor cannot assist at all in preparation. When one of 
my clients sent fi nancials to his auditor, the auditor came back and insisted 
that footnotes be added. The accountant asked, “What footnotes?” The 
answer, “We’re not allowed to tell you.”

So an accountant other than the auditor, or someone very knowledgeable 
in these matters, prepares the fi nancial statements. A QuickBooks report will 
not do the trick. The fi nancial statements are then submitted to the auditors, 
who must take a number of steps regardless of whether the audit is of an 
inactive shell company or General Motors. They ask us, as legal counsel, to 
confi rm in writing that there is no outstanding litigation or threats thereof. 
They review bank statements, the corporate minute books, and the like. A 
good, effi cient auditor should be able to complete an audit of a new shell 
about three to four weeks after receiving everything necessary to get it done.

Once the audit is completed, the fi nancial statements, along with a 
statement from the auditor, are embedded in the Form 10-SB. The state-
ment typically includes what is known as a “going concern” opinion if 
there is not much cash in the shell. This expresses the auditor’s opinion 
that there is substantial concern about whether the shell can continue 
as a going concern without additional fi nancing. The auditors also insist 
on reviewing and signing off on all the content of the form before it is 
fi led with the SEC, often including a fi nal review of the version that is 
formatted for EDGAR.

Filing the Form
Form 10-SB itself is divided into sections pursuant to SEC rules. These 

include a business description, plan of operation, related party transac-
tions, executive compensation, management, share ownership, capitaliza-
tion, the fi nancial statements, and exhibits which typically include the 
company’s certifi cate of incorporation and bylaws.

Most of these shells’ business descriptions are essentially the same, de-
scribing their desire to fi nd a company to merge with and some of the 
criteria they may use to identify an appropriate company. The ownership 
and management sections are unique to each set of shells, and include fi ve-
year biographies of the offi cers and directors. Because only a few founders 
exist, the description of share ownership is fairly simple, as is the required 
description of the manner in which the company has sold unregistered 
shares prior to the fi ling.
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When the shareholders, offi cers, directors, and auditors have approved, 
the form is sent to be prepared for EDGAR fi ling. Company representa-
tives must approve the electronic version of the fi ling. Then, the button is 
pushed and the form is fi led.

Getting the Form 10-SB Effective
Filings of Form 10-SB registration statements under the Exchange 

Act are deemed automatically effective sixty days after they are fi led. 
During that time, the SEC may comment on a fi ling, but even if it has 
not fi nished making comments within the sixty-day period, the form is 
effective and the company has succeeded in becoming a full reporting 
company unless the SEC requests that it withdraw and refi le. If not, the 
comments and amendments continue on a “post-effective” basis after the 
sixty days. 

Our law fi rm has been fortunate in that the SEC has made few, if any, 
comments to the many Form 10-SB shells our clients have fi led since early 
2005. More recently, in most cases it has even declared a rare “no review” 
of many clients’ fi lings. Even when we have received comments, the SEC 
has typically made it clear that any amendment we fi le to respond to the 
comments will not even be reviewed, and the fi ling will be effective after 
sixty days.

Of course, during the time the Form 10-SB is pending, not only are 
shares not tradable, but also the promoters may not speak with potential 
merger candidates at all. That said, we understand that a number of our 
clients forming the shells are investment bank affi liates. Thus, obviously 
they are talking to companies every day about possible fi nancing transac-
tions and strategic alternatives, which might include going public.

But I generally advise them not to disclose that they are considering 
forming their own shells or even that they have done so until after the 
Form 10-SB is effective. As with the registration for a SPAC, the Form 
10-SB declares that management has had no discussions with a potential 
merger candidate about merging with the shell.

Post-Effective Responsibilities Prior to a Merger
After the Form 10-SB is effective, the shell is offi cially a public shell, or 
as the SEC now calls them, a shell company. As a full SEC reporting 
company, it is now subject to all the same fi ling obligations of any pub-
lic company, including quarterly and annual reports to be fi led on Form
10-QSB and Form 10-KSB, as well as forms to be fi led by large stockhold-
ers, offi cers, and directors to declare their ownership. These include an 
initial fi ling on Form 3 and Schedules 13D or 13G for management and 
shareholders with more than 5 percent ownership. 
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The company also is subject to the SEC’s proxy rules and restrictions 
on insider trading. That said, again no shares are trading, even though the 
shell is public and reporting. This is the concept of a nontrading shell. 
In the current market, many investors generally are willing, however, to 
invest in a reverse merger with a nontrading shell as long as the shell is 
and was fully reporting, and trading will commence around the time that 
the investor’s shares are registered and able to trade. Most PIPE funds, for 
instance, have built into their agreements with investors that they may 
invest in companies that report to the SEC, not specifi cally companies 
which have a trading market for their securities.

In a series of letters between the SEC and Nasdaq from 1999 and 2000 
(the famous “Worm/Wulff letters” to be discussed in greater detail below), 
and in subsequent informal guidance, the SEC has expressed the view that 
all shares issued in a blank check never qualify for an exemption under 
Rule 144. Therefore, shares in the new public company must ultimately 
be registered with the SEC in order for them to trade. This is another rea-
son the shell’s stock cannot trade, even if holders have waited the requisite 
period under Rule 144.

Raising Money and/or Shareholders
Some newly minted shells wish to increase their attractiveness to po-

tential merger candidates by putting either money or a large group of 
shareholders, or both, into the shell. Shells with cash and shells with lots 
of shareholders are typically more valuable. In order for the OTC Bulletin 
Board to permit trading, they generally (but unoffi cially) require at least 
thirty-fi ve to forty unaffi liated holders of at least one hundred tradable 
shares each to be present in the company.

Some shells have raised token amounts of money by offering to forty 
or fi fty people the opportunity to buy one hundred or two hundred 
shares at, say, $0.25 a share. Thus, they write a check for $50 to buy two 
hundred shares and voilà, there’s a new shareholder with enough shares. 
Others have done full-fl edged fi nancings of several million dollars into 
the shell. In each case it depends on the market that the shell founders 
seek to pursue.

These fi nancings theoretically could take place prior to the Form 10-SB 
being effective. But it just creates more information for the SEC to review 
and comment on, and, more important, it is simply easier to raise money 
or bring the shareholders in when they are investing in a full-fl edged public 
company.

Some shell founders have not chosen to add shareholders, believing 
that they can add the requisite number of holders at the time of a fi nanc-
ing that is combined with a merger. This avoids whatever dilution (though 
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typically minor) associated with the fi nancing at the time the company is 
still a shell.

Selling a Shell
Sometimes our clients are approached to fl ip their Form 10-SB shells. 

Some of these shells, as of this writing, are selling for $200,000 for 
a 99 percent interest, typically completed at the same time as a reverse 
merger effected by the buyer. Although this is a steep discount to the price 
of trading shells, it provides a reasonable profi t for the hassle and expense 
of setting up the shell, and provides the buyer an immediate clean entity 
rather than having to wait to create one themselves. Indeed, some of my 
clients who are in the process of forming shells can’t do it fast enough, and 
have approached me to purchase shells from other clients who have com-
pleted the process. Some believe this $200,000 price will climb as demand 
increases for these shells and recent offers have gone up to $250,000. By 
way of providing a disclaimer, I could benefi t personally from this as I have 
formed a number of Form 10-SB shells as a principal myself.

Technically the SEC, through its earlier letters, takes the position that 
a shareholder may not sell his shares of a shell, even privately, to a third 
party, without fi rst registering them. Thus, several clients have taken to 
having the shell itself redeem, or repurchase, their shares, for cash if a third 
party wishes to come in. This redemption does not appear inconsistent 
with the SEC letters, since no sale to a third party is involved, only a sale 
back to the company itself. In general, the SEC does not appear to look 
with favor upon shell owners simply fl ipping their ownership.

PRACTICE TIP

Do not form shell companies with the purpose of selling them 
for cash.

Merging with a Form 10-SB Shell
There are some structural advantages to using a Form 10-SB shell when 
completing a merger. First, the offi cers and directors of the shell are not 
concerned about trading issues in the shell, as its stock does not trade. 
Therefore, worries about when to disclose things, insider trading and the 
like, are simply not present or are of less concern. Management also wor-
ries less about liability for choosing a deal, since shareholders typically 
either are affi liates of management’s company or are very small holders 
brought in to round out the shareholder base. This exposure is greater 
where a larger cash fi nancing has taken place in the shell.

From the perspective of the company merging in, the due diligence 
process with a Form 10-SB shell is much simpler than with a shell that is 
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trading and has an operating history of a prior business. Form 10-SB shells 
are clean: there has been almost no activity in the shell before the merger. 
It is essential to check the backgrounds of the shell’s promoters, but the 
documentation of its activity should be very easy and quick to review, 
similar to a SPAC.

Another major advantage of using a Form 10-SB shell is the speed with 
which a transaction can occur, similar to a reverse merger with a trading 
shell. Once the due diligence is completed, a merger document is negoti-
ated, and a disclosure document (the super Form 8-K) to be fi led upon 
the merger under the new SEC rule is prepared, a closing can take place. If 
there is to be a contemporaneous fi nancing, the disclosure document can 
be used to provide investors proper information about the deal.

In addition, since Form 10-SB shells are much less expensive to cre-
ate, and since most of the players creating them are investment bankers 
planning a much broader total role with the company merging in, there is 
expected to be less pressure to give very high percentages of equity or cash 
to the former shell owners.

Some of our clients expect to keep very small percentages of the result-
ing combined entity after a merger instead of the more typical 5 percent 
to 10 percent. Why bother, then? First, in some cases the client already 
typically has a large stake in the private company merging in. Second, they 
typically expect to earn fees and receive equity for raising the combined 
company money.

Third, some are simply less interested in the equity they keep in the 
shell than they are in knowing simply that a shell is available and owned 
by friends. This also helps moot any arguments that they milked the 
transaction through their interest in the shell, especially given any po-
tential confl icts of interest. Last, having the shell allows a merger and 
PIPE (private investment in public equity) to be completed quickly, even 
though it is not trading and the promoter will not receive much equity.

Of course, not all Form 10-SB owners are going to be this generous. 
Some expect the full 5 percent to 10 percent in merged equity that is typical 
in these transactions, and it would seem appropriate for them to receive it. 
But the marketplace ultimately will work this out. 

Post-Merger Registration
Life used to be so simple. Companies merged with shells, after which any 
shareholders holding restricted, or untradable shares, would register their 
shares for resale and be able to sell them in a matter of a few months. 
Sometimes, this registration encompassed almost all the shares outstand-
ing in the merged company. Trading then commenced, and the reverse 
merger technique was validated.
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Life is not as simple today. Recently, some groups of examiners within 
the SEC have begun to take the position that any attempt at registering 
a large percentage of a company’s shares for resale really is what is known 
as a “primary” registration, requiring the company to offer the shares at a 
fi xed price, in some cases pursuant to a fi rm commitment underwriting. 
In contrast, typically resale registrations permit a shareholder to resell his 
shares to the public “at the market,” or whatever price is prevailing at the 
time. Also, no underwriter is required. 

In addition, in these attempted registrations involving large percentages, 
the SEC has been seeking to insist that all members of management, as well 
as all broker-dealer affi liates whose shares are to be included, agree to remove 
their shares from the registration and wait a full year before attempting 
another registration for them. 

In general, however, it appears, though has yet to be made clear, that 
keeping a resale registration to less than 50 percent of a company’s out-
standing shares may satisfy the SEC’s concerns about registering a large 
percentage of stock. 

PRACTICE TIP

Do not seek to register more than 50 percent of a post-merger com-
pany’s stock in a single resale registration, or risk the SEC’s ire. 

This should be taken into account when structuring the registration 
rights of investors, shell founders, and management of private companies 
merging in. In our PIPE deals, we are now using a two-stage registration 
rights approach. First, PIPE investors are promised that the company will 
immediately register some percentage less than 50 percent.

After the registration is effective, and a certain amount of time has 
passed, the investors have a right to demand that the company regis-
ter additional shares. (These are, surprisingly, called demand registration 
rights.) The second tranche is not automatic because the SEC will prob-
ably argue (I think correctly) that two automatic registrations in a row are 
the same as doing one giant one. By making the second tranche optional, 
and its initiation up to the investor (and not all investors will need this 
because many will be able to make use of Rule 144 sales after one year), 
it should be possible to sidestep the problems of the two-step automatic 
registration.

In early 2006, I had a conversation with several high-ranking SEC 
staff members. I explained that the existence of the Worm/Wulff letters 
prohibiting any sale of shell shares except through registration, combined 
with this new attempt to limit whose shares are registered for resale, is the 
equivalent of putting off for a very long period the opportunity for shell 
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owners to obtain liquidity, supposedly a goal of the SEC. The staffers ac-
knowledged the concern and promised to look into the matter. I believe 
they will.

In addition, in a resale registration statement on behalf of a company 
whose shares are not yet trading, as a technical matter it may be required 
that initial sales of stock before a trading market develops be completed at 
a predetermined fi xed price. Thus, as of this writing, clients are currently 
examining the best way to approach this as the fi rst sets of registrations on 
Form 10-SB shell mergers are being fi led.

Three approaches are being considered. One is a registration requiring 
the sale at a fi xed price, and a subsequent posteffective amendment to that 
registration when trading commences, which permits sales of shares “at 
the market.” Then, those that wish to wait for that market can hold off on 
selling until it develops. The second notion is to provide in the registration 
that the fi xed price is only required until a symbol and listing for trading 
are in place, then at-the-market sales are permitted. It is not clear how the 
regulators will react to such a fi ling, but either way, after the initial sales, 
at-the-market resales should be possible.

The third idea being considered is to fi le a registration providing for 
at-the-market sales, and simply responding to any comments the SEC has 
about it, with the hope that the SEC may permit the sales to occur at the 
market presuming a ticker symbol and listing for trading exist.

The other recent development in the SEC review of resale registrations 
is the desire to make it diffi cult to register shares owned either by broker-
dealers or their affi liates. If the shares have been held by the broker-dealer 
or its affi liate for less than six months after a PIPE or other private of-
fering, the SEC and National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) 
have been arguing that a full underwriter’s compensation analysis has to be 
performed as if the company had undertaken its own public offering.

At the moment, they are mostly limiting their review to shares held by 
a broker-dealer in its own name, but there is a proposal on the table to ex-
pand this. As of this writing, the prospects for fi nal passage of this NASD 
rule proposal are unclear, but signifi cant opposition has been expressed by 
the NASD members who are most affected by it.

While waiting for the Form SB-2 resale registration to become effec-
tive, the company takes the necessary steps to acquire its listing for trading 
and ticker symbol. This is done by a market maker who applies to the 
OTC Bulletin Board by fi ling Form 211. But fi rst comes the exciting mo-
ment when the company gets to reserve its ticker symbol with the NASD 
and obtain a CUSIP number from the CUSIP (Committee for Uniform 
Security Identifi cation Procedures) bureau. These are the fi rst basic steps 
to getting trading going.
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The hope is always that the process of obtaining Nasdaq approval for 
trading does not take any longer than the approval of the Form SB-2 and 
its effectiveness, so that the right to trade thereupon matches the ability to 
trade on the OTC Bulletin Board.

Legal Issues Regarding Form 10-SB Shells
Four major issues crop up when creating Form 10-SB shells, each of which 
may be dealt with in a variety of ways.

Can Entities Own Shares? Auditors Disagree
An accounting issue, based upon a 2004 IRS ruling relating to so-called 
variable interest entities, or VIEs, creates some potential complications for 
Form 10-SB shells. The ruling followed the Enron debacle where off-bal-
ance sheet entities were used to off-load underperforming assets to help the 
company’s fi nancials look better. Despite the close affi liation these entities 
had with the company, their fi nancial results never had to be reported by 
Enron. The new rule sought to remedy this by stipulating that where there 
is common control of multiple entities, an audit of one entity may require 
the audit of the other and the consolidation of their results for fi nancial 
and IRS reporting purposes. Some accountants have confi ded to me that it 
is one of the most diffi cult to understand rulings they have ever read.

So, for example, following the passage of the VIE ruling, a client of 
mine had a distribution business doing nearly $100 million in annual 
sales. He wanted to go public through a traditional initial public offering. 
The company’s fi nancials were in good shape, auditable and clean, and he 
wanted to go public to grow and acquire similar businesses.

But the auditors discovered that the distribution business sold almost 
25 percent of its goods to a group of customers that were owned by my cli-
ent, the owner of the distribution business, and his family members. The 
auditor determined, based on this new VIE release, that the retail stores 
also would have to be audited and their fi nancials combined. My client 
disclosed that the customers, for a variety of reasons, probably could not 
be audited. As a result, the IPO was shelved.

How does this relate to Form 10-SB shells? Some auditors believe that 
if an entity, rather than an individual, owned 100 percent of the stock 
of the shell as its founder, the VIE rules would apply because of com-
mon control. Some believe any control percentage in an entity (probably 
above 20 percent at least) is suffi cient to raise this concern. Other auditors, 
however, believe that what matters is if the entity owning the stock of the 
shell makes a legally binding commitment to fi nancially support the shell, 
only then are the fi nancials combined. Even if the controlling entity share-
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holder actually does support the shell, without that binding commitment, 
there is no VIE problem. They have opined as such in allowing a number 
of shells to be audited even though a 100 percent ownership interest is in 
the hands of an entity.

The auditors who feel that the key is percentage ownership have sim-
ply said that ownership should be in the name of individuals rather than 
an entity, and the VIE problem goes away. Thus, a number of our clients 
have done just that, putting stock in people’s names rather than invest-
ment companies or other entities.

Either way, the answer is far from clear, and most clients have been 
comfortable to take the advice of the auditors they choose. As lawyers, we 
do the smart thing and do the same.

PRACTICE TIP

If in doubt, allow only individuals to be in a control position 
with regard to share ownership in a Form 10-SB shell.

The Worm/Wulff Letters
A series of groundbreaking letters written by the SEC between 1999 and 
2000, collectively referred to as the “Worm/Wulff Letters,” are important 
enough to be included as an appendix to this book. Before beginning 
this discussion, it is important to note that the advice the SEC gave in 
this series of letters applies to any shareholder of a shell, whether it is a 
SPAC (specifi ed purpose acquisition company) or even a trading shell, so 
all should pay heed.

In 1999, the NASD sought advice from the SEC on issues surround-
ing the tradability of shares of a blank check (the term shell company had 
not yet been created as a concept) if they have not been registered. The 
response from Richard Wulff, then the head of the SEC’s Small Business 
Policy division, which came in 2000, made a signifi cant impact on those 
creating and managing shells.

The specifi c language of Wulff ’s response provides that affi liates or 
promoters of blank check companies can never sell their shares either pub-
licly or privately under Rule 144 or Section 4(1) of the Securities Act with-
out those shares being fully registered fi rst. Therefore, Rule 144, which 
allows the public sale of shares without registration if they have been held 
for one or two years, does not apply, according to the letter, to affi liates 
and promoters of shells.

This also means, technically, that even a private sale of shares by an af-
fi liate or promoter directly to a third party would not be permissible even 
though it is arguable that Securities Act Section 4(1) permits it. (Techni-
cally, the language of the statute does not directly relate to a transfer by a 
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holder to a third party, but longstanding practice is to recognize what is 
known as the “4(1½)” exemption, although the SEC has never offi cially 
sanctioned it to my knowledge.)

It appears that, as mentioned above, a redemption of shares by a com-
pany which simply repurchases shares from a promoter or affi liate would 
be permitted. The reason is that this sale would not be pursuant to Section 
4(1) but rather would be exempt under Section 4(2) involving transac-
tions with issuers themselves. Section 4(2) is not mentioned in the Wulff 
letter as being an unavailable exemption. 

What was the SEC’s reasoning? To summarize: shares acquired by 
affi liates and promoters of a blank check are always purchased with the 
intention of distributing them publicly, rather than holding them as an 
investment. Therefore, this makes the holders underwriters, thus making 
Rule 144 unavailable. In addition, the underwriter analysis makes a Sec-
tion 4(1) exemption unavailable.

What’s the real reason behind this? The only trading of shares in a shell 
that the SEC wanted were shares that were issued either (a) pursuant to 
a proper Rule 419 public offering of a shell, but such trading would only 
occur following a merger; (b) shares issued and becoming tradable prior 
to the company being a shell; or (c) shares that are registered following a 
merger. 

What has this wrought? Since the issuance of the original letter, those 
forming shells knew they had to wait until a merger and subsequent reg-
istration for their shares to trade. In most cases, this is not a problem, 
especially for legitimate players. Since the letter came out, however, the 
SEC staff has made it clear that they view the impact as broader than even 
the specifi cs of the letter itself.

For example, the SEC staff takes the position that a passive, nonaffi li-
ate, nonpromoter who purchases a small percentage of the shares in a shell 
as an investor is subject to the letter and its restrictions. This is true even 
though the letter addresses only affi liates and promoters.

Just before completing this book, at the SEC’s request, I withdrew 
what was a request for a no-action letter for one of my clients. In this type 
of request, one can ask the SEC staff to declare that they would recom-
mend that the Commission take no action against someone for taking a 
certain course of action. Technically, no one can rely on a no-action letter, 
as they are specifi c to the situation and each one actually declares that no 
one can rely on it except the person to whom it is addressed. Also, the SEC 
commissioners could always act on their own and counter to their staff. 
As a practical matter, however, most practitioners do rely on these letters 
at least as an indication of how the staff will react to certain situations. 
The fact that the letters are publicly accessible and routinely searched is 
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evidence that even the SEC acknowledges their quasiprecedential value. 
Because of this, the staff will at times simply refuse to grant any no-action 
letters on certain topics.

In this request for a client creating a Form 10-SB shell, I asked for 
the SEC to rule that a nonaffi liate, nonpromoter investor in the shell be 
permitted to sell under Rule 144 after a merger is completed, if they have 
held for at least a year or two as applicable. I argued that the passage of the 
new rule requiring substantial disclosure after a merger no longer makes 
the need for protection of trading after a merger necessary.

I didn’t suggest the SEC permit trading of the shell when it is a shell, 
which I think would have killed the request, nor did I suggest giving affi li-
ates or promoters this ability to sell without registration. If it rules, how-
ever, that these nonaffi liate, nonpromoters may not sell, they are codifying 
their views as going even further than Worm/Wulff. I recently withdrew 
the letter at the staff ’s request. It is not clear whether this means a more 
formal rulemaking in this area is forthcoming, but one can only hope. 

In the meantime, the SEC staff still offi cially says one cannot sell shell 
shares privately or publicly to a third party under Rule 144 or Section 
4(1) without registration. Period. But some questions simply have not 
been answered and are becoming more problematic, and this may indeed 
be the right time for the SEC to move to clarify some dicey Worm/Wulff 
issues.

For example, the following recently happened to a client of mine: An 
investment banker raised money for a real operating public company and 
received warrants as part of his compensation. A year later the company 
collapsed, leaving behind the public shell. A year after the company be-
came a public shell, my client desired to exercise his warrants and purchase 
the shares. Are these shares subject to Worm/Wulff and does that mean 
they can never be sold without registration because my client purchased 
shares of a shell? Or are they exempt because the original warrant was 
issued while the company was a real company? One can argue that the 
banker is not acting as an underwriter but counter that a real investment 
decision was made to invest in the shell. The result is unclear.

Here’s another scenario: Former management of an operating public 
company owns shares that were never registered. Now the company is a 
shell. Can those shares be sold under 144, or are they subject to Worm/
Wulff? It is not clear, although here at least there is not a new investment 
decision into a shell.

Here’s another easy mistake to fall into: Some buy into a shell just prior 
to a merger without having a clue that they have purchased shares which 
must ultimately be registered. 
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PRACTICE TIP

Upon a merger, all holders of shares in the shell who might be 
subject to Worm/Wulff must obtain registration rights to ensure 
they have the ability to sell in the public market.

Another more recent wrinkle: Worm/Wulff refers to restricting the sale 
of shares in blank checks. But recall our earlier conundrum about blank 
checks that are not shell companies and shell companies that are not blank 
checks. One could have a shell company with nominal assets but a busi-
ness plan to be a real company. It is stuck with the shell defi nition when it 
goes public, but is Worm/Wulff applicable? One would assume the SEC 
may seek to expand its applicability to these situations, but it is not even 
remotely clear.

PRACTICE TIP

Wait and see (and be cautious).

With the greater proliferation of manufactured clean and legitimate 
shells, along with the signifi cant investor protections achieved by fi ling 
the “super Form 8-K” after a merger, the hope is that the SEC will permit 
a loosening of the Worm/Wulff reins and at least allow Rule 144 to apply 
after a merger is completed. This would save companies the complica-
tions of what under current rules truly are unnecessary registrations for 
these shares.

Proper Capitalization
Initially, a small amount of money may be put into a shell to purchase 
founder shares. Money will also be put into the shell later to pay lawyers 
and auditors. But a legal doctrine known as “piercing the corporate veil” 
comes into play. This doctrine stems from the fact that the major benefi t 
of a corporation is that the shareholders are not held liable for the debts 
and obligations of the corporation merely by virtue of their stock owner-
ship. They might be liable for actions as managers, offi cers, and directors. 
But if a company goes defunct, and no personal guaranties are given, the 
shareholders cannot be sued individually. 

There are a few exceptions to this general rule. One is a vestige under 
New York law (New York Business Corporation Law Section 630) that 
gives employees the right to sue the ten largest shareholders of a corpora-
tion formed in New York for unpaid compensation. This right goes away 
if the company is a reporting company or incorporated elsewhere, so it 
does not apply to Form 10-SB shells or their post-merger world. In any 
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event, as discussed, our clients’ shells, and most Form 10-SB shells in gen-
eral, are formed in Delaware. 

Another exception is a concept built over many years of court-made 
or common law, which says, if the corporation is merely an alter ego of 
the person or persons controlling it, we will not respect the protection 
provided by shareholdings. The basic three-part test to look through an 
entity and sue its shareholders is to see if one or more of the following are 
present: 

1  Money is commingled between personal and corporate accounts; 
or 

2  Corporate formalities (in particular the issuance of stock) are not 
observed; or

3  The company is undercapitalized.

It is important in forming a shell that it not be undercapitalized for this 
reason. This requires that monies be put into the shell either for purchase 
of stock or loans to ensure that it looks “real.” In general this is not a prob-
lem as signifi cant cash needs to be put into the shell to pay expenses. 

PRACTICE TIP

Ensure the shell is not undercapitalized.

Challenges in Post-Merger Registration
As mentioned above, recently the SEC has made it diffi cult for post-merged 
companies to register a signifi cant portion of their shares in a resale registra-
tion. Keep the percentage to be registered as low as possible so as to avoid 
this issue. Also be careful, if the registration includes broker-dealers or their 
affi liates, to be sensitive to SEC and NASD concerns. And be cautious 
around the “fi xed price” versus “at the market” resale issue.

Advantages and Disadvantages of
Form 10-SB Shells

In this section, we compare and contrast the Form 10-SB shell with other 
types of shells that can either be formed or purchased.

Advantages of Form 10-SB Shells
There are eight principal advantages to using these types of shells. First, 
and very important, the SEC seems to tolerate them. SPACs have faced 
SEC challenges. Rule 419 shells are now very diffi cult to do. The Footnote 
32 shells are under direct attack by the SEC’s staff. Yet the Form 10-SB 
shells have had virtually no review as they go public.
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Why is this? I believe the primary reason is the simple fact that the 
Form 10-SB shell involves no public offering whatsoever, and that it is 
honest in its status as a shell. All the other types of manufactured shells 
have some sort of offering, and the Footnote 32 shells are arguably out-
and-out frauds. Also, the SEC seems to like that the stock of the Form 
10-SB shell will never trade until after a merger and after disclosure about 
the company that merged in. This is not true with SPACs or Footnote 32 
shells.

In the case of the Form 10-SB shell, offerings to raise money or share-
holders are private, not public, and typically take place before or after 
the Form 10-SB is effective. In addition, the affi liates of the shell admit 
that it is a shell looking to merge and not effect an improper end around 
Rule 419.

The second major advantage fl ows from this: Namely, the Form 10-SB 
is easy and quick to form and take public because the SEC lets them fl y 
through. There are only typically a few shareholders upon going public, 
so the SEC fi ling is fairly straightforward. SPACs have complex structures 
and offering terms, as do most Rule 419 shells. Footnote 32 shells require 
fanciful descriptions of the supposed business, risk factors, and so on. 
Trading shells face their scrubbers to look at their background.

Third, Form 10-SB shells are inexpensive. It takes about $40,000 to 
$50,000 to get one formed and public. Rule 419 shells cost a little more, 
and SPACs are very expensive (though much more money is raised) and 
cost several hundred thousand dollars before underwriting commissions. 
Buying a trading shell, if on the OTC Bulletin Board, can run anywhere 
from $400,000 to $1 million, plus equity in the merged company. 

The fourth advantage is that the structure of the Form 10-SB shell is 
fairly simple. Several shareholders purchased some shares, and now they 
seek to have a fully reporting public nontrading shell. The other types of 
shells typically have much more complex capitalizations and structures.

Fifth, while industry-related management in a SPAC helps sell the deal 
to investors, the promoters and underwriters ultimately place control of 
the entity in management’s hands, which involves some risk. In a Form 
10-SB shell, broker-dealers can own shares, which is very diffi cult in a 
SPAC, and they control and manage the shell themselves, making it a 
relatively simple process ultimately to decide to raise money or approve a 
merger. Other trading shells also have similar challenges in worrying about 
board approval of a deal, liability exposure to public shareholders for the 
merger choice, and so on.

Related to this issue is the fact that promoters of a Form 10-SB shell can 
avoid unknown shareholders, which can be true in all other types of shells 
except possibly a Rule 419 shell. Even in a SPAC, if underwriters control 
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the initial purchasers of shares, as the stock trades, unknowns creep in and 
can theoretically cause problems. This is also true of Footnote 32 shells. 
Because the Form 10-SB shares do not trade, the founders can totally con-
trol the identity of shareholders prior to a merger.

Sixth, like SPACs, these shells are absolutely clean. A trading shell with 
a prior business requires careful review to ensure that the company merg-
ing in does not face unknown liabilities or reputational problems (such as 
the prior involvement of bad players) from the past business of the shell. 
Footnote 32 shells are scarred by the SEC rulemaking in June 2005, and in 
order to work need to have operated (or pretended to operate) a real busi-
ness, which may have created liabilities. Form 10-SB shells were created 
for a specifi c purpose and have no prior business in them. 

Seventh, the shell can raise money fairly easily in a private offering if it 
wishes. I suppose this is true of all shells, but trading shells face the chal-
lenge of pricing the offering either with some relationship to the trading 
price of the shell’s stock (which might not be favorable) or being on the 
defensive to explain why it needs to raise money at a very substantial dis-
count to the public trading price. Because the Form 10-SB is nontrading, 
it does not face that same valuation issue in raising money.

Last, but certainly not least, is speed. Form 10-SB shells get formed 
and go public quickly, and can complete mergers quickly. If an auditor 
is fully cooperative and the shell founders are engaged and responsive, a 
Form 10-SB can be prepared and fi led within about six weeks of forming 
the corporation. Since, in general, we have been able to avoid delays at the 
SEC, the fi lings have become effective sixty days after the original submis-
sion. Thus, going from incorporation to public company status can take as 
little as three and a half months. Contrast this with SPACs, which at best 
take about six to eight months from start to fi nish, and Rule 419 shells, 
which lately have been held up by the SEC for many months as well. Foot-
note 32 shells also take time for their IPO prospectus to get through the 
SEC, thus as much as eight to twelve months or more from incorporation 
to public company status.

Mergers happen quickly as well. Of course, there may be some delay 
in preparing the newly required super Form 8-K to be fi led within four 
days after closing. And getting the fi nancing organized may take time. But 
these details are present regardless of the type of shell. SPACs and Rule 419 
shells are required to delay the closing of their merger so that a disclosure 
document about the company merging in is fi led and fully reviewed and 
approved by the SEC, which can easily take months. It is true that other 
trading shells, including Footnote 32 shells, have this same advantage of 
completing a deal quickly, however.
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Disadvantages of Form 10-SB Shells
Those seeking to create Form 10-SB shells face four principal drawbacks. 
First, like the Rule 419 shell, the stock of the shell may not trade prior to 
a merger. In the case of the 419 shell, a disclosure document is approved 
about the merged company, and then a closing and trading can occur. In 
the case of a Form 10-SB shell, a merger can happen quickly, but a resale 
registration (not dissimilar to the Rule 419 disclosure document) must be 
approved by the SEC before trading can begin.

As mentioned earlier in the book, in the end, Rule 419 shells and Form 
10-SB shells take about the same time to get to trading. But the big differ-
ence is that a merger with a Form 10-SB shell can happen fi rst, including 
the closing of a PIPE, then a registration and trading. With a 419 shell, 
the fi nancing must wait until approval of the disclosure and closing of the 
merger.

As has been reviewed, however, although the marketplace deems lack 
of trading to be a negative, I believe that trading in a shell is not only ir-
relevant, but can even be a negative and is an illusory benefi t at best. These 
shells avoid concerns about insider trading, timing of disclosure, short 
selling, and defections by shareholders of the prior operating business in 
a trading shell. And having trading in a shell by no means guarantees the 
creation of an active trading market immediately following the merger.

The second drawback is the existence of the Worm/Wulff restrictions 
on owners of the shell. Only Footnote 32 shell promoters may avoid these 
restrictions, although again, I don’t believe I would trade the avoidance of 
these restrictions for the signifi cantly enhanced scrutiny the SEC is plac-
ing on these Footnote 32 shells. In a trading shell that had an operating 
business, shares issued prior to it being a shell can trade, allowing for more 
trading post-merger, theoretically, and earlier profi t for insiders.

In a SPAC, Worm/Wulff restrictions generally are avoided since the 
shares that trade have been registered, which is what Worm/Wulff re-
quires.

The third drawback is that Form 10-SB shells typically have smaller 
shareholder bases than trading shells or SPACs. This can be a negative as 
the company seeks to develop its trading market. But proponents respond 
that trading will develop over time, to be patient with regard to develop-
ment of market support, and that the other advantages of Form 10-SB 
shells outweigh this negative.

The fourth disadvantage of Form 10-SB shells is simply the time it takes 
to get to a point where real trading can begin. Especially with the SEC’s 
relatively new attitude seeking to limit the number of shares being regis-
tered for resale at one time, this becomes even more diffi cult. This same 
problem, however, exists with Rule 419 shells and even to some extent with 
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other trading shells. And again, if you are management of the shell merging 
in, you will not likely be selling large numbers of shares any time soon. The 
challenge, however, is in subsequent rounds of fi nancing while still waiting 
for the market to develop. It is, as discussed in Chapter 5, more diffi cult to 
convince a PIPE investor to either ignore a thinly trading stock’s price or 
do a separate valuation of a company not yet trading. The response: The 
importance of this issue depends on the need to raise large amounts of cash 
in the three to six months following the fi nancing which takes place as part 
of the reverse merger. 

The analysis of this issue is similar to the discussion on market support. 
In some cases, biting the bullet on purchasing or merging with a trading 
shell, including the additional cost and risk of liabilities, in exchange for a 
faster and more active trading market, may make sense. A similar analysis 
is true when comparing SPACs. Many companies pursuing a Form 10-SB 
shell, however, take a longer-term view to going public and would rather 
not deal with the negatives of trading shells. In the end, it depends on a 
company’s timing and priorities. 

Endnote on SPACs and Form 10-SB Shells
The marketplace has changed dramatically in just a few years. In the origi-
nal outline for this book in 2003, there was no mention of SPACs or Form 
10-SB shells. It was all about traditional reverse mergers (except for a short 
chapter on self-fi lings). Now, there are two full chapters on this exciting 
set of developments.

The existence of these relatively new vehicles adds a layer of legitimacy 
and depth to the reverse merger marketplace. Not every company can 
benefi t from a SPAC or Form 10-SB shell, but it is an option that should 
be considered along with others as a company is seeking to pursue alterna-
tives to becoming public.
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This fi nal chapter includes commentary from experts in the fi eld 
about current trends in reverse mergers and other alternative tech-
niques to initial public offerings. 

Any attempt at pinning down current trends in the area of alternatives 
to IPOs is like taking a picture of a fast-moving train as it speeds past 
you. What was true a year or two ago, or even six months ago, is not true 
today. Some of what appears in this book may not even be applicable by 
the time the book is published due to changes in the fi nancial market-
place, regulatory amendments, and the like.

Even though it is diffi cult, the intent of this chapter is to predict the 
future. What is an important trend now? What trend is up-and-coming? 
What will be an important trend one year from now? For this, we turn to 
the experts.

The cast of characters, in alphabetical order, includes: Dan Burstein, 
managing partner of Millennium Technology Ventures Advisors, LP; 
Alan Gelband, head of AGC Investment Banking; Tim Keating, president 
of Keating Investments, LLC; Mitchell Littman, partner at the law fi rm 
Littman Krooks LLP; David Nussbaum, chairman of EarlyBirdCapital, 
Inc.; and Charles Weinstein, managing partner of accounting fi rm 
Eisner LLP.

C H A P T E R  1 6

The Experts Speak
A Look Ahead
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Recent Developments
There are a number of interesting and exciting new developments in this 
fi eld. First is the very recent and dramatic interest of private investment in 
public equity (PIPE) investors and investment bankers in reverse mergers 
and related fi nancings. Second is the growing interest of private equity 
investors in reverse mergers for their portfolio companies. Third is the 
rapid replacement of the small-cap IPO by a reverse merger combined 
with a PIPE, or by a specifi ed purpose acquisition company (SPAC) as the 
going-public vehicle of choice for micro-cap companies. Fourth, interest 
in transactions from overseas companies, particularly China, grows daily. 
Fifth, SPACs abound in this market, causing an explosion in the number 
of new trading shells with signifi cant cash. And, last but by no means 
least, the price of public shells continues to rise as their overall quality 
declines. This is no doubt powered by the increasing popularity of these 
deals on Wall Street. One effect is an upsurge of interest in self-fi lings and 
nontrading manufactured shells.

No summary of recent developments would be complete if it failed to 
mention the meaningful change in the regulatory environment as a result 
of the June 2005 SEC rulemaking on reverse mergers in June 2005 and 
the proliferating ramifi cations of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. 

The New Small-Cap IPO
Because of the strong interest from PIPE players in reverse mergers, 
along with the unavailability of IPOs for most small- and mid-cap com-
panies since 2001, a reverse merger along with a PIPE has in many ways 
replaced the traditional small-cap IPO. Accountant Charly Weinstein 
comments on this trend particularly in the biotechnology arena: “In our 
public companies audit practice, we are seeing a new trend developing. 
More development stage biotechnology and research and development 
companies are using the reverse merger process to create a public market 
and to raise capital of between $5 and $10 million. Reverse mergers are 
replacing traditional IPOs for smaller biotechnology companies.” 

Will this continue? Industry veteran Alan Gelband is uncertain: “I 
believe that the reason reverse mergers are happening now is that it is 
an excellent way for hedge funds to participate in private equity-type 
transactions. I believe that the hedge funds and others will continue to 
fund private companies by merging them with public companies. The 
distinction between private equity and hedge funds is going to continue 
to blur. Therefore, the outsized returns enjoyed by private equity will be 
a target for hedge funds. For the next few years, I think this trend will 
continue; however, further out I think the SEC will change the laws to 
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make it more economical to do IPOs and I think this will be a better 
fi nancing alternative for companies than merging with shells and getting 
hedge fund money.”

Agreeing at least in part is investment banker Tim Keating: “If a com-
pany can complete a traditional IPO on favorable valuation terms and 
with acceptable costs and with the certainty that the IPO will actually 
happen, it should do so under all circumstances.” Keating continues, “If 
valuation, cost, or certainty of completion is a question mark, an issuer 
should seriously consider a reverse merger as a rational alternative to a 
traditional IPO.”

Keating adds his thoughts on why reverse mergers are replacing small 
IPOs. “PIPE investors have increasingly looked to the reverse merger mar-
ket as a source of quality new issue deal fl ow. The reverse merger coupled 
with contemporaneous fi nancing has largely supplanted the small-cap 
IPO as a source of opportunity for those institutional investors seeking 
to fi nance newly public growth companies. In 2004—a decent year for 
IPOs—the average amount of capital raised in an IPO was $174 million. 
Of the approximately 196 IPOs in 2005, there were only thirteen issuers 
that raised under $25 million in new capital. Given these market condi-
tions, it is extremely unlikely that the typical VC (venture capitalist) or 
private equity fund will be able to rely on a traditional IPO as a realistic 
exit for its micro-cap portfolio investments.” 

The Opening of China
A very important driver for growth in reverse mergers in the last three 
to fi ve years has come from overseas. Foreign companies, like domestic 
ones, see the opportunity to access U.S. capital markets by going public 
in this country through a reverse merger or similar technique. Although 
there is a smaller countertrend of some companies going public outside 
the United States to avoid the Sarbanes-Oxley restrictions (in particular 
on the London Stock Exchange’s AIM or Alternative Investment Market), 
deals continue to come to the United States from Israel, Hungary, the 
United Kingdom, Korea, Germany, and other countries.

But no country has had a more dramatic impact than the People’s Re-
public of China. The “China bubble” has continued to grow despite some 
early predictions of its demise and several well-publicized scams. It appears 
that over time, American reverse merger players have learned to avoid bad 
guys even in a communist country.

In early 2005, the Chinese government caused a short-lived scare 
when it passed a series of decrees requiring all reverse mergers (and other 
deals where Chinese nationals would control a foreign company) to seek 
approval from the central government’s foreign exchange regulators, the 
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State Administration of Foreign Exchange, also called “SAFE.” This ap-
proval was to be based on standards that would be promulgated at some 
point in the future. A quiet panic hit players in the reverse merger busi-
ness who were betting heavily on Chinese deals. They wondered about the 
approvals process and time line, not to mention how they would comply 
with rules lacking any clarity.

What triggered this new decree? Initially, the government supported 
ownership of foreign companies by Chinese nationals; however, this led 
to money not only coming into the country but going out as well, which 
apparently caused the government concern. One of the challenges of devel-
oping a fully open Chinese trade market is their continued protectionism, 
encouraging foreign investment but not repatriation of profi ts outside the 
country.

Following an outcry, however, in October 2005, the Chinese govern-
ment effectively reversed itself. It now requires registration, rather than 
approval, of deals, and only at the local SAFE offi ce, which is expected to 
be much easier than fi ling with the central government.

Tim Keating, who has been involved with a number of Chinese reverse 
mergers, says, “With today’s historically high stock market valuation and 
low dividend yields, it is hard to imagine how equity markets will be able 
to repeat the 10 percent-plus annual returns that they have enjoyed over 
the last eighty years. In part, this is why we at Keating Investments fi rmly 
ascribe to the view that every investor in the world should own a small 
piece of China in his portfolio.”

Chinese deals do promise some large potential upside and there is a 
seemingly endless supply of interesting growing companies; however, these 
deals are not easy to consummate. Due diligence can be more challenging, 
in part because the Chinese culture simply resists revealing information. 
The language barrier can be diffi cult, whereas deals with most other for-
eign countries involve principals who speak and write English. Most U.S. 
players looking for deals rely on native representatives on the ground in 
China who are believed to be reliable, but are not fully able to trust their 
own deal instincts. 

In addition, Chinese accounting rules can be diffi cult to reconcile with 
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. Also, Chinese executives 
wish to do deals, but are very careful, leading to a slower process than one 
might typically fi nd elsewhere.

The structure is also more complicated. Most deals require establishing 
two new entities, one in China known as a “wholly foreign-owned enter-
prise” or WFOE (practitioners pronounce it “woofee,” which rhymes with 
“whoopee”). Then the WFOE gets permission from the Chinese govern-
ment to acquire the assets of the company, effectively privatizing it. Not 
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that long ago the Chinese government owned all businesses, more recently 
they owned a piece of all businesses, and now they are prepared to relin-
quish all ownership to WFOEs in certain situations.

The shareholders of the WFOE (the former owners of the private 
Chinese enterprise) then sell their shares of the WFOE to a non-U.S. 
entity, typically formed in the British Virgin Islands (BVI), which is 
benefi cial for Chinese regulatory and tax reasons. After that, the former 
owners of the private business own 100 percent of the BVI company, 
which in turn owns 100 percent of the WFOE. Then, fi nally, the owners 
of the BVI company (again, the former owners of the private Chinese 
enterprise) exchange their shares for shares of the U.S. shell. 

The process of getting ready to do the deal takes quite a bit of time on 
the Chinese side. It is not that diffi cult, just time-consuming. And it is im-
portant to note that these structures may not be applicable if the company 
is based in Taiwan rather than mainland China.

PRACTICE TIP

Make sure that Chinese counsel and auditors are of the highest 
quality. Some are excellent, but some, unfortunately, are willing 
to be paid to declare whatever result management wishes for them 
to declare. Others are simply incompetent.

That said, the Chinese “yuan rush” has yet to fully play out. Modern 
business in China is only in its infancy, and U.S. management gurus are 
treated like rock stars when they go to China to lecture and teach Chinese 
managers about business. In addition, there are many very profi table and 
growing businesses seeking the benefi ts of a U.S. public trading stock.

Nevertheless, I recall seeing a billboard in Shanghai that said in Chi-
nese, “You will like our product. You should buy it.” When I asked a 
Chinese friend if I missed something in the translation, she said, unfortu-
nately, things are really that bad in terms of understanding principles of 
marketing and yes, that is the language. This creates an obvious challenge 
and an opportunity. U.S. reverse merger players embrace both, with no 
end in sight to the increase in the number of deals done each year. 

What could cause the fl ow of Chinese deals to stop? Another govern-
ment misstep comes fi rst to mind. The government could develop and 
act on a fear of foreign investors. Another possible logjam could occur 
if an increasing number of deals turn out to be either scams or mar-
ket failures. And, of course, the broader Wall Street community could 
lose interest in these deals. Any major political problems either between 
China and the United States or internally in China also could interfere 
with this trend.
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What could cause the fl ow of Chinese deals to continue or even in-
crease? If U.S. players continue to play by the book and look at deals 
conservatively rather than with an Internet-era style frenzy. Or if the 
government continues to see more money coming into the country than 
going out. Or if the populace of China avoids rebellion even as it gets 
richer and richer while still being controlled rather dramatically by the 
government in their day-to-day lives. Or if the cultural and language 
barriers continue to come down. 

My bet? At least several good years lie ahead, perhaps until the 2008 
Olympics in Beijing, when the entire world will be tuned in to the China 
phenomenon. In the meantime, those doing deals in China will continue 
to walk a tightrope. 

SPACs Are Back
Why have SPACs come back with such a vengeance? Who better to ask 
than David Nussbaum of EarlyBirdCapital, who says, “SPACs were created 
to allow talented and experienced dealmakers a vehicle to provide growth 
capital to attractive operating companies that wish to raise money through 
an IPO. This vehicle is attractive to investors who get to align themselves 
with these dealmakers and ultimately vote on the proposed transaction 
after receipt of a full disclosure document describing the deal. The quality 
of the management teams that have embraced the SPAC vehicle, as well as 
the investor safeguards built into the SPAC charter, have been principally 
responsible for fueling the dramatic growth of SPAC fi nancings.” 

Alan Gelband of AGC Investment Banking divides the market. Gelband 
says, “I think the SPAC market falls into two different categories. There are 
SPACs which have under $50 million and those which have over $50 mil-
lion. The smaller SPACs will fi nd it easier to merge with a public company 
and therefore provide both capital and liquidity for the private company’s 
shareholders. In a transaction like this, the SPAC shareholders will probably 
wind up owning between 20 and 49 percent of the merged entity.

“The other type of transaction involves a larger SPAC of over $50 mil-
lion. In this case, it is more likely for them to purchase a company and, 
therefore, far more challenging. They will be competing directly with pri-
vate equity funds which can move faster and are more fl exible. The institu-
tional investors are aware of this challenge and therefore demand that these 
management teams put some real skin in the game and the underwriters 
defer fees until a company is acquired. In this case, the management team 
invests directly in the company and will lose their investment if a deal is 
not consummated. In a variation of this, the management team agrees to 
buy virtually all the warrants and, of course, will lose this investment if a 
merger is not consummated as the warrants will become worthless.”
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So where does Gelband see all this going? “I think that in the next 
couple of years there will be new structures for SPACs which will give the 
investor better economics after a merger is consummated. I think that the 
interests of the management team, the investors and the brokers will be 
much more aligned.”

From the lawyer’s perspective, Mitch Littman comments, “While, of 
course, SPACs are themselves a unique fi nancing technique, it is impor-
tant to remember that the primary purpose of a SPAC is to locate an 
unidentifi ed target company otherwise ready to go public. Thus, inves-
tors are willing to pay for front-row seats of a show that has not yet been 
written. I believe that the demand for SPACs is a refl ection of a pent-up 
demand for IPOs for small- to mid-cap companies and expect the capital 
markets to show a signifi cant increase in these types of transactions over 
the course of the next two years.”

The story of the new SPAC surge will not be completely written until 
the dozens of SPACs currently public or in registration complete deals 
(or fail to do so). One hopes not only that most SPACs will do deals, but 
that they will do successful deals. If that happens, we can expect a much 
longer life for this latest round of SPACs. If many end up returning the 
money to investors or post-merger stocks do not do well, it may impact 
negatively on the market for these vehicles. My bet? We’ll see at least two 
to four more years of mega-SPACs and the beginnings of interest in junior 
SPACs.

Shell Market Mayhem = Nontrading Shells and Self-Filings
In the last few years, we have witnessed an extremely dramatic increase 
in the price of a trading shell, whether to purchase for cash or merge. 
Demand has far outstripped supply, and this has fueled the upward price 
trend. The SEC’s attack on Footnote 32 shells also reduces the attraction 
of many existing shells in the marketplace. Sellers of shells have decreased 
their interest in selling for cash just at the time that PIPE players and in-
vestment banks wish to purchase shells for cash then reuse them for their 
own deals.

Therefore, we have seen the sudden and rapid emergence of those seek-
ing to manufacture Form 10-SB and other types of nontrading shells, such 
as those formed through a bankruptcy procedure. In addition, more and 
more companies are looking at, and some are actually doing, self-fi lings. 
Tim Keating is not so sanguine about self-fi lings. He notes, “Self-fi ling is 
always an option for private companies to go public without having to pay 
fees to investment bankers … just as fi xing a plumbing problem is always an 
option for a do-it-yourselfer not wanting to pay a plumber.” My response is 
that those considering self-fi ling should consult with an investment banker 
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for help with both determining whether or not a self-fi ling is appropriate 
and navigating the process. 

There is a controlled yet intense rush to create Form 10-SB shells. 
They sail through the SEC and are totally clean. They avoid all the tumult 
that a trading shell creates prior to, during, and even after a merger. That 
said, as of now they have created only a small blip on the radar screen with 
respect to available shells, and the value of these shells should continue to 
be strong for years to come.

Of course, as with the new SPAC surge, it is not yet clear that self-
fi lings and Form 10-SB shells will lead to good public companies which 
develop strong market support. They are simply too new as options. My 
guess is that, if the marketplace has patience and helps a company build 
support, these can be very successful techniques in the years ahead.

New, More Positive Regulatory Environment 
The June 2005 reverse merger rulemaking, which is now fully effective, 
exposed the reverse merger technique to the highest level of securities reg-
ulation in the form of the full SEC commission. The result: An offi cial 
declaration by the SEC that reverse mergers are a legitimate technique. 
Add to that a favorable Wall Street Journal article titled “Reverse Mergers 
Move into Fashion,” published on the same day the SEC announced the 
new rules, and indeed, things are certainly looking up.

At times, this new support from the highest level has yet to fully trans-
late to the folks on the front lines who review SEC fi lings on a daily basis, 
some of whom still harbor a bias against reverse mergers. One hopes that 
will begin to change as deal activity increases along with access to informa-
tion and data on deal activity.

In the meantime, we are all operating under the new rules, which create 
more work but also much greater transparency and legitimacy in deals. How 
should we deal with this new regime? Says accountant Charly Weinstein, 
“With the complexity of the new SEC fi ling requirements for reverse merg-
ers, our clients are planning much further ahead when entering into these 
transactions. They are preparing audited fi nancial statements and other fi l-
ing documents, most times even before they have settled on which shell 
company they are going to use.” This is good advice.

PRACTICE TIP

Those running a private company and thinking about a possible 
reverse merger or similar transaction should start writing and start 
hiring. Get auditors to start auditing. Get lawyers to start working 
on the company story that will eventually be needed for fi lings. 
And bring in an investment banker to help orchestrate it all.
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Sarbanes-Oxley also has had an impact, but not a terrible one. The 
most draconian aspect of SOX, the development of internal fi nancial con-
trols, has been put off until 2007 for most every company expecting to go 
public through one of these techniques, and the SEC’s Advisory Commit-
tee on Smaller Public Companies has recommended eliminating the re-
quirement entirely for smaller companies. Audit costs are defi nitely higher, 
but still manageable. Legitimate company managers should be comfort-
able signing the certifi cations that their fi nancial statements are materially 
true to the best of their knowledge. 

A Broader Point of View
Author, venture capitalist, and philosopher Dan Burstein offers a good 
summary of where the marketplace stands and may be going. He says, “In 
our current world, where hedge funds and other large pools of capital are 
fl ush with vast amounts of investable cash sitting largely on the sidelines 
seeking above-market returns (because the standard returns available in 
the markets are unacceptably low), we will continue to see managers, deal 
sponsors, and entrepreneurs explore new markets (China, India), new ve-
hicles (SPACs) and new ways to obtain public listings (reverse mergers, 
PIPEs, London’s AIM, and the like).

“Because this is driven largely by hedge fund and mutual fund money, 
there is a special desire to invest in vehicles that are ‘public’ and allegedly 
‘liquid,’ even though the reality of many of these new kinds of companies 
and markets is that they are very thinly traded and are just barely public 
vehicles in a functional sense. But the holders of securities can list them on 
their reports as public, and that’s what matters.

“There is nothing inherently good or bad, prudent or imprudent, 
about anything in the foregoing, but there are mini gold rushes and 
bubbles in all the aforementioned investment sectors, which means some 
people will inevitably abuse these opportunities or think about them 
without suffi cient attention to the risks, while other people will indeed, 
discover, perfectly good and functional above-market investment situa-
tions. Because these markets and structures are comparatively new and 
still in the process of emerging, there is simply a different risk/reward 
equation at work.”

And So It Goes
There is much to talk about in this rapidly growing fi eld. We have only 
just scratched the surface of certain topics within this text; however, at last 
we have a much needed comprehensive resource on reverse mergers and 
other public offering alternatives. 
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Where is this business headed? I believe these alternatives will continue 
to gain in popularity and legitimacy, as long as there is constant vigilance 
on the legitimacy part. When boy scouts turn into bullies, no one wins. 
When greed overtakes logic, no one wins. When companies turn into just 
deals, no one wins. My advice to those seeking to somehow take unscru-
pulous advantage of the recent surge in activity in this area: please fi nd 
somewhere else to steal. The rest of us will seek to move to the high road.

As to the future, when and if small-cap IPOs return, I believe there 
will be a place for reverse mergers and self-fi lings for many companies. 
Armed with these past years of increased acceptance, there is nowhere to 
go but up.

One key to continued growth in this fi eld, as with most things, is 
education. This book serves to help the industry grow by arming people 
with the information to make decisions on as fully informed a basis as 
possible. Overturning prior biases, misunderstandings, and negative press 
has not been easy, but we have been doing it, interview by interview, 
article by article, conference by conference, regulator by regulator and 
now, hopefully, with this book. 
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In 1999, the NASD’s Ken Worm requested that the SEC clarify a number 
of issues concerning the tradability of shares in blank check companies. 
The clarifi cation came in early 2000 in a response from the SEC’s Richard 
K. Wulff. The request and response, therefore, are familiarly known as the 
Worm/Wulff letters. Reprinted below are the letters between Worm and 
Wulff and the NASD Notice that summarizes these letters.

INQUIRY-1:
NASD
REGULATION 
9513 Key West Avenue, Rockville, MD 20850

November 1, 1999

Richard K. Wulff
Assistant Director 
Offi ce of Small Business  
Division of Corporation Finance
450 5th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20549

Re:  Tradeability of Securities Distributed by Means Other than Public Offerings

Dear Mr. Wulff:

The purpose of this letter is to request the guidance of the Division of Corporation Finance 
(“Division”) as to whether certain specifi c factual scenarios present potential violations 
of Section 5 of the Securities Act of 1933 (“Securities Act”). The Market Regulation 
Department’s OTC Compliance Unit (“Unit”) reviews Form 211 fi lings submitted by poten-
tial market makers to determine whether they are in compliance with SEC 15c2-11 and 
NASD Rule 6740 before they are cleared to initiate or resume quotation of a non-Nasdaq 
security in any quotation medium. During the course of these reviews, the staff has been 
presented with certain factual scenarios that, based on the nature of the initial security 
distribution of blank check shell company issuers, either the initial distribution or the 
redistribution of the shares in the aftermarket may constitute violations of Section 5 of 
the Securities Act. Set forth below are various scenarios that the Unit has encountered or 
feels that it may encounter, while reviewing Form 211 fi lings. The staff requests that the 
Division provide its opinion on the following scenarios with respect to potential violations 
of the securities rules:

A P P E N D I X

The Worm/Wulff Letters
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1. As a gift the issuer transferred a nominal amount of its shares (less than 10% of 
the total fl oat) to between 20 and 50 individuals under Section 4(2) of the Securities Act. 
After the gift recipients have held their shares for two years, a broker/dealer submits a 
Form 211 citing the gifted shares as the only free-trading securities. The application does 
not disclose whether the recipients are sophisticated investors, although the individual 
who controls the issuer frequently has gifted shares of other companies to the same indi-
viduals on other occasions.

2. The issuer transferred a signifi cant amount of its shares to one individual under 
Section 4(2) of the Securities Act. Then that individual in turn gifts a nominal amount 
of the shares to between 20 and 50 individuals. After the gift recipients have held their 
shares for two years, a broker/dealer submits a Form 211 citing the gifted shares as the 
only free-trading securities. The application does not disclose whether the recipients are 
sophisticated investors, although the individual who gifted the shares frequently has gifted 
shares of other companies to the same individuals on other occasions.

3. The issuer transferred a signifi cant amount of its shares to one individual under 
Section 4(2) of the Securities Act. That individual holds the shares for two years and then 
in turn gifts a nominal amount of the shares to between 20 and 50 individuals. After 
the gift recipients have held their shares a few months, a broker/dealer submits a Form 
211 citing the gifted shares as the only free-trading securities. The application does not 
disclose whether the recipients are sophisticated investors, although the individual who 
gifted the shares frequently has gifted shares of other companies to the same individuals 
on other occasions.

4. A smaller number of shareholders (less than ten) hold all of the free-trading shares. 
A broker/dealer submits a Form 211 indicating that the concentration of ownership in the 
hands of so few shareholders will not result in an ongoing distribution because it expects 
the market for the security to develop slowly.

5. A small number of shareholders (less than ten) control nearly all (more than 90%) 
of the free trading shares in the issuer. The remaining nominal amount of free-trading 
shares (less than 10%) are widely dispersed among a larger number of shareholders (50 or 
more individuals). A broker/dealer submits a Form 211 indicating that the concentration 
of ownership in the hands of so few shareholders will not result in an ongoing distribution 
because it expects the market for the security to develop slowly and considers the number 
of total shareholders to be determinative.

6. An issuer controlled by one individual issued shares to another company controlled 
by the same individual pursuant to SEC Rule 701. The issuer fi led a Form 10 with the SEC 
that became effective by default. The second company then sells all its shares in the is-
suer through a brokerage fi rm. A second broker/dealer submits a Form 211 indicating that 
the shares sold through the fi rst broker/dealer are all free-trading securities.

7. A reporting shell company merged with a private company and the former control-
ling shareholder of the reporting shell company sold his shares to numerous individuals 
more than three months after he ceased to be an affi liate of the post-merger company. A 
market maker submits a Form 211 citing the post-merger shares sold by the former control 
person as the only free-trading shares.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. We look forward to receiving the Division’s 
guidance on whether any of these scenarios are of regulatory concern to the Division. If 
you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (301) 978-2097.

Sincerely,

Ken Worm
Assistant Director
OTC Compliance Unit    
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Mr. Ken Worm
Assistant Director
OTC Compliance Unit
NASD Regulation, Inc.
9513 Key West Avenue
Rockville, MD 20850

Re:  NASD Regulation, Inc.
Incoming letter dated November 1, 1999

Dear Mr. Worm:

You have raised a question regarding the “free trading” status1 of securities initially 
issued by so-called blank check companies in a number of factual scenarios.

A blank check company is a development stage company that has no specifi c business 
plan or purpose or has indicated its business plan is to engage in a merger or acquisition 
with an unidentifi ed company or companies, or other entity or person. In 1990, the U.S. 
Congress found that offerings by these kinds of issuers were common vehicles for fraud 
and manipulation in the market for penny stocks which undermines investor confi dence 
and inhabits legitimate capital formation by small, issuers and other companies.2 The 
Commission has adopted several rules, as Congress directed, to defer fraud in connection 
with registered offerings by blank check companies.3 The Commission has also excluded 
blank check companies from eligibility for several exemptions from Securities Act registra-
tion requirements.4

Each of your scenarios suggests the availability of Rule 144 or Section 4(1) of the 
Securities Act following the lapse of some period of time following the issuance of shares 
in the blank check company regardless of whether a merger has occurred. In a number 
of cases, promoters of these issuers appear to be in the business of creating blank check 
companies, then gifting or selling the securities of the companies without registration, 
either directly or through intermediaries.

Section 4(1) exempts transactions not involving issuers, underwriters or dealers. The 
availability of the exemption depends upon the facts and circumstances of each particular 
situation, which the staff generally is not in a position to determine. Nonetheless, transac-
tions in blank check company securities by their promoters or affi liates, especially where 
they control or controlled the “fl oat” of the “freely tradable” securities, are not the kind of 
ordinary trading transactions between individual investors of securities already issued that 
Section 4(1) was designed to exempt.5

Furthermore, as the Commission had indicated, purchasers who are mere conduits for 
a wider distribution of the securities are “underwriters.” When they do sell, these purchas-
ers assume the risk of possible violation of the registration requirements of the Securities 
Act and consequent civil liabilities. Persons engaged in the business of buying and selling 
securities who function in this capacity are subject to careful scrutiny.6

1.  Because the Securities Act of 1993 establishes the requirement to register securities for sale, 
subject to a series of exemptions, the concept of freely tradable securities is not a technically ac-
curate one. In common parlance, the term is used to describe securities subject to the exemption 
provided by section 4(1) when it is available because no issuer, underwriter or dealer is engaged 
in the transaction.

2.  Securities Enforcement Remedies and Penny Stock Reform Act of 1990, S. 647, Pub. L. 101-429. 
See H. R. Rep. No. 101-617; 101 Cong., 2d Sess. at 23.  

3.  Rule 419 under the Securities Act of 1933 and Rule 15g-8 under the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934.

4   See. e.g., Rule 504 under Regulation D and Regulation A.

5. SEC v. Cavanagh, 1 F. Supp. 2d 337 (S.D.N.Y 1998).

6. Release No. 33-4552 (Nov. 6, 1962).
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It is our view that, both before and after the business combination or transaction with 
an operating entity or other person, the promoters or affi liates of blank check companies, 
as well as their transferees, are “underwriters” of the securities issued. Accordingly, we are 
also of the view that the securities involved can only be resold through registration under 
the Securities Act.7 Similarly, Rule 144 would not be available for resale transactions in 
this situation, regardless of technical compliance with that rule, because these resale 
transactions appear to be designed to distribute or redistribute securities to the public 
without compliance with the registration requirements of the Securities Act.8

Each of your scenarios illustrates what we believe to be a scheme to evade the regis-
tration requirements of the Securities Act. Consequently, it is our view that the resale of 
the shares in scenarios 1 through 7 would require registration.

In addition, with regard to scenario 6, we are of the view that Rule 701 is not available 
for issuances to companies or entities, but only to individuals. In view of the business of 
a blank check company which generally has few or no employees, it seems unlikely that 
reliance upon this exemption would be appropriate. It is our view that Rule 701 would 
generally not be available to blank check companies for issuing shares to their consultants 
or advisors.

Moreover, we have been advised by staff of the Division of Market Regulation that 
Rules 101 and 102 of Regulation M9 impose restrictions on issuers, selling shareholders 
and distribution participants when they effect transactions in securities that are part of a 
distribution. Generally, a distribution exists when a suffi cient magnitude of shares is being 
sold and special selling efforts are employed to sell these shares. If a distribution exists, 
the persons involved in the distribution are prohibited  from bidding for or purchasing the 
securities in distribution. The rule covers persons selling securities, their affi liates, and 
others participating in the distribution. Persons selling in the manner described in your 
letter should carefully analyze the facts surrounding the sales to determine whether the 
security being sold is in distribution for purposes of Regulation M. This analysis should 
specifi cally consider the actions taken by any persons assisting with the transactions. In 
particular, selling through a market maker into an illiquid market raises heightened con-
cerns regarding compliance with Regulation M.10 

Because these positions are based upon representations made in your letter, any 
different facts or conditions might require a different conclusion.

Sincerely,

Richard K. Wulff, Chief
Offi ce of Small Business

7.  This view is analogous to the one the Commission has expressed with respect to business combina-
tions under Rule 145 where affi liates of parties to the transaction are viewed to be “underwriters.” 
Further, the nature of these types of resale transactions are closely analogous to shares from an 
unsold allotment held by professional underwriters. Generally, these securities are only resaleable 
through registration. Shares purchased by non-affi liates in a registered transaction such as one 
offered in compliance with Rule 419, however, would not be subject to this restriction.

8.  Release No. 33-5223 ( Jan. 11, 1972).

In view of the objectives and policies underlying the Act, the rule shall not be available to any 
individual or entity with respect to any transaction which, although in technical compliance with 
the provisions of the rule, is part of a plan by such individual or entity to distribute or redistribute 
securities to the public. In such case, registration is required.

9. 17 CFR 242.101 - 102.

10. See Release No. 34-38067 (Dec. 20, 1996).
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NASD Notice to Members 00-49

SEC Interpretive
Guidance
SEC Issues Staff
Interpretation On The
“Free Trading” Status Of
Blank Check Company
Securities Under Certain
Scenarios

The Suggested Routing function is meant to

aid the reader of this document. Each NASD

member firm should consider the appropriate

distribution in the context of its own

organizational structure. 

• Legal & Compliance

• Senior Management

• Trading & Market Making

• Blank Check Companies

• Freely Tradeable Securities

Executive Summary
A unit of the NASD Regulation, Inc.
(NASD RegulationSM) Market
Regulation Department recently
asked the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) for interpretive
guidance regarding initial
distribution or the redistribution in
the aftermarket of the shares
issued by “blank check”
companies1 and whether these
distributions were in compliance
with SEC Rules. 

NASD Regulation’s request for
guidance and the SEC’s response
are included with this Notice.

Questions/Further Information
Questions regarding this Notice
may be directed to Ken Worm,
Assistant Director, Market
Regulation Department, NASD
Regulation, at (301) 978-2097.

Background
The Market Regulation
Department’s OTC Compliance
Unit (Unit) reviews Form 211 filings
submitted by potential Market
Makers to determine whether they
are in compliance with Rule 15c2-
11(a) of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 (Exchange Act) and
NASD Rule 6740 before Market
Makers are permitted to initiate or
resume quotation of a non-Nasdaq®

security in any quotation medium.
During the course of these reviews,
the Unit’s staff has raised concerns
regarding certain factual scenarios
where either the initial distribution
or the redistribution in the
aftermarket of the shares issued by
blank check companies may violate
Section 5 of the Securities Act of
1933 (Securities Act) based on the
nature of the initial distribution of
the securities of certain issuers. As
a result of these concerns, the
Market Regulation Department

requested guidance from the
Division of Corporation Finance
(Division) of the SEC on whether
certain factual scenarios may
present potential violations of
Section 5 of the Securities Act. In
response to the NASD Regulation
staff request, the Division issued a
staff interpretation dated January
21, 2000, on the “free trading”
status2 of securities initially issued
by blank check companies in a
number of factual scenarios. 

As an initial matter, it is important to
emphasize that the restrictions on
trading of securities of blank check
companies, as described in the
Division’s response letter, are not
limited to the scenarios described
within this Notice. Based on the
Division’s response letter as well as
subsequent conversations with
Division staff, in most, if not all,
cases, the resale of securities of
blank check companies is restricted
and such securities can only be
resold through registration under
the Securities Act. In addition, Rule
144 would not be available to
promoters or affiliates of blank
check companies or to their
transferees either before or after a
business combination with an
operating company or other person. 

Moreover, NASD Regulation staff
will require a Market Maker, when
seeking NASD Regulation
clearance pursuant to NASD Rule
6740 to initiate or resume quotation
of a security of a blank check
company, to provide an
independent opinion from its own
counsel detailing why the sale of
such securities would not violate
the registration requirements of the
Securities Act. In addition, the
NASD Regulation staff will continue
to scrutinize closely such filings and
will vigorously pursue disciplinary
action and/or refer the staff’s
findings to the SEC for further
action.

INFORMATIONAL

SUGGESTED ROUTING

KEY TOPICS
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Specific Factual Scenarios
Presented To The SEC
In its November 1, 1999 letter to the
Division, NASD Regulation staff
requested guidance on whether the
following factual scenarios
presented potential violations of
Section 5 of the Securities Act.

Scenario 1: The issuer
transfers a nominal amount of
its shares (less than 10 percent
of the total float) as a gift to
between 20 and 50 individuals
under Section 4(2) of the
Securities Act. After the gift
recipients have held their shares
for two years, a broker/dealer
submits a Form 211 citing the
gifted shares as the only free-
trading securities. The
application does not disclose
whether the recipients are
sophisticated investors,
although the individual who
controls the issuer frequently
has gifted shares of other
companies to the same
individuals on other occasions.

Scenario 2: The issuer trans-
fers a significant amount of its
shares to one individual under
Section 4(2) of the Securities
Act. That individual subsequent-
ly gifts a nominal amount of the
shares to between 20 and 50
individuals. After the gift recipi-
ents have held their shares for
two years, a broker/dealer sub-
mits a Form 211 citing the gifted
shares as the only free-trading
securities. The application does
not disclose whether the recipi-
ents are sophisticated investors,
although the individual who gift-
ed the shares frequently has
gifted shares of other compa-
nies to the same individuals on
other occasions.

Scenario 3: The issuer
transfers a significant amount of
its shares to one individual

under Section 4(2) of the
Securities Act. That individual
holds the shares for two years
and then subsequently gifts a
nominal amount of the shares to
between 20 and 50 individuals.
After the gift recipients have
held their shares a few months,
a broker/dealer submits a Form
211 citing the gifted shares as
the only free-trading securities.
The application does not
disclose whether the recipients
are sophisticated investors,
although the individual who
gifted the shares frequently has
gifted shares of other
companies to the same
individuals on other occasions.

Scenario 4: A small number of
shareholders (less than 10) hold
all of the free-trading shares of
an issuer. A broker/dealer
submits a Form 211 indicating
that the concentration of
ownership in the hands of so
few shareholders will not result
in an ongoing distribution
because it expects the market
for the security to develop
slowly.

Scenario 5: A small number of
shareholders (less than 10)
control nearly all (more than 90
percent) of the free-trading
shares in the issuer. The
remaining nominal amount of
free-trading shares (less than 10
percent) are widely dispersed
among a larger number of
shareholders (50 or more
individuals). A broker/dealer
submits a Form 211 indicating
that the concentration of
ownership in the hands of so
few shareholders will not result
in an ongoing distribution
because it expects the market
for the security to develop slowly
and considers the number of
total shareholders to be
determinative.

Scenario 6: An issuer controlled
by one individual issues shares
to another company controlled
by the same individual pursuant
to Rule 701 of the Securities
Act. The issuer files a Form 10
with the SEC that became
effective by default. The second
company then sells all its shares
in the issuer through a
brokerage firm. A second
broker/dealer submits a Form
211 indicating that the shares
sold through the first
broker/dealer are all free-trading
securities.

Scenario 7: A reporting shell
company merges with a private
company and the former
controlling shareholder of the
reporting shell company sells his
shares to numerous individuals
more than three months after he
ceases to be an affiliate of the
post-merger company. A Market
Maker submits a Form 211
citing the post-merger shares
sold by the former control
person as the only free-trading
shares.

Division Response
In its response letter, the Division
indicated that each of the scenarios
initially suggests the availability of
Rule 144 or Section 4(1) of the
Securities Act following the lapse of
some period of time after the
issuance of shares in the blank
check company, regardless of
whether a merger has occurred.
The Division noted that in several of
the scenarios, promoters of the
issuers also appear to be in the
business of creating blank check
companies, then gifting or selling
the securities of the companies
without registration, either directly
or through intermediaries.

Section 4(1) exempts transactions
not involving issuers, underwriters,
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or dealers. The availability of this
exemption depends upon the facts
and circumstances of each
particular situation. The Division
indicated that transactions in blank
check company securities by their
promoters or affiliates, especially
where they control or controlled the
“float” of the “freely tradable”
securities, are not the kind of
ordinary trading transactions
between individual investors of
securities already issued that
Section 4(1)was designed to
exempt.3 Moreover, the Division
noted that purchasers who are
mere conduits for a wider
distribution of securities may be
deemed “underwriters.” When such
purchasers sell their securities, they
assume the risk of possible
violation of the registration
requirements of the Securities Act
and consequent civil liabilities.
Persons engaged in the business of
buying and selling securities who
function in this capacity are subject
to careful scrutiny.4

The Division noted in its response
that both before and after the
business combination or
transaction with an operating entity
or other person, the promoters or
affiliates of blank check companies,
as well as their transferees, would
be considered “underwriters” of the
securities issued. As a result, the
securities involved can only be
resold through registration under
the Securities Act.5 Similarly, Rule
144 would not be available for
resale transactions in this situation,
regardless of technical compliance
with that rule, because these resale
transactions appear to be designed
to distribute or redistribute
securities to the public without
compliance with the registration
requirements of the Securities Act.6

Accordingly, the Division
concluded that each of the
scenarios illustrates what it

believes to be a scheme to evade
the registration requirements of
the Securities Act. Consequently,
the resale of the shares in
scenarios 1 through 7 would require
registration. In addition, with regard
to scenario 6, the Division noted
that Rule 701 is not available for
issuances to companies or entities,
but only to individuals. In view of
the business of a blank check
company which generally has few
or no employees, it seems unlikely
that reliance upon this exemption
would be appropriate; therefore,
Rule 701 generally would not be
available to blank check companies
when issuing shares to their
consultant or advisors.

Moreover, the Division was advised
by staff of the SEC’s Division of
Market Regulation that Rules 101
and 102 of Regulation M7 impose
restrictions on issuers, selling
shareholders, and distribution par-
ticipants when they effect transac-
tions in securities that are part of a
distribution. Generally, a distribution
exists when a sufficient magnitude
of shares is being sold and special
selling efforts are employed to sell
these shares. If a distribution exists,
the persons involved in the distribu-
tion are prohibited from bidding for
or purchasing the securities in dis-
tribution. The rule covers the per-
sons selling securities, their
affiliates, and others participating in
the distribution. Persons selling in
the manner described in the sce-
narios above should carefully ana-
lyze the facts surrounding the sales
to determine whether the security
being sold is in a distribution for
purposes of Regulation M. This
analysis specifically should consid-
er the actions taken by any persons
assisting with the transactions. In
particular, selling through a Market
Maker into an illiquid market raises
heightened concerns regarding
compliance with Regulation M.8

Compliance Guidance
Based on the Division’s response
letter as well as subsequent
conversations with Division staff, in
most, if not all, cases, the resale of
securities of blank check
companies is restricted and such
securities can only be resold
through registration under the
Securities Act. In addition, Rule 144
would not be available to promoters
or affiliates of blank check
companies or to their transferees
either before or after a business
combination with an operating
company or other person. 

Moreover, NASD Regulation staff
will require a Market Maker, when
seeking NASD Regulation
clearance pursuant to NASD Rule
6740 to initiate or resume quotation
of a security of a blank check
company, to provide an
independent opinion from its
counsel detailing why the sale of
such securities would not violate
the registration requirements of the
Securities Act. Member firms are
reminded that, in complying with
these requirements, a Market
Maker cannot reasonably rely on a
legal opinion provided by the issuer
or the issuer’s counsel, or by
counsel acting for any individual or
entity involved in the transaction.9

To ensure reliability of the opinion,
the Market Maker must obtain an
independent opinion from its own
counsel.10 The NASD Regulation
staff will continue to closely
scrutinize such filings and will
vigorously pursue disciplinary
action and/or refer the staff’s
findings to the SEC for further
action.
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Endnotes
1A blank check company is a development

stage company that has no specific business

plan or purpose or has indicated its business

plan is to engage in a merger or acquisition

with an unidentified company or companies,

or other entity or person.

2The concept of “freely tradable” securities is

used to describe securities that are exempt

from the registration requirements pursuant

to Section 4(1) of  the Securities Act

because no issuer, underwriter, or dealer is

engaged in the transaction.

3See SEC v. Cavanagh, 1 F. Supp. 2d 337

(S.D.N.Y. 1998).

4See SEC Release No. 33-4552 (Nov. 6,

1962).

5This view is analogous to one the SEC has

expressed with respect to business

combinations under Rule 145 where

affiliates of parties to the transaction are

viewed to be “underwriters.”  Further, the

nature of these types of resale transactions

are closely analogous to shares from an

unsold allotment held by professional

underwriters.  Generally, these securities are

only resaleable through registration.  Shares

purchased by non-affiliates in a registered

transaction such as one offered in

compliance with Rule 419, however, would

not be subject to this restriction.

6SEC Release No. 33-5223 (Jan. 11, 1972).

In view of the objectives and policies

underlying the Act, the rule shall not be

available to any individual or entity with

respect to any transaction which,

although in technical compliance with the

provisions of the rule, is part of a plan by

such individual or entity to distribute or

redistribute securities to the public. In

such case, registration is required.

717 CFR 242.101 - 102.

8See SEC Release No. 34-38067 (Dec. 20,

1996).

9See James L. Owlsey, 54 S.E.C. Docket

739, SEC Release No. 34-32941 (June 18,

1993) (citing SEC v. Datronics Engineers,

Inc., 490 F. 2d 250, 253-254) (4th Cir. 1973).

10SEC v. Harwyn Indus. Corp., 326 F. Supp.

943, 954-55 (S.D.N.Y. 1971).  The Market

Maker’s duty to seek independent counsel

stems from its obligation to make a

“searching inquiry” and to conduct a

meaningful investigation of the surrounding

circumstances in order to ensure that it is not

engaged in the distribution of an

unregistered security on behalf of an issuer,

any person in a control relationship with an

issuer, or an underwriter. See Stead v.

SEC, 444 F. 2d 713 (10th Cir. 1971) cert.

denied , 404 U.S. 1059 (1972); see also

SEC Release No. 33-4445, Distribution by

Broker-Dealers of Unregistered Securities

(Feb. 2, 1971).

© 2000, National Association of Securities Dealers,

Inc. (NASD). All rights reserved. Notices to Mem-

bers attempt to present information to readers in a

format that is easily understandable. However,

please be aware that, in case of any misunder-

standing, the rule language prevails.

© 2006, National Association of Securities Dealers, 
Inc. (NASD). Reprinted with permission from NASD.
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4(2) analysis. The method by which one determines whether a private offering 
is exempt from registration with the SEC because the issuer is involved with 
a nonpublic offering.

accredited investor. As defi ned in Rule 501 under Regulation D, refers to the 
type of investor that is not required to receive detailed offering materials in 
a Regulation D offering. Generally means an individual with $200,000 in 
recent and expected annual income (or $300,000 when combined with one’s 
spouse) or $1 million in net worth, a broker-dealer, bank or institution, any 
entity not formed for the purpose of the investment in question with at least 
$5 million in assets, or an entity all of whose equity owners are accredited. 

Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies. Group established by 
the SEC in 2005 to review all aspects of SEC regulation of public companies 
with less than a $700 million market capitalization. The fi nal report from the 
committee was issued in April 2006. 

affi liate. A person or entity which controls another, is controlled by another, or is 
under common control with another. In a corporation, affi liate status is pre-
sumed if one is an offi cer or director or control shareholder (generally holding 
at least 20 percent of the outstanding capital stock).

aftermarket. Trading activity of a stock immediately following the event by 
which an operating business’s stock becomes publicly tradable. More com-
monly referred to in connection with an IPO, but also applies following a 
reverse merger. 

aftermarket support. The extent to which brokerage fi rms and market makers 
and their customers participate in the aftermarket following a reverse merger 
or self-fi ling. 

alternative investment market (AIM). A stock exchange based in London, 
England which lists stocks of companies that may not qualify for the London 
Stock Exchange or similar broader exchanges. 

alternative public offering (APO). Somewhat misleading term used to refer to 
the variety of methods of going public other than an IPO. The term generally 

G L O S S A R Y
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describes reverse mergers, self-fi lings, Rule 504 offerings, and Regulation A 
offerings; however, a number of these methods do not include public offer-
ings, which is why the term is somewhat misleading. 

American Stock Exchange. A major U.S. exchange where a public company’s 
shares can trade. Listing and maintenance requirements are more stringent 
than on the Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board, but it is generally considered 
easier to list on the American Stock Exchange than on the Nasdaq or the New 
York Stock Exchange.

asset acquisition. One method used to complete the combination of two entities. 
Rather than a direct merger or share exchange, one entity, in the case of a reverse 
merger typically the public shell, acquires the assets of an operating business. 

audit. Detailed review of a company’s fi nancial statements and performance, 
where thorough checks of inventory, expenses, revenues, and the like are per-
formed by an independent certifi ed public accounting fi rm. SEC rules under 
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 require an audit of a public company to be 
performed by an accounting fi rm that is registered with the Public Company 
Accounting Oversight Board. 

audited fi nancials. The state of a company’s fi nancial statements after being ap-
proved by an auditor. 

auditor. The accounting fi rm performing a fi nancial audit.
backdoor registration. A method by which a company’s shares can become pub-

licly tradable through a merger directly with a public shell, after which the 
private operating company survives the merger and succeeds to the public 
status of the shell.

bankrupt shell. A public shell that has been created either through issuance 
of shares following a bankruptcy (these shares are publicly tradable under a 
provision of the Bankruptcy Code) or a public operating business that was 
sold or liquidated through a bankruptcy, leaving behind a public shell with 
virtually no liabilities.

benefi cial owner. Either the record owner of securities or someone deemed to 
be the owner of securities under applicable SEC rules. Examples of benefi cial 
ownership include the presumption that one owns shares which underlie cur-
rently exercisable options or warrants, or shares owned by one’s spouse.

blank check. As defi ned in SEC Rule 419, a development stage company with 
no business plan or whose business plan is to merge with or acquire an operat-
ing business. Also referred to as a blank check company. 

blank check company. See blank check.
blank check preferred stock. In a corporation’s certifi cate of incorporation, it 

may authorize the issuance of preferred stock. If that authorization includes 
granting the board of directors the power to determine the rights, powers, and 
preferences of the preferred stock without further shareholder approval, it is 
known as blank check preferred stock.
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blind pool. Term used by some in the industry to refer to a blank check which is 
raising or which has raised money.

blue sky laws. Securities laws and regulations in each of the fi fty states, regulating 
the offering of securities in that state. According to www.investopedia.com, 
the term is said to have originated in the early 1900s when a Supreme Court 
justice declared his desire to protect investors from speculative ventures that 
had “as much value as a patch of blue sky.”

board. See board of directors.
board of directors. Governing body of a U.S. corporation. Shareholders gener-

ally elect members of the board of directors, which is granted broad powers 
to elect offi cers such as the president and secretary and oversee a corporation’s 
business. Also referred to simply as a board.

broker-dealer. A fi rm engaged in the business of effecting securities and other 
transactions for the accounts of others. They are required to be registered with 
the SEC and the NASD.

bulletin board shell. A blank check or shell company whose securities trade on 
the Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board.

bylaws. Set of rules governing many aspects of a corporation’s business, including 
the process of electing offi cers and directors, calling and conducting meetings, 
and defi ning protocols related to shareholders and stock certifi cates.

cash-and-carry shell. A shell company whose owners wish to sell most or all of 
the shell’s ownership for cash, rather than participate as equity holders in a 
merger with an operating business.

cashless exercise. The right to exercise an option or warrant without paying the 
cash exercise price, by returning other options or warrants for their value, 
which is determined by subtracting the exercise price from the stock’s trading 
price. As an example, if one holds one hundred options exercisable at $1 each, 
and the stock’s trading price is $2, one could return 50 options as the exercise 
price for the other 50.

certifi cate of incorporation. The fi ling with a U.S. state’s government (typically 
the Department of State) to create a corporation. Some states use the term 
articles of incorporation, and often the term charter refers to this document. 
Typically includes the number and type of shares of stock which are autho-
rized, the corporation’s name, and limitation of liability of corporate directors. 
Also referred to as a corporate charter.

change of control. A transaction pursuant to which a company’s shareholdings, 
board of directors, and/or offi cers undergo a majority change. This can occur 
as a result of the sale of a company, the accumulation of stock by an un-
friendly acquirer, or a shake-up resulting from a shareholder vote expressing 
dissatisfaction with a board or management’s performance.

clean shell. A shell company which has no liabilities or other negative attributes 
as perceived by an operating business seeking to merge with it.
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contemporaneous fi nancing. A common technique in reverse mergers where 
an operating business combining with a shell company raises money at the 
same time as the completion of the merger, typically through a PIPE or other 
private placement.

controlling shareholders. Those who have the ability, through their ownership 
of shares of stock of a corporation, to approve matters required to be approved 
by shareholders, or to elect the board of directors.

convertible debt. Indebtedness of a corporation, the holder of which has the 
right to exchange or convert monies owed into stock at a negotiated price.

convertible preferred stock. Preferred stock of a corporation, the holder of 
which has the right to exchange or convert shares into shares of the corpora-
tion’s common stock at a negotiated conversion price.

corporate charter. See certifi cate of incorporation.
corporate director. A member of a corporation’s board of directors.
corporate offi cer. An individual elected by the board of directors to be an offi cer 

of a corporation. Most states require every corporation to have a president and 
secretary, but additional offi cers may be appointed and may include treasurer, 
vice president, chief executive offi cer, and chief fi nancial offi cer. Individuals 
with titles resembling those of corporate offi cers are not corporate offi cers un-
less elected by the board of directors. Offi cers have certain fi duciary duties to 
the board and the corporation’s shareholders.

current report. A fi ling with the SEC, most commonly on Form 8-K, describing 
an event or transaction that has taken place between the company’s fi lings of 
periodic reports.

CUSIP number. An identifi cation code issued by the CUSIP bureau identify-
ing a class of stock. Publicly trading securities are required to have a CUSIP 
number.

delist. To remove a company’s securities from a particular market or exchange so 
that they cannot trade on that market or exchange. Sometimes, a company 
voluntarily delists, in other cases delisting is involuntary for failure to meet a 
market or exchange’s listing standards.

demand registration rights. The right for a holder of a company’s securities 
to require the company, typically at the company’s expense, to fi le and seek 
effectiveness of a resale registration statement including those securities.

Depository Trust Company (DTC). The custodian of records refl ecting elec-
tronic representation of ownership of publicly tradable securities. DTC also 
serves as record owner on a company’s records of all shares held electronically 
where a physical stock certifi cate has not been issued.

deregister. Commonly used term to refer to the process by which a reporting 
company voluntarily seeks to terminate its status as a reporting company, 
typically through fi ling of SEC Form 15, which is generally available only 
if a company has fewer than 300 shareholders of record. The SEC also has 
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the power to effect an involuntary deregistration for failure to follow their 
regulations.

dilution. The reduction in either percentage ownership or value of one’s owner-
ship interest resulting from additional issuances of securities of a company.

dirty shell. A shell company in which it appears shady players have been involved 
and undertaken questionable transactions or tactics that have the effect of 
reducing the shell’s desirability to a merger partner. 

due diligence. The process of reviewing a company’s operating history, assets, 
liabilities, risks, uncertainties, and management in anticipation of entering 
into a transaction with that company.

EDGAR. The SEC’s Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval system of 
fi ling virtually all SEC fi lings. EDGAR has been fully effective since 1996.

equity. Ownership of a business, whether through shares of stock of a corpora-
tion, membership interests in a limited liability company, partnership interests 
in a partnership, or securities granting the right to acquire any such interests.

escrow. The process by which a third party, at the request of parties to a transac-
tion, holds money or other property as the agent of the parties, with such 
money or property being released pursuant to the instructions of the parties.

exemptions from registration. The opportunity for securities of a corporation 
to be sold publicly without being registered with the SEC. The most common 
exemption is Rule 144.

exit strategy. Term used by venture capitalists and private equity investors referring 
to the method by which they might liquidate an investment in a company.

fairness opinion. Advice from an independent third party that a particular trans-
action is fair from a fi nancial point of view. Typically, this advice provides a 
board of directors with greater comfort as to the value of a transaction, and is 
particularly helpful when members of the board or shareholders have a con-
fl ict of interest in the transaction.

fi rm commitment underwriting. Public offering of securities in which the un-
derwriter agrees to purchase all securities offered by the company. It then resells 
the securities to its customers after having purchased the shares at a discount 
from the company. Distinguished from best efforts underwriting, whereby the 
underwriter simply promises to use its best efforts to resell the shares.

fl oat. Shares of a publicly held company that are tradable by the public. Most 
defi nitions of fl oat exclude shares held by offi cers, directors, and other affi li-
ates. Also referred to as public fl oat.

follow-on offering. Sale of a company’s securities to the public after the com-
pany is already public by way of an event such as either an IPO or reverse 
merger.

Footnote 32. Note in the SEC’s June 2005 reverse merger rulemaking which 
acknowledges a questionable tactic whereby individuals take supposedly 
operating companies public with the intention of shutting down or spinning 
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off the business upon a reverse merger. This allows the promoter to avoid Rule 
419 restrictions. The SEC declares these entities shell companies.

Footnote 32 shell. Shells created when individuals take supposedly operating 
companies public with the intention of shutting down or spinning off the 
company upon a reverse merger. This allows the promoter to avoid Rule 419 
restrictions. The SEC declared these entities as shell companies in its June 
2005 rulemaking.

Form 10-K. Annual report fi led with the SEC by a company that does not qual-
ify to report under Regulation S-B. Includes detailed company information 
and three years of audited fi nancials. 

Form 10-KSB. Annual report fi led with the SEC by a company that qualifi es 
to report under Regulation S-B. Includes detailed company information and 
two years of audited fi nancials.

Form 10-SB. Registration statement under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
which registers a class of securities with the SEC but does not register any 
individual shares for public sale. After effectiveness of the fi ling, the company 
is an SEC reporting company.

Form 10-SB registration. The process of fi ling and seeking effectiveness of 
Form 10-SB. Filing is automatically effective sixty days after fi ling. If SEC 
comments are outstanding after sixty days, they are dealt with through a post-
effective amendment.

Form 10-SB shell. Shell company created by fi ling Form 10-SB on behalf of 
previously private shell. Creates a clean but nontrading shell.

Form 15. Filing with the SEC undertaken to deregister.
Form 211. Filing with the NASD undertaken by a market maker to commence 

trading of a company’s securities on the Pink Sheets or Over-the-Counter 
Bulletin Board.

Form 8-A. Simple SEC fi ling under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 after 
which a company is an SEC reporting company, in lieu of using the more 
complex Form 10-SB. Can only be used by the end of the fi rst fi scal year after 
a company completes a registration under the Securities Act of 1933, or under 
certain other limited circumstances.

Form 8-K. Current report required to be fi led by reporting companies between 
periodic reports when certain material events occur, including a reverse merger. 
The timing of fi ling was made shorter and the scope of items covered was made 
more comprehensive following implementation of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
of 2002.

Form D. Required fi ling made with the SEC under Regulation D describing a 
private placement whose issuer is claiming an exemption from registration 
pursuant to Regulation D.

Form S-1. Primary form of registration of securities under the Securities Act of 
1933 for companies that do not qualify to report under Regulation S-B. 
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Form S-4. Form of registration of securities under the Securities Act of 1933 
when securities are issued pursuant to combination transactions and upon 
other events.

Form S-8. Simplifi ed form of registration of securities under the Securities Act of 
1933, utilized if securities are issued pursuant to a stock option or other em-
ployee benefi t plan, or issued to consultants or other advisers. Shell companies 
may not utilize Form S-8.

Form SB-2. Primary form of registration of securities under the Securities Act of 
1933 for companies that qualify to report under Regulation S-B.

Form SB-2 resale registration. Registration of previously issued securities on 
behalf of owners wishing to be permitted to publicly resell the securities. Used 
by companies that qualify to report under Regulation S-B. 

forward stock split. A process by which each share of a company’s stock of is 
multiplied and increased on a pro rata basis among all shareholders. For ex-
ample, a company with 100 shares outstanding that completes a two-for-one 
forward stock split would have 200 shares outstanding following the forward 
stock split.

founder stock. Shares of a company issued to its original management and inves-
tors who started the business.

franchise tax. Annual levy payable to a state in which a corporation is incorpo-
rated or doing business. 

free-trading shares. Shares of stock in a corporation that have been registered 
with the SEC for sale or resale or which are able to be traded pursuant to an 
exemption from registration.

fully reporting company. See reporting company.
general solicitation. Seeking interest from the public at large for an offering 

either through advertising or some type of mass communication. For a private 
placement to qualify for the exemption from registration under Regulation D, 
no general solicitation may take place.

good standing. Status of a corporation in a particular state as both existing 
(or qualifi ed to do business as applicable) and up to date on paying franchise 
taxes and completing certain fi lings which the state may require. A corpora-
tion may not effect certain transactions without being in good standing.

go private. Seeking to stop being a reporting company through fi ling of Form 
15, if available, or seeking effectiveness of a fi ling with the SEC called Sched-
ule 13E-3, describing a plan for qualifying to fi le Form 15.

grandfathered shells. Shell companies and blank checks which were formed and 
taken public prior to the passage of Rule 419 were permitted to continue to 
exist without the restrictions of Rule 419.

hedge. To protect an investment by using certain fi nancial, legal, or trading 
techniques which generally limit both the gain and potential loss of the 
investment.
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information statement. Filing with the SEC in lieu of a proxy statement where 
shareholder approval is to be obtained on a matter but proxies are not being 
requested or solicited, because the requisite number of shareholders either 
has already approved the matter or is expected to approve the matter at a 
meeting.

initial public offering (IPO). The process of going public through an offering 
of securities by a corporation to the public and fi ling and seeking effectiveness 
of a registration statement under the Securities Act of 1933. 

insider fi lings. Reports that are required to be fi led with the SEC by offi cers, 
directors, and at least 5 percent shareholders of reporting companies. Such 
fi lings include information about securities holdings or changes in holdings.

insider trading. Technically includes all purchases and sales of shares of a com-
pany’s stock by offi cers, directors, and affi liates, but more commonly is used 
to refer to illegal trading by these insiders or others based on possession of 
material nonpublic information.

intrastate exemption. Allows shares of a corporation located and incorporated 
in one state to offer securities within that state in a manner which is exempt 
from SEC registration. Such an offering may require state registration. 

Investment Company Act of 1940. Federal statute passed to regulate mutual 
funds and other entities established to invest in securities. Most hedge funds 
operate pursuant to an exemption from regulation under this Act.

investor relations (IR). The process by which a company seeks to garner positive 
attention from broker-dealers and others in a position to infl uence investment 
in the company’s public stock. Also includes day-to-day dealings with existing 
shareholders of a company.

IPO window. The period of time in which IPOs are popular with investors and 
available to private companies seeking to become public through an IPO. The 
IPO window is described as open during periods of popularity, and otherwise 
closed.

junior SPAC. Proposed type of SPAC raising a minimal amount of money to 
qualify for a Rule 419 exemption, and avoiding shareholder reconfi rmation of 
investment, short time limit, and mandatory industry focus.

liquidity. The ability to easily sell or purchase a public company’s securities. Also 
an often-cited benefi t of being a public company.

listed stock. A company’s stock which is tradable on a major market or 
exchange such as the New York Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange, 
or Nasdaq.

manufactured shell. A shell company created from scratch for the purpose of 
being a shell company.

market capitalization. The perceived value of a public company calculated by 
multiplying a company’s per-share trading price by the number of total shares 
of stock outstanding. Also referred to as market cap.
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market maker. A broker-dealer that agrees to make a market in a Pink Sheet 
or Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board stock. Stocks may not trade on these 
markets without a market maker. A market maker is required to complete 
transactions from its own account if it is not able to fi nd another party to 
complete a transaction.

market support. The extent to which brokerage fi rms, market makers, and their 
customers participate in the market for a company’s stock following an IPO, 
reverse merger, or self-fi ling. 

merger. A process by which two U.S. corporations combine, with one corpo-
ration continuing as the surviving entity and the other disappearing as the 
nonsurviving entity. Shares of stock of the nonsurviving entity typically are 
exchanged for shares of the surviving entity or a parent company of the sur-
viving entity.

merger proxy. A complex fi ling with the SEC in which one party to a merger is 
a reporting company.

messy shell. A shell company with records that are diffi cult to obtain and trans-
actions that are not easy to verify. As distinguished from a dirty shell, no 
unsavory activity is suspected.

Nasdaq. The National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation 
System includes two trading markets, one known as the Nasdaq National 
Market and a lower-level market known as the Nasdaq SmallCap Market. 
Nasdaq also owns and operates the Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board, or 
OTCBB.

National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD). All broker-dealers must 
be members of the NASD, which regulates and oversees the operations of 
broker-dealers.

new listing application. Application made to a market or exchange seeking for 
the fi rst time for a company’s securities to be listed on that market or ex-
change. The application is typically subject to the market or exchange’s new 
listing standards.

New York Stock Exchange. Considered the most prestigious U.S. stock ex-
change, with the most stringent listing and maintenance standards.

no-action letter. A publicly available letter from the staff of the SEC indicating 
that the staff will recommend no enforcement action against the addressee if 
it follows a certain course of action. Each letter declares it cannot be relied on 
by others, but most practitioners consider them as having quasiprecedential 
value.

nonaccredited investor. A purchaser of shares that does not meet the defi nition 
of accredited investor.

nonreporting company. A company that either is not subject to the SEC’s re-
porting requirements under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 or which is 
subject to the requirements but is not current in its required fi lings. 
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nontrading shell. A shell company whose shares do not trade or cannot trade 
until after a reverse merger.

offering. The process by which a company seeks buyers for its securities, or by 
which a holder of securities seeks buyers of those securities.

option. The right to purchase securities (typically common stock) of a company 
for a fi xed period of time, generally for a predetermined price.

overhang. The existence of derivative securities such as preferred stock, warrants, 
or options which may be converted into or exercised for shares of common 
stock, thereby increasing the number of shares outstanding upon such conver-
sion or exercise. 

Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board (OTCBB). A trading market most com-
monly used following a reverse merger, as its listing and maintenance require-
ments are minimal, other than being a reporting company. Most OTCBB 
stocks are not heavily traded.

penny stock. In the Penny Stock Reform Act of 1990, it was defi ned as “any 
stock which is not selling on a major exchange and has a purchase price of less 
than $5 per share. “Most post–reverse merger stocks are initially penny stocks 
when they begin trading.

penny stock market. Typically refers to the trading activity in lower-priced 
stocks on the Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board or Pink Sheets.

Penny Stock Reform Act of 1990 (PSRA). Following abusive practices in the 
penny stock market, Congress mandated more disclosure to purchasers of 
penny stocks and more information be gathered by broker-dealers from cus-
tomers who are purchasing penny stocks. The PSRA also directed the SEC to 
pass a rule which ultimately became Rule 419.

piercing the corporate veil. The ability in a corporation to successfully sue 
shareholders for debts of the corporation if the corporation is effectively an 
alter ego of the shareholder.

Pink Sheets. A centralized quotation service that collects and publishes market 
maker quotes for Over-the-Counter securities. Unlike the OTCBB, issuers do 
not have to be fully reporting companies with the SEC for their shares to be 
quoted on the Pink Sheets.

pink sheet shell. A shell company whose shares trade on the Pink Sheets. 
post-effective amendment. An SEC fi ling effecting changes or updates in a reg-

istration statement after it becomes effective. Rule 419 requires a post-effec-
tive amendment to disclose information about the company proposed to be 
merged into a shell.

post-money valuation. The value of a company immediately after it completes 
a fi nancing. Generally calculated by adding the amount of fi nancing to the 
pre-money valuation.

preferred stock. A class of securities in a corporation generally higher in the capital-
ization structure than common stock, often with special rights or privileges.
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pre-money valuation. The value of a company immediately before it completes 
a fi nancing.

primary registration. A registration statement fi led on behalf of a company 
seeking for it to register its shares for a public offering.

private company. A company that has not conducted a public offering nor be-
come a reporting company.

private equity. A somewhat amorphous term referring generally to a source of 
fi nancing that involves a private placement. 

private investment in public equity (PIPE). A private placement of equity or 
equity-linked securities effected for a public company, typically with immedi-
ate required registration of the equity sold to the investor. 

private offering. Offering of securities by a company or a holder of securities that 
does not involve a public offering. Also referred to as a private placement.

private placement. See private offering.
private placement memorandum (PPM). A detailed offering document that 

describes a company’s business strategy, fi nancial performance, risk factors 
and the like, which is utilized in a private offering.

promoter. Entity or person that controls a shell and is actively seeking a private 
operating company with which to merge. A promoter can also be any invest-
ment bank or broker otherwise promoting a deal.

prospectus. Document used for public offering by issuer or shareholders includ-
ing information required by SEC rules, in form and content approved by the 
SEC and contained in a larger fi ling known as a registration statement.

proxy statement. Mailing to shareholders of reporting company in form and 
content approved by the SEC in accordance with proxy rules. Required when 
a shareholder meeting is planned and management or another party is solicit-
ing proxies from shareholders. The proxy, or individual designated by the 
shareholder, appears at the meeting on the shareholder’s behalf and votes the 
shareholder’s shares in a predesignated manner.

public company. A company that either has conducted and completed a public 
offering or has otherwise become a reporting company. May include either a 
company that has completed a public offering but is not a reporting company 
or a company whose shares do not trade.

Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB). Established by the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, the body that oversees accounting and auditing 
of reporting companies. An auditor must be registered with the PCAOB to 
perform an audit of a reporting company. PCAOB establishes rules for audi-
tors, audits all accounting fi rms which audit more than one hundred report-
ing companies, and randomly audits all others.

public fl oat. See fl oat.
public offering. The process by which a company seeks to offer and sell its se-

curities to the public, as opposed to a limited distribution of securities as in a 
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private placement. Also refers to the process by which a shareholder may seek 
to offer shares of a company other than in a private placement. Public offer-
ings typically require registration with the SEC.

public relations (PR). The process by which a company seeks to obtain broad 
awareness and knowledge of its product or service offerings or of other news 
concerning the company, often with the assistance of a public relations fi rm or 
similar expert and through the issuance of announcements or press releases.

public shell company. See shell company.
public venture capital. Often used to refer to a private placement accompanying 

a reverse merger. Relates to the fact that the investment risk is often similar 
to a venture capital investment, except that the investment is into a public 
company.

pump and dump. Illegal practice by unsavory investors or broker-dealers in 
which misleading or false information is provided to the marketplace, causing 
a stock’s price to rise, upon which questionable players sell their stock. After 
this, true information becomes available and the stock price generally returns 
to its prior lower level.

qualifi ed institutional buyer (QIB). An entity, acting for its own account or 
the accounts of other qualifi ed institutional buyers, that in the aggregate owns 
and invests on a discretionary basis at least $100 million in securities of issuers 
that are not affi liated with the entity.

reconfi rmation prospectus. Under Rule 419, prior to completing a reverse 
merger, the shell must prepare and have approved by the SEC a prospectus 
containing detailed information concerning the private company merging 
into the shell. This prospectus is delivered to purchasers in the shell’s IPO, 
80 percent of whom must reconfi rm their investment after reviewing the pro-
spectus before the merger can be completed. Those who do not reconfi rm 
receive their investment back, less expenses.

registered broker-dealer. See broker-dealer.
registered stock. Shares of a company’s capital stock that have been registered 

with the SEC either for sale by the company to the public or for resale by a 
shareholder to the public.

registration. The process of obtaining approval from the SEC for a public offer-
ing of securities of a company or shareholder by following the SEC’s rules for 
required disclosures in connection with registering individual shares either for 
sale by a company to the public or for resale by a shareholder to the public.

registration statement. A fi ling required by the SEC in form and content ap-
proved by the SEC in order to effect the registration of shares. 

Regulation A. This SEC regulation permits offerings of up to $5 million to an 
unlimited number of investors, whether or not accredited. An offering circular 
is prepared and approved by the SEC, but the form is more streamlined than a 
full registration statement and does not require audited fi nancial statements.
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Regulation D (Reg D). Passed in 1982, this SEC regulation offers a safe harbor 
ensuring that an offering is a private placement and exempt from registration. 
The most common exemption used is contained in Rule 506, which permits 
an unlimited amount of money to be raised to all accredited investors and 
up to thirty-fi ve unaccredited investors. No specifi c information delivery is 
required to accredited investors, but nonaccredited investors must receive all 
information that would be in a public offering prospectus, unless the infor-
mation is not material.

Regulation S (Reg S). This SEC regulation provides for an exemption from reg-
istration for securities offerings by U.S. companies if they are completely or 
partially from foreigners or by a foreign company, if raising money completely 
overseas where some directed selling efforts take place in the United States. 
No specifi c information delivery or accredited investor status applies. 

Regulation S-B. This SEC regulation outlines disclosure requirements for small-
er companies in the small business fi ling system, generally permitting less in-
formation in its offerings and periodic reports. A company fi ts the S-B system 
if it has revenues of less than $25 million, is a U.S. or Canadian issuer, is not 
an investment company or asset-backed issuer, and its parent (if a subsidiary) 
is also a small business issuer. Also, if the company has a public fl oat (held 
by nonaffi liates) of $25 million or more, it would not fi t into the S-B fi ling 
system. The regulation may be amended or even overhauled by SEC Advisory 
Committee on Smaller Public Companies.

Regulation S-K. This SEC regulation, which predates Regulation S-B, outlines 
disclosure requirements for companies that do not fi t into the Regulation S-B 
system.

Regulation S-T. This SEC regulation provides requirements for SEC fi lings 
made electronically through the EDGAR system.

reporting company. A company which is obligated to fi le periodic and current 
reports with the SEC as a result of a recent public offering or voluntary regis-
tration under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. 

representations. Statements of fact concerning a company, generally provided 
in an agreement to reassure third parties and allow them to rely on the state-
ment. For example, “The Company has 10 million shares of common stock 
outstanding.”

resale registration. Effecting a registration of shares held by individual share-
holders to permit their resale in the public market. Technically the registra-
tion is made on behalf of the selling shareholders, but typically the company 
prepares and handles the fi ling.

restricted stock. Shares of capital stock of a company which are not registered 
or which are not able to be sold in the public market through an exemption 
from registration.

reverse merger. A method by which a private operating company arranges for 
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its stock to be publicly traded following a merger or similar transaction with 
a publicly held shell company, pursuant to which the equity owners of the 
private company typically take control of the former shell company.

reverse stock split. A pro rata reduction in the number of shares of capital stock 
of a company that are outstanding. Typically requires approval of a majority 
of shareholders. Often used to increase per-share price, or to make more au-
thorized shares available in order to complete a reverse merger.

reverse takeover (RTO). Another term sometimes used for reverse merger.
reverse triangular merger. A reverse merger in which the public shell company 

creates a wholly owned subsidiary, and which subsidiary merges with and into 
the private company seeking to merge. As a result, the private company be-
comes a wholly owned subsidiary of the public shell company. Typically used 
to avoid shareholder approval at the level of the shell company and to allow 
the operating business to maintain its corporate existence.

round lot shareholders. Equity owners of a public company that hold at least 
100 shares.

Rule 10b-5. This SEC rule, under the Securities Act of 1933, forbids intention-
ally and materially misleading a third party in connection with the purchase 
or sale of a security.

Rule 144. This SEC rule, under the Securities Act of 1933, provides a popu-
lar exemption from registration, allowing otherwise restricted securities to be 
sold in the public market if they have been held for a suffi cient period of time, 
typically at least one year and in some cases two years.

Rule 144A. This SEC rule permits qualifi ed institutional buyers, or QIBs, to 
trade restricted securities between and among themselves and allows for 
broader exemptions from registration for those offering securities to QIBs.

Rule 419. This SEC rule, passed in 1992, requires signifi cant safeguards in con-
nection with an IPO or other registration under the Securities Act of 1933 of 
shares of a blank check. These safeguards include requiring almost all funds 
raised and shares issued to be placed in escrow pending a merger, an eighteen-
month time limit to complete a merger, investor reconfi rmation of their invest-
ment prior to a merger, and other requirements. An IPO is exempt from this 
rule if it raises more than $5 million, as a result of which all SPACs are exempt 
from Rule 419.

Rule 419 shell. A shell company or blank check created through an IPO con-
ducted under Rule 419.

Rule 504. This SEC rule, part of Regulation D, permits up to $1 million to be 
raised by a private company from an unlimited number of accredited and 
nonaccredited investors, with no information delivery requirements and the 
ability of the shares to trade unrestricted following such offering. Most states 
do not permit Rule 504 offerings.

SAFE (China’s State Administration of Foreign Exchange). Chinese regulatory 
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agency that oversees foreign exchange and briefl y sought to limit or restrict 
reverse mergers involving Chinese companies.

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX). The largest and broadest change in U.S. 
securities laws since 1934, SOX shortened reporting times for most compa-
nies’ periodic reports and insider reports, mandated establishment and main-
tenance of internal fi nancial controls, added corporate governance require-
ments, in particular with respect to oversight of a company’s audit, eliminated 
all extension of credit to executives, and required top executives to certify as 
to the material correctness of their fi nancial statements.

Schedule 13D. SEC fi ling required to be made by any holder of at least 5 percent 
of a reporting company’s stock if it is part of management or if the holder may 
seek to effect or infl uence management.

Schedule 13G. SEC fi ling required to be made by any holder of at least 5 percent 
of a reporting company’s stock if it is not part of management and if the holder 
does not seek to effect or infl uence management, or meets other criteria.

Schedule 14F. SEC fi ling required to be made and mailed to shareholders if, 
pursuant to a transaction involving at least 5 percent of a reporting company’s 
stock, there is an arrangement or understanding to effect a change in a major-
ity of the board.

scrubbing a shell. Typically refers to the process of completing a thorough due 
diligence review of a shell and solving problems that arise during that process.

SEC Advisory Committee on Smaller Public Companies. Established in 
2005, the committee is charged with reviewing all aspects of SEC regulation 
of companies with revenues of less than $700 million. Its report was com-
pleted in April 2006.

SEC comments. Most registration statements are reviewed by the SEC, which 
provides comments to the issuer recommending changes or additional disclo-
sure in the registration statement.

SEC Division of Corporation Finance. The division of the SEC charged with 
overseeing reporting companies and offerings of securities. 

SEC examiner. An individual, typically within the SEC Division of Corporation 
Finance, who takes primary responsibility for reviewing and commenting on 
an SEC fi ling.

SEC fi ling. Any document formally submitted to the SEC under its rules.
SEC Offi ce of Small Business Policy. Part of the SEC Division of Corporation 

Finance, which develops and assists in implementation of the SEC’s policies 
that relate to smaller businesses.

SEC Reverse Merger Rulemaking in 2005. In June 2005, the SEC passed a 
new set of rules directly effecting reverse mergers, which became fully effective 
in November 2005. In addition to requiring substantial disclosure about the 
fully merged company within four business days after completing a reverse 
merger with a shell company, the rule requires every single reporting company 
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to declare whether it meets a newly created defi nition of shell company. The 
rule also eliminated the use of Form S-8 by shell companies.

secondary offering. A public offering by a company’s shareholders.
Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. The section of SOX man-

dating the establishment and maintenance of internal fi nancial controls in 
certain reporting companies.

Securities Act of 1933. The fi rst law regulating the securities markets passed 
during the Great Depression and regulating the offering of securities.

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). See U.S. Securities and Ex-
change Commission (SEC).

Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The follow-up to the Securities Act of 1933 
established the SEC and set up the integrated disclosure system, along with 
regulation of broker-dealers, tender offers, and proxy solicitation.

self-fi ling. The process by which a private company may seek a public trading 
market for its securities without an IPO or a reverse merger, by completing its 
own fi lings with the SEC either to resell securities held by shareholders or to 
voluntarily become a reporting company.

share exchange. One method of completing a reverse merger by simply exchang-
ing shares of the public shell company for shares of the private company 
seeking to merge.

shareholder approval. The process by which consent of shareholders is required 
under applicable state corporate law in the state where a corporation is incor-
porated.

shareholder base. The number of holders of shares of stock of a corporation.
shareholder rights certifi cate. A certifi cate sometimes used to represent the 

right to receive shares of stock of a company following a reverse stock split, 
increase in authorized shares, or other recapitalization.

shareholders of record. Holders of capital stock of a company holding physical 
stock certifi cates issued by the company’s transfer agent. Does not include 
holders of capital stock who possess only electronic representation of shares 
through the Depository Trust Corporation.

shares authorized. The number of shares of a class of stock a corporation is per-
mitted to issue pursuant to the corporation’s certifi cate of incorporation.

shares issued. The number of shares of a class of stock a corporation has issued to 
holders, including shares which may have been redeemed or repurchased by or 
forfeited to the corporation and not cancelled and are no longer outstanding.

shares outstanding. The number of shares of a class of stock a corporation has 
issued to holders, excluding shares that may have been redeemed or repur-
chased by or forfeited to the corporation.

shell broker. An individual or entity who assists parties seeking to purchase or 
merge with a shell company by identifying and negotiating transactions with 
shell managers.
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shell company. A company with no or nominal assets (other than cash) and no 
or nominal operations. Also referred to as a public shell company.

shell merger. A reverse merger or similar transaction effected with a shell company.
shell promoter. See promoter.
short selling. The selling of a security that the seller does not own, or any sale 

that is completed by the delivery of a security borrowed by the seller. Short 
sellers assume that they will be able to buy the stock at a lower amount than 
the price at which they sold short. 

short swing profi t rule. Under Section 16 of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, this SEC rule states that an offi cer, director, or 10 percent shareholder 
of a reporting company may not purchase and then sell, or sell and then pur-
chase, any shares of the company’s stock within a six-month period and retain 
profi ts from the transaction. 

specifi ed purpose acquisition company (SPAC). A blank check that com-
pletes an IPO pursuant to an exemption from Rule 419 for companies raising 
more than $5 million. SPACs generally have an industry focus with a related 
management team, and adopt several of the Rule 419 restrictions to assist in 
attracting investors. 

stock. A form of equity ownership in a corporation.
stock option. The right to purchase stock for a specifi ed period of time and typi-

cally for a specifi ed price. 
stock split. A pro rata increase or decrease in the number of shares outstanding, 

typically requiring shareholder approval.
street name. Common term for holding shares electronically through the Deposi-

tory Trust Corporation rather than through a physical stock certifi cate.
subsidiary. An entity that is owned more than 50 percent by another entity.
super Form 8-K. Term used to describe the current report required to be fi led 

following a reverse merger with a shell company and including the same in-
formation that would be included in a Form 10-SB for the merged company. 
Also called a super 8-K.

super 8-K. See super Form 8-K.
thin trading. Common criticism of post–reverse-merged companies or trading 

shells, which is that only limited stock trading exists.
trading shell. A shell company whose common stock may be publicly bought 

and sold on an established market or exchange.
transfer agent. Transfer agents keep a company’s stock records, issue stock cer-

tifi cates when appropriate, help conduct a company’s annual meeting by 
providing inspection services and current lists of shareholders, and help with 
stock splits, stock dividends, and similar changes.

unaccredited investor. See nonaccredited investor.
unclean shell. Broad term meant to encompass either a dirty shell or a messy 

shell.
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underwriter. Broker-dealer that serves to complete an IPO of a company by 
purchasing shares from the company at a discount and then reselling them to 
the broker-dealer’s customers. 

unregistered broker. Individual or entity performing functions normally re-
quired of a registered broker-dealer but which is not registered with the SEC 
or NASD.

unregistered stock. See restricted stock.
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The administrative agency 

established by the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which implements securi-
ties laws and establishes and enforces rules and regulations under those laws. 

valuation. Process of determining the worth of a company or worth of a share 
of stock.

variable interest entities (VIEs). Entities that, under IRS regulations, must con-
solidate their fi nancial statements as a result of a close relationship between 
the entities.

venture capital. Financing source for early-stage and emerging, typically private 
companies.

voluntarily reporting company. Company which is not required to provide 
reports like a reporting company but chooses to do so anyway. 

warrant. A security that entitles the holder to purchase another security (typically 
common stock) at a specifi ed price during a specifi ed time period.

warranties. A promise that something is in a certain state or condition. For 
example, “All our inventory is in saleable condition,” or, “We have complied 
with all applicable laws concerning our pension plan.” They are typically 
provided along with representations in reverse merger agreements.

wholly foreign-owned enterprise (WFOE). Entity permitted by Chinese regu-
lations to be owned by foreign entities or nationals.

wholly owned subsidiary. A subsidiary all of whose equity ownership is held 
by one entity.

Worm/Wulff Letters. Series of letters between the SEC and Nasdaq providing 
that affi liates or promoters of blank check companies can never sell their 
shares either publicly or privately under Rule 144 or Section 4(1) of the 
Securities Act without those shares being fully registered fi rst.

Wulff/Worm Letters. See Worm/Wulff Letters. 
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